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ABSTRACT 

 

Interweaving literary biography, rhetoric, and emotion studies, this dissertation argues 

that anger was fundamental to Mark Twain’s social and literary epistemologies. Although 

scholars have largely dismissed his temper as anecdotal, Twain considered anger vital to 

maintaining social order and strategically employed angry rhetoric in his personal and 

professional writings. Neither irrational nor haphazard, Twain’s vitriol demonstrates 

remarkable rhetorical awareness and literary artistry. Whether haranguing his publishers 

about dwindling profits or eviscerating his private secretary Isabel Lyon in the little-

known Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Twain weaponized his emotions utilizing classical 

Aristotelian theories of persuasion. Moreover, many defining literary tropes of Twain’s 

most celebrated works originated in these angry texts, further cementing their importance 

to his literary development. Through close reading of his newspaper articles, letters, and 

autobiographical texts, this study traces evolving rhetorical patterns in Twain’s 

vituperation and demonstrates how his anger script impacted his participation in 

nineteenth-century literary culture. 
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PROLOGUE 

Clemens in the Hands of an Angry God 

 

In mid-December 1886, a “thunder-stroke” fell upon fifty-two-year-old Samuel L. 

Clemens: he discovered, as he confessed to William Dean Howells, that “all their lives 

my children have been afraid of me! Have stood all their days in uneasy dread of my 

sharp tongue & uncertain temper. The accusing instances stretch back to their babyhood, 

& are burnt into their memories: & I never suspected, & the fact was never guessed by 

anybody until yesterday. Well, all the concentrated griefs of fifty years seemed colorless 

by the side of that pathetic revelation” (MTHL 2: 575). Make no mistake: his family’s 

candid acknowledgement of his hair-trigger temper was no surprise to Clemens. For 

decades, his wife Olivia had tried to teach him strategies for moderating his irascibility, 

to little effect. No, Clemens was thunderstruck by his daughters’ perception that his 

temper was unpredictable and his anger violent and gratuitous.  

Twain scholars have treated his surprise with no small dose of skepticism, 

questioning his uncharacteristic lack of self-awareness. Peter Stoneley, for instance, 

attributes it to gender-dynamics and hierarchy. Stoneley points out that in Clemens’s 

“melodramatic” confession he “aligns himself with…all other men who suffer as a result 

of the unpredictability and unknowability of women, and his rhetoric places more stress 

on his grief than on their fear” (90). Yet “it was his unknowability,” Stoneley argues, 

“that caused any breach…. [for] his daughters had little comprehension of his world 

outside the home” (90). Fred Kaplan, on the other hand, claims that Clemens 

narcissistically deluded himself into believing that his performance of the “adoring 

father” mediated any enduring effects of his anger: “So harmless did he seem to himself, 
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so lovingly devoted to his daughters,” Kaplan asserts, “that the disconnection between his 

experience of himself and theirs was immense” (420). That Clemens took no notable 

action to ameliorate his children’s fear or address his own temper Kaplan attributes to the 

palliative (if placebo) effect of his writing, for by “dramatiz[ing] his pain” he could, in 

effect, “erase it” (420). “His temperament,” Kaplan concludes, “was too self-protectively 

resilient to allow him to be anything but his egomaniacal self” (420).  

In focusing on socially structured gender roles or Clemens’s literary narcissism, 

we have overlooked a significant factor that contributed to Clemens’s skewed self-

awareness regarding his anger: the early influence of New-School Presbyterian “divine 

wrath.” This theological concept fundamentally shaped his understanding of anger, its 

purpose, expression, and effect. From this biblical foundation, Clemens developed his 

framework for secular anger.  

Presbyterianism and Divine Wrath 

Growing up along the Mississippi River, the young, impressionable Samuel L. 

Clemens was swept up in a raging theological debate which would color his imagination 

and reshape his views of anger and divine wrath for the better part of a century. At the 

helm of young Clemens’s earliest ecclesiastical expeditions stood his mother, Jane, who 

delighted in the pathos and socialization afforded by the church. As her great-grandson, 

Samuel Charles Webster later recalled, “Jane Clemens took an interest in any religion, 

the livelier the better. They were drama to her as much as uplift” (24). Refusing to be 

moored by her stern, semi-religious husband, John Marshall Clemens, Jane gathered her 
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brood and steered them to the “Old Ship Zion” Methodist Church in Hannibal, Missouri.1 

Although the Clemens family (sans patriarch) would sporadically attend the Methodist 

church and Sunday School for two years, Jane Clemens did not formally become a 

Methodist or even consider herself a fully-devout Christian. Perhaps she was dissuaded 

by the church elders who frowned upon music-making, novels, and other “worldly 

pleasures.” Like his mother, young Sam expressed reservations about the austerity the 

Methodist church demanded of him, and he delighted not in the blessed doctrine of Bible 

stories, but rather their drama and pathos (even if he found them occasionally illogical). 

Making full use of the Methodist church’s lending program, Sam recited Bible verses to 

his Sunday school teacher each week in exchange for the privilege of checking out small 

books and tracts produced by the American Sunday School Union (Auto 1: 418). To a 

boy with a voracious appetite for fiction, mediocre stories proved better than no stories at 

all.2 Though never fully satisfied, Jane and her children made the contemporary requisite 

show of religion at their local Methodist church.  

Then, in 1841, Jane changed course.  

                                                             

1. In chapter 38 of Following the Equator, Twain describes his father as “a 

refined and kindly gentleman, very grave, rather austere, of rigid probity, a sternly just 

and upright man, albeit he attended no church and never spoke of religious matters, and 

had no part nor lot in the pious joys of his Presbyterian family, nor ever seemed to suffer 

from this deprivation” (351). In Mark Twain’s Religion, William E. Phipps cautions that 

Twain likely “overstated his father’s alienation from churches and religion” (9). 

Similarly, Harold K. Bush, Jr., explains that John Marshall Clemens was most likely on 

the spectrum of religious free thought, which ran the gamut between the antireligious on 

one pole and the unconventional, unorthodox religious on the other (31). Alexander E. 

Jones goes so far as to assert that John Marshall likely ascribed to Kentucky liberalism 

(250-251). 

2. In his autobiographical dictations on March 16, 1906, Twain recalls: “They 

were pretty dreary books, for there was not a bad boy in the entire bookcase. They were 

all good boys and good girls and drearily uninteresting, but they were better society than 

none, and I was glad to have their company and disapprove of it” (Auto 1: 419). 
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At the center of her course correction was the theological concept that God 

unleashed his divine wrath as a tool to humble the reprobate. God could use not just 

divine means but also the mundane—illness, accidents, and the happenstance of life—to 

punish sinners and encourage repentance and faithfulness through the real and present 

demonstration of God’s holiness and might. Jane was scared. Looking back over the 

incidents of her life, she noticed a pattern. Three of her seven children had died before 

age ten: the frail little baby boy Pleasants Hannibal Clemens, her third child, had died at 

the age of three months; her fourth child, Margaret, died at age nine from a “bilious 

fever” (yellow fever); and her fifth child, Benjamin, died from a sudden, fatal “river 

fever.” Her surviving children were plagued with frailty, illness, unhappy accidents and 

near-death encounters. 3 According to Rachel M. Varble, “the theory had come to [Jane’s] 

ears that the deaths of her children seemed her special punishment for neglecting religion. 

If this were true, her other children also might be taken, one by one, until she was 

humbled” (153). Anxious to forestall any further divine wrath upon her family and 

desperate for assurance of a divine master plan, Jane turned to the Presbyterian Church 

and its doctrine of predestination—the belief that God, in his omniscience, foreordains 

the elect who are to be saved according to his will.  

On February 18, 1841, Jane Clemens joined the First Presbyterian Church of 

Hannibal by profession of faith, following the example of her oldest daughter, Pamela, 

who had joined the church on February 7th. Although Jane gave her other children a 

choice as to whether they wanted to remain with the Methodists, they, too, followed 

                                                             

3. Jane Clemens bore seven children, but only four survived to their majority. Of 

those, only three—Pamela, Orion, and Samuel—survived her. 
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Pamela to the Presbyterian Church. In accordance with church tradition, children of 

church members were baptized along with their parents, and William E. Phipps as well as 

others speculate that Sam and his siblings joined through the sacrament of baptism (14). 

By age ten, Sam was regularly attending the Presbyterian Church’s Sunday school for 

children as well as Sunday morning services (Mark Twain’s Hannibal 368). His Sunday 

evening attendance was more sporadic and he was often sent as a form of punishment by 

his mother, who interestingly enough, did not usually attend the evening services herself 

(Sweets 18; Twain, Auto 1: 352).  

If Jane Clemens joined the Presbyterian Church primarily for its emphasis on 

predestination, as she had claimed to her daughter Pamela,4 then she was to be sorely 

disappointed. The church was in the midst of a radical schism, and predestination was 

one of the critical points of contention. By 1837, American Presbyterianism had broken 

into two camps. Led by Charles Hodge, the “Old School” assembly comprised of 

southern Presbyterians who emphasized theologically conservative doctrines such as 

Calvinism, predestination, and total depravity.5 They believed the church needed to 

enforce discipline, govern itself spiritually through its own church courts, and root out 

even the hint of heresy, especially as it was introduced by other denominations or sects. 

On the other hand, “New School” Presbyterians followed the revivalist tradition and were 

led by theologians such as Lyman Beecher and Albert Barnes. These liberal New 

                                                             

4. According to Varble, Jane told her daughter, “I’m going to unite with the 

Presbyterian Church. It’s my choice because of predestination” (153). Pamela, in turn, 

told her father, that predestination was the “back of Ma’s choice” to join the Presbyterian 

Church (154). 

5. For more on the differences between New School and Old School 

Presbyterianism, see Balmer and Fitzmier pp. 66-72, Phipps pp. 16, and “The Schism of 

1837.” 
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Englanders were theologically moderate and emphasized free-will, human goodness, 

revivalism, and the Evangelical United front. They believed that the church’s first priority 

was evangelism and the salvation of souls, and they were willing to band together with 

Congregationalists and tolerate theological and doctrinal differences in order to achieve 

this goal. 

The Presbyterian congregation in Hannibal was not exempt from this theological 

schism. In 1841, the same year that Jane Clemens joined the First Presbyterian Church, 

Presbyterians across the state of Missouri convened to debate the issues, and the church 

in Hannibal officially became “New School.” The Hannibal church joined the St. Louis 

Presbytery, the administrative body comprised of New School Presbyterian churches in 

the district, and officially submitted itself to the judication of the Missouri Synod, the 

state’s New School ecclesiastical court (Sweets 5; Phipps 16).  

When the Calvinist-hardliner “Old School” members, who fractured and formed 

their own church in 1842, dubbed themselves the Second Presbyterian Church in 

Hannibal, Jane remained with the First Presbyterian Church. Under the auspices of the 

more liberal New School, divine wrath replaced predestination as a critical component of 

First Presbyterian doctrine and evangelism.6 With predestination giving way to self-

determinism, an individual’s actions of faith exercised with fear and trembling became 

                                                             

6. Despite the 1841 convention, the matter of Old versus New School would not 

be definitively settled until nearly two decades later. The American Presbyterian Church 

and New School’s condemnation of slavery in 1857 ultimately forced the Hannibal 

church to revert back to the Old School, since Missouri was a slaveholding state and 

staunchly anti-abolitionist. On April 1, 1859, the Hannibal First Presbyterian church that 

the Clemens family attended officially became designated “Old School” and joined the 

Presbytery of Palmyra, the Old School administrative body for the district (Sweets 7; 

Phipps 16). Henry Sweets records that “The majority of the congregation had favored a 

shift to the Presbytery of Palmyra, O.S.” (8). 
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more important than ever. Even if God opened the door to grace, so to speak, it was the 

responsibility of the individual to turn from sin and humbly seek God, to walk through 

that door. Motivated by this emphasis on free will and divine wrath, Jane threw herself 

full-tilt into the life of a dedicated churchwoman, taking her children along with her to 

regular services, revivals, and all sorts of church socials (Varble 154).  

Later in life, Clemens would subconsciously draw upon the New School 

conceptions of divine wrath in the formation of his own secular, constructivist concept of 

anger. Within New School teachings, God pours forth his wrath upon people to deliver 

judgment, enact justice, purge sin, motivate repentance, and ensure continued 

faithfulness. Thus, even as it manifests as a powerful, sometimes deadly force, divine 

wrath demonstrated God’s love and mercy, ultimately reconciling sinful people to a holy, 

jealous God. Rejecting Calvin’s conception of total depravity derived from Adam’s 

original sin, New School Presbyterianism emphasized free will, teaching that God holds 

people accountable for their own sin (Volkman 20). Bombastic revivalists emphasized 

human terror of God’s anger, for under the New School paradigm, punitive divine wrath 

either leads sinners to repentance or, in the case of the irredeemably reprobate, unleashes 

fatal divine judgment.7 From this New School understanding of the Bible, Clemens 

developed a visceral understanding of divine wrath and its inherent contradictions and 

                                                             

7. Visiting the Hannibal Presbyterian church later in life and then speaking to high 

school graduates that same day, Clemens recalled, “I noticed at the Presbyterian church 

this afternoon that the style of oratory has changed. In my day the speakers made more 

noise. Their oratory was bombastic, full of gesticulation, pounding the pulpit, and all 

sorts of exterior suggestions of sense, combined with the utter absence of that quality” 

(Speaking 432). 
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ambiguity, and this core teaching about anger’s purpose and effect would become the 

foundation for Clemens’s secular anger epistemology many years later.  

For young Samuel Clemens, the theological concept of divine wrath appeared in 

nearly every aspect of his life which religion could touch. God’s wrath against the 

rebellious sinner featured prominently in the Bible passages read aloud and expounded 

upon at church, school, and home; in the songs and hymns he sang; in the catechism he 

memorized; in the Sunday school storybooks he read; even in the newspaper articles and 

editorials he typeset. Various strains of orthodox and heterodox Protestantism8 inundated 

his imagination with accounts of a God whose divine wrath extirpated human sin with the 

power of a lightning bolt. 

Clemens would ultimately wrestle with and reject much of his early Presbyterian 

training, only nominally ascribing to the denomination. In “Reflections on the Sabbath,” 

Twain explains, “I was brought up a Presbyterian….sprinkled in infancy, and look upon 

that as conferring the rank of Brevet Presbyterian. It affords none of the emoluments of 

the Regular Church—simply confers honorable rank upon the recipient and the right to 

be punished as Presbyterian hereafter; that is, the substantial Presbyterian punishment of 

fire and brimstone instead of this heterodox hell of remorse of conscience of these 

blamed wildcat religions” (What is Man? 40).9 Time and again, Clemens returned to the 

                                                             

8. Hannibal’s religious identity was anything but homogenous. In addition to 

various Protestant denominations and their internal schisms, Universalism, Campbellism, 

Deism, and spiritualism all competed to capture the hearts and minds of the people. 

Alexander E. Jones claims “the conventional dogma of Hannibal was undermined by a 

considerable amount of heterodox thought” (257). 

9. In a speech entitled “Consistency” given to the Hartford Evening Club on 

December 2, 1887, Clemens claimed that a person’s religious identity evolves over time: 

“No man remains the same sort of Presbyterians he was at first—the thing is impossible; 

time and various influences modify his Presbyterianism; it narrows or it broadens, grows 
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teachings on free will and divine wrath that he encountered as a child. Even when he 

ceased to be excited about Calvinism, he “showed an excitable anger” and frenzy 

regarding eighteenth-century theologian Jonathan Edwards, who is perhaps best known 

today for his sermon, “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” (Quirk 25).10 When his 

long-time friend, Reverend Joseph Twitchell, loaned Clemens a copy of Edwards’s 

Freedom of the Will, for instance, Clemens fell into near paroxysms wrestling with the 

theology:  

I wallowed & reeked with Jonathan in his insane debauch; rose immensely 

refreshed & fine at ten this morning, but with a strange & haunting sense of 

having been on a three days’ tear with a drunken lunatic….All through the book is 

the glare of a resplendent intellect gone mad—a marvelous spectacle. No, not all 

through the book—the drunk does not come on till the last third, where what I 

take to be Calvinism & its God begins to show up & shine red & hideous in the 

                                                             

deeper or shallower, but does not stand still. In some cases it grows so far beyond itself, 

upward or downward, that nothing is really left of it but the name, and perhaps an 

inconsequential rag of the original substance, the bulk being now Baptist or Buddhist or 

something” (qtd. in Fulton, The Reverend Mark Twain 15). 

10. As an adult, Samuel L. Clemens closely read the works of revivalist and 

Calvinist theologians, especially Jonathan Edwards. Joe B. Fulton asserts that the Twain 

shared “much in common” with Edwards, namely “a theological vocabulary, 

metaphysical assumptions, and a view of God as sovereign” (“Jonathan Edwards, Calvin, 

Baxter & Co.” 253). Fulton claims that “Twain’s growth as a writer came, not, as some 

have argued, only insofar as he could distance himself from his Calvinist upbringing and 

influences, but rather as he fully engaged and wrestled with that tradition” (244). 

Clemens also used Edwards’s sermons as something of a shibboleth. According to 

Joe B. Fulton in “Jonathan Edwards, Calvin, Baxter & Co.: Mark Twain and the Comedy 

of Calvinism,” in order to determine a person’s sense of humor, Twain would read aloud 

one of Edward’s sermons on “eternal punishment” as though it were of his own 

invention. If the audience laughed, he assumed they were responding to his reputation as 

a humorist as opposed to the humor inherent in the writing and thus their sense of humor 

was not be relied upon (239). See also the textual notes for Twain’s What is Man? and 

Other Philosophical Writings. 
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glow from the fires of hell, their only right and proper adornment. (qtd. in Paine 2: 

131) 

Clemens rejected Edwards’s claim that God justly holds individuals accountable and 

punishes them for both their thoughts and deeds committed as a result of human nature, 

calling it “frank insanity” (131). “A man’s mind,” he explains, “is a mere machine—an 

automatic machine—which is handled entirely from the outside, the man himself 

furnishing it absolutely nothing” (131). Although he favored Deism over Calvinism, 

Clemens nevertheless had internalized the doctrine of divine wrath. In his secular schema 

for human anger, he not only allowed divine wrath to fundamentally shape his sense of 

“righteous” anger, but also drew upon it for his understanding of anger’s effects. From 

righteous wrath and swift punishment came reconciliation and the rapid dissolution of 

fear. Thus, if his anger were righteous, there was no reason for his children to fear him. 

Divine Wrath & Lightning  

Throughout his life, Clemens linked lightning and divine judgment upon sinners, 

and in many of Twain’s works, lightning serves as a frightening visual reminder of God’s 

anger at human wrongdoing. During the first half of the nineteenth century, lightning was 

something of a syndoche for anger. For instance, in the October 7, 1837 edition of the 

Christian Register and Boston Observer, the columnist “Bates” declares:  

Anger is another lust of the flesh. Of all the passions none is less capable of 

counsel, nor more rebellious against the empire of reason: it darkens the mind, 

and causes such a fierce agitation of the spirits, as when a storm fills the air with 

black clouds, and terrible flashes of lightning. It often breaks forth so suddenly, 

that as some acute diseases, if checked at first, become more violent, there is no 
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time for remedy, nor place for cure; so there is such an irrevocable precipitancy of 

the passions, that the endeavor to repress their fury, enrages them. (Bates 1) 

Clemens’s association between divine wrath, lighting, and secular anger has been largely 

unexplored in Twain scholarship. Perhaps the most substantive analysis occurs in Alan 

Gribben’s article “Those Other Thematic Patterns in Mark Twain’s Writings.” Observing 

that the most frequent natural phenomenon Twain references is “lightning,” Gribben 

argues that Twain’s interest in lightning and thunderstorms “goes far beyond mere visual 

and aural description,” claiming instead that “Twain invariably associates the lightning 

stroke and its attendant thunderclap with the Mississippi River (and usually with his 

hometown of Hannibal) and with a divine Providence that angrily exacts an awesome 

vengeance for petty human misconduct” (206). Upon careful analysis of numerous 

instances of descriptions of and references to lightning in Twain’s long and short fiction 

and semi-autobiographical works, Gribben concludes, “This odd, almost childish linking 

of lightning with deserved punishment, specifically retaliation for religious lapses, and 

with the Mississippi, somehow signified more for Twain’s psyche than he could ever 

state fully on the printed page” (207). Although Gribben challenged scholars to consider 

the deeper psychological implications of lightning in Twain’s writing, few have answered 

his call. John Bird’s 2007 book Mark Twain and Metaphor only mentions lightning 

briefly in connection with profanity and Twain’s river metaphors. Despite the paucity of 

critical attention, Clemens’s fixation on lightning and divine wrath reveals much about 

his epistemology of secular anger. 

Providence, the doctrine that God governs the actions of his creation through 

natural law in accordance to his will, permeated Clemens’s childhood. When young Sam 
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Clemens was working as a typesetter for his brother Orion at the Hannibal Journal, for 

instance, a drunk tramp was arrested and burned alive after accidentally setting fire to his 

mattress with a match (a match, which, incidentally, Sam had given him earlier that 

evening). Not only did the Hannibal Journal report the story, but it also ran a follow-up 

piece—which Sam likely set the type for—in which Orion inferred that the man’s horrific 

death was an act of Providence, the manifestation of divine wrath in retribution for the 

man’s sin of drunkenness (Scharnhorst, Early 66). Like many children in mid-nineteenth 

century rural communities, Sam was taught to interpret natural phenomena not as 

“natural and logical results of great general laws,” but rather as providential “special 

orders” which were “freighted with very precise and distinct purposes—partly punitive in 

intent, partly admonitory; and usually local in application” (Twain, LOTM 530; ch. 54). 

As a boy, Clemens attributed the violent thunderstorms following the drowning deaths of 

his childhood associates with divine punishment for the boys’ sins. In young Clemens’s 

mind, lightning and thunder represented divine wrath, striking with sudden and searing 

intensity and then immediately flashing out of existence after just punishment was 

enacted.  

On the surface, Clemens’s childhood recollections of severe thunderstorms 

demonstrate the profound psychological association between divine wrath and lightning. 

Upon deeper examination, however, these stories offer insight into how Clemens 

internalized the doctrine of divine wrath and transformed it into a secular schema for 

human anger as a social construct. Lightning acts as both a direct means of punishing evil 

doers as well as ex post-facto evidence of God’s divine wrath. In Chapter 54 of Life on 

the Mississippi (1883), Twain recalls two incidences of children drowning during his 
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early boyhood growing up along the River, and both deaths were followed by terrific 

lightning storms. The first reads much like the stereotypical Sunday-school book, what 

Joe B. Fulton and others call the “Providence tale” (Reverend 46), which asserts that 

good things happen to obedient, faithful Christians and bad things happen to rebellious, 

irreverent little children. Clemens himself remarks that this was the lens through which 

he, as a young boy, initially interpreted the event. One Sunday, little “Lem Hackett” was 

violating the Sabbath by playing in a flat-bottomed boat and fell overboard and 

drowned.11 “Being loaded with sin,” Twain wryly observes, “he went to the bottom like 

an anvil” (LOTM 530; ch. 54). “He was the only boy in the village who slept that night,” 

Twain continues, “We others all lay awake, repenting. We had not needed the 

information, delivered from the pulpit that evening, that Lem’s was a case of special 

judgment—we knew that, already” (530).  

The children’s collective insomnia on the night of Lem’s death was not merely a 

happenstance surfeit of conscience; their introspection was spurred on by howling wind, 

torrential rain, booming thunder, and brilliant flashes of lightning illuminating the world 

in blinding, incandescent light before plunging everything into even darker shadows. 

Young Clemens and his compatriots feared that the storm would deliver divine judgment 

not just on stubborn little Hackett who had the audacity to amuse himself on a God’s 

most sacred day of rest, but also on all the other girls and boys who recklessly 

disregarded God’s rules and moral standards. The raging storm seemed to threaten to 

rend asunder the very world itself in order to mete out God’s judgment upon guilty 

                                                             

11. “Lem Hackett” was actually Clint Levering, Clemens’s Hannibal playmate 

who drowned at age ten on a Friday—not Sunday—likely, August 13, 1847 (Scharnhorst, 

Early 52). 
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sinners. “Every time the lightning glared,” Twain writes, “I caught my breath, and judged 

I was gone” (LOTM 531; ch. 54). After surviving the night, however, his fear fades. “The 

world looked so bright and safe,” Twain recalls, “that there did not seem to be any real 

occasion to turn over a new leaf. I was a little subdued, during that day, and perhaps the 

next; after that, my purpose of reforming slowly dropped out of my mind, and I had a 

peaceful, comfortable time again, until the next storm” (533). If lightning is a powerful 

metaphor for God’s wrath, the repentance which follows is just as short-lived as the 

lightning bolt.12 

If the first coupling of lightning and divine wrath roughly adheres to the 

prescriptive plot of Sunday school books in which the bad boy is punished, then the 

second follows Twain’s antithetical “The Story of the Good Little Boy” in which 

Providence offers no divine protection for the well-behaved, morally upright child. Just 

three weeks after Lem Hackett’s death, a German boy nicknamed “Dutchy” who attended 

Sunday school with young Clemens drowned while playing. As with Hackett’s death, 

Dutchy’s is followed by a horrific thunderstorm, though this time young Clemens cannot 

puzzle out the cause of God’s wrath, for Dutchy was the model “good boy”: 

The elements were turned loose, and they rattled and banged and blazed away in 

the most blind and frantic manner. All heart and hope went out of me, and the 

dismal thought kept floating through my brain, “If a boy who knows three 

                                                             

12. In his dinner speech for his sixty-seventh birthday celebration at the 

Metropolitan Club in New York on November 28, 1902, Clemens observed of himself 

and his childhood playmates “we were good Presbyterian boys when the weather was 

doubtful; when it was fair, we did wander a little from the fold” (Speaking 458). 
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thousand verses [of the Bible] by heart is not satisfactory, what chance is there for 

anybody else?” 

Of course I never questioned for a moment that the storm was on Dutchy’s 

account, or that he or any other inconsequential animal was worthy of such a 

majestic demonstration from on high; the lesson of it was the only thing that 

troubled me; for it convinced me that if Dutchy, with all his perfections, was not a 

delight, it would be vain for me to turn over a new leaf, for I must infallibly fall 

hopelessly short of that boy, no matter how hard I might try. (LOTM 536-537; ch. 

54) 

The inculcation of the association between lightning and divine wrath was so absolute 

that, even when young Clemens faced contradictory evidence, he fell into despondence 

rather than questioning his worldview. 

Secular Schema for Righteous Wrath 

Clemens’s concept of holy wrath striking like lightning contributed to his later 

belief that anger—even to the point of aggression—was justified when established social 

codes were violated. He believed that the very act of venting anger, whether in words or 

actions, could enable restoration and reconciliation between offended parties, depending 

on the circumstances. This concept of anger can best be examined through what we now 

identify as a “constructivist” approach. Rather than conceptualizing anger primarily 

through its psychological aspects (such as repressed or misdirected impulses) or its 

physiological and biological components (such as chemical imbalances, brain pathways, 

and genetic predispositions), we can theorize anger as a social construct, a both natured 

and nurtured response to violation of established social and cultural expectations. 
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Clemens’s constructivist concept of anger sanctions wrath, even to the point of physical 

violence, so long as it meets the basic requirements for “righteousness.” First, anger is 

caused by a legitimate violation of established social norms; second, anger is itself 

punitive; third, anger is expressed in such a way as to either offer correction and 

reconciliation or serve as a warning to others; and, finally, anger dissipates after full, 

recompensing retribution. As with the Biblical conception of just punishment, Clemens’s 

constructivist concept of anger similarly allows for the enforcement of “justice” in 

service of his culture’s dominant values. Anger has the potential to productively re-

establish norms for conduct. 

In Life on the Mississippi, Mark Twain explicitly distinguishes between 

beneficial, righteous wrath as a social construct and indiscriminate, impotent rage, which 

he condemns as an egregious personality flaw. While recounting his cub apprenticeship, 

Twain contrasts the vitriolic explosions of Horace Bixby, his mentor, and William 

Brown, a pilot on the steamboat Pennsylvania. Both Bixby and Brown habitually abused 

Clemens, bellowing and cursing at the young man (though Brown swore only with 

euphemistic variants such as “dod-dern”), but Twain deemed only Bixby’s anger 

righteous. In chapter six alone, Twain writes that Bixby was “flaying me alive with 

abuse,” “would boil a while to himself, and then overflow and scald me again.” Bixby 

“raged and stormed,” was “brim full” of profanity, and even called Clemens “the 

stupidest dunderhead I ever saw or ever heard of” (LOTM 81-87; ch. 6). However, after 

Bixby’s anger cooled, he calmly and rationally pointed out the cub’s mistakes and 

explained a better course of action for the future. Anger and admonishment go hand in 

hand, and Clemens enjoyed a genial relationship with Bixby despite his mentor’s short 
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temper and caustic explosions. Conversely, Brown—whom Twain calls a “horse-faced, 

ignorant, stingy, malicious, snarling, fault-hunting, mote magnifying tyrant” (LOTM 217-

218; ch. 18)—lashed out at Clemens indiscriminately. Twain bitterly recalls, “Brown was 

always watching for a pretext to find fault; and if he could find no plausible pretext, he 

would invent one….In a word, it was his invariable rule to find fault with everything you 

did; and another invariable rule of his was to throw all his remarks (to you) into the form 

of an insult” (LOTM 224; ch. 18). To Ronald J. Gervais, Bixby and Brown embody 

Deism and Calvinism, respectively: “the most significant difference between the two 

pilots is that Bixby holds out the possibility of individual growth…while Brown crushes 

that possibility” (95). Unlike Bixby’s, Brown’s wrath offered neither correction nor 

restoration of communion, for more often than not he banished Clemens from the 

pilothouse after abusing him. 

Clemens’s ontology of righteous anger sanctioned not only verbal lightning 

strikes but also acts of aggression and physical violence. On June 3, 1858, while Sam’s 

younger brother Henry was working as an unpaid clerk aboard the Pennsylvania, Brown 

became angry with Henry over a perceived slight and physically confronted him. Sam 

took offense on behalf of his brother and brutally attacked Brown. Recounting the 

incident to his sister-in-law Mollie a few days later, Sam explains:  

Mr. Brown…quarreled with Henry without cause, while I was steering—Henry 

started out of the pilothouse—Brown jumped him and collared him—turned him 

half way around and struck him in the face!—and him nearly six feet high—

struck my little brother. I was wild from that moment. I left the boat to steer 

herself, and avenged the insult. (Twain, Letters 1: 81) 
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In Life on the Mississippi, Twain elaborates on his righteous defense, detailing how he 

picked up a “heavy stool” and “hit Brown a good honest blow which stretched him out… 

I went on and squared my long account with this person while I had the chance; 

consequently, I stuck to him and pounded him with my fists a considerable time,—I do 

not know how long, the pleasure of it probably made it seem longer that it really was” 

(228; ch. 19).  

The circumspect reader may question the morality of Clemens’s wrath, even 

within the framework Clemens himself established for righteous anger. After all, a slap to 

the face—not even his face—is repaid a hundred-fold with blunt force trauma; Clemens 

uses a heavy stool to bludgeon Brown to the floor then pins Brown down with his knees 

and repeatedly punches him “until strength and fury gave out” (Paine 1: 136). Moreover, 

although Clemens claims his defense of poor, innocent Henry righteously motivated his 

blows, Clemens nevertheless exploits the opportunity to gain personal, petty revenge, 

using his fists to repay Brown for the anger and insults the pilot had rained down upon 

him for months. Even if his violence against Brown were righteous, his attack put at risk 

the Pennsylvania as well as other river craft in the vicinity, for by attacking the pilot on 

duty, Clemens left the “steamboat tearing down the river at the rate of fifteen miles an 

hour and nobody at the helm!” (LOTM 228; ch. 19). Nevertheless, Twain absolves 

himself of what he hyperbolizes as “the crime of crimes” by having the boat’s captain, 

John Klinefelter, pull him aside after the fight and privately condone his violent attack. 

The Captain confesses that he is “deucéd glad” that Brown was beaten and upset, 

regretting only that the blows were not as punishing as they could have been. In fact, the 

Captain goes so far as to instruct Clemens to “lay for him ashore! Give him a good sound 
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thrashing, do you hear?” and even offers to pay any expenses the subsequent fight might 

incur (233; ch.19). In both his reminiscence in Life on the Mississippi and his letter to 

Mollie, Clemens invokes the Captain, the highest secular authority, to sanction his 

violent, righteous rage against Brown, and the Captain’s only punishment is to 

temporarily displace Clemens to the steamboat A. T. Lacey for the rest of the run to St. 

Louis—which of course saves him from the Pennsylvania’s explosion only days later. 

Providence, indeed. 

Of course, this is not the only instance of Clemens’s anger resulting in physical 

violence. His temper and aggression gave him something of a reputation in the mining 

communities in the West. In his memoir Gold Rush Days with Mark Twain, William R. 

Gillis recalls that a gentleman from the East related an apocryphal tale of Clemens 

remaining calm after his mining partner, Dick, nearly killed him by falling asleep and 

stranding Clemens in a shaft with a lit dynamite. Having lived with Clemens for a short 

time and having been subject to his anger and physical aggression, Gillis remarks, “If 

such an experience as the above could have possibly have come to Sam Clemens, instead 

of talking the incident over with Dick in a calm and friendly way, he would probably 

have grabbed a drill, pick handle or any other weapon coming handy and brained him 

with it” (64). Clemens’s reputation for anger clearly included a propensity for physical 

aggression. 

 

Clemens loosely derived his schema for righteous anger from the Presbyterian 

doctrine of divine wrath wherein God the father brutally punishes his children as a 

testament to his holiness and love. Thus, it comes as little surprise that Clemens gave full 
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vent to the wrath his daughters incurred, lashing out at them with more than just his 

tongue. Unlike Olivia’s dispassionate discipline, Clemens spanked, flogged, whipped, 

and thrashed his girls.13 Pleased with the efficacy of physical discipline, Clemens opined: 

“‘Spare the rod & spoil the child’ was well said.—& not by an amateur, I judge.”14 

Perhaps Twain expected that, just as his childhood fear of divine wrath dissipated with 

the passing of the thunderstorm, so, too, would his daughters return to their easy ways 

after punishment, shrugging off their father’s sharp tongue and uneasy temper. Apostasy, 

however, was not a genetic trait, and Susy, Clara, and Jean could never quite forget that 

they were daughters caught in the hands of an angry father.  

  

                                                             

13. In an unpublished manuscript entitled “A Record of the Small Foolishnesses 

of Susie & ‘Bay’ Clemens (Infants)” begun in 1876 and currently held in the Mark Twain 

Papers at Bancroft Library, University of California Berkeley, Clemens explains how his 

temper seemed to run in the family, and he and Olivia had to resort to frequent physical 

discipline because of Susy’s frequent temper tantrums: 

From early babyhood until she was 3½ years old, she was addicted to 

sudden & raging tempests of passion. …everything was tried that ever had been 

tried with any child—but all to no purpose. Indeed the storms grew more 

frequent. At last we dropped every feature of the system utterly & resorted to 

flogging. Since that day there has never been a better child. We had to whip her 

once a day, at first; then three times a week; then twice, then once a week; then 

twice a month. She is nearly 4½ years old, now, & I have only touched her once 

in the last 3 months. (SLC 1876–85, 2) 

This excerpt may be found online at the Mark Twain Project in an editorial note 

to Samuel L Clemens’s letter to his wife Olivia on July 3, 1874. For more on Clemens as 

a disciplinarian, see Scharnhorst, Middle pp. 481-485.  

14. Corporal punishment, Clemens later tried to clarify, should be entirely 

dispassionate. See his 1885 letter to the editor of the Christian Union republished in Life 

as I Find It: A Treasury of Mark Twain Rarities (1961) edited by Charles Neider. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

That Samuel L. Clemens possessed a fiery, hair-triggered temper is no closely 

guarded secret. Even Albert Bigelow Paine, Clemens’s hand-picked biographer and the 

executor of his literary estate, addressed the author’s frequent vitriolic outbursts, his 

masterful swearing, and his tendency towards grudges, although Paine’s primary 

objective was to ensure the author’s unimpeachable legacy. Whereas twentieth and 

twenty-first century readers and scholars idealize the transgressive Twain, the three most 

powerful doorkeepers of Twain’s life and literary legacy—his wife and the first audience 

for many of his works, Olivia Clemens; his close friend and frequent editor of his works, 

William Dean Howells; and his official biographer, literary executor, and the first editor 

of the Mark Twain Papers, Albert Bigelow Paine—all sought to smooth the cutting edges 

of his personality. When studies of Clemens’s life and work do mention his anger, they 

often treat it as little more than a footnote to the pivotal scenes of his life, a personality 

defect that nevertheless reinforces the rugged, masculine, argumentative persona that 

scholars and everyday readers alike seem to cherish. It comes as little surprise that Mark 

Twain studies—which have been profoundly shaped by the ethos of American 

individualism and liberalism—remain enamored of the persona of a rough, rebellious 

prophet of the common man. But if the fact that Clemens had a temper is no new 

revelation, the role that angry rhetoric played in his literary development should be. 

Although scholars have devoted much attention to the transgressive Twain, discussing his 

wilder side and personal and literary subversiveness,15 no one has undertaken a 

                                                             

15. See, for instance, Heretical Fictions: Religion in the Literature of Mark Twain 

(2010) by Lawrence I. Berkove and Joseph Csicsila, Mark Twain on the Loose (1995) by 

Bruce Michelson, Mark Twain and the Novel: The Double-Cross of Authority (1998) by 
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comprehensive examination of his anger, profanity, and hatred. No articles focus solely 

on Clemens’s personal or professional rage, and few book-length studies have treated 

even a single aspect of his anger, such as his literary feuds or personal grudges. His angry 

writings, however, reveal Twain’s rhetorical sophistication in a way not evident in his 

other texts. In his vitriol, Twain demonstrates remarkable awareness of audience and 

purpose as he negotiates complex social and cultural constraints to create rhetorically 

effective persuasive texts. Twain’s angry writings were also crucial to the development of 

literary techniques that define his most celebrated works, and therefore they deserve our 

close attention. Finally, they reveal much about how Twain saw himself as a man and a 

writer as well as the social norms which governed his participation in nineteenth-century 

literary culture. 

 Before proceeding, it is important to note that the goal of this project is not to 

compare Clemens’s vituperation with the objective facts regarding real or perceived 

slights. A few studies have already done so.16 Instead, the focus here is primarily on 

Clemens’s skewed personal perceptions as they are recorded in his letters, notebook and 

journals, manuscripts, interviews, and autobiographical dictations. Rather than evaluating 

whether or not his anger was appropriate, we will discover how Clemens’s anger 

manifested, track rhetorical patterns in his vitriol, and analyze the means with which he 

attempted to justify that anger to both himself and his audience. Furthermore, we will 

                                                             

Lawrence Howe, and The Bohemians: Mark Twain and the San Francisco Writers Who 

Reinvented American Literature (2014) by Ben Tarnoff. 

16. See, for instance, Margaret Duckett’s Mark Twain and Bret Harte (1964), 

Hamlin Hill’s Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss (1964), Philip Ashley Fanning’s Mark Twain 

and Orion Clemens (2003), Karen Lystra’s Dangerous Intimacy: The Untold Story of 

Mark Twain’s Final Years (2006), and Laura Skandera Trombley’s Mark Twain’s Other 

Woman: The Hidden Story of His Final Years (2011). 
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consider how Clemens’s various vitriolic reactions evolved over time, how he adapted his 

rage to suit particular audiences, and how his concept of anger influenced his engagement 

in literary culture. To achieve these ends, this study analyzes Clemens’s vitriol using both 

Aristotelian theories of anger’s ethical and rhetorical usages, as well as twenty-first 

century constructivist theories of anger. This two-pronged transdisciplinary approach 

allows us to better theorize Clemens’s concept of anger’s purpose and effect as well as to 

appreciate the complex artistry of his rhetorical expressions of the emotion, something 

which Twain studies has long disregarded.  

Overview  

This study is divided into three main sections that analyze the periods crucial to 

the development of Twain’s anger, with subsections focusing on the persons and 

incidents which incited his wrath and rhetoric. The Prologue, “Clemens in the Hands of 

an Angry God,” traces the early influence of Presbyterian theology on Clemens’s 

epistemology of secular anger. As a young child attending a New-School Presbyterian 

church in Hannibal, Sam Clemens was taught that free will allows people to choose 

between good and evil and that God judges individuals, both in this life and the one to 

come, by their personal choices. Divine wrath functions as an agent of God’s judgement: 

it enacts justice, purges sin, motivates repentance, reconciles sinful people to a holy God, 

and ensures continued faithfulness. In young Clemens’s mind, lightning and thunder 

epitomized divine wrath, striking with sudden and searing intensity and immediately 

flashing out of existence after the energy was expelled and just punishment enacted. 

Although Clemens would ultimately reject much of his early Presbyterian training, he 

internalized the doctrine of divine wrath and transformed it into a secular schema for 

human anger. His early conception of holy wrath striking like lightning contributed to his 
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later belief that anger could punish violations of social norms in a synecdoche of God’s 

wrath recompensing sin. As a result, Clemens sanctioned anger—even to the point of 

physical aggression—so long as it met four basic criteria for righteousness: it responds to 

a legitimate violation of established social norms; it is itself punitive; it offers correction 

and reconciliation or serves as a warning to others; and, finally, it dissipates after full, 

recompensing retribution.  

If Clemens’s early exposure to Presbyterian theology established his 

epistemology of anger, then his time in the West shaped his operational rules for the 

emotion. Part One, “Ontological Revelations in the West,” shows how Clemens 

responded to the cultural attitudes that normalized male anger and lauded various forms 

of literary truculence. During his time at the Territorial Enterprise newspaper in Virginia 

City, Nevada, Clemens looked to his colleague Rollin Mallory Daggett as a role model 

for vitriol. By his example, Daggett persuaded Clemens of the social acumen that 

accompanied appropriate masculine anger. Daggett demonstrated the rhetorical power of 

angry rhetoric, using techniques such as a vicious catalog of ad hominem attacks, yet at 

the same time he frequently wielded his anger as a weapon against injustice. Clemens 

was profoundly shaped by Daggett’s fearless denunciation of corruption, and even in his 

seventies, Clemens continued to follow Daggett’s example of using angry rhetoric to 

advocate for social justice. Clemens would also go on to emulate Daggett’s cruel, 

calculating calumny and ruthlessly attack both privately and in print those whom he 

thought had personally insulted him.  

Not only did Clemens appreciate vitriol’s social efficacy, but he also 

experimented with flexible forms of angry rhetoric which functioned equally well with or 
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without heated emotions behind them. Using the nom de plume “Mark Twain” for the 

first time, Clemens incited mock-feuds with rival newspaper reporters such as Clement T. 

Rice, posturing anger through good-humored insults and comic abuse. Deftly 

constructing his insults around classical commonplace or “stock” topics that aligned with 

early nineteenth-century stereotypes about journalists in the Nevada territory, Clemens 

developed a rhetorical stance that to many readers had the ring of truth even when its 

absurdity belied its veracity. His insults blurred the line between fact and fiction—what 

would become a key characteristic of Twain’s most celebrated travel writing. In this way, 

his mock-feuds in the pages of the Territorial Enterprise represent a crucial turning point 

in his literary development. In his rivalry with Rice, we see Clemens experimenting with 

many signature features of contemporary Western journalism, and in the process gaining 

facility with tropes and techniques that would define his writing long after he abandoned 

newspaper work. 

As the victim of frequent practical jokes by his Enterprise colleagues, Clemens 

voiced his wrath, becoming increasingly less constrained in his experience and 

expression of anger. The repeated ritual of practical jokes led Clemens to 

(subconsciously) construct a script for anger, what emotion theorists define as a set of 

unstated rules for predicting, interpreting, countering, and controlling interpersonal 

emotional events. Depending on the frustration or embarrassment elicited by a prank, the 

relative social status of the prankster, and his own underlying deficiencies being japed, 

Clemens’s emotional, verbal, and physical responses varied widely. Clemens’s most 

typical response was to swear, but if he was both infuriated and frustrated, and 

particularly when he was inconvenienced or insulted, then Clemens frequently responded 
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by denouncing the joke’s instigators with a harsh lecture. His physical reactions likewise 

ranged from pacing and physical aggression to entirely removing himself from the 

situation. The intensity of Clemens’s angry response increased when he perceived the 

practical jokers as his social inferiors. Most significant, however, was his sensitivity to 

the perceived character flaws the joke highlighted. Clemens bitterly resented even good-

humored insults to his professional capabilities, and he lashed out at pranksters and 

criticized both their personal characters as well as the merits of the joke itself. Clemens 

deeply resented the humiliation and vulnerability he experienced when victimized by 

such pranks, and throughout his life he condemned the practice as immature, cruel, and 

witless—the lowest form of humor. The hypersensitivity resulting from the practical 

jokes played upon him in the West directly and negatively affected his interactions with 

his publishers, while the habits and expectations arising from his anger script would 

unnecessarily complicate many of his social interactions throughout his lifetime. 

Part Two, “Mark’s Menagerie of Publishers & the Rhetoric of Retaliation,” traces 

Clemens’s anger in his tumultuous relationships with publishers across more than a 

quarter of a century. Clemens’s anger was first piqued by his first publisher, Charles 

Henry Webb. At the beginning of their relationship, Clemens trusted Webb without 

reservation and ceded to his publisher much control over the assembly, editing, 

proofreading, and distribution of his first book, The Celebrated Jumping Frog and Other 

Sketches (1867). Clemens had expected that Webb would zealously protect the author’s 

interests, but Webb betrayed his trust. Not only did Webb secretly pocket the author’s 

royalties while claiming that the book earned no profits, but a few years later he further 

swindled him when Clemens tried to buy back publishing rights, printing plates, and 
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unsold copies of the book. Webb’s duplicity ignited a deep-simmering resentment that 

would erupt as volcanic vitriol time and again. From that point forward, Clemens began 

to micromanage the production and marketing of his books and grew increasingly 

compulsive about his royalties. Following his disastrous business relationship with Webb, 

Clemens quickly began to mistrust, resent, and grow angry with nearly every publisher 

thereafter. 

Clemens’s relationship with Elisha P. Bliss, Jr., of the American Publishing 

Company was the most formative in terms of his attempts to convert his anger into a 

rhetorical weapon to defend his interests. Bliss convinced Clemens that subscription 

publishing was the most lucrative method of printing and selling books, but Clemens 

quickly grew frustrated and angry with Bliss’s personal management of the publication 

process. Clemens complained about the numerous delays that seemed to plague the 

publication of each of his books, he resented the company’s expanded catalogue that he 

believed was at his own expense, and he raged about contracts that defined his royalties 

as a percentage of his books’ retail price instead of a percentage of the books’ profits, as 

he had agreed upon in person with Bliss. Early in their business relationship, Clemens 

attempted to wield his anger strategically as a powerful, persuasive rhetorical weapon. 

Bliss, however, outmatched him. The publisher handily subverted Clemens’s attempted 

emotional manipulation and turned it back on the author, using emotional and corporate 

blackmail to keep Clemens entangled not just with the American Publishing Company, 

but also with Bliss himself. Embarrassed and bitter, Clemens became increasingly 

convinced that Bliss was a scoundrel and inveterate liar who had cheated him out of tens 
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of thousands of dollars, and in his Autobiography, Clemens dehumanized the man in a 

series of vitriolic ad hominem attacks. 

If his relationship with Bliss demonstrates the indignities Clemens could angrily 

tolerate in the hopes of financial windfall, then his business relationship with James R. 

Osgood illustrates how easily he could sever business ties with a respected publisher and 

friend simply because he wanted to increase his profit margins. Clemens hired Osgood, a 

prominent Boston publisher and personal acquaintance, to print and sell his books on 

commission in an inversion of typical hierarchy in the publishing world. Clemens held 

high hopes for this new paradigm, and his correspondence with Osgood was accordingly 

high-spirited and full of humor. Unfortunately, the books Osgood published repeatedly 

failed to reach the high water mark of Clemens’s earlier bestsellers. Once again 

disappointment turned into rage, and Clemens severed their business ties while carefully 

preserving their personal ones. Unlike his excoriation of previous publishers, when 

Clemens raged about Osgood, he distinguished between the man’s professional capacity 

and his personal character; he praised the person while angrily condemning the 

publisher’s acumen. In this way, Clemens’s invective against Osgood was fundamentally 

different than that levied against his other publishers. 

Of all his publishers, Clemens most deeply hated his own nephew, Charles 

Webster. Disgusted with what he saw as self-serving and incompetent publishers, 

Clemens enlisted Webster, acting as general business manager, to oversee the author’s 

new publishing firm, Charles L. Webster & Company. Clemens vacillated between 

demanding and abhorring control over daily business matters at the publishing house, and 

he and Webster repeatedly clashed over who was in charge. Clemens grew to despise 
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Webster for what he saw as Webster’s inordinate pride in his personal reputation. As the 

company’s profits dwindled, Clemens raged privately to family members, and when 

Webster fell ill, Clemens seized the opportunity to oust him from the company. The sheer 

intensity of Clemens’s animosity and vindictiveness was astounding. Clemens hated 

Webster. He considered his nephew a blood-sucking parasite and refused to attend his 

funeral. In his relationship with Webster, we see how the operational rules for Twain’s 

anger became skewed and the intensity of his anger skyrocketed. 

Part Three, “Man in White-Hot Rage in the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript,” analyzes 

the little-known venomous manuscript Twain composed after he fired his personal 

secretary and companion Isabel Lyon and his business manager Ralph Ashcroft. Despite 

its critical dismissal due to its dubious veracity and its apparent lack of literary merit, the 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript exhibits remarkable rhetorical sophistication and is the 

pinnacle of Twain’s angry rhetoric. Not only did the composition of this manuscript 

allow Twain to express his anger and enact a secret revenge upon the people whom he 

thought had betrayed him, but he also designed the manuscript as a rhetorical weapon to 

be deployed after his death should Ashcroft and Lyon threaten his literary estate. 

Additionally, the manuscript served as a means of atoning for his neglect of his 

daughters. Because the text had multiple purposes for different audiences, Twain had to 

balance the competing needs of self, the general reading public in America, and his 

daughters; to do so, he employed the conceit of a personal letter addressed to a fourth 

audience, his close personal friend William Dean Howells. Simultaneously excoriating 

his private secretary and exonerating himself, the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript text 

interweaves some of Twain’s most famous rhetorical techniques with Classical literary 
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forms to create a powerful, persuasive narrative. In this manuscript, Twain finally 

reclaims the angry self-assertion that Bliss had silenced decades before. 

Aristotelian Rhetoric and Anger 

If we take him at his word, Samuel L. Clemens never read Aristotle’s works. In 

his marginalia to Oliver Wendell Holmes’s Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, Clemens left 

a note for his wife, asking, “Did you ever read a single paragraph of Aristotle, Livy—I 

never did” (qtd. in Gribben, Mark Twain’s Library 27). However, his purported lack of 

firsthand experience with Aristotle does not preclude a passing familiarity with the 

philosopher. Given both Aristotle’s cultural prevalence in 19th-century America and 

Clemens’s own voracious reading, Clemens clearly had at least a secondhand familiarity 

with the philosopher. Twain17 makes passing references to Aristotle in Innocents 

Abroad,18 The American Claimant,19 and in a 1907 text on Theodore Roosevelt first 

                                                             

17. Each scholar must navigate the quagmire of naming conventions when writing 

about Mark Twain. Some alternate between names when discussing the personal life of 

Samuel Clemens versus the literary work of Mark Twain, but this approach has been 

criticized as oversimplifying the distinctions between person and persona. Others choose 

to use only “Mark Twain” for the sake of consistency and ease of reading, even though 

this approach seems to subsume his personal identity with his public one. This study 

generally uses “Clemens” consistently in sections which discuss the incidents and 

writings that occurred before Clemens became recognized across the country by his nom 

de plume and then uses “Mark Twain” thereafter, except when addressing incidents 

wholly separate from his professional or public life. Of the gentle reader I beg patience 

for any inconsistencies of nomenclature. 

18. In Chapter 32 of Innocents Abroad, after strolling through Athens by 

moonlight, the narrator wishes “that the illustrious men who had sat in it in the remote 

ages could visit it again and reveal themselves to our curious eyes—Plato, Aristotle, 

Demosthenes, Socrates, Phocion, Pythagoras, Euclid, Pindar, Xenophon, Herodotus, 

Praxiteles and Phidias, Zeuxis the painter. What a constellation of celebrated names!” 

(348; emphasis added).  

19. In Chapter 21 of The American Claimant, Colonel Sellers praises General 

Hawkins as “a keen, logical, exhaustive, analytical thinker,” concluding that Hawkins is 

“perhaps the most extraordinary mind since Aristotle” (219). 
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published in Mark Twain in Eruption.20 My purpose here, however, is not to speculate on 

whether Clemens knew the particulars of Aristotle’s writings about anger. Clemens need 

not have read Aristotle’s treatises on anger and rhetoric for these texts to illuminate the 

heretofore ignored rhetorical craft in his “angry” writings.21 Analyzing Clemens’s vitriol 

using Aristotelian theories of rhetoric is particularly appropriate, given that both Clemens 

and Aristotle similarly conceived of anger as an action-oriented emotion which 

rebalances upset social hierarchies and actively seeks and, to an extent, enacts retribution.  

When Aristotle discusses anger in Rhetoric and Nicomachean Ethics, he uses the 

word όργή (orgê), which designates a form of righteous wrath specifically associated 

with a desire for vengeance. The concept of retaliation is central to Aristotle’s 

understanding of anger. In Rhetoric, Aristotle explicitly defines anger as “a longing, 

accompanied by pain, for a real or apparent revenge for a real or apparent slight, affecting 

a man himself or one of his friends, when such a slight is undeserved” (1378a.2.1).22 As 

Eugene Garver reminds us, for Aristotle, emotions such as anger are “incipient desires,” 

and όργή specifically has “built into its definition a desire for corresponding action” (63). 

The Greek understanding of anger, then, is action-oriented: when one’s anger is aroused, 

                                                             

20. In a short text on Theodore Roosevelt dated May 30, 1907, Twain asserts, 

“…no man can be accurate enough in his observations to safely pose as the last and 

unassailable authority in the matter—not even Aristotle, not even Pliny, not even Sir John 

Mandeville, not even Jonah, and not even Theodore Roosevelt….I do as Mr. Roosevelt 

and Mr. Burroughs and Jonah and Aristotle, and all the other naturalists do…” (Eruption 

23-24; emphasis added). 

21. Considering Mark Twain’s work through the lens of Aristotle’s writings, 

despite little proof that Twain actually read them, is not new in Twain studies. See, for 

example Philip C. Kolin’s article “Mark Twain, Aristotle, and ‘Pudd’nhead Wilson.’” 

22. For further discussion on real or perceived slights and real or perceived 

revenge, see W. V. Harris “Saving the φαινόμενα: A Note on Aristotle’s Definition of 

Anger.”  
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one necessarily wants to act. As D. S. Allen explains, “Emotions are understood in terms 

of the structure of action that follows from them. Aristotle treats όργή as a painful 

emotion that arises directly from one sort of action (a belittling) and that leads directly to 

another set of actions: punishments resulting from quarrels of ambition and status” (79). 

Hence, Aristotle conceives of anger as a collation of emotion-actions. This definition 

coincides with Clemens’s own constructivist approach to anger in general, and his use of 

anger-focused rhetoric in particular. 

As discussed in the Prologue, “Clemens in the Hands of an Angry God,” 

Clemens’s early exposure to divine wrath and righteous retribution through Protestant 

theology convinced him that anger in and of itself was neither a spiritual nor secular sin. 

In fact, he considered righteous rage laudable under certain circumstances. Aristotle held 

a similar, if perhaps more municipal, view. According to Aristotle, anger is cognitive, 

informed by logic and engendered according to prescribed socio-political norms (Konstan 

6). Furthermore, the concepts of anger and justice are fully intertwined, especially as they 

related to civic duty. D. S. Allen argues that “authoritative definitions of what constituted 

anger, of when it was appropriate to be angry, and of what sorts of action were 

appropriate expressions of anger were woven into the definitions of law and justice that 

operated in the Athenian courts and that shaped life in the Athenian polis” (77). “Anger,” 

Allen explains, “was valorized as a crucial judicial tool to such an extent that the ethics of 

anger constrained not only citizen behavior but also the ways in which institutions 

functioned in the city” (83). In fact, “the job of law, it could even be said, was to 

determine how much anger ought to be applied to particular types of wrongdoing” (Allen 

77). In a common trope at the time, the law itself was said to be angry when violated, and 
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citizens ought to feel angry in turn. Given this cultural appreciation of anger, one can 

hardly be surprised that Aristotle includes appropriate anger in his catalogue of virtues. 

Both Aristotle and Clemens believed that anger, under the right circumstances, was a 

social good. 

 In Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle argues that appropriate anger, sometimes 

translated as good temper, is a virtue. Like the other virtues of character, Aristotle claims 

that anger exists on a spectrum of excess, mean, and deficiency. Too much anger, and 

one is short-tempered, too easily and/or inappropriately provoked to anger. Too little, and 

one is unable to rouse oneself to anger when necessary (Ethics 1108a.2-9). Good temper 

is the “mean,” or the intermediate between the two extremes. 23 For anger to be virtuous, 

it must be appropriate. The arousal of anger, Aristotle asserts, must be carefully 

controlled and also rooted in reason: “the good-tempered man tends to be unperturbed 

and not to be led by passion, but to be angry in the manner, at the things, and for the 

length of time, that reason dictates” (1125b.30-35). To wit, a man must be angry “at the 

right things and with the right people, and, further, as he ought, when he ought, and as 

                                                             

23. Naming and translating this virtue poses a challenge. Aristotle himself admits 

the limitations of Greek vocabulary in discussing appropriateness of anger: “Good temper 

is a mean with respect to anger; the middle state being unnamed, and the extremes almost 

without a name as well, we place good temper in the middle position, though it inclines 

towards the deficiency, which is without a name. The excess might be called a sort of 

‘irascibility’” (Nicomachean Ethics 1125b.25-30). Translators today face a similar 

problem, as there is no term in English encompassing appropriateness of anger. William 

David Ross translates it as “good temper,” but other translators have variously offered 

“mild-manneredness” (C. D. C. Reeve, 2014); “mildness” (Terrence Irwin, 1999); 

“patience” (J. A. K. Thomsom, 1953); “meekness” (D. P. Chase, 1911); and “gentleness” 

(F. H. Peters 1891). Many of these terms, however, tend to describe conditions towards 

the “deficient” end of the anger spectrum rather than the mean, and thus they do not 

accurately convey the quality of appropriate anger. 
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long as he ought” (1125b.30-35).24 Although Aristotle cautions against irascibility or an 

excess of anger, he also staunchly warns against abandoning anger altogether: “The 

deficiency [of anger], whether it is a sort of ‘unirascibility’ or whatever it is, is blamed. 

For those who are not angry at the things they should be angry at are thought to be fools, 

and so are those who are not angry in the right way, at the right time, or with the right 

persons; for such a man is thought not to feel things nor to be pained by them” (Ethics 

1126a.1-10). Given this intertwining of Greek concepts of anger and justice, appropriate 

anger constituted civic duty. Furthermore, appropriate anger kept others from further 

disrespecting and offending the individual. Aristotle asserts that when a man “does not 

get angry, he is thought unlikely to defend himself; and to endure being insulted and put 

up with insult to one’s friends is slavish” (1126a.1-10). After all, not only does anger 

redress a slight, in Aristotle’s view, but it also helps uphold social order. Part One, 

“Ontological Revelations in the West,” demonstrates that Clemens held a very similar 

view. 

Despite Aristotle’s endorsement of “appropriate” anger, he acknowledges the 

limitations of determining its appropriateness: “it is not easy to define how, with whom, 

at what, and how long one should be angry, and at what point right action ceases and 

wrong begins.… How far, therefore, and how a man must stray before he becomes 

blameworthy, it is not easy to state in words; for the decision depends on the particular 

                                                             

24. The gendered language in Aristotle’s injunction that virtuous men should be 

appropriately angry was intentional on his part. Virtuous anger, as it was conceived in 

ancient Athens, was limited strictly to men and male heads of households. For a more 

thorough discussion of anger’s connection to sexuality and gender roles in Aristotle’s 

day, see D. S. Allen’s “Angry Bees, Wasps, and Jurors: The Symbolic Politics of όργή in 

Athens.” 
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facts and on perception” (Ethics 1126a.30-35, 1126b.1-5). Just as the determining factors 

for appropriate anger are situational, so, too, are the allowances for general tendencies 

towards or away from anger on the spectrum. As Aristotle explains, “the man who strays 

a little from the path, either towards the more or towards the less, is not blamed; since 

sometimes we praise those who exhibit the deficiency, and call them good-tempered, and 

sometimes we call angry people manly, as being capable of ruling” (1126a30-1126b.1). 

In such cases, small deviations from the mean remain appropriate, but the larger the 

deviation, the less likely anger’s virtue (1126b.5-10). 

Clemens both invokes and evokes anger in his writing, sometimes using his own 

anger as a rhetorical weapon in support of his argument, sometimes demanding that 

readers judge the appropriateness of the narrator’s or a character’s anger, and sometimes 

deliberately inciting the readers’ righteous rage. Thus, Aristotle’s topology for assessing 

anger’s morality is particularly relevant. For both Clemens and Aristotle, anger’s inherent 

ethos means that stirring up anger as a means of persuasion is morally acceptable. 

Part One, “Ontological Revelations in the West,” demonstrates that Clemens’s 

personal epistemology of anger was rooted in social interactions and was action-oriented, 

with anger functioning to rebalance upsets in perceived power dynamics. Similarly, 

Aristotle asserts that anger is incited when a person acts outside of his socially-prescribed 

role and threatens the established social hierarchies that dictate norms for social decorum. 

The impetus, he claims, is a slight, “an actualization of opinion in regard to something 

which appears valueless” (Rhetoric 1378b3). Aristotle outlines three types of slights: 

disdain, spite, and insult (1378b3). Disdain (also translated contempt) occurs when one 

treats something or someone as valueless or less than its (perceived) worth (1378b4). The 
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second form of slights, spite, intentionally hinders another person from achieving an 

objective, not for any benefit to oneself, but merely to prevent another from benefitting 

(1378b4). Finally, insults (also translated arrogant abuse) by Aristotle’s definition are 

unprovoked and disgrace someone by causing an annoyance or injury. If one levels an 

insult as a response to an affront or injury, Aristotle classifies that action as revenge 

rather than a new offense (1378b5).25 Like spite, insults do not benefit the giver in any 

way other than the pleasure of giving them (1378b5). As Aristotle further explains, “the 

cause of the pleasure felt by those who insult is the idea that, in ill-treating others, they 

are more fully showing superiority” (1378b6). All three forms of slights (disdain, spite, 

and insult) have their roots in perceived status and social hierarchy. In Aristotle’s view, 

“men think that they have a right to be highly esteemed by those who are inferior to them 

in birth, power, and virtue, and generally, in whatever similar respect a man is far 

superior to another” (1378b8). Therefore, when men are slighted by those “[by] whom 

they think they have a right to expect to be well treated,” their anger is aroused (1378b8). 

In sum, anger results from challenges (whether real or imagined) to one’s standing within 

one’s social sphere(s). Aristotle’s perspicacity concerning the play of power dynamics in 

eliciting and validating public anger offers insight into the social hierarchies that 

                                                             

25. Whereas in the English language the causes of and anger and hate overlap, 

Aristotle asserts that the Greek conceptions of these emotions differ based on their 

causes: When one is slighted, one responds with anger; when one is harmed or injured, 

one responds with hatred or hostility (Konstan 10). Eugene Garver asserts that this 

deliberate distinction is rooted in Aristotelian practical reason. He colloquially explained, 

“If I am really harmed, I would have things other than revenge to worry about; I would 

have to think about protecting myself, preventing it from happening again, or at least 

minimizing the harm. To take things personally in the way the angry man does requires 

not taking them personally in the more direct and obvious sense of personal harms or 

dangers” (63). 
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underpin the angry rhetoric in Clemens’s personal reactions and professional writings. 

After all, Clemens was most vitriolic when he perceived that others had insulted or 

attempted to subvert his professional reputation and social standing, as discussed in Part 

Three, “Man in White-Hot Righteous Rage in the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript.”  

Aristotle’s interest in appropriate anger is not just theoretical; not only is having a 

good temper virtuous in and of itself, but understanding anger, he claims, is fundamental 

for the rhetor who wishes to incite or dissipate the audience’s anger effectively, use his 

own anger rhetorically, or direct anger against an opponent. Although at times Aristotle 

laments the role of pathe (or the passions) in persuasion, he nevertheless considers the 

rational manipulation of emotions a vital rhetorical technique.26 In Rhetoric, Aristotle 

asserts that emotions have the ability to “cause men to change their opinion in regard to 

their judgements, and are accompanied by pleasure and pain; such are anger, pity, fear, 

and all similar emotions and their contraries” (1378a8). For Aristotle, emotions are not 

passive, uncontrollable, and inexplicable feelings and urges; they are intrinsically 

                                                             

26. Aristotle bemoans the prevailing emphasis on inciting emotions without a 

grounding in rational discourse to create persuasive rhetoric. At the beginning of 

Rhetoric, he observes that in many forums:  

the arousing of prejudice, compassion, anger, and similar emotions has no 

connection with the matter in hand, but is directed only to the dicast [that is, the 

judge and jury]. The result would be that, if all trials were now carried on as they 

are in some States, especially those that are well administered, there would be 

nothing left for the rhetorician to say. For all men either think that all the laws 

ought so to prescribe, or in fact carry out the principle and forbid speaking outside 

the subject, as in the court of Areopagus, and in this they are right. For it is wrong 

to warp the dicast’s feelings, to arouse him to anger, jealousy or compassion, 

which would be like making the rule crooked which one intended to use. 

(Rhetoric 1354a.4-5) 

Aristotle repeatedly criticized rhetors who employ emotional rhetoric purely for 

its persuasive potential in situations where such emotions are not relevant or appropriate 

to the matters at hand. 
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intertwined with morality and reason. Eugene Garver reminds us that “Aristotelian 

practical reason is a mode of rationality that is inherently moral” (58). He explains, “By 

practical reason, if I think that something is good, I want to act to obtain it. By 

Aristotelian emotion, if I want something, I therefore think that it is good. Where reason 

is intrinsically motivating, emotions are intrinsically assertive” (60). Thus, desire and 

emotion are corollary to moral judgments, which are based in rational assessment. To the 

Aristotelian rhetor, then, “emotions are not fully rational because they involve desire but 

are rational enough to be created and destroyed by argument” (Garver 61). This 

distinction is particularly important since it allows rhetoricians to study and master the 

invocation of anger.  

To elicit emotion from the audience, a rhetor must understand the process for 

producing it; that is to say, in the words of Zagacki and Boleyn-Fitzgerald, “the orator 

must know how to make it reasonable to be angry” (290). As he discusses the various 

emotions in Rhetoric, Aristotle divides each section into the three components with 

which a rhetor must be familiar: (1) the specific disposition one must be in to feel the 

emotion; (2) the target of the emotion, that is to say, the person or thing the emotion is 

concentrated upon; and, (3) the specific occasions which give rise to the emotion 

(Rhetoric 1378a9). Regarding anger, for instance, one must be aware of “the disposition 

of mind which makes men angry, the persons with whom they are usually angry, and the 

occasions which give rise to anger” (1378a9). Inciting emotion, in a practical sense, 

means leading the audience into making specific inferences. To be roused to anger, for 

example, an audience must infer that it has been slighted or belittled, and this belief is 
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“actually a constituent of anger” (Gross and Dascal 280, 282).27 Of course, as Alan 

Brinton reminds us, there are at least two ways to appeal to emotion: “On the one hand, 

there is the attempt to arouse the emotion (an appeal toward emotion, we might say). On 

the other hand, there is the real appeal to the emotion as a basis for action. We might call 

the former ‘the evoking of emotion,’ the latter its ‘invoking’” (211). Clarifying his point, 

Brinton explains, “If evoking is to be thought of in terms of the relationship between 

grounds and emotion, invoking may be thought of in terms of the relationship between 

emotion and action” (213). Emotions can be, Aristotle suggests, legitimate reasons for 

actions.  

But how exactly can a rhetor effectively invoke emotions to justify or stimulate 

action? Thomas Conley addressed this question when he asserts that Aristotle’s treatment 

of the emotions in Rhetoric goes beyond how to play on an audience’s emotions (“Πάθη 

and πίστεις” 302). Conley argues that Aristotle’s emphasis on the interconnections 

between emotions and their contraries (what we discussed earlier as the spectrum of 

excess, mean, and deficiency) also establishes a foundation for using the well-accepted 

logical causes regarding the arousing or dissipating emotions in order to establish 

“probable motive or cause” (308). In Rhetoric, Conley argues, Aristotle not only wants us 

to understand “the means by which emotions directed either towards ourselves of our 

opponents may be produced or dissolved,” but he also intends Book 2 sections 2-11 to be 

                                                             

27. Alan G. Gross and Marcelo Dascal point out that they are not the only 

Aristotelian scholars with such a belief; see also Martha Craven’s “Aristotle on Emotions 

and Rational Persuasion,” in Rorty, pp. 303-23; Stephen R. Leighton’s “Aristotle and the 

Emotions,” in Rorty, pp. 206-37; and Gisela Striker’s “Emotions in Context: Aristotle’s 

Treatment of the Passions in the Rhetoric and His Moral Psychology,” in Rorty, pp. 286-

302. 
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“places from which we can derive arguments about emotions” (“Πάθη and πίστεις” 306). 

That is to say, by drawing on shared cultural understandings of the causes of specific 

emotions, rhetors could logically support their claims about why someone might have 

done something—what the Toulmin scheme of argumentation identifies as a “warrant” 

(311). In this way, appeals to an emotion could substantiate the syllogisms necessary for 

logical arguments. Part Two, “Mark’s Menagerie of Publisher’s,” explores how Clemens 

began assessing anger and constructing his own schema for experiencing, responding to, 

and eliciting the emotion. 

Anger in Emotion Studies 

Amongst scholars who study and theorize anger, there is great disagreement about 

what anger is. Questions about anger’s nature, purpose, and effect are further complicated 

because those studying anger, especially prior to the nineteenth century, often examine 

the subject through the evaluating lens of cultural value systems that make explicit 

judgments regarding whether anger is “good” or bad.” Even within a single culture, the 

social value of anger can change drastically depending on factors such as age, gender, 

religion, social and economic status, and political power. Beyond moral and pragmatic 

valuations, scholars have also disagreed about whether anger is normal and rational or 

evidence of imbalance, impairment, or irrationality.  

As an academic concept, anger is surprisingly far-ranging, appearing in diverse 

branches of learning such as religion, philosophy, rhetoric, anthropology, sociology, 

psychology, and neuroscience, just to name a few. The transdisciplinary field of “emotion 

studies,” as it is known today, can trace its roots to the Greek philosopher and physician 

Hippocrates (c. 460 BCE – c. 370 BCE) who applied the concept of “humors,” or bio-

chemical systems regulating life functions, to medicine. Hippocrates claimed that the 
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human body was comprised of four basic substances: blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and 

black bile.28 Physical health was considered dependent upon the proper, harmonious 

balance of these humors (eukrasia), and when the humors were imbalanced, illness and 

distemper (dyskrasia) resulted.29 An excess of “choler” or yellow bile was thought to be 

the cause of anger and irrationality. Hippocrates’s theory of the four humors was so 

culturally pervasive that by the second century BCE, chole, which is the proper term in 

Greek for “bile,” became synonymous with “bitter anger” (Pearcy 452-453).  

In the second century AD, Galen (129 AD – c. 216 AD), a Graeco-Roman 

philosopher, physician, and surgeon, expanded and formalized Hippocrates’s theories of 

the four humors and four temperament types, integrating physiology and physiognomy.30 

Galen claimed that there were four main categories of human temperament—sanguine, 

choleric, melancholic, and phlegmatic—and that they were dependent upon the 

proportions of the four humors in one’s body. In this way, he ascribed complex emotional 

states to physiological processes (Irwin 52-53). Galen associated rage with an increased 

heat in the humors in one’s head, clearly visible in the way one’s face turns red, and 

claimed that unchecked anger results in a medical mania (Ahonen 170). 31 Indeed, Galen 

                                                             

28. See the Hippocratic treatise On the Nature of Man.  

29. For an assessment of the four-factor theory of temperament/personality, 

especially as it evolved in the twentieth century, see Peter F. Merenda “Toward a Four-

Factor Theory of Temperament And/or Personality.”  

30. For more on how Galen developed Hippocrates’s theories, see James R. 

Irwin’s “Galen on the Temperaments.” 

31. Galen’s theory of the four humors of the body overlapped with the popular 

conception of the four opposing elements of matter (earth, air, fire, and water). Galen 

associated fire and heat with an excess of yellow bile.  
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defined rage as a kind of mental illness or insanity.32 For nearly fifteen hundred years, 

Western theories of emotion were dominated by Hippocrates and Galen.  

In the Middle Ages, the study of anger migrated from the domain of philosophy 

and medicine to religion, and, by the close of the Middle Ages, the emerging field of 

psychology. After the fall of the Roman Empire, theologians such as Gregory the Great 

(c. 540-604), Alcuin of York (c. 730-804), Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) and Roger 

Bacon (c. 1220-1292) emphasized the dangers uncontrolled anger, including losing 

control over one’s faculties and bodily autonomy, miscarrying justice, falling into 

madness, and even damning one’s soul—anger, after all, was one of the seven deadly 

sins. 33 The early medieval study of anger largely married religious teachings with 

classical philosophy (DiGiuseppe and Tafrate 6). John Duns Scotus, however, “one of the 

most important and influential philosopher-theologians of the High Middle Ages” (T. 

Williams), rejected the prevalent medieval theories that the emotions were a result of 

bodily changes and were passions (defined loosely as external forces acting upon a being) 

of the soul; instead, he argued that emotions such as anger were passions of the will 

(Drummond 53). Scotus claimed that anger can be seated in both the sensible appetite (a 

being’s innate organic needs), and thus is found in both humans and animals, as well as 

the rational appetite, which is unique to humans and angels (Perreiah 327-328). 

                                                             

32. See Galen’s On the Passions and Errors of the Soul, translated by P. W. 

Harkins, Ohio State UP, 1963, p. 42. 

33. See Gregory the Great’s Morals on the Book of Job, Book V, paragraphs 78-

81; Alcuin’s treatise De Virtutibus et Vitiis as well as his short essay De Animae Ratione; 

Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologia; and Roger Bacon’s Opus Majus. For more on 

anger in the Middle Ages, see Albrecht Classen’s “Anger and Anger Management in the 

Middle Ages. Mental-Historical Perspectives” and Anger’s Past: The Social Uses of an 

Emotion in the Middle Ages (1998) edited by Barbara Rosenwein.  
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According to Scotus, anger acts upon the will but is also subject to it; however, one can 

exercise some measure of free will in moderating the emotion (329-330).  

From the Renaissance through the eighteenth century, the study of anger was 

taken up by physicians within the emerging field of psychiatry. As physicians 

increasingly sought to understand and treat mental illness, they began to explore insanity, 

hysteria, mania, lunacy, melancholia, and various nervous conditions. According to 

physicians Timothy Bright (c. 1549–1615) and Robert Burton (1577-1640), melancholia 

could manifest as an anger disorder (DiGiuseppe and Tafrate 6).34 Their theories about 

anger as a secondary emotion associated with depression were revolutionary and have 

shaped the study and treatment of depression and anger disorders to this day.35 

 In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, emotion studies underwent several 

major shifts in response to the theories of Charles Darwin (1809-1882) and Sigmund 

Freud (1856-1939). In The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals (1872), 

Darwin argues that emotions are not unique to humans and that anger is an instinctual 

emotion for both human and mammals. Despite anger’s reflexive nature, Darwin claimed 

that the emotion is rational, useful, and able to be controlled. Another one of Darwin’s 

major contributions to emotion studies is his theory that emotions are discrete entities 

rather than pairs of contraries or families of related experiences (Ekman, “Darwin’s 

Contributions” 3449). In chapter 10 of Expression, Darwin discusses indignation, anger, 

                                                             

34. See Bright’s Treatise of Melancholie (1586) and Burton’s Anatomy of 

Melancholy (1621).  

35. The American Psychiatric Association currently recognizes the associations 

between anger and depression. For more on twenty-first century associations between 

depression and anger, see Busch’s “Anger and Depression” as well as Busch et al.’s 

Psychodynamic Treatment of Depression. 
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rage, and hatred, but, as Paul Ekman explains, Darwin does “not conceptualize each 

emotion as constituting a family of related experiences, varying in social context, 

physiology and expression, but sharing characteristics that distinguish one emotion 

family from another” (3449). Like Darwin, Freud conceptualized anger as instinctual; in 

chapter six of Civilization and Its Discontents (1930), he describes aggression as an 

“innate, independent, instinctual disposition in man.” Yet unlike Darwin, Freud 

emphasizes anger’s perils, calling it “the most powerful obstacle to culture” (151). In 

Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920), Freud claims that men experience universal drives 

towards life (eros) and death (Todestriebe),36 and he discusses anger as a manifestation of 

the death drive aggression, anger being on the weaker end of the continuum of 

aggression. The more that the aggression drive builds, he explains, the more likely one is 

to act out in anger (DiGiuseppe and Tafrate 7). Although Freud seemed to have had little 

interest in anger as a discrete emotion (Rosenwein 235), his theories about anger’s root in 

the psyche and his subsumation of anger in aggression have shaped emotion studies for 

more than half a century. 

 As a basic emotion in its own right, anger received little critical attention within 

the clinical sciences in the twentieth century. In 1971, Albert Rothenberg observed, 

“almost invariably, anger has not been considered an independent topic worthy of direct 

investigation but has been subsumed under a general category such as aggression, 

emotion, or affect” (86). Two emotion-disorder associations dominated psychiatric and 

psychological approaches to anger: depression and aggression. In the early twentieth 

                                                             

36. Freud’s follower, Wilhelm Stekel, termed these drives as Eros and Thanatos, 

and this is the terminology that is most frequently used today. 
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century, Emil Kraeplin and Sigmund Freud reintroduced Bright’s and Burton’s theories 

that anger and hostility were subconditions of depression, and this supposition gained 

substantial traction in the psychological and psychiatric sciences (DiGiuseppe and Tafrate 

8).37 Cognitive theorists such as Albert Ellis, the originator of rational emotive behavior 

therapy (REBT), treated anger as a symptom of depression and anxiety (DiGiuseppe and 

Tafrate xii).38 On the other hand, psychoanalytic theorists and ethologists such as Konrad 

Lorenz accepted Freud’s conflation of anger and aggression, though they rejected Freud’s 

claim that aggression was instinctual rather than learned (Rothenberg 87). Additionally, 

as Raymond DiGiuseppe and Raymond Chip Tafrate explain, behavioral scientists 

paradoxically cemented the association between anger and aggression by attempting to 

separate human experience into thoughts (affront), feelings (anger) and behaviors 

(aggression) (59). Perhaps the most definitive evidence of the failure to address anger as 

a discrete construct within the clinical sciences is its exclusion from diagnostic manuals. 

At the turn of the century, the American Psychiatric Association published the fourth 

edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (known generally 

as the DSM IV), and while irritability is mentioned as a criterion for other disorders, the 

DSM fails to include a single diagnostic category for anger disorders. 

 Whereas many mental health professionals neglected anger as an independent 

clinical concept in the twentieth century, the transdisciplinary field of emotion studies 

gained momentum with a flurry of scholars theorizing “emotion.” Indeed, the twentieth 

                                                             

37. For more on the history of depression and anger, see Hunter and MacAlpine’s 

Three Hundred Years of Psychiatry (1963) and Jackson’s Melancholia and Depression: 

From Hippocratic Times to Modern Times (1986).  

38. See, among others, Reason and Emotion in Psychotherapy (1962), How to 

Live With and Without Anger (1977), and Overcoming Resistance, 2nd ed. (2003). 
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century was something of a “wild west” period in which numerous theorists—including 

James Averill, Gerald Clore, Paul Ekman, Nice Frijda, Richard S. Lazarus, Joseph 

LeDoux, Robert Levenson, Jaak Panksepp, and Klaus Scherer, and Sivan S. Tompkins, 

among others—attempted to establish a comprehensive, definitive, universal assessment 

of emotion. At the core of these competing theories were disagreements over basic 

assumptions such as what constitutes an emotion, how emotions are distinguished from 

moods and temperaments, the function of emotions, whether emotions could be 

nonconscious or controlled, how emotions are processed cognitively and embodied 

physically.39 Some scholars, such as Carroll Ellis Izard, Theodore D. Kemper, and Sivan 

S. Tompkins, folded anger into their theory of emotions, arguing that anger was a basic 

emotion, universally experienced by all humans (DiGiuseppe and Tafrate 9). In fact, “all 

theorists who posit sets of universal human emotions consider anger a universal emotion” 

(43).40 Nevertheless, some theorists such as Paul Ekman argue that anger and other 

emotions will only be fully understood when theorized independently of the other 

emotions (“How Emotions Might Work”). 

 Even in the twenty-first century, much disagreement remains among emotion 

scholars about not only how to conceptualize the phenomenon but also how fundamental 

terms are defined. Let us take a moment to disentangle a few such thorny issues. First, as 

                                                             

39. For more on twentieth-century theories of emotions, see Theories of Emotion 

(1980) edited by Robert Plutchik and Henry Kellerman and the first edition of The Nature 

of Emotion: Fundamental Questions (1994) edited by Paul Ekman and Richard J. Davis. 

40. It is worth noting that only some approaches within emotion studies consider 

anger or any other emotion to be a universal function of biology. Others consider anger a 

social construct influenced by culture. For more on social constructivist approaches, see 

The Social Nature of Emotions (2016) edited by Gerben A. van Kleef, Arik Cheshin, 

Agneta H. Fischer, and Iris K. Schneider. 
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a word, “anger” is ambiguous. If used generically, anger denotes a range of constellated 

emotional responses such as annoyance, envy, and rage, but if it’s used specifically, 

anger constitutes a discrete emotion within that range (Averill 137). Because the word 

“anger” can function as a synecdoche, or a part linguistically representing the whole, it is 

all too easy for emotion theorists to make category mistakes about anger, either from the 

top-down (making assumptions about specific aspects of anger based on the generic 

category) or from the bottom-up (making assumptions about the generic category based 

on the specific traits of anger) (137). Similarly, the word “emotion,” especially when 

used by laypeople, can be a synecdoche for three affective experiences: emotion 

(transient experience), trait (recurrent emotional episodes), and mood (period of sustained 

proclivity).41 This is where a second form of ambiguity with “anger” comes into play. 

Linguistically, anger can ambiguously refer to all three affective states. DiGiuseppe and 

Tafrate explain that “English has clear words to distinguish between states and excessive 

traits for other emotions. We distinguish between the state of fear and the trait of anxiety, 

and between the state of sadness and the trait or mood of depression. No such distinction 

appears in our language for anger” (17).42 Along with this ambiguity between affective 

states is a confusion whether anger is an emotion versus a behavior, and Thomas Scheff 

claims that part of the “chaos” of emotion terminology results from the conflicting value 

judgments clinicians can variously ascribe to anger as feelings and anger as behaviors 

                                                             

41. In The Nature of Emotion (1994), Paul Ekman distinguishes between mood 

and emotion based on five elements: duration, provocation, modulation, expression, and 

awareness. 

42. According to DiGiuseppe and Tafrate, this “failure of our language to 

discriminate between functional and dysfunctional anger” contributes, at least in part, to 

the lack of clinical research on the emotion (16). 
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(112). Challenging the negative perception of anger-behavior as negative, Scheff argues 

that normal anger-emotion is ethically neutral, “instructive,” and even “vitally necessary 

for survival” (112). Unfortunately, because of the word’s ambiguity, the feeling and 

expression of “anger” are too often conflated with the “acting out” of the emotion (112). 

Thus, as a term, “anger” can confusingly represent various affective states, hierarchical 

concepts and expressions and behaviors. 

 Emotion theorists face another challenge when attempting to distinguish between 

the various emotional states associated with the word “anger.” Rather than delineating 

what separates annoyance from anger and anger from rage, many emotion theorists view 

anger on a spectrum of strength, ranging from annoyance and mild irritation on one end, 

to rage and hatred on the other (Harmon-Jones and Harmon-Jones 100-101).43 

Furthermore, some scholars fail to distinguish between similar emotional states occurring 

close to one another on the anger spectrum. For instance, DiGiuseppe and Tafrate 

observe that “the words anger, aggression, hostility, irritability, and hate are used 

interchangeably” (18). For some, this interchangeability complicates our ability to assess 

the emotion in clear terms. Rollo May explains that there is a tendency to “confuse anger 

with temper, which is generally an explosion of repressed anger; with petulance, which is 

childish resentment; or with hostility, which is anger absorbed into our character 

structures until it infects [our] every act” (41). Others see the anger spectrum and fuzzy 

lexicon of emotion families (or to use Paul Ekman’s metaphor, central theme and 

variations) as a natural progression of the taxonomies we use to describe emotional 

                                                             

43. See also Phillip Shaver, et al., “Emotion knowledge: Further exploration of a 

prototype approach.” 
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mixing.44 Given the lack of consensus within emotion studies about which words should 

define the different states of anger and how the various strengths of the emotion should 

be distinguished from one another, most studies begin with by defining key terms. 

Although emotion scholars generally agree that anger is best defined as an emotion, this 

consensus is misleading since there are at present dozens of competing theories of what 

constitutes “emotions.”45  

In my analysis of Clemens’s anger, I follow a constructivist approach, defining 

anger as a product of social values and norms rather than a strictly physiological and 

biological process that is experienced universally (a naturalist approach). Although anger 

is a multidimensional construct,46 I focus on how social rules and cultural norms define 

the emotion, dictate the conditions for when the emotion is aroused, and regulate its 

expression. Anger is not just an emotional reaction to a disagreeable or frustrating event; 

it is a response based on a violation of social expectations resulting in a sense of 

deprivation, disrespect, or injustice. Beyond simply informing an Other of the ephemeral 

                                                             

44. Jonathan H. Turner claims that “humans possess the neurological capability to 

use many diverse emotions and that many of these look like combinations of primary 

emotions” (77). He describes this emotional mixing using what he terms “first-order 

elaborations,” explaining that “the mixing of emotions involves dominance of one 

primary emotion and its variants, with lesser amounts of another primary emotion,” as in 

the case of shame-guilt-anger (77). 

45. For an excellent overview of the most significant competing theories of 

emotion, see the second edition of The Nature of Emotion: Fundamental Questions 

(2018) edited by Andrew S. Fox, Regina C. Lapate, Alexander J. Shackman, and Richard 

J. Davidson. 

46. DiGiuseppe and Tafrate argue that anger, as a multidimensional construct, has 

four aspects: “physiological (general sympathetic arousal, 5– HT suppression), cognitive 

(irrational beliefs, automatic thoughts, negative automatic thoughts, causal attributions, 

inflammatory imagery), phenomenological (subjective awareness of angry feelings), and 

behavioral (facial expressions, verbal or behavioral anger-expression strategies) 

variables” (20). 
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emotional condition of the Self, the expression of anger functions as a social tool to 

correct a violation of norms, restore equity, and prevent future violations (Averill 141). 

Thus, anger can reinforce or challenge shared values. Samuel L. Clemens himself held a 

similar view of the emotion, believing that under certain circumstances anger was not 

only justifiable, but a social and moral obligation.  

 To clarify, my purpose in this study is not to perform armchair psychoanalysis on 

Clemens or to deliver a post-mortem diagnosis of a specific anger disorder. Instead, I 

trace Clemens’s evolving concept of anger and its rhetorical expressions in order to 

demonstrate how his constructivist understanding of the emotion impacted his 

participation in nineteenth-century literary culture. 
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PART ONE 

Ontological Revelations in the West 

 

Although Twain’s earliest writings have generally received little attention 

compared to his later works, especially The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn, scholars nevertheless emphasize the importance of his time in the 

West (roughly 1862-1866) to the overall development of his writing.47 Indeed, many 

scholars considered Clemens’s time in the West to be the “third major formative period”  

of his literary career.48 Less discussed, however, is the significance of this period to the 

development of his personal anger and his facility with angry rhetoric. His post at the 

Territorial Enterprise in Virginia City, Nevada, was that of “a man’s world” where the 

all-male staff drank, smoked, played cards and billiards, and regularly played practical 

jokes upon one another (Morris 105). At the Enterprise, violence and vitriol were 

celebrated, social bonds were formed and strengthened through the expression of anger, 

and one’s social standing was directly affected by one’s facility with angry rhetoric. With 

its hyper-masculine, raucous atmosphere, the Enterprise office normalized even the most 

vitriolic expressions of anger, directly undermining genteel nineteenth-century social 

                                                             

47. Shelley Fisher Fishkin calls Twain’s time in Virginia City his “long 

foreground” (to use Emerson’s term for Whitman’s Leaves of Grass): the fertile 

exploration of “extravagant lies, fabrications, Western tall tales, [and] what he could do 

with this material.” “[T]his was a great place to learn how to burlesque everything,” 

Fisher Fishkin continues, “And that stood him in very good stead as he turned burlesque 

in satire to more complex and polished ends in his later career” (Interview). 

48. Lawrence Berkove, among many others, identifies the first three formative 

periods of Twain’s literary development as “the Matter of Hannibal,” “the Matter of the 

River” and “The Matter of the West” (“Nevada Influences” 157). 
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norms that suppressed or censured anger.49 As a group, the Enterprise staff demonstrated 

remarkable facility with invective, both as a rhetorical tactic as well as in response to 

anger, embarrassment, frustration, and resentment in general. Charles Carroll Goodwin, 

who worked alongside Clemens at the Enterprise, recalls that anger and expletives were 

“contagious in that office” and that reporters and editors alike “knew all about the gift of 

using adjectives” (254).50 Habitual vituperation wasn’t limited to the journalists, either. 

“It reached the composing room,” Goodwin explains, “There were typesetters who could 

hurl anathemas at bad copy which would have frightened a Bengal tiger. The news editor 

could damn a mutilated dispatch in twenty-four languages” (Goodwin 254). At the 

Enterprise, anger was a daily occurrence, one that the staff routinely and intentionally 

incited. 

With those around him constantly erupting in anger and earning not censure but 

rather respect and admiration for their bold, heated rhetoric, Clemens no doubt 

experienced a series of ontological revelations about anger’s expression and effect. From 

his fellow reporters and editors, especially Rollin Mallory Daggett, Clemens discovered 

the power of the ad hominem vitriolic catalog, a rhetorical form he would frequently 

deploy in both his personal of professional writing. Garnering wide-spread respect for his 

literary truculence and excoriating wrath, Daggett proved an influential role model for 

                                                             

49. For more on the shifting gender norms Clemens grappled with during this 

period, see Joseph L. Coulombe Mark Twain and the American West (2003).  

50. Twain himself was subject to this adjective-laden style of insult, as in the 

unsigned article titled “Unhealthy” in the August 5, 1863 edition of the Virginia City 

Bulletin, which professed: “At the solicitation of at least 1500 of our subscribers, we will 

refrain from again entering into a controversy with that beef-eating, blear-eyed, hollow-

headed, slab-sided ignoramus—that pilfering reporter, Mark Twain” (qtd. in Bloom and 

Ironside 10) 
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Clemens, for he demonstrated not only the rhetorical techniques that Clemens would later 

adopt in his own angry writing but also the social acumen one could gain not despite—

but because of—his blazing temper. Although Clemens ultimately failed to follow 

Daggett’s example of backing up his angry words with a loaded pistol, Clemens was 

nevertheless profoundly shaped by Daggett’s fearless denunciation of corruption. Even at 

the end of his life, Clemens followed Daggett’s model of using cruel, angry rhetoric to 

fight injustice and attack those who insulted him.  

During this time, Clemens also extensively experimented with insults, a complex 

yet flexible rhetorical form that could function equally efficiently with or without angry 

emotions. Using the nom de plume “Mark Twain” for the first time, 51 Clemens 

participated in mock-feuds with other reporters such as Clement T. Rice, posturing anger 

through insults and comic abuse. By rooting his insults in classical loci of invective that 

aligned with early nineteenth-century stereotypes about journalists, Clemens created 

insults that had the ring of truth despite their absurdity, thereby blurring the line between 

the real and the imagined, a key characteristic of much of his most celebrated travel 

writing.  

Finally, as the frequent victim of practical jokes by his Enterprise colleagues, 

Clemens gave increasingly full vent to his ire, becoming progressively more unrestricted 

                                                             

51. Kevin MacDonnell has challenged the prevailing explanation of where 

Clemens first heard the name “Mark Twain,” how he adopted this nom de plume, and 

why he attempted to sell other origin myths for his pen name. See “How Samuel Clemens 

Found ‘Mark Twain’ in Carson City, Nevada” as well as “Mark Twain at Ten Paces: 

Facts Versus Fictions in the Origin of ‘Mark Twain’ as a Nom de Plume.” Gary 

Scharnhorst has also contested the prevailing explanations in “A Note on Samuel 

Clemens’ Nom de Guerre,” and for Scharnhorst’s rebuttal of MacDonnell’s theory, see 

“Mark Twain’s Nom de Plume Redux: A Reply to Kevin Mac Donnell.” 
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in his experience and expression of anger, which became surprisingly complex. 

Clemens’s emotional, verbal, and physical responses varied depending on the 

concomitant emotions elicited by the prank (such as frustration or embarrassment), the 

relative social status of the prankster, and the underlying deficiencies intimated by the 

prank. With frequency came facility and freedom, and his general tendency towards 

anger solidified into a well-established temper he did little to check. The delight his 

colleagues took in his profanity inspired him to new heights of creative invective and 

cemented his life-long belief in the aesthetic value and rhetorical power of well-crafted 

vitriol. Similarly, the ease with which his Enterprise colleagues shook off his angry 

outbursts, refusing to take his invective personally, seemed to confirm his belief that 

righteous anger, once discharged, offered no cause for lasting fear, resentment, or 

offense. All in all, Clemens’s sustained exposure to and experience of anger in the West 

fundamentally reshaped his own operational rules for the emotion.  

 

Daggett, Laird, and Ad Hominem Attacks 

During his time at the Territorial Enterprise, Clemens’s vitriol gained new expression 

under the tutelage of his steadfast friend, Rollin Mallory Daggett, whose vehement and 

adjective-laden invective was respected throughout the region. Bernard DeVoto (Mark 

Twain’s America) and Edgar Marquess Branch (Literary Apprenticeship), among others, 

argue that of Clemens’s Enterprise colleagues, Dan DeQuille52 most pronouncedly 

influenced Clemens’s humorous writing; however, it was Daggett who most indelibly 

                                                             

52. Dan DeQuille was the nom de plume of William Wright, but like “Mark 

Twain” for Clemens, the pen name eventually supplanted the author’s given name, and 

even close friends addressed him as “Dan.” 
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influenced his vitriolic responses and angry rhetorical tactics. From Daggett himself 

Clemens “learned [that] when it was necessary to call a man names, there were no 

expletives too long or too expressive to be hurled in rapid succession to emphasize the 

utter want of character of the man assailed” (Goodwin 254). Widely admired for his 

literary truculence, Daggett demonstrated the rhetorical power of angry rhetoric and 

schooled Clemens in its use both as a weapon wielded against injustice and as a tool of 

chaos for its own sake. Even in his final years, Clemens emulated Daggett’s cruel, 

calculating vitriol.       

Daggett had a surprising wealth of experience in journalism before he and 

Clemens worked together at the Enterprise. In 1850, nineteen-year-old Daggett, who was 

a printer by trade, left Ohio and migrated west, settling in San Francisco, California. 

After two years of mediocre success as a miner, Daggett returned to his journalistic roots, 

and with co-editor J. Macdonough Foard launched the weekly literary journal Golden Era 

(1852), one of the first literary journals in the West. The Golden Era, which was lauded 

by contemporary newspapers for its “excellent typographical features, judicious 

selections, and sprightly editorials,” would become one of the most important literary 

journals in the region, publishing some of the West’s best rising and established literary 

giants (Weisenburger 29; Berkove, “Daggett”). By 1860, however, Daggett was itching 

for a new venture, and after selling the Golden Era, he and Foard founded the Daily 

Evening Mirror (1860), which focused on “news and poems and minimalized editorial 

comment”—at least in the early issues (Weisenburger 47). By year’s end, the opinionated 

Daggett was gleefully embroiled in literary skirmishes with editors from other journals 

over Northern vs. Southern sympathies and political corruption. When fierce competition 
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amongst papers in San Francisco forced a merger between the Mirror and its political 

rival The San Francisco Herald, Daggett pulled up stakes and lit out for the Nevada 

Territory. By 1862, Daggett had settled in Virginia City, where he operated a mining 

stock brokerage and began working as a reporter for the Territorial Enterprise more as a 

hobby than a full-time job (Morris 104). During his time at the Enterprise, Daggett 

quickly rose through the ranks to associate editor and, later, editor-in-chief. 

Even amidst the coterie of boisterous personalities at the paper, Daggett’s quick 

temper, sharp tongue, and literary truculence set him apart as a role model for Clemens to 

emulate. As a reporter, Daggett was acknowledged for his “strong views and forceful 

style” and was respected as a “fluent but pugnacious writer” (Berkove, “Nevada 

Influences” 165; Berkove and Kowalewski 110). As a rhetorical strategist, Daggett 

seldom retreated, relentlessly advancing even when his confrontational attitude lost him 

favor with the reading public (Weisenburger 65). “He hurled the Enterprise at villainy 

and corruption in high places,” Bernard DeVoto explains, “Men went looking for him 

armed; he gave public notice of his office hours” (136). George Williams, III, offers an 

even more militaristic assessment: “Rollin M. Daggett was to the Enterprise, what the 

armored tank is to the infantry” (67). Writing with equal parts empathy for the 

disenfranchised and vitriol for the corrupt, Daggett was brutal when enraged, using his 

satire as an “effective weapon” for “fighting, with the printed word, corruption in high 

places” (Benson 71). For all his ferocity, Daggett had careful aim when the situation 

required it, and he courageously targeted abuses of power with surprising precision. 

Lawrence Berkove asserts that his “pugnacious assaults on corruption and injustice 
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undoubtedly helped create the paper’s tradition of fearless honesty which influenced 

Twain” (“Daggett”).  

Of course not all Daggett’s targets were deserving, nor did the severity of his 

methods inevitably suit the crime. Lucius Beebe warns against the revisionist impulses of 

biographers who emphasize the high-minded vigilance and altruism of the newspaper 

crusaders at the Enterprise. He reminds us that “much of the time the Enterprise inclined 

to give the gardallo or raspberry to the great and saintly just for the pure, uninhibited hell 

of it, and its spitballs were usually found to have been rolled in prussic acid” (40). 

Daggett was no exception. Known as “the Merciless,” Daggett “annihilated his victims 

like a chain saw” with copy that would certainly violate today’s libel laws (Williams 54, 

68). An enraged Daggett could be particularly cruel. Case in point, his revenge on the 

Frank and Miriam Leslie, the husband and wife publishers of the famous Frank Leslie’s 

Illustrated Newspaper. During a two-month, transcontinental tour in the late 1870’s, the 

Leslies enjoyed the genuine hospitality and honor bestowed upon them in Virginia City, 

Nevada; however, upon their return, Meriam Leslie repaid this geniality by publishing a 

scathing travel narrative that grievously and baselessly insulted the Comstock region and 

its inhabitants. Enraged, Daggett and Charles C. Goodwin hired a private detective to 

quietly investigate the couple. On July 14, 1878, Daggett had his public revenge. The 

Enterprise featured a mammoth, front-page, in-depth article venomously exposing the 

true, sordid, intimate details of the Leslies’ personal and professional misconduct. The 

headline proclaimed in all caps “OUR FEMALE SLANDERER. MRS. FRANK 

LESLIE’S BOOK SCANDALIZING THE FAMILIES OF VIRGINIA CITY— THE 

HISTORY OF THE AUTHORESS—A LIFE DRAMA OF CRIME AND 
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LICENTIOUSNESS—STARTLING DEVELOPMENTS.” To ensure no one missed the 

story, Daggett reprinted the exposé in full the next day then subsequently published the 

piece as a 24-page pamphlet billed as a “Territorial Enterprise Extra, Containing a Full 

Account of Frank Leslie and Wife.”53 Daggett repaid Leslie’s insult a hundred-fold, 

substantially damaging her reputation with his excoriating expose. As we will see in 

Chapter 4, even in his seventies, Clemens continued to follow Daggett’s example in 

matters of vitriol, writing his own extensive exposé of his secretary Isabel Lyon and her 

husband, Twain’s business manager, Ralph Ashcroft, a literary conflagration now known 

as the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript.  

Daggett’s daily attitudes and affectations were no less vehement than his 

published vitriol, and his every-day anger normalized Clemens’s own temper and profane 

diatribes. Daggett was frequently “brusque and belligerent” and had a “volatile temper” 

(Weisenburger 61, 64). Charles Carroll Goodwin, who worked with Clemens and Daggett 

at the Enterprise, claims that Daggett was “savage as a trapped bear when he was angry” 

(185). Even with his friends he could be bellicose, as Goodwin recalls:  

one night when there was a company of gentlemen in our main working editorial 

room, [Daggett] looked over at me and asked me which syllable in some word 

ought to be accented. I gave him my idea, whereupon he reached over, took the 

big dictionary with both hands, lifting it in front of him — he loved to make a 

dramatic display — and most impressively said: “I will see for myself. I would 

rather be right than be President.” I said gently to him: “We all feel that way 

                                                             

53. For more on Mrs. Meriam Leslie and the Enterprise exposé, see Beebe pp. 48-

51; Stern pp. 22, 24, and 34; and Stuart. 
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about you, Mr. Daggett.” Whereupon he sprang up, went to each gentleman in the 

room and asked for a gun, and beseeching from all an opinion as to whether 

instant murder would not be justified, under a provocation of that kind. (Goodwin 

186) 

Exacerbated by the masculine braggadocio pervading Western social norms, Daggett’s 

anger became a noteworthy aspect of his personal and public identity, sometimes 

strategic, more often habitual, and on occasion, utterly irrepressible. His unrepentant 

laissez-faire attitude about anger fundamentally shaped not only Clemens’s own 

expanding freedom of emotional expression, but it also cemented in Clemens’s mind a 

system of social codes related to the personal and public expressions of anger. 

When expressing his anger, Daggett preferred personal attacks packed with 

punchy descriptors, a style of invective which particularly appealed to Clemens given his 

own proclivity for catalogs, accumulatio, and other forms of literary auxesis. Because 

Daggett’s writing style was typically “crisp and clean,” “unpretentious,” and comprised 

of relatively short, focused sentences, his angry rhetoric stood in sharp relief (G. 

Williams 70). Goodwin recalls that Daggett “had a way of mixing adjectives, never heard 

before in conversation” (186). It was from Daggett himself, Goodwin asserts, that 

Clemens “learned [that] when it was necessary to call a man names, there were no 

expletives too long or too expressive to be hurled in rapid succession to emphasize the 

utter want of character of the man assailed” (254).  

Daggett’s lasting influence can be seen in Clemens’s vitriol against one of his 

publishers half a century later. Clemens derided his publisher as “a tall, lean, skinny, 

yellow, toothless, bald-headed, rat-eyed professional liar and scoundrel” (Auto 1: 370). 
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Notice the overlapping categories of repetition and auxesis, including synonyms for body 

weight (lean and skinny), grotesque descriptors (yellow and toothless), and hyphenated 

caricatures (bald-headed and rat-eyed). The adjectives themselves are arranged in 

ascending order in terms of severity of insult. Being described as tall does little to 

provoke ire, whereas one would almost certainly take offense at being called a scoundrel. 

The auxetic effect of Clemens’s insult is also evident in the ascending number of 

syllables per word—the pattern is 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 2—with the climax at professional, 

the pivotal point of his denunciation since he accuses his publisher not only of 

disregarding professional codes of conduct, but also of garnering the antithetical 

reputation as someone who lies and cheats with such proficiency that he is a professional 

at it. Twain undeniably adopted Daggett’s preference for hurling insults in rapid 

succession in order to assail a man’s character. 

Clemens himself later illustrated Daggett’s proclivity for literary truculence in his 

sketch “Journalism in Tennessee” (1869) which, James E. Caron reminds us, could easily 

and aptly have been titled “Journalism in the Nevada Territory” (27).54 Berkove and 

others observe that the chief editor in the sketch “bears some exaggerated resemblance to 

[Daggett]” (“Nevada Influences” 165). When the narrator, ostensibly “Mark Twain,” 

presents the editor with his mild-mannered, “mush-and-milk journalism,” the editor 

balks. He proclaims, “Thunder and lightning! Do you suppose I am going to speak of 

those cattle that way? Do you suppose my subscribers are going to stand such gruel as 

that? Give me the pen!” (BuffaloExp 32). Viciously and heavy-handedly rewriting the 

                                                             

54. A few of Twain’s works include a character either loosely inspired by or 

directly based upon Daggett, as in the case of “Mr. D” in Roughing It (1872). See for 

instance, the humorous sketch “The Carson Fossil-Footprints” (1884).  
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narrator’s prose, the editor intersperses factual observations with editorializing and 

slanderous attacks. For example, a selection from the original draft of the proposed 

newspaper article that the narrator submits to his editor reads:  

The editors of the Semi-Weekly Earthquake evidently labor under a 

misapprehension with regard to the Dallyhack railroad. It is not the object of the 

company to leave Buzzardville off to one side. On the contrary, they consider it 

one of the most important points along the line, and consequently can have no 

desire to slight it. The gentlemen of the Earthquake will, of course, take pleasure 

in making the correction. (BuffaloExp 31-32) 

The editor boldly revises it: 

The inveterate liars of the Semi-Weekly Earthquake are evidently endeavoring to 

palm off upon a noble and chivalrous people another of their vile and brutal 

falsehoods with regard to that most glorious conception of the nineteenth century, 

the Ballyhack railroad. The idea that Buzzardville was to be left off at one side 

originated in their own fulsome brains—or rather in the settlings which they 

regard as brains. They had better, swallow this lie if they want to save their 

abandoned reptile carcasses the cowhiding they so richly deserve. (BuffaloExp 33) 

Again, 

John W. Blossom, Esq., the able editor of the Higginsville Thunderbolt and Battle 

Cry of Freedom, arrived in the city yesterday. He is stopping at the Van Buren 

House. (BuffaloExp 32) 

becomes  
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That ass, Blossom, of the Higginsville Thunderbolt and Battle Cry of Freedom, is 

down here again sponging at the Van Buren. (BuffaloExp 33) 

Satire notwithstanding, Twain’s depiction of the editor’s defamatory interlineations 

accurately represents the argot of the Territorial Enterprise and Western journalism. 

After all, Daggett wasn’t alone in slinging mud. As Caron explains, “editors in the 

Nevada Territory routinely indulged in the calumny and name-calling featured in the 

sketch “Tennessee Journalism” (26). Even after Clemens left the Enterprise, the 

influence of Daggett’s bellicosity remained. 

Under Daggett’s immersive tutelage, Clemens increasingly experimented with 

incendiary insults, most notably in his mounting feud with a rival newspaperman and 

acting editor of the Daily Union, James Laird. In fact, Twain later claimed that Daggett 

helped him pen the missives that escalated the feud to lethal confrontation. To understand 

the grounds for their feud, a bit of exegesis is needed. In May of 1864, Washoe County, 

Nevada, was whipped into a competitive fervor after a bet between two local politicians 

resulted in the loser, Reuel C. Gridley, having to carry a fifty-pound sack of flour through 

town. Gridley’s trek with the flour sack evolved into a festive parade, replete with flags 

and a band, and when he arrived at his destination, he suggested that the flour be sold to 

raise money for the United States Sanitary Commission, a private organization similar to 

the American Red Cross that attended to the medical care and convalescence of soldiers. 

At auction, Gridley’s flour sack raised $350 and, capitalizing on the enthusiasm of the 

bibulous crowd, the winning bidder immediately turned the sack back over to be 

auctioned again. And again. And again. Within a few days the sack had been repeatedly 
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auctioned and returned, raising more than $5,300 for the Sanitary Fund (Fatout 187).55 

Gridley paraded his flour sack to several Nevada localities where he was met with wild 

cheers and enthusiastic bids, each town trying to outdo the others. As a reporter, Clemens 

followed the story closely, attending the auctions and dutifully reporting in the Territorial 

Enterprise the names and donations of even the most modest bidders. When the sack 

came to Virginia City, Clemens became embroiled in the bidding war between the 

Enterprise and its rival, the Union, and when the Union ultimately outbid the Enterprise, 

Clemens took the loss as a personal affront.  

Bitter about being publicly bested, the sensitive Clemens nursed a private grudge 

against the Union, and he sought out even the smallest offense that could grant him the 

opportunity to vent his fury. He didn’t have to wait long. In the meantime, trying to 

exploit the continued popularity of the flour sack auctions, Clemens penned a minor, 

humorous squib related to another fundraising endeavor for the Sanitary Fund, a piece 

that even he admitted was in poor taste and that had only been published by accident.  The 

article in question, titled “How Is It?—How It Is,” suggests that the Ladies of Carson 

City held a ball to raise money for the Sanitation Fund but instead diverted the proceeds 

to a Miscegenation Society in the East. Twain had also likely been attempting to 

capitalize on the heated political discourse surrounding “miscegenation,” one of the 

“most widely publicized and most controversial” buzzwords of the 1864 presidential 

election (H. Smith 196). Affronted by his hoax, four ladies from Carson City who were 

                                                             

55. Bidding on Gridley’s flour sack became something of a cultural phenomenon, 

with enthusiastic crowds cheering his arrival and businesses and individuals alike 

competing for the honor of donating more than the others. Gridley repeatedly auctioned 

his flour throughout Nevada and California before taking the fundraising venture East. 

Within a year, he raised more than a quarter of a million dollars for the Sanitary Fund. 
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collectively implicated in Clemens’s article published a letter in the Union publicly 

denouncing its anonymous author. Because standards of propriety prohibited Clemens 

from directing his counter-attack at the women, he redirected his fury to the Union and its 

acting editor-in-chief, demanding a retraction of the insults against his squib. Adding fuel 

to the fire, Clemens also tried to turn the prestige of the Union’s winning bid against 

them, publicly claiming in an editorial that the Union had tried to renege on their 

donation. Buoyed both by Daggett’s bellicosity and the notoriety afforded to his 

Enterprise colleagues after their own successful duels, Clemens was itching to use his 

fighting words not for mock feuds or playful rivalries but legitimate, life-and-death 

warfare.56 If he had fled from the soldier’s red badge of courage in the Civil War, well, he 

would prove himself a man here. 

Unsurprisingly, the Union returned fire directly at Clemens with bitter 

vehemence, confirming just how high the stakes were. In effect, the article proclaimed 

Clemens to be a dirty, low-down, lying liar who lies: 

Never before, in a long period of newspaper intercourse—never before in any 

contact with a contemporary, however unprincipled he might have been, have we 

found an opponent in statement or in discussion, who had no gentlemanly sense of 

professional propriety, who conveyed in every word, and in every purpose of all 

his words, such a groveling disregard for truth, decency and courtesy, as to seem 

to court the distinction only of being understood as a vulgar liar. Meeting one who 

prefers falsehood; whose instincts are all toward falsehood; whose thought is 

                                                             

56. Goodman, for instance, won a duel with Tom Fitch by shooting the man’s 

knee. The point of contention was an “unpleasant article that appeared in the course of a 

controversy” (McEwen, Sagebrush 252). 
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falsification; whose aim is vilification through insincere professions of honesty; 

one whose only merit is thus described, and who evidently desires to be thus 

known, the obstacles presented are entirely insurmountable, and whoever would 

touch them fully, should expect to be abominably defiled. (qtd. in MTPLetters 21 

May 1864, note 3) 

Adding insult to injury, in a second editorial, the Union proclaimed that Clemens “has 

proved himself an unmitigated liar, a poltroon and a puppy” (qtd. in MTPLetters 21 May 

1864, note 3). This was war. 

Clemens’s subsequent ad hominem attacks demonstrate his increasing facility 

with angry rhetoric under Daggett’s tutelage. What his rhetoric lacks in eloquence and 

sophistication, it makes up for in fresh, vivid phrasing; self-assured belligerence; and a 

reckless, relentless, near-suicidal insistence on a duel. Following the proprieties of the 

day, Clemens responded with a furious letter to James Laird, the Union’s acting editor, 

demanding that he take responsibility for the character assassination published 

anonymously in his paper. When an unrepentant J. W. Wilmington unmasked himself to 

Clemens as the anonymous critic, taking full responsibility for his own critique, Clemens 

refused to be palmed off to a lesser target. Calling Laird a “cowardly sneak,” Clemens 

doubled-down on his peremptory challenge, demanding that Laird either issue a public 

retraction or give Clemens “satisfaction” in a duel (Enterprise 192). 57 A barrage of half a 

                                                             

57. In demanding satisfaction, Clemens was invoking the prevailing nineteenth-

century Western code duello, or the rules regulating one-on-one combat. In general, 

codes duello promote non-violent conflict resolution, constrain violence within limited 

parameters, and guarantee witnesses (“Code Duello”). Elaborate dueling codes have been 

documented as early as the Roman Empire and the Middle Ages and were prevalent 

throughout Europe and the Southern United States up through the end of the nineteenth 

century. Once rooted in the Old South’s aristocratic code of honor, the Western code 
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dozen increasingly vitriolic missives was fired between the two men over the next four 

days.58  

In an autobiographical dictation roughly half a century after the events in 

question, Twain claimed that Daggett himself supplied the invective necessary to spur the 

somewhat reluctant Laird to take up a pistol:  

Daggett wrote a challenge for me, for Daggett had the language—the right 

language—the convincing language—and I lacked it. Daggett poured out a stream 

of unsavory epithets upon Mr. Laird, charged with a vigor and venom of a 

strength calculated to persuade him. (Auto 1: 296-297) 

In this passage, Twain emphasizes that Daggett was the primary verbal agent—his name 

is the subject of three successive independent clauses—and he deftly utilizes auxesis to 

describe Daggett’s bellicose rhetoric in an escalating series of dashes, adjectives, and 

syllabic weight. No longer does Daggett play the role of an indirect mentor in the rhetoric 

of anger, teaching Clemens largely by example; now his mastery of vigorous, venomous 

ad hominem attacks is put directly to Clemens’s service. Or so Twain claims. On the one 

hand, skeptical readers might suspect that Daggett’s responsibility for escalating the feud 

with vitriolic rhetoric is apocryphal, a creative bit of retroactive rewriting enabling Twain 

to shirk the social or moral culpability for his participation in a duel. After all, the code 

duello had become decidedly passé by the time Twain was dictating this reminiscence. 

On the other hand, even if Twain fabricated Daggett’s authorship of the vitriolic 

                                                             

Clemens invokes here incorporated Western values such as meritocracy, egalitarian 

concepts of home and hearth, and masculine self-determination and individuality.  

58. For a fuller accounting of the editorials and personal letters related to 

Clemens’s demand for a duel, see Enterprise pp.196-198 and Fatout pp. 196-213. 
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missives, the plausibility of his fabrication reveals the extent to which Twain explicitly 

acknowledges Daggett’s mastery of angry rhetoric and tacitly confirms his debt to 

Daggett. If Clemens lacked vitriolic language, Daggett could certainly correct his 

deficiency. 

Concerned that Laird was evading his challenge and wishing to stir up public 

sentiment on his own behalf, Clemens thrust their feud into the public sphere, publishing 

their back-and-forth correspondence in the May 4, 1864 issue of the Territorial 

Enterprise. Refusing to let the matter rest, Clemens ends the article with a particularly 

defamatory volley: “I denounce Laird as an unmitigated liar….Moreover, he is a liar on 

general principles, and from natural instinct. I denounce him as an abject coward…. 

Finally, he is a fool…” (Enterprise 196). Public opinion, however, was against 

Clemens.59 Fatout asserts that neither Clemens’s cause nor his ad hominem attacks won 

him any favor with Nevada and California editors and audiences (208-212). Daggett’s 

bellicose example could only carry Clemens so far, and with the glory of his righteous 

duel fizzled out, Clemens, along with his colleague at the Enterprise and “second” for the 

duel, Steve Gillis, quietly slunk away from Virginia City.60 

                                                             

59. See, for instance, the unsigned editorial entitled “Hoity! Toity” in the May 24, 

1864 edition of the Gold Hill Evening News that reviewed the correspondence between 

Twain and Laird published in the Enterprise and declared their feud a “bad egg” because, 

among other reasons, “the cause of the quarrel was not one calculated to enlist public 

sympathy; neither did the discussion of the question demand the use of the language 

which was resorted to. If the matter results in bloodshed, the victim will not be mourned 

as a martyr in a holy cause, not the victor crowned with laurel as the champion of right” 

(qtd. in Bloom and Ironside 19-20). 

60. DeLancey Ferguson and Henry Nash Smith, amongst others, claim that Twain 

concocted a fictional account of the events immediately preceding his duel with Laird—

namely, that while both Laird and Twain were purportedly practicing shooting in 

preparation for the duel, a fortunate misunderstanding convinced Laird that Twain was a 

crack shot, motivating Laird to flee before the duel could take place. Furthermore, 
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Despite Daggett’s tutelage in the art of angry rhetoric, Clemens failed to see these 

early blusterous challenges through to their end, and unlike so many of his colleagues, he 

was unable to transform his literary pugnaciousness into public renown, a form of 

alchemy that he sought to master his entire life. 

 

Mock Rivalries & the Rhetoric of Insults 

  As a reporter for the Territorial Enterprise, Clemens used a mock rivalry with 

Clement T. Rice, his rival at the Virginia City Union, as a means of unemotionally 

experimenting with the rhetorical tropes and techniques associated with angry rhetoric. In 

effect, his good-humored rivalry honed his facility with angry rhetoric, especially insults, 

into a surprisingly complex and robust rhetorical form. Deftly constructing his insults 

around commonplace or “stock” topics that aligned with early nineteenth-century 

stereotypes about journalists in the Nevada territory, Clemens was able to develop a 

rhetorical form that to many readers had the ring of truth even when its absurdity belied 

its veracity. By utilizing these loci of invective, Clemens actively explored the shifting 

boundaries between fact and fiction and the dynamic tension between the real and the 

imagined—a tension that would later characterize so much of his most famous literature. 

These early articles in the Territorial Enterprise represent a crucial turning point in his 

literary development. In his mock rivalry with Rice, we see Clemens experimenting with 

many of the defining features of nineteenth-century “new journalism,” gaining facility 

                                                             

contemporary evidence does not support the claims by Mark Twain and Steve Gillis that 

the abortive duel with Laird forced the two to flee Nevada under threat of imprisonment 

for violating laws against dueling. See also H. Smith pp. 24-27 and Benson p. 112. 
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with tropes and techniques that would define his writing long after he abandoned the 

vocation of the newspaper reporter. 

Clemens’s performance of mock anger fully aligned with the prevailing trends of 

new journalism that, as Karen Roggenkamp asserts, “was much more closely tied to 

American fiction than scholars have traditionally recognized or than most readers would 

assume today” (xiv). Given that conventional “hard news” items about the economy and 

politics frequently failed to pique readers’ interests, by the 1830s newspapers and 

journals across the country had begun diversifying their content, running factual reports 

side-by-side with colorful, captivating narratives that prioritized storytelling and 

imagination—a form that would later evolve into the “human interest” genre 

(Roggenkamp 5). Blurring the boundaries between fact and fiction, journalists 

exaggerated, distorted, and even fabricated the lurid details in their stories, giving readers 

first-hand, often sensory accounts of the rich variance of human experience, from 

courtrooms and drunk tanks to high-society ballrooms and bedrooms. 61 By the mid-

nineteenth century, typical sensational topics included crime, accidents, disease, natural 

disasters, moral and political scandal, and oddities such as abnormalities or deviance 

(Bulla and Haley 75-76).62 By-lines had yet to become a standard publishing practice in, 

                                                             

61. Roggenkamp argues that newspapers even further exacerbated the blurring of 

lines between fiction and nonfiction by publishing works of literary fiction “without 

commentary” directly alongside semi-factual and factual news items. “Stylistically 

speaking,” she explains, “only essentially nominal differences existed between these 

pieces; the reader herself would need to determine which was factually verifiable and 

which was not. However, for the most part, readers did not seem to desire any clear 

indication in the papers of what actually happened and what was imaginary” (2).  

62. In their analysis of the rise of sensationalism before, during, and after the 

Civil War, in the period from 1853 to 1873, David W. Bulla and Heather R. Haley 

observe four notable trends:  
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so reporters sought to distinguish their unsigned articles with a recognizable style and 

narrative voice. To this end, many journalists, including Samuel Clemens, crafted 

personas for themselves, fictional characters who actively participated in the unfolding 

story. Readers zealously followed their exploits with an enthusiasm generally reserved 

for favored celebrities. Soon, well-known reporters found themselves elevated from third-

class citizens formerly disparaged as drunks and moral degenerates to local heroes with 

celebrity status amongst their cult following. To further build their fan base, reporters 

engaged in real, or more frequently, mock feuds with personalities at other papers as a 

matter of pride as well as for the pleasure of the reading public.63 Editorial sniping 

became the vogue, and grave insults and slapstick humor alike were bandied about with 

surprising regularity. “It was common,” Gary Scharnhorst explains, “to smear rival 

reporters and editors, even to the point of character assassination and ad hominem attack” 

(Early 186). Hungry readers devoured this delicious drama and demanded more.  

Nineteenth-century “new journalism” was building steam by the time Clemens 

joined the Territorial Enterprise. The Western journalism Clemens engaged in was 

gossipy and full of local items in which reporters’ personal experiences took as much 

limelight as the incidents about which they wrote. Between the challenge to produce a 

                                                             

(1) stories became more than three times longer; (2) the vast majority of 

stories came from two categories, crime and accidents, showing a conscious 

attempt by editors to cover societal problems and reflecting the dangers of urban 

environments in the nineteenth century; (3) headlines, virtually nonexistent in 

1853 and minimally used in 1863, began by 1873 to become a component in 

sensationalized news presentation; and (4) scandal coverage became a sixth 

category, showing a new interest in political intrigue and corruption. (94-95) 

Bulla and Haley conclude that “the trends from the 1850s, 1860s, and 1870s would 

suggest that editors of these US newspapers primed the readers’ moral sensibilities” (95).  

63. Paine touches on this trend in chapters 37, 38 and 42 of Mark Twain, A 

Biography.  
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sufficient volume of copy and the impulse to assert himself amongst various Nevada 

Territory society, Clemens’s contributions to the Enterprise evidence his attempt to 

“verbalize every experience,” that is to say, “to use language as a medium for interpreting 

literally all of life” (H. Smith 67). To this end, Clemens was quick to adopt many 

conventions of new journalism, especially the intentional blending of fact and fiction, the 

strategic development of a literary persona, and the exaggerated rivalry between 

newspaper reporters—all of which are evident in the mock rivalry he waged against 

Clement T. Rice. With his deep-seated desire for public recognition amongst a staff of 

regionally famous reporters and editors, Clemens seized the opportunity to create for 

himself a character through which he could invent and report the news. This journalist 

convention wherein the reporter becomes a subjective part of the story particularly 

appealed to Clemens. Not only did it allow him to blur the lines between formal, 

objective third-person reporting and colloquial, first-person narrative—a convention of 

his most famous travel literature—but it also gave him the opportunity to indulge in 

literary practical jokes, experiment with the rhetorical power of insults, and hone the 

performance of anger. Before coming to Virginia City, Clemens used the persona “Josh”; 

now as “Mark Twain,” Clemens could further hoodwink the reader on multiple levels, 

dancing between the roles of the straight man and the stooge, embellishing or outright 

inventing comic sidekicks, and concocting hoaxes about prominent citizens and reporters.  

The primary target of Twain’s sustained creative effusions was his boarding 

house neighbor Clement T. Rice, a reporter for the Virginia City Union, the rival paper of 
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the Territorial Enterprise.64 As part of their regular beats, both Clemens and Rice 

covered Nevada legislative meetings.65 A seasoned political correspondent, Rice could 

navigate the legal miasma with an acumen that Clemens distinctly lacked.66 In fact, 

Clemens’s initial ineptitude so amused Rice that he began their jovial rivalry in the Union 

with a thorough dressing-down of Clemens’s political naiveté, using “a variety of insults 

accumulated over a lifetime of political reporting” (Beebe 70-71). Clemens, of course, 

could not let such insults stand. He launched a robust counterattack, criticizing Rice’s 

reports as full of misstatements and dubbing Rice “The Unreliable” (Paine 1: 220). 

Clemens began identifying himself as “Mark Twain” and the “Reliable” in counterpoint 

to his epithet for Rice, and the two men, recognizing the promotional possibilities, 

proceeded to engage in a mock rivalry in their papers, undercutting each other’s 

respectability and concocting all manner of unbelievable hoaxes involving the other. 

Their rivalry became something of a regional sensation. The Marysville, California 

Appeal wryly observed on February 28, 1863 that “the reporters for the Virginia [City] 

                                                             

64. In 1863, both Clemens and Rice lived at White House, a boarding house on B 

Street managed by Mrs. C. A. Williamson. Whether the two were neighbors or 

roommates is unclear. Clemens indicated to his mother and sister in letter dated 18 July 

1863 that he had a roommate at the boarding house, and the editors of the Mark Twain 

Project note that Clemens had two acquaintances at White House, Clement T. Rice and 

William M. Gillespie; however, there is currently no evidence to suggest which of the 

two men shared his room (Letters 18 July 1863, n. 3). 

65. Caron speculates that Rice and Clemens were friends long before they shared 

a boarding house in Virginia City. Quite possibly the two met at the October 1 - 

November 29, 1861, territorial legislature session, and letters Twain sent to his mother 

and brother in October 1861 and May 1862, respectively, indicated his interest in mining 

claims involving Rice, suggesting at least a passing familiarity with the man at that time. 

See Caron p. 111, n. 84. 

66. Eventually Clemens and Rice collaborated to cover the political beat, with 

Rice attending the Council sessions and Clemens the House; the two would then co-write 

their reports, sending nearly identical copies to both their papers (H. Smith 11). 
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Union and the Virginia [City] Enterprise…have a lovely time ‘sparring’ at each other” 

(qtd. in Kolb 81). Taking advantage of the prevailing journalistic standards that 

encouraged comic raillery and interpersonal drama, Clemens used his burlesque warfare 

to experiment with insults and the performance of anger in his daily reporting.  

Many scholars concede that although Clemens’s contributions to the Territorial 

Enterprise are decidedly jejune, the germs of “Mark Twain’s” literary genius are 

nevertheless nascent.67 For example, Henry Nash Smith claims: “Most of the comic 

situations he was able to contrive in his early newspaper writing are interesting only 

because they are apprentice work of a man who later became a major writer. But there are 

one or two moments in these pieces which give promise of the mature Mark Twain” (22). 

In general, scholars seem to conclude that, although they lack the polish and genius of his 

later works, Clemens’s articles in the Enterprise demonstrate early experimentation with 

the forms and techniques that would become fundamental to some of his greatest 

                                                             

67. Unfortunately, due to the Great Fire of 1875, no full run of the Virginia City 

Territorial Enterprise prior to 1865 is extant. Most of Twain’s surviving contributions to 

the Enterprise were reprints in other newspapers and journals or were collected by 

Twain’s family in personal scrapbooks. Even when copy exists, however, identifying 

authorship can be challenging since most newspaper articles at the time were unsigned. 

Of the 1,500-3,000 writings that scholars suspect Twain published in the Enterprise, 

fewer than 200 have been definitively identified as being written by Twain. Perhaps the 

most comprehensive collection of Twain’s contributions to the Enterprise may be found 

in Barbara Schmidt TwainQuotes.com archive, within the “Newspaper Articles” section 

of the “Virginia City Territorial Enterprise” webpage. In addition to the articles 

identified as having been composed by Twain, Schmidt includes a number of unsigned 

articles for which there is a “preponderance of evidence, but not conclusive evidence, for 

Twain’s authorship” as well as several articles which may be “possibly written by Mark 

Twain” but “no further evidence of his authorship has yet been established” (Schmidt). 

Her index of Twain’s publications in the Enterprise can be found at 

http://www.twainquotes.com/teindex.html.  
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writings.68 James E. Caron, for instance, argues that the raillery in Twain’s mock feuds, 

which frequently crosses from exaggeration and “creative license” to outright invention, 

allows Twain to explore blurring boundaries between fact and fiction (109). The out-of-

town letter format further facilitated his “momentum towards fiction, …transforming the 

standard mock feud into comic sketches” (114). Nearly all of Twain’s autobiographically 

inspired travel writings—Roughing It, Innocents Abroad, Life on the Mississippi, and A 

Tramp Abroad, to name a few—similarly experiment with interweaving the real and the 

imagined as they report to the reader at home the (semi)fictionalized journeys of the 

narrator. Thus, elements of Twain’s work for the Enterprise directly prefigure his widely 

successful travel literature. In a similar vein, Henry Nash Smith argues that Twain’s use 

of a comic “stooge or tackling dummy” in the form of the “Unreliable” opened Twain to 

the literary potential of the “vernacular figure,” ultimately leading to his conception of 

the character Huckleberry Finn (21-22). Aesthetic merit aside, most scholars agree that 

Twain’s writing for the Enterprise illustrates the literary experimentation that ultimately 

led Twain to his most recognizable narrative voices, tropes, literary styles, and rhetorical 

techniques.  

What many scholars have failed to recognize, at least to any appreciable degree, is 

how these crucial literary experiments are inextricably intertwined with the rhetorical 

forms, such as insults, typically associated with angry rhetoric. From his earliest writings, 

Twain’s literary endeavors included and were fundamentally shaped by rhetorical forms 

of invective. In his mock rivalry with Rice, Clemens particularly experimented with 

                                                             

68. In his “Contributor’s Club” article for the Atlantic Monthly, January 1877, 

Twain affirms that “genius itself succeeds only by arduous self-training” (“Genius”). 
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insults, a surprisingly complex rhetorical form. In Toward a Rhetoric of Insult (2010), 

Thomas Conley reminds us that effective insults must be applicable, appropriate, and 

aesthetic—more than a random string of epithets (12). Conley asserts that insults have 

multiple dimensions, including scenario, intensity, and vehicle.  

In Conley’s formulation, scenario comprises two components, the social 

relationship between who is being insulted and who is doing the insulting, which Conley 

terms the “horizontal” axis, and the power dynamic between the insulter and the target, 

the “vertical” axis (Rhetoric of Insult 3-4). At first glance, Clemens appears to insult his 

social equal; he and Rice were the same gender, were employed in the same profession, 

covered many of the same beats, travelled together, and even lived in the same boarding 

house. Rice, however, was an established and well-respected political journalist, whereas 

Clemens had only been with the Enterprise a year and thus was a veritable greenhorn, 

still feeling out the boundaries of the various rhetorical forms he was utilizing (Caron 

108; H. Smith 9-11). Furthermore, Rice had established himself as a respectable member 

of Nevada mining society: in addition to his work as a journalist, he also made a name for 

himself as a registrar for United States Land Office (1862-1864), served as Secretary for 

the Watson Consolidated Gold and Silver Mining company (1863), and reportedly struck 

it rich multiple times in his various mining and prospecting ventures (Branch and Hirst 1: 

193). By insulting Rice and depicting him as a comic stooge, Clemens inverts the vertical 

axis of their power dynamic. Interestingly, this “ironic reversal,” Caron asserts, creates an 

additional layer of fun for knowing readers who can identify the inversion and thus are in 

on the joke (108). Furthermore, it’s worth noting that the very act of insulting Rice 
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(re)creates a hierarchy of power in Clemens’s favor, for, as Conley explains, “insulters 

arrogate to themselves a superiority to those whom they insult” (Rhetoric of Insult 100).  

This leads to the second dimension of Twain’s insults, intensity. Conley loosely 

defines intensity as a “scale of hurt” that ranges from pleasure to pain and has the added 

facets of intention/reception on the one hand, and the true/not true dichotomy on the other 

(Rhetoric of Insult 4-7). Despite the fact that throughout their rivalry Clemens insults 

Rice across an impressive breadth of topics, as we will soon see, by all accounts Twain 

employs the rhetorical construct without the anger and ill-will one might associate with 

repeated, protracted insults. Clemens’s official biographer Albert Bigelow Paine asserts 

that Clemens and Rice were “rivals” but also “the best of friends”: “there was never any 

real animosity between them” (1: 220).69 Paine’s declaration has largely been taken for 

fact amongst Twain scholars.70 Indeed, nearly all scholars accept the rivalry as purely 

                                                             

69. Not all scholars have accepted Paine’s assertion that the deep intimacy 

between Clemens and Rice was entirely platonic. In Inventing Mark Twain: The Lives of 

Samuel Langhorne Clemens, Andrew Hoffman postulates that Clemens may have had 

homosexual relationships with at least four of his friends, including Clement T. Rice. 

Hoffman claims that “the fact that [Clemens and Rice] escaped together for a week of 

revelry in Carson suggested a deeper bond than that of just two friends on a lark” (76). Of 

course, Hoffman himself admits that there is no definitive evidence supporting this 

hypothesis. Furthermore, since Hoffman’s initial claim, no other biographers have 

brought forth evidence of Clemens’s purported bisexuality.  

70. H. Smith, for instance, argues that “Scurrilous abuse was a convention of 

journalism, and we know that Mark Twain’s outrageous charges against Dan DeQuille 

and ‘the Unreliable’ did not disturb his close friendships with these men” (23). Similarly, 

Fatout claims that “The banter [between Twain and Rice] also illustrated a principle 

Mark Twain adopted when he became a seasoned after-dinner speaker: that lies about 

friends may be outrageous but should never be malicious. There was certainly no malice 

in the assumed indignation over the disgraceful behavior of the Unreliable” (42). Caron 

contextualizes the good-natured element of their rivalry, arguing that Mark Twain’s 

“humor of raillery” with Rice was just an example of “homemade comic fun” for 

Western reporters, a typical method of stirring up interest in their papers, creating and 

testing community identity amongst reporters, and reinforcing “each other’s profession 

standards in a relatively light-hearted way” (108-109). “Calling each other names and 
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artificial and in good fun all around. Branch and Hirst even claim that Rice “was an 

especially good straight man because he was cheerfully willing to keep the game going—

making the Reliable, or Mark Twain, his stooge in the columns of the Union” (1:193). 

Clemens and Rice alike embraced the rhetorical climate of invective for entertainment 

and dished out the insults and were served in turn.  

We should be cautious, however, in dismissing ulterior motives or emotional 

impetus for Twain’s insults, for Clemens had a demonstrated history of being unable to 

take a joke when it was on him. Furthermore, he preferred to retaliate against criticisms 

of his real or perceived weaknesses with ad hominem abuse. The fact that his insults 

against Rice do not appear mean-spirited does not negate the initial hurt and anger, 

however minute, he presumably felt when subjected to Rice’s first attack. In fact, 

Twain’s sustained assault against the Unreliable, which blurred fact and fiction in both 

the circumstances and behaviors it described, suggests that Clemens took pleasure in 

regularly painting Rice the fool. Although his derogatory depictions of Rice seem cool 

rather than warm, perchance a white-hot spark buried at Clemens’s core at least initially 

fueled their mock rivalry. 

Conley’s third and final dimension of insult as a rhetorical device is the vehicle or 

“medium” of abuse, which may include any combination of verbal, non-verbal or 

paraverbal, and textual modes (Rhetoric of Insult 7-9). As far as we know, Clemens’s 

campaign against the Unreliable was entirely restricted to the written word, appearing 

most frequently in the columns of the Virginia City Territorial Enterprise but also 

                                                             

attributing bad habits to a rival,” Caron asserts, “were standard scurrilities for Washoe 

newspapermen” (109). 
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mentioned in letters he sent to his mother, Jane Lampton Clemens, and sister, Pamela A. 

Moffet—letters that he also anticipated being published in their local paper.71 Assessing 

what rhetoricians term actio, or the presentation and delivery of speech, can be 

particularly challenging for written rhetoric such as Twain’s Unreliable articles since tone 

and expression can be subject to personal interpretation, especially by audiences with 

varying familiarity with the insult’s immediate context and exigence. In instances such as 

these, Conley asserts that because “the language of abuse is rich in its stylistic potential” 

the “traditional elements of style, such as tropes and figures” supply actio (Rhetoric of 

Insult 12, 95). As we’ll soon see, Twain most frequently utilizes hyperbole, literary 

comparisons (metaphor, simile, personification, etc.), and auxesis to construct insults that 

balance piquancy and comic absurdity in the Unreliable articles. 

To fully appreciate the nuances of an insult’s third dimension, vehicle, one must 

also consider its locus of invective, for many insults, even as their style and phrasing are 

unique, nevertheless draw on established categories created by repeated speech act. 

Conley identifies eighteen common topics of insults that frequently appear in Classical 

rhetoric and literature, many of which subsequently formed the basis for abuse 

throughout the ages in the Western world (Rhetoric of Insult 37-38): 

1. Embarrassing family origin 

2. Unworthy of one’s family 

3. Physical Appearance 

4. Eccentricity of dress 

                                                             

71. See his letters to Jane Lampton Clemens and Pamela A. Moffett dated 11 and 

12 April 1863 and 1 June 1863. 
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5. Gluttony and drunkenness 

6. Hypocrisy for appearing virtuous 

7. Greed and prodigality 

8. Taking Bribes 

9. Pretentiousness 

10. Unacceptable sexual conduct 

11. Hostility to family 

12. Cowardice in battle 

13. Aspiring to tyranny 

14. Bankruptcy or other financial embarrassment 

15. Cruelty to fellow citizens or allies 

16. Plunder of private or public property 

17. Oratorical ineptitude 

18. Stupidity72  

Conley asserts that these topics of insults are “common” in three senses. First, due to the 

high frequency with which classical orators and playwrights implemented these 

categories of insults, they can be considered common or stock topics. Second, because 

they are flexible and easily adaptable across contexts, these topics are common and can 

be applied in a variety of different circumstances (38). Finally, these topics can be 

considered common because they represent commonplace occurrences with which nearly 

everyone in the audience is already familiar; that is to say, their commonness not only 

                                                             

72. In creating his list of common Classical topics, Conley draws upon a 

discussion in R. G. M. Nisbet’s Oxford edition of Cicero’s In Pisonem (1961). 
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suggests their plausibility but also actively persuades by reinforcing pre-existing 

stereotypes or tropes (39). It is in this final sense that we most obviously see the necessity 

of rhetorical skill when constructing calculated insults, for the proficient wielder of 

insults must be attuned to the audience’s deep-seated social presumptions in order to 

effectively exploit their expectations (40). Even in his early Nevada writings, Clemens 

demonstrates a surprising facility for insults, given his proficiency in both insulting the 

Unreliable across a wide variety of these Classical commonplace topics as well as 

constructing insults that specifically appeal to contemporary stereotypes, demonstrating 

how he exploited the unspoken rules that governed the complex social spheres he 

navigated in Comstock communities.73 Even within these well-established loci of 

invective, however, the insults bandied about by “Mark Twain” nevertheless exhibit a 

freshness of perspective with their vivid, sensory language and rich literary tropes and 

figures—including metaphor, simile, and hyperbole—that transform the Unreliable into 

an object of comic derision. A few examples here will suffice: 

Physical Appearance. In one sketch, the Unreliable’s Sabbath slothfulness leads 

to edema, and with a vivid simile Twain writes that he goes to church “swelled and 

torpid, like a doughnut” (Early Tales 1: 242). In another, after recovering from an illness 

precipitated by his own cowardice regarding a duel, the Unreliable is as blank-faced as a 

                                                             

73. Although Twain utilizes many of the classical loci of abuse, not all were 

suited to his audience’s cultural and social values. His insults do not fall into categories 

that emphasized a citizen’s socio-civic standing and commitment democracy, such as 

“embarrassing family origin,” “unworthy of one’s family,” “hostility to family,” “cruelty 

to fellow citizens or allies,” and “aspiring to tyranny.” Insults in other categories such as 

“unacceptable sexual conduct,” and “taking bribes” would have definitively pushed his 

mock feud from playful to malicious, and no doubt Rice would have demanded 

satisfaction according to the code duello rather than impishly sniping back in his 

newspaper columns.  
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vegetable: “His face looks just as natural as anything could be—there is no more 

expression in it than a turnip” (Enterprise 54). Twain uses a Biblical simile to explain 

how the Unreliable has dreadful halitosis due to the odorous food he ravenously 

consumes. At a party, the Unreliable “wilted each and every one of [the dancers] with the 

horrible fragrance of his breath….marched forth and swept the parlors like a pestilence” 

(Enterprise 59). Twain further uses lurid metaphor to transform the Unreliable into a 

haunting grotesque: “when he opened his cavernous mouth and displayed his slanting and 

scattered teeth, the effect upon that convivial audience was as if the gates of a graveyard, 

with its crumbling tombstones, had been thrown open in their midst” (Enterprise 52). 

Twain hyperbolically declares that he “never saw such an awkward, ungainly lout in my 

life”; the Unreliable was “the most loathsome sight I ever saw; he turned everybody’s 

stomach but his own” (Enterprise 58).  

Eccentricity of dress. Twain frequently accuses the Unreliable of stealing and 

wearing Clemens’s clothes, which are ill-suited to his physical frame and sense of style. 

In one sketch, the Unreliable shows up to a party wearing Twain’s much-too-small white 

kid gloves, and Twain employs personification to describe the “slices of his prodigious 

hands grinning through the bursted seams” (Enterprise 50).74 In another article, the 

Unreliable crashes a wedding wearing a mish-mash of other people’s clothes, and Twain 

uses an absurd simile to describe the effect: “He had on a pair of Jack Wilde’s 

pantaloons, and a swallow-tail coat belonging to Lytle (‘Schermerhorn’s Boy’), and they 

fitted him as neatly as an elephant’s hide would fit a poodle dog. I would be ashamed to 

                                                             

74. The Unreliable’s bursting gloves prefigures the humorous sketch in Innocents 

Abroad in which narrator Mark Twain purchases a pair of kid gloves several sizes too 

small at the behest of a “handsome young lady” in a shop in Gibraltar (ch. 7). 
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appear in any parlor in such a costume” (Enterprise 58). Not only is the Unreliable a poor 

dresser, but he also frequently appears insufficiently clothed according to common 

standards: “He had his coat buttoned up to his chin, which is the way he always does 

when he has no shirt on” (Early Tales 1: 225). His toilet offends not only the eye but also 

the nose, and Twain insults his use of cologne with both high- and low-brow similes. 

Directly addressing the Unreliable, Twain scolds him: “when you are dressing for 

church…you mix your perfumes too much; your fragrance is sometimes oppressive; you 

saturate yourself with cologne and bergamot, until you make a sort of Hamlet’s Ghost of 

yourself, and no man can decide, with the first whiff, whether you bring with you air 

from Heaven or from hell. ….last Sunday you smelled like a secretary to a consolidated 

drug store and barber shop” (Early Tales 1: 242). 

Gluttony and drunkenness. Twain hyperbolically accuses the Unreliable of 

having an insatiable appetite: “His old distemper was upon him: he was desperately 

hungry. I never saw a man eat as much as he did in my life” (Enterprise 51). In fact, 

Twain emphasizes that being famished is the Unreliable’s natural state: he “looked 

hungry and vicious—he always looks that way” (Enterprise 50). Unlike the epicure, the 

Unreliable is (again, hyperbolically) indiscriminate in his lust for food: “It makes no 

difference to him, either, what he eats when hungry. I believe he would have eaten a 

corpse last night, if he had one” (Enterprise 58). Again, Twain uses ghoulish imagery to 

demonstrate the Unreliable’s greed and prodigality. Employing both hyperbole and 

metaphoric language, Twain declares that the Unreliable fails to observe social niceties 

regarding moderation: “Then he sailed into the ice cream and champagne, and cakes and 

things, at his usual starvation gait, and he would infallibly have created a famine, if 
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Trumbo [the host of the party] had not been particularly well fortified with provisions” 

(Enterprise 59). In addition to being a glutton, the Unreliable is also depicted as a lush 

who attends gatherings to which he was not invited just so that he can drink free booze: 

“that ever lasting, omnipresent, irrepressible, ‘Unreliable’ crowded himself into the 

festive apartment…and emptied their glasses while they made speeches” (Early Tales 1: 

240). As with his culinary palate, the Unreliable appears indiscriminate in his 

consumption of alcohol: “got drunk at a ‘bit house’…. He is still drunk” (Early Tales 1: 

228). Twain hyperbolically concludes that “the Unreliable is an “abandoned profligate” 

(Enterprise 53).  

Pretentiousness. Repeatedly, Twain calls the Unreliable a “conceited ass.” He 

declares, “That creature has got more impudence than any person I ever saw in my life” 

(Enterprise 50). With a blend of hyperbole and Biblical allusion, Twain proclaims that 

“The ways of the unreliable are past finding out. His instincts always prompt him to go 

where he is not wanted, particularly if anything of an unusual nature is on foot” 

(Enterprise 57-58). Employing alliterative flair, Twain laments, “The imperturbable 

impudence of that iceberg surpasses anything we ever saw” (Early Tales 1: 240).  

Cowardice in battle. The code duello was frequently invoked in the Western 

spaces Twain inhabited, providing the loose framework for one-on-one combat to settle 

offenses against one’s honor. In one entirely fictitious and humorously absurd article for 

the Enterprise, Twain challenges the Unreliable to “mortal combat with boot-jacks at a 

hundred yards,” and the Unreliable is scared nearly to death. Using consonance, auxesis, 

hyperbole and comic juxtaposition, Twain parodies the tropes of sentimental, Romantic 

literature:  
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His hair turned black in a single night, from excess of fear; then he went into a fit 

of melancholy, and while it lasted he did nothing but sigh, and sob, and snuffle, 

and slobber, and blow his nose on his coat-tail, and say “he wished he was in the 

quiet tomb”; finally, he said he would commit suicide—he would say farewell to 

the cold, cold world, with its cares and troubles, and go and sleep with his fathers, 

in perdition. Then rose up this young man, and threw his demijohn out of the 

window, and took a glass of pure water, and drained it to the very, very dregs. 

And then he fell on the floor in spasms” (Enterprise 53).  

Although Twain most obviously burlesques Romantic literary posturing in this sketch, he 

also insults the Unreliable in that mode for his choice of suicide over honorable combat. 

Bankruptcy or other financial embarrassment. The Unreliable frequently tries 

to bum money off “Mark, old boy,” begging him to “Lend a fellow two bits, can’t you?” 

(Enterprise 50). Twain bemoans the request with metaphoric language, saying “He 

always winds up his remarks that way. He appears to have an insatiable craving for two 

bits” (50). This request for two bits becomes a running joke throughout Twain’s articles 

that mention the Unreliable.  

Plunder of private or public property. This is perhaps one of Twain’s most 

well-used locus of invective for against the Unreliable, for Twain regularly depicts the 

Unreliable as a thief and cheapskate who sneaks into various social events and mooches 

free food and drink from parties to which he has not been invited, skips out on his bills, 

pays for the cheapest seats at the theater and then sneaks into a private box, and otherwise 

makes himself free with others’ personal belongings. According to Twain’s fictitious 

accounts, the Unreliable appears unashamed in his blatant thievery. In one article, the 
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Unreliable crashes a wedding reception and is caught trying to steal a veritable catalogue 

of bric-a-brac, including “seventeen silver spoons, a New Testament, and a gridiron” 

(Enterprise 59). In another article, the Unreliable “reveled in the prospect of swindling 

the Occidental out of his hotel bill” (Early Tales 1: 251). In Twain’s (hoax) obituary 

notice for the Unreliable, Twain highlights the Unreliable’s unrepentant pilfering:  

he bought and sold his own notes, and never paid his board; he pretended great 

friendship for Gillespie, in order to get to sleep with him; then he took advantage 

of his bed fellow and robbed him of his glass eye and his false teeth; of course he 

sold the articles, and Gillespie was obliged to issue more county scrip than the 

law allowed, in order to get them back again; the Unreliable broke into my trunk 

at Washoe City, and took jewelry and fine clothes and things, worth thousands 

and thousands of dollars. (Early Tales 1: 227)  

This closing accusation is one that Twain frequently makes, claiming that not only does 

the Unreliable steal his clothes, but he has the gall to wear the stolen articles in public: “I 

found my wardrobe out there, as usual, with the Unreliable in it” (Enterprise 51). Both 

Twain and Rice frequently accused the other of appropriating and subsequently parading 

about in the other’s clothes. Indeed, this becomes an ongoing anthem of their mock feud.  

Greed and Hypocrisy for appearing virtuous. In an example of multiple 

categories of insults at once, Twain accuses the Unreliable of sinking so low as to 

brazenly steal from the offering plate when he and Twain attend church together. Twain 

claims that the Unreliable “put in fifty cents and took out two dollars and a half” all the 

while maintaining “gravity and sweet serenity of countenance” (Early Tales 1: 243).  
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Stupidity. Using metaphor to insult his rival’s intellectual capability, Twain 

asserts that the Unreliable’s head is “filled with oysters instead of brains” (Enterprise 58). 

In one sketch in which the Unreliable crashes a wedding, he attempts to infiltrate the 

bridal party and sneak into the room alongside the bride and groom, “bowing and 

scraping and smiling in his imbecile way” (Enterprise 58). When Clemens caught a cold 

while travelling with Rice in August of 1863, he let Rice write up a few local news items 

in his stead. Masquerading as “Mark Twain,” Rice took the opportunity to pen a spurious 

apology to the many targets of Twain’s reckless anger as a practical joke on his rival. 

Twain, however, could not let this obsequious apology stand, and he immediately 

rescinded it in the next issue, closing the retraction with a scathing series of hyperbolic 

and metaphor-laden insults: “We…hold [the Unreliable] up to public commiseration as a 

reptile endowed with no more intellect, no more cultivation, no more Christian principle 

than animates and adorns the sportive jackass rabbit of the Sierras” (Early Tales 1: 269).  

Twain also expands the common topics of insult in order to better adapt them to 

nineteenth-century American culture, in general, and the values and skills associated with 

distinguished journalists, writers, and creative performers, specifically. Thus, Twain 

adapts the Classical category of “oratorical ineptitude” to “literary incompetence,” which 

includes inartistic literary language, inappropriate poetic sentiment (either too little or too 

much), and non-standard English-language dialect. 

Literary Incompetence. Cutting close to the quick, Twain insults the very skills 

the Unreliable took the most pride in and upon which his reputation was founded. Twain 

derides the literary merits of one of the Unreliable’s journalistic articles in the Union as 

“an effusion of [the Unreliable’s] muddled brain” (Enterprise 53). The Unreliable’s 
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poetic aspirations are similarly marked by the “depravity” of “[blending] together the 

beautiful language of love and the infernal phraseology of the law in one and the same 

sentence!” (Early Tales 1: 217). Twain further accuses the Unreliable of being “the very 

lawyer’s-cub who sat upon the solitary peak, all soaked with beer and sentiment, and 

concocted the insipid literary hash which I am talking about” (217). The graphical 

evidence upon which Twain bases his attribution of authorship offers further grounds for 

insult: “The handwriting [of the poem] closely resembles his semi-Chinese tarantula 

tracks” (217). In the infrequent instances in which Twain employs dialogue in his mock 

feud, the Unreliable’s speech is full of slang, colloquialisms, and low-brow phrasing. In 

one such article, Twain claims that the Unreliable’s low-brow bluster has robbed him of 

his poetic sentiment: 

I meant to say something glowing and poetical about the weather, but the 

Unreliable has come in and driven away refined emotion from my breast. He says: 

“Say it’s bully, you tallow brained idiot! That’s enough; anybody can understand 

that; don’t write any of those infernal, sick platitudes about sweet flowers, and 

joyous butterflies, and worms and things, for people to read before breakfast. You 

make a fool of yourself that way; everybody gets disgusted with you; stuff! be a 

man or a mouse, can’t you?” (Enterprise 65) 

When it comes to literary sensibilities, Twain concludes that the Unreliable is a 

“conceited ass” (65).  

Musical ineptitude. Just as ancient Greek citizens took pride in their ability to 

engage in public discourse and their performances affected their social standing, so too 

did nineteenth-century gentility esteem musical prowess demonstrated at semi-public 
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performances at parties or in parlors and drawing rooms. From the stock topic “oratorical 

ineptitude,” Twain derives a related category: “musical ineptitude.” Twain gleefully 

undermines Rice’s refinement by insulting his musical ability. He recalls the Unreliable’s 

“squawking” and details his poor performance at a party: 

…if I ever heard anything absurd in my life, that was it. He must have made up 

that song as he went along. Why, there was no more sense in it, and no more 

music, than there is in his ordinary conversation. The only thing in the whole 

wretched performance that redeemed it for a moment, was [the lyric] something 

about “the few lucid moments that dawn on us here.” That was all right; because 

the “lucid moments” that dawn on that Unreliable are almighty few, I can tell you. 

I wish one of them would strike him while I am here, and prompt him to return 

my valuables to me. I doubt if he ever gets lucid enough for that, though. 

(Enterprise 52)  

Not only does Twain insult the Unreliable’s vocal performance and overall sense of 

music, but he also implies that the Unreliable is an idiot.  

By appealing to these commonplace loci of invective and many of his reader’ low 

expectations of reporters’ behaviors, Twain adds an element of plausibility to his 

outlandish depictions of the Unreliable. Even as he concocts farfetched, hyperbolic tales 

about the Unreliable, his accusations align with the prevailing stereotypes about 

nineteenth century journalists. Twain’s insults expertly appeal to his audience’s collective 

expectations and social assumptions, thereby signaling authenticity, and thus contribute 

further to the blurring of lines between fact and fiction in his mock feud with Rice. 
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Of course, Rice wasn’t the only target of Twain’s playful invective; he also 

sparred with fellow Enterprise colleagues Steve Gillis and Dan DeQuille. Clemens and 

DeQuille shared an especially profound, platonic, and very public friendship that led to a 

satirical hoax announcement of their impending nuptials in the April 18, 1864 issue of the 

Gold Hill Daily News.75 Despite (or perhaps because of) their deep affection, the two men 

jabbed at one another in print while also playing up their intimacy.76  

Even though Twain’s mock rivalries seem playful, they nevertheless provided 

Twain with the crucial opportunity to experiment with angry rhetoric. By invoking 

common presumptions and prejudices about bachelor reporters in mining communities, 

Twain artfully adapts his insults to the cultural values and social norms of both his target 

and his readership. This rhetorical situation enables Twain to use insults that signal 

authenticity to readers, thus participating in nineteenth-century new journalism’s 

characteristic blurring between fact and fiction, a technique he made frequent use of in 

literary works featuring “Mark Twain” as the narrator. 

Practical Jokes and Explosive Profanity: Script Theory  

When Clemens joined the staff at the Virginia City Territorial Enterprise in 1862, 

he found himself in the curious situation of being older but far less experienced than 

                                                             

75. Readers interested in possible homosexual overtones in Clemens’s 

relationships with Gillis, De Qille, and other men should see Andrew Hoffman’s highly 

controversial article “Mark Twain and Homosexuality,” in American Literature, vol. 67, 

no. 1, March 1995, pp. 23-49. His 1997 biography Inventing Mark Twain: The Lives of 

Samuel Langhorne Clemens also briefly touches on the subject. Once again, readers 

should be cautious; Hoffman himself concedes that his claim that Clemens was bisexual 

was largely unsubstantiated, and no other scholars have supported his conclusion. 

76. See, for instance, DeQuille’s description of the “‘Sweetest’ little parlor and 

the snuggest little bedroom” that he and Clemens had “all to ourselves” in the San 

Francisco Golden Era, December 6, 1863 (qtd. in Benson 73). 
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many on staff, including the paper’s young, self-confident twenty-four-year-old editor in 

chief, Joseph Goodman, who was three year’s Clemens’s junior. Under Goodman’s 

careful guidance the Enterprise was becoming the leading daily paper in Nevada, widely 

applauded for its vigorous style, intelligent reporting, and lively wit, but the paper’s 

office environment remained decidedly raucus, full of rough humor, acerbic yet good-

humored sniping, and uncensored profanity.77 Henry Nash Smith, among others, likens 

the Enterprise office to “a fraternity house without a housemother,” a sort of “bachelor’s 

paradise” inhabited by men who were, most of them, in their twenties (Enterprise 5). All 

around him, Clemens encountered men whose full and frequent venting of anger formed 

the foundation for lasting friendships. Habitually jocund, the Enterprise staff built a sense 

of camaraderie through teasing and practical jokes, a culturally pervasive behavior across 

all levels of society in Western mining communities.78 Given the primacy of the practical 

joke, the ability to elicit anger and invective became a sort of currency. “The practical 

joke was legal tender in Virginia [City],” Paine reminds us, “One might protest and 

swear, but he must take it” (1: 212). Whereas Clemens was quick to join in on a prank 

against others, he despised being the target, and he could never quite shake off the 

humiliation of being tricked or mocked. Unfortunately, Clemens’s quick temper, 

increasingly impressive invective, and droll, righteous indignation made him even more 

of an enticing target.  

                                                             

77. Lucius Beebe claims that the Territorial Enterprise “was destined to become 

the pattern and archetype of all Western newspapers in pioneer times. Its gunfighting 

editors, celebrated news beats, authority and power in affairs of state, and its hilarious 

and uninhibited way of life were to become legendary” (29). 

78. Caron points out that “this habit of joking behavior pervaded the highest 

levels of government in Nevada”; even the Governor of the Territory participated in the 

fun (97). 
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When it comes the practical jokes Clemens participated in and was subject to at 

the Enterprise and in his time out West in general, the scholarship on this topic 

emphasizes the light-hearted nature of the practical jokes, often describing them in terms 

associated with rowdy, high-spirited yet good-natured adolescence. Fatout, for instance, 

writes of the “cheeky” “tricks” that “the boys” played on Clemens (44-45). Such 

scholarship also typically points out that although Clemens habitually responded with 

profanity and bitterness, deeply resentful at being the butt of anyone’s joke, his anger 

rarely lasted long, apart from a few particularly humiliating pranks. Here, scholars seem 

to be following the lead of many of Clemens’s contemporaries who append to their 

reminiscences of Clemens’s rage a disclaimer about the ephemerality of his (largely 

impotent) anger and his quick return to good humor. This rhetorical move seems to have 

been designed to mitigate both the critique of an ascending national celebrity and any 

harm that such recollections might cause to Clemens’s reputation.79 In Twain studies, we 

have tended to value anecdotes about Clemens’s involvement in practical jokes for their 

inherent humor and for the color and depth they add to the avuncular “Mark Twain” 

persona. However, by largely dismissing the effect of these incidents, we have generally 

failed to see how these daily practical jokes shaped Clemens’s perception of cultural and 

social norms regarding the public expression of anger, as well as his own self-awareness 

regarding his temper and its effect on others. The repeated ritual of practical jokes led 

Clemens to (subconsciously) construct a script for anger, what emotion theorists define 

                                                             

79. See, for instance, Paine’s Mark Twain: A Biography (1912), William R. 

Gillis’s Gold Rush Days with Mark Twain (1930), and Katy Leary’s A Lifetime with 

Mark Twain: The Memories of Katy Leary, for Thirty Years His Faithful and Devoted 

Servant (1925). 
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as a set of unstated rules for predicting, interpreting, countering, and controlling 

interpersonal emotional events. When a person has repeated similar experiences related to 

a specific emotion, a cognitive map or script, so to speak, develops to guide a person 

through complicated social interactions within a given cultural context (Fehr et al. 301). 

The script theory of emotions, which has steadily gained prominence in emotion 

studies since the 1980s, provides a useful theoretical framework for assessing Twain’s 

anger in the context of the teasing, pranks, and practical jokes played upon him during his 

time in the West. According DiGiuseppe and Tafrate’s overview of script theory, 

emotions are experienced and expressed based on scripts or “socially derived schemas” 

consisting of “eliciting stimuli, the evaluations and beliefs about those events, culturally 

sanctioned emotional experiences, the physical reactions, social expression, and 

behavioral reactions to the emotions” (49).80 More simply, a script predicts cause and 

effect sequences of interpersonal emotional reaction and reception. At their most basic 

level, scripts create an operational system of “if, then” contingencies that influence 

emotional expression (Fehr et al. 301). Furthermore, because anger can be expressed in a 

variety of ways across intrapersonal domains—including cognitive (e.g. obsession, 

brooding), physiological (e.g. increased heartrate, clenched fists), and physical responses 

(e.g. swearing or punching)—scripts help to account for different possible reactions by 

anticipating sequences between prototypical causes and various possible emotional 

                                                             

80. DiGiuseppe and Tafrate base their overview of script theory on Abelson’s 

book The Psychological Status of Script Concepts (1981); deSousa’s article “The 

rationality of emotions” in Explaining Emotions (1980); Fehr & Russell’s article 

“Concepts of Emotions Viewed from a Prototype Perspective” in the Journal of 

Experimental Psychology (1984); Sabini & Silver’s book Mortalities of Everyday Life 

(1982); and Tomkins’s article “Script theory: Differential Magnification of Affect” in 

Nebraska Symposium of Motivation (1979). 
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effects depending on the context, audience and other relationship characteristics (Fehr 

and Baldwin 228). These variables produce alternate “tracks” within the script, making it 

more adaptable to different situations.81 

Script theory is particularly well-suited for analysis of Twain’s angry responses to 

practical jokes because of both the relatively high number of extant accounts of jokes 

played upon Twain as well as the limited variables provided by the parameters of 

practical jokes. Scripts are built upon patterns of knowledge arising from repeated 

interactions with others, as in the case of the regular practical jokes Clemens experienced, 

with new aspects constantly being added to either reinforce existing predictive patterns or 

to create entirely new sequences that complicate the script. The more frequently a person 

experiences a socio-emotional event, the more developed the emotional script can 

become. Consequently, the high rate of practical jokes Clemens experienced within a 

compressed period of time contributed to an especially robust and rigid script for his 

anger. Furthermore, because factors such as gender, profession, and social status can 

directly influence a script’s underlying schema, the limited situations and relationships 

among the Enterprise staff make script theory particularly advantageous in examining the 

practical jokes played upon Clemens.82 By limiting the variables in an emotional event, 

we are able to better understand the nuances of Clemens’s experience and expression of 

anger. The anger script Clemens developed in the West is particularly important since it 

powerfully shaped his ongoing perceptions, expectations, judgments, and memories of 

                                                             

81. See Robert P. Ableson’s “The Psychological Status of the Script Concept.”  

82. See P. C. Ellsworth’s “Sense, Culture, and Sensibility” in Emotion and 

Culture (1994), and S. Kitayama and H. R. Markus’s Emotion and Culture (1994). 
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anger.83 Because his script was predicated largely on a narrow set of experiences within a 

limited context, later in life Clemens struggled to create new tracks for anger in other 

social situations and with different relationship dynamics between emotion interactants. 

As a result, his script would fail to forecast accurately how people would respond to a 

given expression of anger, and his perceptions of his own angry responses were 

frequently at odds with how they were viewed by those around him. 

Before proceeding, a word about method. Typically, research on anger scripts, 

especially in the field of psychology, generally entails a series of interrelated quantitative 

surveys that ask respondents to identify or rank situations which provoke anger, assess 

how they might react to certain situations, and predict how others might respond to their 

reaction. Researchers might also employ interviews and ask respondents open-ended, 

qualitative questions about their experience with a specific incident of anger, such as 

what triggered the incident, who else was involved, their thoughts and feelings at the 

time, initial and subsequent reactions, and whether they consider the incident 

satisfactorily resolved. From this data, researchers identify patterns and make claims 

about the prototypical features of anger scripts specific to the demographic features of 

respondents (i.e. married people, men vs women in the workplace, etc.). Clearly, this 

methodology was designed for interactive practice with living subjects. Clemens’s 

records of anger and his own autobiographical accounts of being pranked are both sparse 

                                                             

83. For more on the importance of scripts in shaping one’s experiences, reactions, 

and perceptions, see Julie Fitness’s “Emotion Knowledge Structures in Close 

Relationships” in Knowledge Structures in Close Relationships: A Social Psychological 

Approach (1996) and Kyle D. Smith’s “Social Psychological Perspectives on 

Laypersons’ Theories of Emotion” in Everyday Conceptions of Emotions (1995). 
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and frequently fictionalized, intentionally minimizing his angry responses.84 Thus, this 

present study assesses first-hand accounts by Clemens’s contemporaries of the teasing, 

pranks, and practical jokes played on him during his time in the West. For a brief 

overview of the incidents analyzed in this study, see Appendix A. Although Clemens 

himself frequently instigated pranks on his Enterprise colleagues, this study focuses 

solely on the incidents in which he was the target or victim of such jokes rather than the 

perpetrator. 

As we will soon see, script analysis demonstrates the frequency of Clemens’s 

initial angry emotional, verbal, and physical responses to being teased and pranked and 

suggests which reactions were most likely to occur, given the emotions concomitant with 

his anger and the relative social or professional status of the instigator. For Clemens, the 

most prevalent response emotions were frustration, embarrassment, and bitterness.  

By and large, Clemens most frequently expressed his anger with forceful, 

extended swearing.85 In fact, his colleagues claimed that eliciting his robust profanity was 

                                                             

84. For an example of how Twain fictionalized his angry response after a practical 

joke, compare Twain’s account of the staged robbery in chapter 79 of Roughing It to the 

accounts of the same incident by Alf Doten (“Early Journalism in Nevada,” Sagebrush 

272-273) and Dan DeQuille (“Reporting with Mark Twain,” Sagebrush 174). 

85. Albert Bigelow Pain, Twain’s official biographer, described Clemens’s 

astounding proficiency with profanity: 

To hear him denounce a thing was to give one the fierce, searching delight 

of galvanic waves. Every characterization seemed the most perfect fit possible 

until he applied the next. And somehow his profanity was seldom an offense. It 

was not mere idle swearing; it seemed always genuine and serious. His selection 

of epithet was always dignified and stately, from whatever source—and it might 

be from the Bible or the gutter. Some one has defined dirt as misplaced matter. It 

is perhaps the greatest definition ever uttered. It is absolutely universal in its 

application, and it recurs now, remembering Mark Twain’s profanity. (Paine 1: 

213-214) 
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one of the motivating factors in playing practical jokes upon him. Clemens’s colleague 

Arthur McEwen explains, “the printers [at the Enterprise] knew that to steal the shade of 

Mr. Clemens’ lamp caused him to burn with a slow fury. So they stole it as often as they 

could for the pleasure of hearing him swear—an art in which he excelled” (TIHOT 22-

23). Similarly, Steve Gillis could never “‘resist the temptation of making Sam swear,’ 

claiming that his profanity was grander than any music” (qtd. in Paine 1: 213). Infatuated 

with Clemens’s unique invective—which was characterized by a measured pace, dry wit, 

and an unusual drawl—the staff at the Enterprise tried to elicit his wrath as frequently as 

possible. Time and again, Clemens’s explosions of profanity were met with delight rather 

than reproach, and as a result, he came to expect that the emotion interactants involved in 

his outbursts would necessarily take pleasure in his profane diatribes, refusing to become 

defensive or take personal offense in the face of his anger. Indeed, the good humor that 

his pranksters repeatedly showed in response to his wrath definitively cemented his 

script’s prediction for how people would respond to his anger. Upon the foundation first 

laid through early exposure to Presbyterian doctrine sanctioning righteous wrath, 

Clemens constructed a developing conception of the social and cultural norms associated 

with the public expression of anger somewhat indiscriminately skewed towards 

approbation and appreciation. He expected that his profanity would be met with approval, 

respect, or tolerance at the very least. Unfortunately, the repetition of the stimulus-

response-audience reaction pattern would irreversibly cement his script.  

                                                             

For more on Clemens’s swearing, see Sarah Fredericks, “The Profane Twain: His 

Personal and Literary Cursing,” Mark Twain Journal: The Author and His Era, vol. 50, 

nos.1-2, 2011, pp. 1-58. 
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If Clemens was both infuriated and frustrated, and particularly inconvenienced or 

insulted by the joke, then he frequently responded by denouncing the joke’s instigators 

with a harsh lecture. Interestingly, Clemens’s contemporaries seemed to recognize that 

when anger and frustration were concomitant, Clemens would lash out verbally in 

response. His colleague McEwan wryly observes that Clemens habitually “punished 

those who offended him by long-drawn sneering speech” (22). This angry verbal 

response is best illustrated in William Gillis’s reminiscence of half a dozen drunken 

miners camping outside Clemens’s bedroom window and serenading him in the middle of 

the night. Roused from a deep slumber, Clemens threw his “window up with a bang” and 

in “an angry, rasping voice” he “snarled”: “What do you lot of yapping coyotes mean by 

disturbing the peace and quiet of the respectable people on the hill with that infernal 

yowling you’re doing out there? Get away from this window, you drunken loafers, and go 

off to that shuckin’ you’re howling about, and go right now” (Gillis 68-69). Although the 

instigator of the serenade, William Gillis, tried to make amends, Clemens continued his 

diatribe, denouncing Gillis as “a common, wine-guzzling hoodlum” (69). Even after a 

heartfelt if somewhat drunken apology, Clemens refused to shake Gillis’s hand, claiming 

“I’ll have to do some serious thinking before I give you my friendship again” (70). Both 

the residual bitterness and temporary sundering of fellowship were also prototypical 

emotional and verbal responses when Clemens’s anger was tinged with frustration, 

irritation, or embarrassment. 

In addition to swearing and lecturing the joke’s instigator, when both angered and 

frustrated, Clemens was also likely to respond physically as well. His frustration 

frequently manifested in the form of pacing. Friends reported that he would slowly stalk 
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around the room “in a leisurely but intense circle” while he fumed and swore (McEwan, 

TIHOT 23). Paine asserts that the “slow, circular walk” that accompanied Clemens’s 

ranting was a “habit acquired in the limitations of the pilot-house” (1: 214). First learned 

on the Mississippi, this method of physically expressing his anger proved to be a lifelong 

practice. Furthermore, if Clemens was not only frustrated but also felt humiliated by 

those whose social status he considered below his own, Clemens responded not only with 

increasingly vitriolic rhetoric, but also threats of physical violence. Dan DeQuille 

explains how defensive Clemens became about his appearance after he was punched in 

the nose. When a “gentle, amiable little” printer cried out in astonishment, “Why, Mr. 

Clemens, what is the matter with your nose? It looks like an eggplant!” Clemens 

exploded with wrath, “grabbing a paper-weight” and shouting, “Get out of here, blast 

you, or I’ll make you look like a corpse!” (DeQuille, TIHOT 30). Because of the 

somewhat bowdlerized nature of many recollections by Clemens’s colleagues, it is 

unclear as to whether he ever followed through on these threats of violence. Considering 

that as an adolescent he physically assaulted other boys in retaliation for perceived 

offense, and that in his twenties he physically attacked Mr. Brown for insulting and 

slapping Henry, as we saw in Chapter One, it is quite likely that he resorted to physical 

violence in response to practical jokes played upon him in the West. 

Clemens’s hubris masked a deep-seated sense of inferiority and insecurity, thus 

practical jokes played upon him in public might rankle more than those perpetrated in 

private. However, the site of offense does not seem to be a determining factor in his 

anger script. Regardless of whether the practical jokes took place in his bedroom or 

personal chambers, the Enterprise office, a saloon or eatery, or even in the pages of a 
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newspaper column, Clemens’s anger responds to the social status of the joke’s 

perpetrator rather than the place at which the joke or teasing occurs. That is to say, 

Clemens was more likely to erupt when angered by those deemed his social or 

professional inferiors, such as the printers at the Enterprise. When the printers stole the 

shade from his lamp or the candles by which he wrote (a semi-regular prank played upon 

him in that office), he exploded with wrath, “uttering oaths…calling down heaven’s 

vengeance upon the purloiners… [and] breathing maledictions” (McEwan 23). “G-d d—n 

their impenitent souls,” Clemens raged, “may they roast in hell for a million years” (qtd. 

in Paine 1: 215). Given that Clemens himself was still rising through the ranks—well 

advanced beyond typesetter, but still on unsteady ground amongst the regionally 

celebrated writers and editors on the Enterprise—it is likely that he felt far less confident 

in his social and professional standing than he purported to. His impressive displays of 

anger when pranked by his subordinates could strategically reinforce his position within 

the complex power dynamics of his workplace. In her script analysis of anger in the 

workplace, Julie Fitness claims that when angered by subordinates in the workplace, 

superiors are likely to strategically exaggerate or feign angry responses as a way of 

intimidating subordinates, thereby reinforcing workplace hierarchies (158).86 While 

Clemens’s anger was probably legitimately stoked, given both his hair trigger and 

persistent insecurity, he may have given himself fuller freedom in voicing his ire at his 

workplace subordinates in a deliberate demonstration of power. At the very least, script 

                                                             

86. See also Margaret S. Clark et al. “Some Thoughts and Findings on Self-

presentation of Emotions in Relationships” as well as Alistair Ostell “Managing 

Dysfunctional Emotions in Organizations.” 
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analysis reveals a correlation between the intensity of his angry verbal responses and the 

social or professional status of the prank’s perpetrator relative to his own. 

Perhaps the most significant determining factor in Clemens’s anger script is the 

nature of the stimuli and the perceived character flaws exploited therein. Clemens proved 

particularly sensitive to jokes and teasing that insulted or otherwise undermined his 

professional reputation, and he typically responded by vociferously denouncing the 

joke’s perpetrator(s) and claiming that the joke was not in good fun, or even good at all. 

Consider the following incident that took place during the three months, from December 

of 1864 to March of 1865, when Clemens lived in the mining community at Jackass Hill 

with William and Jim Gillis, the brothers of Clemens’s Enterprise colleague, Steve 

Gillis.87 For entertainment, the residents of the Gillis cabin made a game of pretending to 

be the staff and patients at a “Hospital for the Insane,” each taking turns as the resident 

physician and recommending the commitment of one of the boys. Clemens seemed to 

have great fun with the game until it was his turn as patient and “Doctor” Jim Gillis 

mocked Clemens’s professional pride both as an up-and-coming writer and a former 

steamboat pilot. As this incident is not recounted elsewhere in modern Twain studies and 

the source can be difficult to access, it is worth quoting here:  

“One of the most pitiful cases of insanity that has ever fallen under my 

observation is that of a young man named Samuel L. Clemens, who…was 

hopelessly insane. He has, for the past three years, been associated with 

newspaper men of rare literary ability. He is obsessed with the idea that they are 

                                                             

87. For more on Twain’s time with the Gillis brothers, see the documentary 88 

Days in the Motherlode: Mark Twain Finds His Voice by John C. Brown and Bert 

Simonis, This ‘n That Films, 2015. 
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the spokes of a wheel and he the hub around which they revolve. He has a mania 

for story writing, and is at the present time engaged in writing ‘The Jumping Frog 

of Calaveras,’ which he imagines will cause his name to be handed down to 

posterity from generation to generation as the greatest humorist of all time. This 

great story of his is nothing but a lot of silly drivel about a warty old toad that he 

was told by some joker in Angels’ Camp. Every evening when the inmates are 

together in the living room, he takes up his manuscript and reads to them a page 

or two of the story and then winds up with, ‘It’s no wonder, that darned frog 

couldn’t jump worth shucks, boys, filled up with shot like he was.’ Then he will 

chuckle to himself and murmur about ‘copyrights’ and ‘royalties.’ If this was the 

only trouble with Mark Twain, as he dubs himself in his stories, there would be a 

reasonable hope of the ultimate restoration of his mentality, but the one great 

hallucination that will forever bar him from the ‘busy walks of life’ is that he was 

at one time a pilot on one of the great Mississippi River packets which plied 

between St. Louis and New Orleans. He delights to tell his experiences while 

navigating one of those big boats on the great river, how his knowledge of its 

currents and bends, its shoals and eddies, and the dangerous snags along its banks 

together with his quick manipulation of the wheel saved his boat and the lives of 

his passengers. Poor Mark! His nearest approach to being a pilot on the river was 

when he handled the big steering paddle of a flatboat, freighted with apples from 

Ohio, which were peddled in towns along the river.” (Gillis 72-74) 

Whereas everyone else present enthusiastically approved of Jim’s diagnosis with “roars 

of laughter and applause,” Clemens refused to partake in the merriment at his own 
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expense, sitting through the pronouncement visibly “livid with rage” (Gillis 74). Gillis’s 

satire exposed two particularly raw nerves: professional hubris (with pride at his success 

arising from a mixture of natural talent, instinct, and laborious dedication to his craft)88 

and delusions of grandeur (especially related to public acclaim and financial windfall). 

Regardless of whether they were stimulated through serious critique or seemingly benign 

practical jokes, these sensitive spots nearly always elicited violent anger, bitterness, and 

seething resentment. 

Whereas Clemens typically responded to a joke with a profanity-filled lecture, 

often delivered while pacing about the room, script analysis reveals that when a joke 

elicited anger, bitterness, and resentment, Clemens verbally lashed out at the joke’s 

perpetrators and criticized both their person and the very merits of their joke. In response 

to Jim Gillis’s satire, Clemens, filled with rage and resentment, turned on Jim and their 

audience and roared: 

“You lot of laughing jackals! You think the rotten hogwash read to you by that 

empty-headed idiot, Jim Gillis, is mighty funny, don’t you? I have had the 

impression up to to-night that you fellows had a few brains stowed away 

somewhere in your coconut heads, but now I see my mistake, and find that I have 

been associating with a crowd of ignorant, grinning apes, instead of intelligent 

human beings. I appreciate a joke, and love fun as much as any boy in the world, 

but when a lot of rotten stuff like Jim Gillis’ funny hash is pulled off on me I am 

                                                             

88. See Edgar M. Branch’s “Mark Twain: The Pilot and the Writer” for more on 

the critical disagreements about Twain’s proficiency and talent as a pilot. 
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ready to cry quits. I do quit right now, and will have nothing more to do with your 

fool funny business.” (Gillis 74-75) 

Clemens’s angry rebuke after a joke in which he was the victim of a staged robbery 

similarly maligns the character of the practical jokers and disparages the quality of the 

joke itself: 

“I’ve always regarded you fellows— I can’t call you gentlemen— as good friends 

of mine, but I look on this thing as a derned mean, unmerited outrage. You’ve 

deliberately made me suffer more privation and inconvenience than you think or 

care for, and I don’t like it. You may think it is a great joke, but I can’t, and I 

don’t thank you for it; go on, driver!” and he left, refusing to shake hands or bid 

them good bye. (Doten, Sagebrush 272) 

In both instances (as well as in many others when bitterness and resentment were 

concomitant with his anger), Clemens retaliates with ad hominem attacks as a means of 

exacting small measure of personal revenge, lambasting their joke as little more than base 

cruelty and maliciousness and targeting the jokers’ intellect and integrity. Clemens 

appears to have felt particularly empowered by refusing to accept such a joke as a joke. 

To acknowledge such behavior as humorous, enjoyable (at least for those not being 

pranked), or benign perhaps seemed a tacit approval, and Clemens refused to be 

complicit in his own humiliation: “Jokes are jokes, but I don’t recognize this as one. I’ll 

be cussed if I do” (qtd. in Doten, Sagebrush 274). Interestingly, the claim that a joke 

failed to conform to the genre was a typical rhetorical attack between reporters in 

Western newspapers. Due to his proclivity for hoaxes and literary practical jokes, Twain 
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frequently found himself on the receiving end of this type of criticism.89 In the most 

extreme cases of anger, bitterness, and resentment, Clemens immediately removed 

himself from the situation, turning his back on the jokers, storming out of the room or 

building, or even going so far as to leave the city altogether. One cannot help but 

compare this behavior to that of the child who, when upset by his playmates, haughtily 

takes up his toys and marches home. 

 Despite the fact that practical jokes functioned as a sort of social ritual in the 

West, and Clemens seemed happy enough to participate so long as he was the instigator 

rather than the target, Clemens deeply resented the humiliation and vulnerability he 

experienced when victimized by such pranks. Unlike his colleagues at the Enterprise, 

Clemens seems unable or unwilling to resolve or repress his intense emotional responses 

in a joke’s aftermath. Clemens became well-known across the Comstock and Washoe 

regions for his inability to take a joke.90 As a result, he developed a lifelong animosity 

against the practical joke. In his June 1870 Galaxy article “A Couple of Sad 

Experiences,” Clemens writes, “he is a pitiful creature indeed who will degrade the 

dignity of his humanity to the contriving of the witless inventions that go by that name 

                                                             

89. See, for instance, the unsigned article “Worse and Worse” published in the 

October 29, 1863 edition of the Virginia City Bulletin which boldly condemned one of 

Twain’s hoaxes and claimed that it failed as a “joke”: “Is there any joke in this? Is it any 

joke for a newspaper heretofore of undoubted veracity and reliability permitting itself to 

spread a story broadcast through the land that disgraces and injured the reputation of the 

very community that sustains it? If this is a joke we can’t see the point where the laugh 

comes in” (qtd. in Bloom and Ironside 11). 

90. In addition to being the subject of many private reminiscences of his 

Enterprise colleagues, Clemens’s inability to take a joke in turn was also fodder for 

public discourse. This is best illustrated in the Virginia Evening Bulletin no-holds-barred 

critique: “Merciless himself in perpetrating jokes on others, he winces like a cur with a 

flea in his ear when others retort” (qtd. in G. Williams 170). 
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[the practical joke].” In Following the Equator (1897), he claims, “I have been a hater of 

practical jokes from as long back as I can remember” (250; ch. 25). Still festering over 

the a joke that had been played upon him roughly 40 years prior, in a 1902 interview he 

declared that practical jokes were “the cheapest form of wit” (a sentiment, incidentally, 

he applied to puns as well) (Interviews 424). In an autobiographical dictation on April 2, 

1906, Clemens condemns the practical jokes he encountered in Nevada and California: 

When grown-up persons indulge in practical jokes, the fact gauges them. 

They have lived narrow, obscure, and ignorant lives, and at full manhood they 

still retain and cherish a job lot of left-over standards and ideals that would have 

been discarded with their boyhood if they had then moved out into the world and 

a broader life. There were many practical jokers in the new Territory. I do not 

take pleasure in exposing this fact, for I liked those people; but what I am saying 

is true. I wish I could say a kindlier thing about them instead—that they were 

burglars, or hat-rack thieves, or something like that, that wouldn’t be utterly 

uncomplimentary. I would prefer it, but I can’t say those things, they would not 

be true. These people were practical jokers, and I will not try to disguise it. In 

other respects they were plenty good enough people; honest people; reputable and 

likable. They played practical jokes upon each other with success, and got the 

admiration and applause and also the envy of the rest of the community. (Auto 2: 

4) 

Less than half a year later, he picked up the theme of practical jokes again, decrying his 

early participation in practical jokes as a mark of ignorance and immaturity: 
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In those extremely youthful days I was not aware that practical joking was a thing 

which, aside from being as a rule witless, is a base pastime and disreputable. In 

those early days I gave the matter no thought, but indulged freely in practical 

joking without stopping to consider its moral aspects. During three-fourths of my 

life I have held the practical joker in limitless contempt and detestation; I have 

despised him as I have despised no other criminal, and when I am delivering my 

opinion about him the reflection that I have been a practical joker myself seems to 

increase my bitterness rather than to modify it….  

I played many practical jokes upon [Jim Wolf], but they were all cruel and 

all barren of wit. Any brainless swindler could have invented them. When a 

person of mature age perpetrates a practical joke it is fair evidence, I think, that he 

is weak in the head and hasn’t enough heart to signify. (Auto 2: 262-263; 30 

October 1906)91 

Just as he did when lashing out against a joke that left him bitter and resentful, Clemens 

repeatedly attempted to justify his hatred of practical jokes by disparaging both the form 

itself and the character of those who play it. Continuing with his self-righteous defense, 

he claims that he is (now, at least) too intelligent and mature to be amused by such base, 

childish antics.92 The hatred Clemens developed towards practical jokes left him 

                                                             

91. The story Clemens tells of putting “a few hundred” live wasps in Jim Wolf’s 

bed demonstrates just how cruel and injurious his own practical jokes could be.  

92. Many who knew Clemens claimed to see through this misdirection, arguing 

that he despised practical jokes primarily because he hated being subjected to them. In An 

Editor on the Comstock Lode, Wells Drury writes: 

Mark Twain querulously complained in his autobiography that the people 

of Nevada in that day were addicts of practical jokes, which he branded as signs 

of a barbaric culture….perhaps Mark may have been in this case unappreciative 
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particularly sensitive to being teased and suspicious of others whose actions might 

indicate they were taking advantage of him in some way.  

 Rather than dismissing Clemens’s angry responses to practical jokes as natural if 

somewhat puerile, script analysis allows us to consider the complexities inherent in 

Clemens’s angry interactions with others. His expression of anger was anything but 

homogenous. The hatred he developed for practical jokes and the deep-seated resentment 

he felt at being teased, tricked, or taken advantage of would complicate his subsequent 

personal and professional relationships. The hypersensitivity resulting from the practical 

jokes played upon him in the West directly and negatively affected his interactions with 

his publishers in years to come. The rigidity of his script in predicting responses to his 

anger repeatedly led him to expect approbation and tolerance in circumstances where 

social and cultural values dictated an entirely different reaction from audiences. Clemens 

struggled to adapt his script to the presence of women and children, especially within 

private, domestic spaces. Indeed, the habits and expectations arising from his anger script 

would unnecessarily complicate many of his social interactions throughout his lifetime. 

 

 

Clemens’s sojourn in Nevada and California was a crucial stage in the 

development of his personal and professional anger. At the Enterprise he found no 

shortage of confident and pugnacious writers who channeled their anger to denounce 

injustice and corruption. Rollin M. Daggett particularly embodied the ethos of Western 

                                                             

of the broad and boisterous practicality of some of the Comstock fun because he 

was himself the butt of so much of it (39). 
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braggadocio and taught Clemens both firsthand and by example the power of vitriolic ad 

hominem attacks. Clemens also learned that angry rhetoric could be an effective 

rhetorical technique even without the underlying anger driving it. In his mock rivalry 

with Clement T. Rice, Clemens wielded insults as a form of entertainment for his reading 

public, drawing on classical commonplace topics to exploit stereotypes of newspaper 

reporters and experiment with suspension of disbelief, blurring the lines between fact and 

fiction. Finally, as the frequent victim of practical jokes designed to elicit his anger and 

profanity, Clemens developed a complex script that regulated his verbal and physical 

expression of anger. This script would prove to powerfully shape his subsequent 

perceptions, expectations, judgments, and memories of the emotion. Overall, during his 

time in the West Clemens gained both practice and proficiency in various modes of 

expressing his anger, and he began to accept his tendency towards anger as a natural, 

normal, notable aspect of his personality. 
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PART TWO  

Mark’s Menagerie of Publishers &  

The Rhetoric of Retaliation 

 

 

All publishers are Columbuses. The successful author is their America. The 

reflection that they—like Columbus—didn’t discover what they expected to 

discover, and didn’t discover what they started out to discover, doesn’t trouble 

them. All they remember is that they discovered America; they forget that they 

started out to discover some patch or corner of India.  

Mark Twain, Autobiography, vol. 2, p. 73 

 

Over the course of his career, Twain increasingly despised the men who published his 

books, likening them to European explorers who pillaged native lands and then 

demanded recognition and recompense for their “discovery.”93 “A publisher is by 

nature,” he scribbled in a notebook entry on September 28, 1903, “so low and vile that he 

— that he — well from the bottom of my heart I wish all publishers were in hell” (qtd. in 

Twain, MTCR 534). From his first publisher who quite literally stole all of his profits, to 

his long-time publisher who psychologically and emotionally manipulated him and lied 

about his royalties, to his own nephew who drove Twain’s publishing firm towards 

bankruptcy, Twain felt as though he had been exploited and abused at every turn. Even a 

trusted friend and reputable Boston publisher failed to launch his books with the 

                                                             

93. See, for instance, Auto 2: 50.  
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momentum they needed to take the reading public by storm. When his frustration and 

anger first mounted, Twain had attempted to weaponize his emotions, using powerful 

rhetorical techniques to boldly defend his rights and demand just treatment. His early 

angry letters are works of art. As a rhetor, however, he found himself outmatched, and his 

anger was handily subverted by an emotional manipulation so ruthless that it might best 

be described in twenty-first century terms as gaslighting. Because some of his publishers 

were widely respected members of the upper echelons of American literary society, 

Twain was further constrained in expressing his growing outrage, and he was forced to 

confine his vitriol to his notebooks, personal letters, and private confessions to trusted 

confidants. Only in his final autobiography, which was not to be published until one 

hundred years after his death, did he give his anger full vent. There he attacks his many 

publishers’ personal character, their physical appearance, their business sense, and their 

personal and professional ethics. He damns them twice over, and in some cases reduces 

them to little more than lying, sniveling animals in a grotesque menagerie.  

Charles Henry Webb 

Scholars seldom discuss Charles Henry Webb’s 1867 publication of Twain’s first 

book, The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County, and Other Sketches. Fewer 

still address Webb’s subsequent betrayal of his trust.94 More often than not, Twain’s first 

publisher is little more than a footnote on the way to discussing Twain’s first bestseller, 

                                                             

94. Webb’s handling of The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County and 

Other Sketches receives only cursory attention in most modern scholarship. Fred 

Kaplan’s The Singular Mark Twain (2003) and Gary Scharnhorst’s The Life of Mark 

Twain: The Early Years 1835-1871 (2018) are two of the few biographies published in 

the twenty-first century which mention how Webb lied about Twain’s profits on the book 

and later swindled him when he sold the author the copyright for the book.  
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Innocents Abroad, and Twain’s experiences with his most frequent and long-term 

publisher, Elisha Bliss. To ignore Webb as Twain’s first publisher, however, is to 

overlook a pivotal, formative relationship that first ignited the deep-simmering 

resentment that would erupt as volcanic vitriol time and again. Webb’s betrayal was 

particularly egregious given the unparalleled trust Twain had placed in Webb at nearly 

every stage of the project: he gave Webb free reign and final say in selecting and revising 

the manuscript’s content; he relied on a verbal contract with Webb regarding publication 

rights and royalties; he completely relinquished to Webb editorial oversight in reading 

and marking proofs; and he authorized Webb to negotiate and manage his pecuniary 

interests with the company that sold the book. Webb repaid this trust by not only silently 

pocketing the author’s royalties while claiming that the book earned no profits, but also 

further swindling the author when Twain tried to buy back publishing rights, printing 

plates, and unsold copies of the book. Fueled by a sense of betrayal and adamant that no 

publisher would so thoroughly fleece him again, Twain overcorrected. From then on, he 

began to micromanage the production and marketing of his books and grew increasingly 

paranoid about his royalties. In Twain’s experiences publishing with Webb, we see the 

inaugural pattern of mistrust, resentment, anger, and maliciousness that would 

characterize Twain’s relationship with nearly every subsequent publisher. 

To understand why Twain willingly ceded to Webb unparalleled authorial and 

editorial oversight of his first book, one must consider how Webb, a respected author in 

his own right, 95 had helped establish “Mark Twain” as a writer of merit. Twain first met 

                                                             

95. Webb garnered critical acclaim among Eastern audiences for his sarcastic 

columns; satires; burlesques; poetry; and, later, novels and plays which parodied popular 

works. 
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Webb in California where Webb edited and contributed to the San Francisco Bulletin, the 

Golden Era, and the high-toned, metropolitan literary journal the Californian, which 

Webb founded with Harte. As a comic writer, Webb adopted the flâneur mode, using the 

persona “Inigo” to leisurely and sardonically explicate culture, society, and San Francisco 

life—a model Twain would both mimic and parody. 96As one of the gatekeepers of high 

literary culture in the West, Webb proved instrumental in launching Twain’s public 

transformation from “the Wild Humorist of the Pacific Slope” to the “Moral 

Phenomenon” that had begun to impress the New England literati on the other side of the 

continent (Lennon, Sagebrush Bohemian 69). Between his public reviews, professional 

advice, and editorial direction, Webb had helped Twain successfully transition from a 

newspaper reporter to a journal contributor, a significant step up on the ladder of literary 

respectability. In February 1867, when the two men found themselves just a few blocks 

from each other in New York City,97 Webb believed Twain was ready to make the final 

transition to book author. Impressed by the nationwide attention Twain received from the 

story “Jim Smiley and His Jumping Frog,” Webb urged his friend to publish a collection 

of short fiction and offered to help him assemble the manuscript.98  

                                                             

96. For more on Webb as a comic writer in the flâneur mode, especially in his 

column “Things” in the Californian, see Caron pp. 227-232. For Twain’s “Flânerie” 

mode in response to Webb, see Caron pp. 234-256. 

97. In 1866, Webb left California and returned to his home state, taking up 

residence on Broadway in New York City. Twain was not far behind. On March 7, 1866, 

Twain sailed to the Hawaiian islands as a correspondent for the Sacramento Daily Union; 

he wrote travel letters for the paper for two months before arriving back in San Francisco 

in August. On December 5, 1866 he set sail for New York by way of the Isthmus of 

Nicaragua. He arrived in New York City on January 12, 1867 and rented a room at the 

Metropolitan Hotel at Broadway and Prince Street, which, incidentally, was only a few 

blocks from Webb’s apartment (Fears). 

98. Twain’s travel letters from his 1866 trip to Hawaii were favorably received by 

the reading public, and he enjoyed moderate success speaking on the topic on the lecture 
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Because of Webb’s role in facilitating his literary ascension, Twain welcomed his 

assistance in creating and preparing the Jumping Frog manuscript. Gathering together 

short works Twain previously had published in Western journals and revising them to 

suit Eastern sensibilities, the two men collaborated in assembling and editing a text they 

hoped would appeal to a wide, refined audience (Camfield 70-71). Twain credited Webb 

for most of their work. In his autobiography, Twain emphasizes his indolent reliance on 

Webb: “I was… quite willing to venture [publishing The Celebrated Jumping Frog] if 

some industrious person would save me the trouble of gathering the sketches together. I 

was loth to do it myself, for from the beginning of my sojourn in this world there was a 

persistent vacancy in me where the industry ought to be” (Auto 2: 46; 21 May 1906). He 

declares, “Webb undertook to collate the sketches. He performed this office, then handed 

the result to me” (46). In an announcement of the book’s publication, Twain publicly 

proclaims Webb’s superintendence and credits him with selecting the book’s title: 

“Webb… has fixed up a volume of my sketches….He has gotten it up in elegant style, 

and has done everything to suit his own taste, which is excellent. I have made no 

suggestions. He calls it “THE CELEBRATED JUMPING FROG, AND OTHER SKETCHES. By 

                                                             

circuit. By the time Webb approached him in February of 1867, Twain was planning to 

capitalize on that success by writing a travel narrative based on his letters. Webb 

convinced him that instead he ought to postpone the project in favor of a quick and easy 

“scissors & slash” manuscript comprised of previously published sketches. Webb’s 

proposal was not entirely unexpected, for one year earlier, Bret Harte had proposed a 

similar book featuring sketches from both writers. The ease of such a project was deeply 

appealing; Twain boasted to his mother, Jane, and sister, Pamela: “My labor will not 

occupy more than 24 hours, because I will only have to take the scissors & slash my old 

sketches out of the Enterprise & the Californian” (MTPLetters 20 Jan 1866). Although 

the collaborative book of sketches between Harte and Twain never materialized, Twain 

idealized the method and thus was primed to accept Webb’s proposal in 1867. 
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‘Mark Twain.’ Edited by C. H. Webb’” (qtd. in MTTB 157-158). 99 Although Twain 

himself excised crude language and topics from the stories, he largely deferred to Webb 

in matters of taste. In selecting material for Twain’s first book, Caron asserts, “Webb 

consciously aimed at the New York Market” (263).100 Caron argues that Webb’s editing 

refashioned the manuscript’s “Mark Twain” into a “slangy, cranky, ironic and sarcastic, 

irreverent and sometimes silly burlesquer of all manner of writing genres, from 

biographies to love tales and sensationalized news items” (263). Webb and Twain were 

united in creating the book “with an Eastern audience in mind” (Early Tales 1: 507), and 

the ease of their collaboration was deceptively promising.  

Confident that Twain’s book proposal would be successful, Webb sent Twain to 

publisher George W. Carleton, the man responsible for saving the manuscript’s title story 

from obscurity when it arrived too late to be included in Artemus Ward’s newest book.101 

                                                             

99. The editors of the Mark Twain Papers have determined that, contrary to 

Twain’s own claims (which many scholars subsequently perpetuated), Clemens did much 

of the work of selecting and revising sketches using a scrapbook of his various stories 

and sketches he had previously assembled. Although Twain was much more involved in 

the process than previously thought, Edgar Marquess Branch and Robert H. Hirst 

nevertheless conclude that “Webb indeed exerted significant editorial power” over the 

project (Early Tales 1:513). For a detailed analysis of Twain’s editorial involvement 

evident in “The Yale Scrapbook” residing in the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript 

Library at Yale University, see Early Tales pp. 506-539. 

100. Caron observes several noteworthy biases in Webb’s selection of material for 

The Celebrated Jumping Frog: Webb omits material in which Twain adopts the comic 

flâneur mode, prioritizes stories and sketches that Webb had published or reprinted in the 

Californian, selects works which first or only appeared in New York City publications, 

and shows clear preference for material from the Territorial Enterprise over other 

regional papers (262-263). Caron concludes that Webb carefully selected to books 

contents in order to present a “Mark Twain whose aesthetic was especially recognizable 

to the avant-garde segment of New York City writers and editors” (263). 

101. Twain originally wrote his jumping frog story at the behest of Charles Farrar 

Browne, a famous humorist who wrote and lectured under the nom de plume Artemus 

Ward. Browne repeatedly solicited a contribution from Twain for his book Artemus 

Ward: His Travels. Unfortunately, by the time Twain finally sent a story to Browne’s 
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Unimpressed with Twain’s cocksure attitude and inundated with “promising” 

manuscripts, Carleton rejected the book and summarily booted Twain from his office.102 

Carleton’s belittling dismissal fed into the author’s deep sense of insecurity, and Twain 

lashed out, referring to Carleton as a “Son of a Bitch” and an “idiot publisher” (Letters 2: 

30; MTN&J 1: 80). After this initial failure, Twain took his manuscript of sketches to 

other reputable New York publishing houses but found none willing to take a chance on 

him (Letters 2: 14). Although Twain began to doubt the project’s feasibility, Webb 

remain undeterred by the lack of interest. He convinced Twain that there was much 

money to be made off the small book, projecting sales of 50,000 copies or more, a bold 

estimate for an untested book author. Webb offered another balm for Twain’s wounded 

pride: Twain could bypass the typical method of publishing with a major house and 

instead allow Webb to produce the book independently at a ten percent royalty. Twain 

agreed. The two settled the terms in verbal contract—further evidence of Twain’s faith in 

Webb. Webb put up his own money to defray initial expenses and hired John A. Gray & 

Green to print the book and the American News Company to sell it. In a show of his 

personal and professional faith in the project, Webb affixed his own nom de plume, John 

Paul, on the book’s title page as editor. If Twain’s celebrity as the author of the “Jim 

Smiley and His Jumping Frog” alone did not ensure vigorous sales, then, Webb explained 

                                                             

publisher, George W. Carleton, the book was already in press, and Twain’s story could 

not be included. Recognizing the value of the piece, however, Carleton forwarded it to 

Henry Clapp, who published it under the title “Jim Smiley and his Jumping Frog” in the 

November 18, 1865 issue of the Saturday Press. For Twain’s firsthand account of writing 

and publishing the “Jumping Frog,” see the interview “A Chat with Mark Twain,” New 

Zealand Mail, 12 Dec 1895, in Mark Twain, The Complete Interviews, Scharnhorst’s pp. 

258-263. 

102. For Twain’s bitter account of his meeting with Carleton, see Auto 2: 46-47; 

21 May 1906. 
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to Twain, lending to it the strength of Webb’s own reputation would no doubt ensure its 

success (Zall 778). Webb’s unfailing support and personal investment of time and money 

in the project doubtlessly cemented his trustworthiness in Twain’s mind. However, 

Webb’s zealousness belied his personal interests in squeezing whatever profit he could 

from the project, even at the expense of its author. 

Whereas Twain and Webb collectively compiled and edited the initial manuscript, 

as Webb began final preparations for publishing The Celebrated Jumping Frog, Twain 

turned his attention elsewhere, entrusting the project entirely to his friend.103 Twain 

resumed work on an illustrated travelogue based on his letters in the Sacramento Union 

from Hawaii (known then as the Sandwich Islands). By the spring, he finished the 

manuscript and attempted to find a publisher, but with little luck. Eventually he sent it to 

Dick & Fitzgerald’s Publishing House in New York City. 104 At this same time, Twain 

was also planning a new venture; he made preliminary arrangements to set sail on a tour 

                                                             

103. Edgar Marquess Branch and Robert H. Hirst point out that this lack of 

editorial oversight is “a rather striking example of the way Mark Twain could abandon 

even his best early work to the arbitrary judgment of others” (Early Tales 1:535). 

104. An 1866 article in the Californian remarks upon the merits of a book derived 

from Twain’s Hawaiian travel letters:  

“THERE SEEMS TO BE a very general impression that Mark Twain’s 

Sandwich Island letters to the Sacramento Union possess sufficient intrinsic 

interest and value to justify their publication in book form. If the writer could be 

persuaded to collect and revise them, he would have no difficulty in finding a 

publisher; and we are satisfied that the book would prove both a literary and a 

pecuniary success” (Letters 2: 3).  

Despite this promising prediction, Twain could not seem to find a publisher 

interested in the manuscript. Not long after he submitted it to Dick & Fitzgerald, Twain 

withdrew it, likely due to their lack of interest. He wrote to his mother and family on June 

7, 1867 that “it would be useless to publish it in these dull publishing times” 

(MTPLetters). In the end, Twain resorted to selling five letters from the book to the New 

York Weekly Review. The manuscript for Twain’s Hawaiian travelogue is not known to 

survive. 
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of Europe and the Holy Land upon the Quaker City later that year as a correspondent for 

the San Francisco Alta California. No doubt he hoped to repeat what seemed to be the 

successful trifecta of publicity: his letters printed in the newspaper (and subsequently 

reprinted in other papers) while he was travelling would stir up public interest; once he 

returned, he would capitalize on this interest by arranging for a lucrative tour on the 

lecture circuit speaking about his travels; and the publicity generated by his lectures 

would support the publication of the travel narrative in book form, which would in turn 

generate more interest in his lectures. Not only was Twain preoccupied with other 

projects, but he was also physically absent for much of the time Jumping Frog was being 

prepared for printing. Having been apart from his family for half a decade, Twain wanted 

to first visit his mother and siblings before he embarked on his trip abroad. On March 5, 

he travelled to the Midwest for a six-week visit with his family, returning to New York 

on April 15, a scant two weeks before the book was released. Amidst Twain’s many 

distractions, Jumping Frog was largely forgotten. In Twain’s absence, Webb alone was 

responsible for constructing the final text for the printers and reviewing the proofs (Early 

Tales 1: 540). Later, Twain resented the editorial carte blanche he gave Webb, and with 

nearly every book he published thereafter, he demanded an active role in preparing the 

manuscripts for publication and overseeing the promoting and selling of the books. 

If Twain was somewhat distracted during the final stages of preparing and 

printing Jumping Frog, then he was largely apathetic and absent during its first six 

months on the market. The first imprint of Jumping Frog was bound on April 30 and 
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available to booksellers on May 1. 105 Twain seemed to have a mixed reaction. On the one 

hand, he adored the book’s blue and gold binding with gilt embossed frog and was 

generally well-pleased with its physical construction. On the other hand, he denounced 

Webb’s inconsistent copy editing, writing to Harte on May 1, 1867: “It is full of 

damnable errors of grammar & deadly inconsistencies of spelling in the Frog sketch, 

because I was away and did not read proofs” (MTPLetters).106 After the book’s initial 

publication, Twain affected indifference. On May 20, he wrote to his family, explaining 

that he had little time for monitoring Jumping Frog’s sales and downplaying his 

expectations for it: “Don’t know how my book is coming on. —shall leave instructions 

here to send such money as may accrue from it to Ma every few weeks. It may make her 

rich, or it may reduce her to abject poverty, possibly” (Letters 2: 48). Concerned with 

other matters such as his lectures on Hawaii and his upcoming trip, Twain wrote but 

subsequently forgot to post a letter to Frank Fuller107 requesting that he collect from 

Webb the author’s royalties on Jumping Frog—10 cents per copy sold108—while Twain 

                                                             

105. May 1, 1867, Twain sent inscribed copies of Jumping Frog to his family and 

colleagues, including Charles W. Stoddard, Bret Harte, John H. Riley, and John Stanton, 

among others. This seems to be the most attention he gave the book before his trip on the 

Quaker City. 

106. Twain’s annotations in the book a few years after its publication indicate that 

Webb made more than a dozen unauthorized changes related to spelling and dialect in the 

book’s title story alone (MTPLetters, explanatory note). 

107. Twain and Fuller first crossed paths in Virginia City sometime around 1862, 

and after both men moved East they remained in contact. In April of 1867, Twain 

approached Fuller at his office in New York City and requested his assistance in hiring an 

auditorium for his first public lecture before New York audiences. Going above and 

beyond, Fuller acted as Twain’s impresario for three lectures—on May 6, 10, and 16—

contracting with lecture halls, promoting the talks, and drawing on personal connections 

to ensure that Twain had full and favorable audiences. 

108. Webb and Twain had a verbal contract, so the exact terms of Twain’s royalty 

are not certain. By most accounts, however, Twain was due ten percent of the book’s list 

price, which varied according to binding. It seems Twain himself was not always clear 
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was travelling abroad. Twain was already aboard the Quaker City in the New York 

harbor when he finally remembered to send Fuller instructions about collecting and 

forwarding profits from Jumping Frog to Jane Clemens (Letters 53). Once that matter 

was settled, he seems to have given no further thought to the book. A little more than 

month after Jumping Frog’s release, on June 10, Twain set sail for Europe and the Holy 

Land. He remained abroad for five months to the day, arriving back in New York City on 

November 10. During his travels, he never once mentioned Jumping Frog. 

Twain’s anger against Webb was first incited when Twain returned from his trip 

abroad and was told that sales for Jumping Frog fell disastrously short of Webb’s 

optimistic projection of 50,000 copies and thus had generated no royalties. Fewer than 

2,000 copies were sold in the book’s first year of publication, and in the four years during 

which Webb held the copyright, sales did not even break 4,000 copies (Early Tales 1: 

545).109 Although Jumping Frog was warmly reviewed across the country110 and praised 

                                                             

about what he was due, as evidenced in this letter to Fuller in which he first wrote that 

Fuller was to “collect the ten per cent [sic] a copy” and then crossed out “per cent” and 

replaced it with “cents,” suggesting he was uncertain as to whether he was owed a 

percentage of the profits or a flat rate per copy, regardless of binding (Letters 53) 

109. Pirated editions and lack of international copyright protections dramatically 

undercut Jumping Frog’s official sales figures and profits. Shortly after the book’s 1867 

publication, George Routledge and Sons in England released a pirated edition of Jumping 

Frog that sold for a fraction of the price set by the American News Company and sold an 

estimated 8,000 copies in the first two years (Early Tales 1: 547). In 1870, British 

publisher John Camden Hotten released his own pirated edition of Jumping Frog in the 

spring of 1870, and within three years sold nearly 19,000 copies (548). By that time, 

Routledge’s sales of Jumping Frog neared 24,000 copies (548). By contemporary 

standards, Jumping Frog was a success amongst British readers, and while pirated 

editions dramatically increased Twain’s exposure and popularity, he earned no profits 

whatsoever from these hearty sales. 

110. Reviews of Jumping Frog appeared in no fewer than five New York 

Newspapers, including the Times, Tribune, Citizen, Dispatch, and Evening Express. 

Other newspapers which noticed the book include the Chicago Times, Boston Evening 

Transcript, Virginia City Territorial Enterprise, and San Francisco Californian. 
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for its humor, wisdom, and style (Kaplan 183; Fulton, Mark Twain Under Fire 11-12), 

Webb and the American News Company seemed unable to entice members of the general 

reading public to purchase their own copy. Perhaps the production delays that left the 

book roughly a month behind its scheduled release offset its publicity. Or as both Gregg 

Camfield (71) and Nigey Lennon (Sagebrush Bohemian, 167) claim, Webb simply did 

not have the financial resources necessary to sufficiently promote the book. Or perhaps, 

as Peter Krass argues, Webb was to blame because the book was simply “poorly 

produced” (60). Unable to reconcile the incongruity between the book’s warm critical 

reception, its miniscule sales, and his non-existent profit, Twain angrily shifted the blame 

squarely onto the shoulders of his publisher. 

In what was to become a reified pattern of dissatisfaction blooming into whole-

hearted resentment suffused with personal animosity, Twain angrily attacked both the 

man’s character as well as his professional capabilities. Webb, he concluded, had altered 

the pertinent financial accounts and cheated him out of his due profits (Kaplan 183). In 

the fall of 1867, after he returned from his excursion to the Holy Land aboard the Quaker 

City, Twain confronted Webb about the missing profits. Webb immediately blamed the 

American News Company, which was responsible for distributing the book and keeping 

the accounts. The company had cheated them both, he explained. Webb himself was the 

one who supplied the financial capital necessary to produce the book, and he, like Twain, 

never received any profits—or so he claimed. In his autobiographical entry on May 23, 

1906, Twain recalls:  

Webb told me that the ‘Jumping Frog’ book had been favorably received by the 

press and that he believed it had sold fairly well, but that he had found it 
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impossible to get a statement of account from the American News Company. He 

said the book had been something of a disaster to him, since he had manufactured 

it with his own private funds and was now not able to get any of the money back 

because of the dishonest and dodging ways of the News Company.  

I was very sincerely sorry for Webb; sorry that he had lost money by 

befriending me; also, in some degree sorry that he was not able to pay me my 

royalties. (Auto 2: 49) 

Chagrined by his hot-headed accusations, Twain dropped the issue, shifting his attention 

to more pressing matters—this time lectures and a book based on his letters from the 

Quaker City excursion. In the meantime, his anger with Webb quietly abated. Twain 

would later learn that Webb’s excuses had been entirely fabricated, for the owner of the 

American News Company proved to Twain that the company regularly issued checks to 

Webb, diligently remitting both his and Twain’s royalties.111  

The proverbial final straw occurred in 1870 when Twain negotiated with Webb to 

purchase the rights to The Celebrated Jumping Frog.112 Twain’s suspicions about Webb 

                                                             

111. In his autobiographical entry on May 23, 1906, Twain recalls: “[The 

manager of the American News Company] said the Company had always furnished 

statements to Webb, at the usual intervals, and had accompanied them with the 

Company’s check to date. By his invitation, I went with him to his office, and by his 

books and accounts he proved to me that what he had said was true. Webb had collected 

his dues and mine, regularly, from the beginning, and had pocketed the money. At the 

time that Webb and I had settled, he was owing me six hundred dollars on royalties. The 

bound and unbound ‘Jumping Frogs’ which he had inherited from me at that time had 

since been sold, and the result had gone into his pocket—part of it being six hundred 

more that should have come to me on royalties” (Auto 2: 50). 

112. By this time, Twain had signed a contract with Elisha Bliss stating that the 

American Publishing Company would be the sole publisher of his work. Twain seems to 

have misunderstood the terms, thinking they applied retroactively to his previously 

published work. Twain assumed he had to buy back from Webb the publishing rights and 

unsold copies of Jumping Frog lest he be found in breach of contract. 
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withholding the author’s share of the profits were finally confirmed. Webb confessed that 

Twain ought to have been paid $600 in royalties. Despite this admission, Webb flipped 

the tables in a second swindle presaging the confidence schemes of the Duke and the 

Dauphin: He magnanimously let Twain retroactively apply these unpaid royalties towards 

the purchase of the publishing rights for Jumping Frog, but Twain would also need to pay 

him an additional $800 for the rights. He further convinced Twain to buy stacks of 

unbound copies of the book for $128. According to publisher Elisha Bliss, Webb ought to 

have simply given him the publishing rights in exchange for the $600 he owed Twain and 

been satisfied that Twain did not threaten legal action (Kaplan 259). As Twain later 

bitterly observed: “One may perceive by these details that Webb had some talent as a 

trader” (Auto 2: 49). By Twain’s own estimates, Webb cheated him out of more than 

$2,131, roughly equivalent to $43,289 in 2020, adjusted for inflation, or a relative income 

value of $718,722.113 

                                                             

113. To determine how much a dollar in the past is worth today, adjusted for 

inflation, here and elsewhere I have used the Relative Value Comparator for the US 

dollar on Samuel H. Williamson’s website Measuring Worth, one of the most reliable and 

frequently cited sources of currency calculators. When I convert nineteenth-century 

dollar figures to their equivalent value as of February 2020, I provide two figures, the 

“real wealth” estimate and the “relative income value.” Williamson explains that the real 

wealth estimate “measures the purchasing power of an income or wealth by its relative 

ability to buy a (fixed over time) bundle of goods and services such as food, shelter, 

clothing, etc. This bundle does (in theory) not change over time. This measure uses the 

CPI [consumer price index].” The relative income value, on the other hand, “measures an 

amount of income or wealth relative to per capita GDP [gross domestic product]. When 

compared to other incomes or wealth, it shows the economic status or relative ‘prestige 

value’ [of] the owners of this income or wealth because of their rank in the income 

distribution. This measure uses GDP per capita.” I leave it to the reader to determine 

which figure best articulates the value, as Twain perceived it, of the royalties from his 

books. For convenience, I have rounded these conversions to the nearest dollar. 
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This second betrayal stoked Twain’s self-righteous anger, and yet when it came to 

venting his ire, he found himself in a somewhat precarious position. Webb enjoyed a 

literary reputation that Twain himself was indebted to.114 To speak ill of Webb publicly 

was to risk not only appearing to be a brute and an ingrate, but also subjecting himself to 

the kind of scandal which could taint his own reputation. Perhaps there was also a small 

measure of shame that he had allowed himself to be fleeced not once but twice by a 

trusted colleague. Thus, Twain’s public and private assessment of Webb as his publisher 

differ sharply. In “Chapters from My Autobiography: II” published in the September 21, 

1906 issue of the North American Review, Twain’s reminiscences about Webb are 

entirely benign. He remarks that Webb bravely offered to publish the manuscript on a ten 

percent royalty when Carleton refused, and he confesses that Webb “made a very pretty 

little book of it” (451). This congeniality is sharply contrasted with his open, hostile 

criticism of his by-then-deceased, second publisher Elisha Bliss, in the very same article. 

Clearly Twain appears unwilling to speak ill of a widely celebrated author.  

If he was generous to Webb in his published reminiscences, however, then Twain 

was that much more bitter in his private dictations, which he instructed were not to be 

                                                             

114. Twain later explained this perceived indebtedness to Webb: “By and by, 

when I became notorious through the publication of “The Innocents Abroad,” Webb was 

able to satisfy the public—first, that he had discovered me; later, that he had created me. 

It was quite generally conceded that I was a valuable asset to the American nation and to 

the great ranks of literature; also that for the acquisition of this asset a deep debt of 

gratitude was due from the nation and the ranks—to Webb” (Auto 2: 50; 23 May 1906). 

Twain resented the frequent insinuation (and in the case of some publishers, the explicit 

claim) that he had been “discovered” and that the “discoverer” was due public 

recognition and a personal debt of gratitude, as though he were passive continent of 

America and some bold Columbus found him and introduced him to the European world. 
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published until one hundred years after his death.115 In his autobiographical entry on May 

23, 1906, Twain offers a sardonic assessment of the benefits and costs of publishing with 

Webb: 

To sum up, I was now an author; I was an author with some little trifle of 

reputation; I was an author who had published a book; I was an author who had 

not become rich through that publication; I was an author whose first book had 

cost him twelve hundred dollars in unreceived royalties, eight hundred dollars in 

blood money, and three dollars and sixty cents smouched from old type-metal. I 

was resolved, from that moment, that I would not publish with Webb any more—

unless I could borrow money enough to support the luxury. (Auto 2: 50) 

Between the deadpan rhetoric; strategic repetition and auxetic construction; and freighted 

vocabulary, with the high-toned term “blood money” and the low-toned colloquialism 

“smouched,” Twain’s anger bubbles over. The true incandescence of Twain’s wrath, 

however, can be best seen in his attacks not against Webb the publisher, but Webb the 

writer and Webb the person: 

Webb believed that he was a literary person. He might have gotten this 

superstition accepted by the world if he had not extinguished it by publishing his 

things. They gave him away. His prose was enchantingly puerile; his poetry was 

not any better; yet he kept on grinding out his commonplaces at intervals until he 

died, two years ago, of over-cerebration. He was a poor sort of a creature, and by 

nature and training a fraud. As a liar he was well enough, and had some success 

                                                             

115. For more on the terms of publishing his autobiography and the freedom with 

which Twain felt empowered to speak from beyond the grave, see Chapter Four. 
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but no distinction, because he was a contemporary of Elisha Bliss and when it 

came to lying Bliss could overshadow and blot out a whole continent of Webbs, 

like a total eclipse. (Auto 2: 50) 

As discussed in Chapter Two, Twain was especially sensitive to teasing about his 

professional capabilities. When his literary competence was insulted, he lashed out with 

disproportionate viciousness. Therefore, when Twain attacks Webb’s literary reputation, 

he launches what he would have perceived as a deadly blow against an exposed 

vulnerability. Twain’s brief yet scathing critique of Webb’s poetry and prose and 

subsequent ad hominem attacks reveal the depth of his personal animosity. In the end, 

Webb had become anathema. 

  After his first, disastrous experience of publishing with Webb, Twain’s attitude 

towards his publishers changed. He became increasingly anxious about “the terms” of his 

contracts and fretted about whether his publishers had sufficient means and skill to 

effectively promote and market his work. Small production delays became colossal 

threats to his potential profits. He began to turn a suspicious eye on his publishers, 

watching for any hint of duplicity, and at the first sign of perfidy, he erupted with anger. 

As the years progressed, Twain demanded more and more control over the pre- and post-

production processes. He was determined his books would generate a healthy profit, and 

no publisher would stand in his way. 

Elisha P. Bliss, Jr. 

Having earned no royalties from The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras 

County, and Other Sketches, despite its warm critical reception and Twain’s own 

mounting popularity, Twain was hesitant to enter into another publishing contract without 
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securing in writing a reasonable expectation of profitability. In the winter of 1867, Elisha 

Bliss, Jr., Secretary of the American Publishing Company of Hartford, Connecticut, 

solicited from Twain a manuscript based on his travel letters from Europe and the Holy 

Land, including those published in the San Francisco Alta California (a project which 

would eventually become Innocents Abroad). Intrigued yet cautious, Twain asked a 

number of pragmatic questions about the project. He inquired about the style and size of 

the book Bliss proposed, whether it would have illustrations, and the deadline for 

delivering his manuscript. Most importantly, however, were “the terms.” Twain asked 

Bliss to estimate “what amount of money I might possibly make out of it” (MTPLetters 2 

Dec 1867). The potential profit, he elaborated, “has a degree of importance for me which 

is almost beyond my own comprehension.” Income was Twain’s primary concern, and 

given the importance he placed upon it, it comes as little surprise that issues relating to 

profits would later catalyze Twain’s vitriol against Bliss.116  

Twain’s initial concerns about profitability were appeased when he learned that 

the American Publishing Co. employed a subscription method of bookselling that ensured 

that publication would only take place after a requisite number of volumes were pre-sold. 

Rather than publishing a book purely on “speculation,” paying all the production costs 

with no assurances as to the volume of sales, the American Publishing Co.’s subscription 

system relied on advance sales garnered by individual canvassers. Whereas brick-and-

mortar booksellers served the reading public in primarily highly-populated urban areas, 

the American Publishing Co. used a system of door-to-door salespeople to “[entice] the 

                                                             

116. Hamlin Hill asserts that for Twain, “Writing was less a craft than a 

livelihood; it was always to remain important as a source of income, no matter to what 

extent Twain developed an ‘art’ of writing” (22).  
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common man, the masses, the rural, semiliterate, usually Midwestern customer who had 

rarely bought a book before” (Hill, “Mark Twain: Audience and Artistry” 26). 117 

Offering a percentage of profits from each book sold, the American Publishing Co. would 

contract with general agents who would oversee sales in the region being canvassed. 

Then, each general agent in turn would hire men and women to peddle the book in their 

district.118 Working from a prewritten script, canvassers would exhibit a bound 

“prospectus” to potential customers, showing off its illustrations and reading aloud from 

particularly enticing passages. The prospectus, also called a “sales dummy” or 

“canvassing book,” included (or so the canvasser would say) a representative sample of 

the book’s chapters and illustrations. 119 The prospectus also included sample bindings 

                                                             

117. Gregg Camfield reminds us that social and demographic changes in post-

Civil War America created this new reading audience that allowed the American 

Publishing company to move beyond the typical subscription fare of Bibles, medical 

texts, almanacs, and encyclopedias and introduce biography, travel literature, and literary 

fiction (580). Increasing literacy rates and relaxed social strictures against pleasure 

reading meant more people were willing to read “lighter literature” (580). Subscription 

publishers further appealed to this new class—the nouveau riche of readers—by 

exploiting their desire for conspicuous display of (intellectual) wealth. The company 

offered heavy, 500-to-700-page volumes freighted with illustrations and bound in ornate, 

often gaudy covers (580). When displayed in one’s home (the canvassers told potential 

customers), these books would proclaim to any visitor the homeowner’s affluence and 

refined literary palette. However, appearances were often deceptive: although the books 

appeared to be extravagant, they were often made with cheap paper and thin bindings and 

full of shoddy engravings (580-581). 

118. It is worth noting that Twain’s books (as well as many peddled by 

subscription companies) were sold by men and women alike. For instance, according the 

“Notice for Tom Sawyer” printed in the new Haven Morning Journal and Courier on 21 

December 1876, the general agent responsible for canvassing The Adventures of Tom 

Sawyer in the New Haven region was a woman. For more on women as book agents, see 

Harriet Wasson’s Facts, By a Woman (1881).  

119. For an example of such a prewritten sales pitch, see the script “Canvass of 

Mark Twain” which the American Publishing Company provided canvassers for 

Following the Equator. Facsimile, transcription, and audio recording of the spiel can all 

be found on the webpage “A Book Agent at the Door” on Stephen Railton’s critical 
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from which the customer could choose. For each advance sale, canvassers would collect 

from the customer a percentage of the book’s purchase price. This system allowed the 

publishing company to postpone the production of a book until enough copies were sold 

to guarantee that the revenue would not only cover production costs but also produce a 

tidy profit for the company. For Bliss (and later, for Twain), the magic number was 

40,000 copies.  

On the one hand, this guarantee of sales provided by the subscription publishing 

method irrevocably convinced Twain that the subscription model was the only profitable 

form of publication.120 On the other, reliably distinguishing between the profits due to the 

publisher and the profits due the author proved problematic for Twain. Under the 

subscription model, the financial risk taken by the American Publishing Co. was 

relatively minor whereas Twain had no guaranteed timeline for publication or clear return 

for what he invested in producing a manuscript. For a profit-minded author, the disparity 

between who took the risk and who reaped the reward was preordained to invoke his 

wrath. Twain’s relationship with Bliss and the American Publishing Company proved 

turbulent, and with each subsequent publication, Twain’s frustration mounted. 

                                                             

archive Mark Twain in His Times, available at http://twain.lib.virginia.edu/marketin/spiel. 

html. 

As Camfield, Hill, Rasmussen, and others explain, subscription publishing houses 

were notoriously unscrupulous in misrepresenting their books to increase sales. The 

prospectus rarely accurately represented the contents of final product, disproportionately 

highlighting the sensational and overtly moralizing material to titillate and mollify 

readers (Hill, “Mark Twain: Audience and Artistry” 29-30). Stephen Railton asserts, 

“The main goal [of the prospectus] was to suggest how much—in size and weight as well 

as amusement and instruction—buyers will get for their money. Little effort was made to 

preserve anything like the aesthetic integrity of a work” (“The Sales Prospectus”). 

120. After his massive success with Innocents Abroad and Roughing It, Twain 

boasted to William Dean Howells and Thomas Bailey Aldrich: “Anything but 

subscription publication is printing for private circulation” (Howells, My Mark Twain 9).  
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In the early days of their acquaintanceship, Bliss’s dishonesty, as Twain later 

perceived it, manifested in two ways: the discrepancy between what the two men had 

agreed upon in a verbal contract and what was formalized in the written one; and Bliss’s 

subsequent inconsistent adherence to those established terms. Whereas such duplicity did 

not constitute “lies” per se, it nonetheless contributed to a pattern where Twain felt he 

could not take Bliss’s claims—even contractual ones—at face value. These discrepancies 

were even more alarming because the formal contracts between the two did not always 

precede the contracted rendering of services. As a result, Twain became increasingly 

convinced that Bliss was incurably dishonest, and even after the publisher’s death, Twain 

heatedly insisted that Bliss was, in no uncertain terms, an inveterate liar. “I never heard 

him tell the truth,” Twain fumes, “so far as I can remember” (Auto 1: 372).  

In the case of Innocents Abroad, Twain’s first book with the American Publishing 

Company, deviations from the contractual publication schedule incited Twain’s caustic 

anger. Twain and Bliss exchanged letters in January of 1868 outlining the terms of the 

contract, including a clause which stipulated that Twain would deliver the completed 

manuscript “about the first of August.”121 In accordance with this timetable, Twain 

                                                             

121. Bliss’s letter on January 25, 1868 has not been found. Twain’s reply two 

days later, which repeats the terms, is catalogued in the Mark Twain Papers, The 

Bancroft Library, University of California Berkeley, available online in the “Letters” 

section of the Mark Twain Project (MTPLetters). The terms Sam Clemens sets forth are 

as follows:  

That I furnish to the American Publishing Company, through you, with 

MSS sufficient for a volume of 500 to 600 pages, the subject to be the trip of the 

Quaker City, the voyage, description of places, &c., & also embodying the 

substance of the letters written by me during that trip, said MSS to be ready about 

the first of August, next, I to give all the usual & necessary attention in preparing 

said MSS for the press, & in preparation of illustrations, in correction of proofs—

no use to be made by me of the material for this work in any way which will 

conflict with its interest—the book to be sold by the American Publishing 
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submitted the manuscript to Bliss by July of that year. It was not until months later—on 

October 16, 1868—that the two signed a legal contract granting the American Publishing 

Co. the right to publish Innocents Abroad. The formal contract restated the terms in 

Twain’s letter, but a new clause was added specifying that the American Publishing Co. 

“agree that the work shall be Electrotyped during the next 4 months & be ready to place 

in the hands of their Agents very early next spring…” (MTPLetters). This addendum 

became a source of friction because Bliss was unable to keep to this schedule. Whereas 

Twain had complied with the earlier contractual deadline, unavoidable publishing delays 

kept the book from meeting this projected release date, and then, adding insult to injury, 

Bliss proposed to Twain that they intentionally delay its publication even further. 

 As Hamlin Hill demonstrates, disagreement over the publication timetable for 

Innocents Abroad culminated in the first major, heated quarrel between the two men 

(Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss 29). Issues with typesetting, illustrations, and reading and 

editing of proofs initially bogged down the process of preparing the manuscript for 

publication, and uncertainty on behalf of the directors of the American Publishing Co. 

regarding the propriety of the book’s content and title further delayed publication. Based 

on his previous conversations with Bliss as well as the addendum in the contract, Twain 

had expected the book to be published by early spring and thus announced to the general 

public that March 1869 was the book’s scheduled date of release (Hill, Mark Twain and 

                                                             

Company by subscription—& for said MSS & labor on my part, said Company to 

pay me a copyright of 5 per cent. upon the subscription price of the book for all 

copies sold. 

As further proposed by you, this understanding, herein set forth, shall be 

considered a binding contract upon all parties concerned, all minor details to be 

arranged between us hereafter. (MTPLetters 25 January 1868) 
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Elisha Bliss 29). Months passed, however, and Innocents Abroad remained unpublished. 

Twain was particularly upset given the public clamor for his book, recalling in a May 21, 

1906 autobiographical dictation his mounting frustration:  

I was lecturing all over the country; and about thirty times a day, on an 

average, I was trying to answer this conundrum: 

“When is your book coming out?”  

I got tired of inventing new answers to that question, and by and by I got 

horribly tired of the question itself. Whoever asked it became my enemy at 

once… (Auto 2: 48) 

Twain no doubt felt foolish when Bliss’s postponements meant that again and again the 

date Twain announced for publication proved incorrect. Readers were eager to buy his 

travel account, but there was no book to sell to them. Furthermore, at that time, Twain 

was actively giving lectures about his excursions abroad and generating publicity for his 

book, piquing the interest of potential readers; however, Twain feared that as time lapsed, 

so, too, would interest in his topic (Hill, Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss 162). Delays, he 

believed, would threaten both his credibility and his book’s sales. 

By summer, Bliss informed Twain of an additional—and this time intentional—

delay in publication. On July 12, 1869, Bliss wrote: “Unfortunately we have been delayed 

too long to make a summer Book of [Innocents Abroad]—but unavoidably[.] We propose 

to make a fall book of it with every advantage of full preparation & an early start—” 

(MTPLetters UCLC31667). Twain was livid. He suspected that Bliss had delayed 

publishing Innocents Abroad in order to focus on books by other authors in the American 

Publishing Co.’s queue, prioritizing the company’s interests at the expense of his own. 
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The subsequent flurry of indignant correspondence between the two set the tone 

for their relationship: Twain initially fired a caustic missive; Bliss responded with 

passive-aggressive counter attacks, playing the victim and striking out with righteous 

indignation in turns; and a mollified, self-deprecating Twain partially recanted his prior 

accusation while at the same time nursing a growing, private grudge against Bliss. As a 

prime illustration of this pattern of angry rhetoric, their correspondence about the delays 

in publishing Innocents Abroad bears examining in detail. 

In a snappish letter fired off on July 22, 1869, Twain attempts to weaponize his 

anger, breaking the congenial pattern of address previously characterizing their 

communications and using his mounting frustration and sense of victimhood to fuel 

strategic repetition and hyperbole. As an example of the various sophisticated rhetorical 

strategies Twain employs in his angry writing, which we will subsequently examine at 

length, it warrants quoting in full:  

Mr. Bliss, are you not making a mistake about publishing this year? The 

book was to have been ready peremptorily just a year ago, exactly. Then, as it was 

necessary to make room & a market for Grant’s biography,122 it was judged much 

better to delay this book of mine a month or two. Then, to be up with a rival 

publisher & make capital out of a rival book, it was thought best to make a spring 

book of mine, in order to give the “Metropolis”123 a chance. And then, in order 

once more to fight a rival book & a rival house, it was considered best to make 

                                                             

122. A Personal History of Ulysses S. Grant by Albert Deane Richardson, 

published by the American Publishing Company in 1868. 

123. The Great Metropolis: A Mirror of New York by Junius Henri Browne, 

published by the American Publishing Company in 1869. 
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mine a summer book & give the “Mississippi”124 a fresh boost. And now that the 

further delay of my book will encourage agents to continue to labor for the 

“Mississippi” (I only just barely suppose this from hearing you tell a new agent he 

could have my book when issued if he would work on the “Mississippi” until that 

vague & uncertain event transpired,) it is deemed best to hold it back & make a 

fall book of it.  

Do not misunderstand. I am not complaining. I am not contending that 

there is any occasion for you to comply with that portion of a contract which 

stipulates that the book shall be issued “early in the spring.” I am not pretending 

that there is a community of interest here which would make it improper for you 

to take the liberty & the responsibility of departing from the letter of a contract in 

order to subserve your interest, without first inquiring, for form’s sake whether it 

will be satisfactory all round—or whether it will be equally profitable all round. I 

am not contending that I am hurt unto death simply because the delay for “Grant” 

damaged my interests; or that because the delay for the “Metropolis,” damaged 

my interests likewise; or because the delay necessary to make me a spring 

vegetable damaged my interests; or because the delay in order [to] open up the 

“Mississippi” again damaged my interests; or because the further delay to bail the 

“Mississippi[”] dry is still damaging my interests. No. All I want to know is,—

viz:—to-wit—as follows: 

                                                             

124. Beyond the Mississippi (revised edition) by Albert Deane Richardson, 

published by the American Publishing Company in 1869. 
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After it is done being a fall book, upon what argument shall you perceive 

that it will be best to make a winter book of it? And— 

After it is done being a winter book, upon what argument shall you 

perceive that it will be best to make another spring book of it again? And— 

When it is done being another spring book again, upon what argument 

shall you perceive that it will be best to—to—to— 

Are you going to publish it before Junius Henri Brown’s Travels in Italy 

& Germany, or after? 

All I desire is to be informed from time to time what future season of the 

year the publication is postponed to, & why—so that I can go on informing my 

friends intelligently—I mean that infatuated baker’s dozen of them who, faithful 

unto death, still believe that I am going to publish a book. 

But seriously, I object to any further delay, & hereby enter my protest 

against it. These delays are too one-sided. Every one of them has had for its object 

the furthering of the Am. Pub. Co.’s interest, & to compass this, my interests have 

been entirely disregarded. We both know what figure the sales were expected to 

reach if due & proper diligence were exerted in behalf of the publication. If that 

result is not achieved shall you be prepared to show that your tardiness was not 

the cause?—& failing this, shall you be prepared to recompense me for the 

damage sustained? These are grave questions. I have ceased to expect a large sale 

for a book whose success depended in a great measure upon its publication while 

the public were as yet interested in its subject, but I shall feel entirely justified in 
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holding the Publishing Company responsible in case the sales fall short or 

reasonably short of what we originally expected them to reach. 

I think you will do me the justice to say that I have borne these annoying 

& damaging delays as patiently as any man with bread & butter & reputation at 

stake could have borne them. I cannot think I have been treated just right.  

Yrs Truly 

Saml. L. Clemens.  

P. S. I am sorry to add to your woes—I know you have your full complement, 

anyhow —but remember that my share may be cut short, or even threatened by 

the delays. (MTPLetters 22 July 1869) 

Although this letter clearly conveys his mounting frustration, anger, and resentment, 

Twain strategically leverages these emotions to intimidate and manipulate Bliss, and he 

accomplishes this through three passive-aggressive rhetorical techniques: changing his 

typical forms of address to accentuate their emotional estrangement, employing auxetic 

catalogs to create emotional crescendo, and shifting between personal pronouns to 

emphasize agency and the lack thereof. 

By reverting to a more reserved form of address for Bliss and omitting a formal 

salutation at the beginning of his letter, Twain explicitly signals and stylistically imposes 

an emotional distance between Bliss and himself. In his earliest letters to Bliss, from 

1867 to early 1869, Twain had addressed Bliss as “Dear Sir” or, on occasion, “E Bliss, 

Jr., Esq.” (MTPLetters). But by the spring of 1869, Twain had settled into a more 

amiable, informal address, which he would use almost exclusively in his letters to Bliss 
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until the man’s death in 1880: “Friend Bliss.” 125 With few exceptions, in his letters to his 

publisher Twain used the salutation “Friend Bliss” followed by a long dash, or, less 

frequently, a colon. This letter of July 22, 1869 distinctly breaks this established pattern; 

the jovial “Friend Bliss” reverts back to a now decidedly curt and less personable “Mr. 

Bliss.” This technique implicitly threatens their continued conviviality. Furthermore, 

rather than setting apart Bliss’s name on its own line, as is the typical convention for a 

formal salutation in a letter, Twain uses “Mr. Bliss” as a direct address in the first line of 

the letter’s body, omitting a formal salutation altogether. By eschewing social 

convention, Twain creates a sense of urgency, implying that Bliss no longer warrants the 

social niceties of a proper salutation in the face of this mounting crisis. 

 After signaling emotional distance between himself and Bliss, Twain uses 

intentional, stylistic repetition to convey his escalating vexation, underscore the injustice 

of his mistreatment, and multiply the persuasive weight of his evidence. He uses strategic 

repetition in four catalogs: (1) the excuses for the delays in publication across marketing 

seasons, (2) the actions Twain does not take in response to those delays, (3) the books 

prioritized over Innocents Abroad and that thus damaged its potential sales, and (4) the 

successive seasons to which publication has been rescheduled. These series of auxetic 

repetition build to an emotional crescendo of frustration and anger, with each successive 

                                                             

125. Twain began exclusively using the salutation “Friend Bliss” on March 30, 

1869. The few exceptions, other than his July 22, 1869 letter examined here, include a 

letter to Bliss taken down by Olivia Clemens which bears the more formal “Dear Sir” and 

a handful of letters addressed “Dear Bliss” on December 1, 1870; January 4 & 5, 1871; 

June 21, 1871; and July 10, 1871. A July 16, 1875 letter features a simple, direct-address 

“Bliss” in the first line of the note’s body. See MTPLetters. 
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set of recurrence multiplying exponentially the weight of the evidence leveraged against 

Bliss. 

 Twain similarly uses strategic repetition when switching between personal 

pronouns to underscore his lack of agency in the book’s publication schedule for which 

Bliss was ultimately responsible. He begins the first paragraph directly addressing Bliss 

with a straightforward rhetorical question: “are you not making a mistake about 

publishing this year?” Then Twain strategically switches pronouns. Rather than naming a 

specific actor such as Bliss, one of his agents, or even the publishing company itself as 

the source of the delays, Twain uses passive voice and a third person pronoun “it” as an 

ambiguous dummy subject so that the causality seems independent of a primary actor. He 

writes: “The book was to have been ready… a year ago, exactly. Then, …it was judged 

much better to delay….Then, … it was thought best to make a spring book of mine…. 

And then…it was considered best to make mine a summer book….And now…it is 

deemed best to hold it back & make a fall book of it” (MTPLetters 22 July 1869). Twain 

carefully does not name the person at fault, avoiding the second person pronoun “you” 

which would almost certainly contribute to an overtly aggressive accusatory tone when 

coupled with this mounting, repetitive drum-beat of excuses.  

In the next paragraph, Twain again switches pronouns, this time in a rhetorical 

reclamation of agency. Whereas he was powerless to prevent the publication delays, he 

has full control over his own response to such delays. He emphasizes this agency by 

beginning each sentence with first person pronoun “I” paired with a present progressive 

verb and a negating adverb, to sarcastically clarify what he is not doing (but of course 

actually is) in writing the letter: “I am not complaining. I am not contending…. I am not 
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pretending…. I am not contending…” (MTPLetters 22 July 1869). As he did in the first 

paragraph, Twain uses repetition to build an emotional crescendo, with the exaggerated 

repetition crossing over into hyperbole, as in the final “I am not contending” clause, in 

which Twain claims sarcastically to not be “hurt unto death” by the damages caused by 

the delays. Towards the end of the letter, Twain repeats for a third time this the pattern of 

first depicting himself as the grammatically passive victim and then reclaiming his 

agency through first person pronouns as he demands that Webb commit to a definitive 

publication date. Thus, through both the content and rhetoric of his letter, Twain becomes 

empowered to demand Webb respect his reasonable authorial rights. 

If most of the rhetorical techniques Twain utilizes in the first two thirds of the 

letter are passive-aggressive forms of emotional manipulation, then his penultimate 

paragraphs are blatantly aggressive. In a culminating pièce de résistance, Twain 

explicitly threatens legal retaliation should the delays significantly reduce his profits and 

asks Bliss directly whether he is prepared to make appropriate restitution: “If [the 

projected sales figure] is not achieved shall you be prepared to show that your tardiness 

was not the cause?—& failing this, shall you be prepared to recompense me for the 

damage sustained?...I shall feel entirely justified in holding the Publishing Company 

responsible in case the sales fall short or reasonably short of what we originally expected 

them to reach” (MTPLetters 22 July 1869). Although a suit based upon these charges 

seems unlikely to have been adjudicated in Twain’s favor since they rely solely upon 

supposition and conjecture, Twain uses the threat of legal action to affirm his agency and 

demonstrate his willingness to defend his own interests, even to the point of explicit 
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retaliation. Targeting what he perceived to be Bliss’s greatest vulnerability, Twain 

explicitly threatens Bliss’s professional reputation.  

Counterbalancing this overt aggression, Twain partially walks back his anger in 

the letter’s postscript. He politely and somewhat empathetically apologizes for the 

additional stress which Bliss must suffer because of Twain’s demands: “I am sorry to add 

to your woes—I know you have your full complement, anyhow,” yet Twain also 

reiterates that while Bliss may suffer emotionally from this confrontation, Twain suffers 

more grievously in a measurable, pecuniary way: “but remember that my share may be 

cut short, or even threatened by the delays” (MTPLetters 22 July 1869).  

  Bliss responded to Twain with a full-fledged campaign of elaborate psychological 

manipulation—what might be best defined in today’s terminology as gaslighting. A little 

more than a week after Twain’s blistering letter, on or about July 30, Bliss sent Twain a 

short, passive-aggressive and emotionally manipulative rejoinder indicating that he would 

reply more fully to Twain’s letter in a few days and attempting to pacify Twain by 

promising to send him three advance copies of Innocents Abroad, one for his own 

satisfaction as well as two which Twain had requested for the Elmira newspapers to 

review. Rhetorically, Bliss inverts the aggressor-victim paradigm, posturing as the 

responsible party forced to concede to the illogical whims of the author: “We did not 

propose to send to the press until next month for valid reasons, but we shall send at once, 

hoping that the effects may not all be lost by the notices appearing at a most inauspicious 

time when most people are busy or away from home” (MTP UCLC 31935). In doing so, 

Bliss shifts the blame for potentially depressed sales directly onto Twain’s shoulders and 

makes him question his concept of good and faulty business sense. This rhetorical shift 
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was critical, for it caught Twain flat-footed and subverted his aggression. Twain had been 

hyped up for a fight, and the lack of reciprocal aggression left him uncomfortably 

perplexed. 

Off balance, Twain allowed his anger to cool, and he issued Bliss an oblique 

apology—an apology for which he would later despise himself. Reverting back to his 

characteristic salutation “Friend Bliss,” on August 1, 1869, Twain contritely explains: 

[ … ] I wrote you a wicked letter, & was sorry afterward that I did it, for it 

occurred to me that perhaps you had very good reasons for delaying the book till 

fall which I did not know anything about. But you didn’t state any reasons, you 

know—& I have been out of humor for a week. I had a bargain about concluded 

for the purchase of an interest in a daily paper & when everything seemed to be 

going smoothly, the owner raised on me. I think I have got it all straightened up 

again, now, & therefore am in a reasonably good humor again. If I made you mad, 

I forgive you. (MTPLetters 1 Aug 1869) 

Twain neatly excuses the anger that he had legitimized at length in his first letter, 

claiming that his trouble in purchasing a share of the Cleveland Herald inadvertently 

incited his misplaced anger with Bliss over the publication delays. He ends his apology 

by humorously if illogically reversing their roles, magnanimously forgiving Bliss for his 

anger since it was Twain who made Bliss mad in the first place. This sort of backpedaling 

would prove a source of great ire later, further fueling deep and lasting animosity for 

Bliss, for not only did Twain believe that Bliss had wronged him, but Twain also suffered 

the shame and self-directed rage at having prostrated himself before his duplicitous, 

cunning publisher. 
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 Continuing his insidious manipulation, Bliss turns Twain’s accusations of 

dishonesty and wrongdoing back onto his victim. In his promised reply on August 4, 

1869, a letter peppered with shorthand and missing a few dozen punctuation marks, Bliss 

writes: 

I have been intending to reply fully to your last letter—but must say, that I could 

not get myself into the right humor for it. I felt very much annoyed & hurt, at 

what was therein written, as I had not dreamed such a construction was placed 

upon what I was doing. I do not wish to go over the ground unless it is 

necessary—I know not where you got the idea we was to make a late fall Book of 

it. I have never sd so I only proposed delaying the opening of the Ball for a week 

or two until haying & harvesting was over. The (i.e., To) show you how 

absolutely dull July is I will add that we shipd but 1300 Books all told last 

month—[…] 

You must know that I tried hard to get it out early as possible—I did not 

sham it—Failing to get it early in the season—I held to my sentiments always 

believed in that the first of the season is the best time to bring out a book—

therefore for the past 2 months I have held back as it were on it—rather than 

pressed it, in order to take the flood tide for the Book— 

It has been done solely with a view to the interest of the Book, on which I 

personally have risked almost my sagacity reputation for judgment & sagacity for 

knowing what will sell—Nothing has been before it in my mind, & I did not 

suppose you dreamed there was. Everything looks prosperous now & the cold 

water bath you gave me in your last has perhaps been refreshing after all—so I 
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dont lay up anything, you said—only hope you will hereafter, if you want to say 

such things to me again, just come out plain & call me a d—d cheat & 

scoundrel—which will really it seems to me cover the whole ground & be a great 

deal more brief. Now lets let the thing drop & sell the Book—Thats what we want 

to do. (MTPapers UCLC 31936) 

At first Bliss affects a seemingly demure condescension to the (in his view) dishonest 

rascal Twain, making it appear as though Bliss were the one being taken advantage of. 

Then, going on the offensive, Bliss practically revels in righteous indignation, accusing 

Twain of implying he is a damned cheat.126 Matching Twain’s sarcasm—“the cold water 

bath you gave me in your last [letter] has perhaps been refreshing after all”—Bliss pushes 

ahead, effectively disregarding Twain’s angry objections as little more than an immature 

emotional outburst. By alternating between self-righteous anger and friendly concern and 

by subtly changing the details of events—both what actually did or did not happen as 

well as the manner in which certain things happened—Bliss forces Twain to question his 

memory and his perception of reality.  

As a result of Bliss’s manipulation, Twain felt guilty for questioning Bliss and, as 

is the calculated result of gaslighting, ultimately blamed himself for Bliss’s wrongdoing. 

Chastised by Bliss’s scathing response and mollified by a first-hand examination of the 

newly bound Innocents Abroad, Twain replied to Bliss on August 12, 1869 and made 

excuses for his “misplaced” anger while seeking to make peace again with Bliss: 

Friend Bliss— 

                                                             

126. As Hill aptly observed, “Bliss set a characteristic pattern in which…very 

much like Twain, he admitted no error in judgment, no possibility of having been wrong” 

(Hill 33). 
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Your splendid letter has arrived, & I confess I owe you one. I was in an awful 

sweat when I wrote you, for everything seemed going wrong end foremost with 

me. I had just got mad with the Cleveland Herald folks & broken off all further 

negotiations for a purchase, & so I let you & some others have the benefit of my 

ill nature. But that is all gone by, & now we will smoke the pipe of peace & bury 

the hatchet. […] 

I was at Elmira yesterday & saw the book, & my faith in it has all come 

back again. It is the very handsomest book of the season & you ought to be proud 

of your work. It will sell. Between us we will make it sell. […] 

Well, I believe I haven’t anything more to say, except that I like the 

circulars, I like the book, I like you & your style & your business vim, & believe 

the chebang will be a success. (MTPLetters 12 August 1869) 

Swinging to the opposite extreme from his earlier letter, now Twain is effusive, lavishing 

praise not only on the book but on the very business acumen that he so heavily criticized 

just a few weeks prior. This attempt to ingratiate himself with Bliss stands in sharp 

contrast with Twain’s earlier assertive letter in which he strategically wielded emotion 

and rhetoric to manipulate Bliss. Clearly, Bliss’s psychological manipulation in turning 

Twain’s accusations back onto his victim was effective, for not only did Twain question 

his own judgement, but he also accepted the blame for his irrational emotions and 

acknowledged that Bliss was in fact following good business sense. In the end, Bliss 

appears kind, capable, and trustworthy whereas his victim seems paranoid, overdramatic, 

and unhinged. Although Bliss’s gaslighting resulted in Twain’s prostration for peace, his 

manipulation was not absolute. Twain would continue to harbor private doubts about 
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Bliss’s professional capabilities and personal integrity, and his doubts were quick to flare 

up into burning animosity.  

Whereas publication delays proved a great source of frustration, Twain believed 

Bliss’s greatest swindle was cheating him out of his share of the profits; this would 

become the impetus for Twain’s most caustic abuse. When Elisha Bliss approached the 

author about a second contract, this one for a book detailing his western years (what 

would later become Roughing It), Twain was amenable. Citing the generous offers he 

received from other publishers after his initial success with Innocents Abroad, however, 

the author requested “half the profits over the essential costs of manufacture,” an increase 

from the five percent royalty he received for his first book (Auto 1: 370). Bliss balked. 

How was he to make a profit at all at that rate? The terms, however, were fair in Twain’s 

mind (Auto 1: 370). Bliss shrewdly agreed to an increase in royalties, but in a fine bit of 

emotional blackmail, he implied that Twain’s however-brief flirtation with other 

publishing companies was an implicit betrayal. Furthermore, Bliss suggested that “as his 

[publishing] house had found [Twain] penniless and unknown, and had created [him], so 

to speak, this service ought to be considered and compensated in the contract” (qtd. in 

Auto 1: 371). Again, Bliss postures as the injured party, magnanimously granting Twain 

more than his due share even though Bliss was directly responsible for his success and 

deserved fair recompense himself. 

When the contract for Roughing It was drawn up, the promised “half the profits” 

had been replaced with a royalty of 7.5 percent on the retail price. Bliss had, he explained 

to Twain, calculated publishing costs and estimated potential sales to be somewhere 

around 100,000 copies in order to arrive at that figure. If the book sold fewer than 
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100,000 copies, Twain’s royalty, Bliss explained, would actually be a bit more than half 

of the profits, and if it sold more, well, then the American Publishing Company’s share 

would be a smidge more than half (qtd. in Auto 2: 51; Paine 1: 420). Twain was 

incredulous. In an autobiographical dictation dated February 1906, Twain describes his 

suspicions about Bliss’s switch:  

When he brought the contract, it had nothing in it about half profits. It was a 

royalty again—7½ per cent this time. I said that that was not what we had agreed 

upon. He said that in so many words it wasn’t, but that in fact the terms were still 

better for me than half profits, because that up to a sale of one hundred thousand 

copies my profit on the book would be some trifle more than half, and that only 

on a sale of two hundred thousand copies would the Company get back that 

advantage. 

I asked him if he was telling me the strict truth. He said he was. I asked 

him if he could hold up his hand and make oath that what he had said was 

absolutely true. He said he could. I asked him to put up his hand, which he did, 

and I swore him. (Auto1 371) 

After confronting Bliss in person about his royalty for Roughing It and being convinced 

(at least temporarily) that Bliss was not cheating him, Twain backpedaled, just like he did 

with his accusations about delays in publishing Innocents Abroad. On March 20, 1872, he 

drafted a letter to Bliss, carefully editing and rewriting the text127 to strike a congenial yet 

                                                             

127 Twain’s careful attention to rhetoric is evidenced by the extensive revisions 

he made in the seven-page draft of this letter. See Letters 65-66. 
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professional tone that simultaneously justified his own concerns while also ensuring 

continued good business relations with Bliss: 

Friend Bliss— 

The more I think over our last Tuesday’s talk about my copyright or 

royalty, the better I am satisfied. But I was troubled a good deal, when I went 

there, for I had worried myself pretty well into the impression that I was getting a 

smaller ratio of this book’s profits than the spirit of our contract had authorized 

me to promise myself; indeed, I was so nearly convinced of it that if you had not 

been so patient with my perplexities, & taken the pains to show me by facts & 

figures & arguments that my present royalty gives me fully half & possibly even 

more than half the net profits of the book, I would probably have come to the 

settled conviction that such was not the case, & then I should have been 

dissatisfied. I am glad you convinced me, for I would be sorry indeed to have 

come away from your house feeling that I had put such entire trust & confidence 

in you to finally lose by it. But everything is plain & open, now. And after 

thinking it all over, I feel that, the result being the same, you will readily assent to 

the altering of our contract in such a way that it shall express that I am to receive 

half the profits. […] (Letters 68-69; 20 March 1872)  

Despite his nearly obsequiousness tone, Twain nevertheless resolutely demands that Bliss 

revise the contract to explicitly state that Twain is due “half profits.”  

Unsurprisingly, Bliss declined. 

Over the course of their business association, Twain became increasingly 

convinced that through his carelessness and self-serving agenda, Bliss had negatively 
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impacted the potential profits to be made. He thought Bliss’s intentional publication 

delays left his books out of sync with both positive reviews of his work published in 

literary journals and newspapers, specifically, as well as with shifting contemporary 

tastes, in general. Twain also believed Bliss’s insufficient promotion failed to cultivate 

popular interest in his books. Furthermore, he accused Bliss of attempting to exploit the 

growing reputation of “Mark Twain” solely for the benefit of the publishing company 

while neglecting the author’s interests. Additionally, because Bliss failed to coordinate 

his publication timetables with authorized presses in England, he cost Twain international 

copyrights and the untold profits therein. Moreover, Bliss failed to bring legal charges 

against presses that pirated Twain’s works, resulting in even further loss of profits. The 

offense which cut most deeply and festered longest after Bliss’s death, was Bliss 

swindling him out of his contractual royalties—the same offense of which Webb had 

been guilty. 

This issue of royalties was the crux of what Twain later saw as Bliss’s ultimate 

betrayal. For seven and a half percent of the retail price to equal half of the net profit, 

there had to be a fixed number for publishing costs. Bliss had claimed that quite a bit of 

the total profits went back towards the price of illustrations, engravings, book-making 

materials, and other production costs. However, Twain’s brother, Orion Clemens, who 

had briefly worked for Bliss, astutely pointed out that Bliss had reused in Roughing It 

several engravings originally made for other books and therefore likely inflated 

publishing costs in his accounting to Twain (Hill, Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss 64-67). 

Hamlin Hill posits that Bliss kept two sets of books, one with actual costs and one with 

exaggerated figures, and it was the second he showed Twain to convince him he was 
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receiving half of the net profits (67). Furthermore, Bliss’s claim that a static seven-and-a-

half percent royalty was equivalent to half the profits did not take into account a dynamic 

market in which production costs could change rapidly. With a fixed royalty, as 

bookmaking became cheaper over the years, the American Publishing Company pocketed 

the increasing profits, with no additional share to the author (Paine 1: 421). While Bliss 

followed the letter of their contract, faithfully awarding Twain his due 7.5 percent, he 

refused to put “half profits” into the contract, and of course the “half” Twain expected 

never materialized. Twain could not help but feel cheated. Unfortunately, even later 

contracts contained variations of Bliss’s “flawed” royalty mathematics. For instance, 

Twain was assured when signing the contract for A Tramp Abroad128 that ten percent 

royalties would guarantee half of the profit, but by the spring of 1881, he was convinced 

he was once again being swindled, and he demanded that the American Publishing 

Company pay him his full half of the profits, claiming, “I don’t know whether that is the 

letter of the contract or not, but it is the spirit of it” (qtd. in Hill, Mark Twain and Elisha 

Bliss 153). In this way Twain supposed Bliss and the American Publishing Company 

deprived him of $30,000 to upwards of $60,000.129 Hamlin Hill, in his own calculations, 

                                                             

128 Growing increasingly unhappy with terms set by Elisha Bliss and the 

American Publishing Company, Twain secretly signed a contract with Francis “Frank” 

Bliss, Elisha’s son, to publish A Tramp Abroad. Frank was in the process of leaving his 

position at the American Publishing Company, and Twain hoped to have better luck with 

the new subscription publishing house Frank was founding. Unfortunately, money 

troubles forced Frank to return to the American Publishing Company, and he signed over 

the contract to them. 

129. Twain himself was unsure exactly the extent to which he lost royalties 

equating to the chimerical “half of the profits.” In a 1906 autobiographical dictation, the 

lost profit was $30,000; however, years earlier Twain claimed that he was owed $60,000. 

For more, see Hill’s Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss p. 153 as well as Hill’s “Mark Twain’s 

Quarrels with Elisha Bliss,” American Literature, vol. 33, no. 4, Jan. 1962, pp. 442-443. 
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suggests that the loss was actually closer to $49,000,130 assuming Twain was due half 

profits on Roughing It, The Gilded Age, Sketches New and Old, and The Adventures of 

Tom Sawyer (157). This is no small sum, as it represents nearly a third of the Twain’s 

total income from the American Publishing Company. To put this in perspective, Hill’s 

estimate of a loss of $49,000 in 1906 is roughly equivalent to $1,444,005 in real wealth in 

2020, or a relative income value of $8,821,924. 

Despite a warning about Bliss’s dishonest business practices from Orion, and in 

direct opposition to his conviction that Bliss was swindling him, Twain continued 

working with Bliss for years in order to fill his earlier contracts for multiple manuscripts. 

Perhaps Twain was unwilling to break his contracts and risk legal action against him. Or 

perhaps the reason behind his continued association with American Publishing Company 

was, as Hill asserts, because even if Twain had proof that he was being cheated, he still 

made more money with Bliss and subscription publishing than he would have if his books 

were sold in the regular trade (Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss 64-65). This supposition 

might explain why Twain’s ire was tempered at times by his own willful submission to 

being swindled. Complicity aside, over the years Twain’s irritation privately compounded 

into anger, then wrath, then full-blown hatred. 

By the first decade of the twentieth century, Twain’s fury had built to volcanic 

proportions. In his autobiographical entries, Twain erupts with a torrent of vitriol against 

the by-then-deceased “rascal” Elisha Bliss (Auto 1: 371). He rages about his person: “He 

was a tall, lean, skinny, yellow, toothless, bald-headed, rat-eyed professional liar and 

                                                             

130. Twain’s loss of $49,000 equates to approximately 1.2 million dollars in 

today’s currency, adjusted for inflation. 
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scoundrel” (370). He rages about his greediness: “He was a most repulsive creature. 

When he was after dollars he showed the intense earnestness and eagerness of a circular-

saw” (372). He rages about his stupidity: “In a small, mean, peanut-stand fashion, he was 

sharp and shrewd. But above that level he was destitute of intelligence; his brain was a 

loblolly, and he had the gibbering laugh of an idiot” (372). Twain repeatedly lambasts 

Bliss’s dishonesty: 

If [what Bliss said] was true it was without doubt the only time during Bliss’s 

sixty years that he opened his mouth without a lie escaping through the gaps in his 

teeth. I never heard him tell the truth, so far as I can remember. (Auto 1: 372) 

 

It is my belief that Bliss never did an honest thing in his life, when he had a 

chance to do a dishonest one (Auto 1: 372). 

 

It was Bliss that told me this—but if it was true, it was the first time that he had 

told the truth in sixty-five years. (Auto 2: 49) 

 

As a liar [Webb] was well enough, and had some success but no distinction, 

because he was a contemporary of Elisha Bliss and when it came to lying Bliss 

could overshadow and blot out a whole continent of Webbs, like a total eclipse. 

(Auto 2: 50) 
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Six weeks before the book issued from the press131 Bliss told the truth once, to see 

how it would taste, but it overstrained him and he died.132 (Auto 2: 52) 

 

Again and again, Twain excoriates Bliss for his stolen royalties, and his red-hot anger and 

deeply personal animosity against his former publisher are startling. Hate is too mild a 

word.  

Even though early in their association Twain attempted to weaponize his 

emotions to intimidate and manipulate Bliss, he was woefully outclassed. Bliss 

masterfully handled Twain, deploying a full arsenal of rhetorical manipulation, including 

emotional and corporate blackmail, to keep Twain entangled not just with the American 

Publishing Company, but also with Bliss himself. Twain, embarrassed by his still-nascent 

business acumen and desperate to maximize his profits, was frequently caught off guard 

by Bliss’s strategic rhetoric and found himself making obsequious apologies for 

legitimate complaints. He continued publishing with Bliss long after the point at which 

other men would have walked away, and he desperately hated Bliss for this blow to his 

pride. In his vitriol, Twain strips Bliss of his basic humanity, referring to him as “this 

animal” and “a most repulsive creature” (Auto 1: 371, 372). “I have had contact with 

several conspicuously mean men,” Twain rages, “but they were noble compared to this 

bastard monkey” (372).  

 In Mark’s menagerie of publishers, Bliss takes center ring. 

  

                                                             

131. The book referenced here is A Tramp Abroad, released by the American 

Publishing Company in March of 1880.  

132. Elisha Bliss, Jr., died on September 28, 1880. 
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James Ripley Osgood  

 

If Twain’s relationship with Bliss is an example of how much Twain could hate a man 

but continue to do business with him, then Twain’s relationship with James R. Osgood is 

an example of how much he could like a man but stop doing business with him. For the 

first and perhaps only time, Twain carefully distinguished between his publisher’s 

professional capacity and his personal character, for he genuinely praised the man while 

angrily condemning his business sense. Osgood was not a liar, cheat, or louse. He just 

could not sell books to Twain’s satisfaction. In this way, Twain’s invective against 

Osgood is fundamentally different than that levied against every other publisher. 

 By the late 1870s, Twain was fed up with being cheated out of what he perceived 

as his rightful profits by the American Publishing Company. He was confident that he 

could surpass even Bliss’s publishing savvy, so Twain decided to try an ersatz form of 

self-publishing. Twain’s plan was simple: He would furnish the capital for all production 

expenses and retain the copyright to the books. His publisher—acting more as an agent—

would arrange for the printing, binding, and distributing of Twain’s books using the 

subscription publishing model. In this way, Twain himself would assume all the risk but 

also reap all the profits. Now, he would be the one doling out a small royalty, 7.5 percent 

to the contracted publisher, rather than the other way around. As many have observed, 

this scheme reversed typical author and publisher roles (Csicsila, “These Hideous Times” 

133; Kaplan 375; Weber 181). For this scheme to work, Twain needed to find a 

successful publisher whose reputation he could trust. Over the course of his time with the 

American Publishing Company, Twain had become increasingly accustomed to exerting 
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an unusual amount of control over his books’ publishing process. He was unwilling to 

give up that power now to some over-confident braggart.  

In the end, he turned to his long-time, convivial acquaintance James R. Osgood, a 

well-respected figure amongst the prestigious trade publishers in Boston, the literary 

capital of the United States at the time. Twain and Osgood had repeatedly crossed paths, 

for the two men circulated amongst the same literary circles and frequented each other’s 

luncheons and dinner parties. Osgood had visited Twain’s home in Hartford, Connecticut, 

numerous times (Weber 149). Only three months apart in age, the two had fallen into an 

easy companionship. In 1872, Osgood formally solicited the author under the auspices of 

James R. Osgood & Company, hoping to publish a volume of his sketches (Weber 126). 

Because of his standing contracts with Bliss and the American Publishing Company, 

Twain declined. Osgood, however, did not give up on bringing Twain into the fold. A 

few years later, Osgood finally convinced Twain to let him reprint two of the author’s 

popular stories in a stand-alone volume for trade rather than subscription publication. In 

1877, Osgood became Twain’s (at least one-time) publisher, issuing A True Story, and 

the Recent Carnival of Crime as a small, illustrated volume in the James R. Osgood & 

Co.’s “Vest-Pocket Series of Standard and Popular Authors.”133 Each volume sold for 

fifty cents.  

                                                             

133. The first edition of A True Story, and the Recent Carnival of Crime bore the 

florid “JRO & Co” monogram, and on the title page, the publisher is identified as “James 

R. Osgood and Company” with the clarification in smaller type printed underneath “Late 

Ticknor and Fields, and Fields, Osgood &, & Co.” For a careful delineation of Osgood’s 

employment at various publishing houses and the name changes of said companies, see 

Carl J. Weber’s The Rise and Fall of James Ripley Osgood. 
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After working with Osgood on A True Story, Twain briefly tested the waters with 

a few other publishers. In 1878 he published Punch, Brothers, Punch! And Other 

Sketches with Slote, Woodman, & Co. in New York but was less than satisfied with their 

management of the project (MTN&J 2: 353). That same year, Elisha Bliss’s optimistic 

and overconfident son Frank convinced Twain that he could successfully publish the 

author’s next manuscript independently of the American Publishing Company but using 

all the same methods that had contributed to the astounding sales of Innocents Abroad. 

Convinced, Twain signed a contract with Frank Bliss. Regrettably, Frank’s ill-advised 

foray into independent publishing was short lived, and after publishing only one book 

(which, incidentally, was not Twain’s), Frank Bliss quickly returned to the American 

Publishing Company. Consequently, Twain’s old familiar firm ended up publishing A 

Tramp Abroad in 1880. By this time, Twain was thoroughly disgusted with sales that 

persistently failed to meet the numbers his first few books achieved, and he was adamant 

that only careful superintending of new publications could revitalizing his sales 

figures.134  

Recognizing the opportunity to become Twain’s primary publisher, Osgood began 

to woo Twain in earnest, frequently visiting the author’s home in Hartford to talk 

business over a game of billiards (Weber 181). Osgood was eager to capitalize on 

Twain’s celebrity, and Twain, in turn, was eager to capitalize on Osgood’s reputation as a 

bookseller. Osgood had made a name for himself not only for the well-respected and 

                                                             

134. Twain specifically believed that Osgood could have drastically improved the 

sales of A Tramp Abroad. Twain wrote to Osgood on March 26, 1881: “I think that if I 

had had you to hurl items through the press and prepare the market for the ‘Tramp,’ the 

sales would have been double. [Frank] Bliss never had a bit of sense about working the 

newspapers” (MTLPub 135). 
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generally beloved authors he published, but also for the sumptuous and sensual volumes 

he created (112). Attentive to size, shape, color, and paper quality, Osgood crafted 

volumes which embodied the stories they told. He spared no expense when it came to 

lavish illustrations, gilt lettering, and decorative covers. His attention to design produced 

books that people were proud to display—a quality that Twain no doubt wanted to 

capitalize upon, given the tastes of the subscription audience.  

There was just one hitch in their new endeavor: Twain insisted that Osgood 

market and distribute his books using the subscription publishing system Twain had 

learned from Elisha Bliss. Unfortunately, Osgood’s publishing proficiency was limited 

exclusively to trade publication, which outsourced distribution to booksellers. Osgood 

had no practical experience orchestrating the vast machinery necessary for nation-wide 

subscription canvassing. Therefore, he had to rely entirely on Twain’s direction. Their 

professional relationship was characterized by an unusual power dynamic in which the 

“publisher” was an employee, following the directions and accommodating every wish of 

his employer, the author. Of course when it came to their facility with subscription 

publishing, both men were indebted to Elisha Bliss. The expertise with which Twain 

attempted to guide Osgood had been acquired exclusively from his association with Bliss 

and the American Publishing Company. Osgood’s debt was perhaps more tangible, for he 

hired the same subscription canvassing agencies that Bliss and the American Publishing 

Company had assembled and directly appropriated the methods that they invented 

(MTLPub 129, 149).135 Although Twain sought to sever himself from Elisha Bliss, who 

                                                             

135. See also the letters from Osgood to Clemens on April 2, 1881 (MTPapers 

UCLC 40737) and from Clemens to Osgood on December 31, 1881 (MTLPub 148-149).  
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died in the fall of 1880, his influence is clear in Twain’s experiments with his hybrid 

form of self-publishing with Osgood. 

Despite Bliss’s persistent specter, from the outset of his new venture with Osgood 

to publish The Prince and the Pauper, Twain was in surprisingly high spirits, having shed 

much of the frustration, suspicion, and anger that had fouled his previous relationships 

with his publishers. Twain’s business-related letters to Osgood demonstrate a familiarity 

and playfulness almost wholly absent from Twain’s correspondence with his other 

publishers. In his letters to Osgood, Twain cheerily employs humor, hyperbole, and 

playful profanity, and the two men take turns at playing the straight man in various 

running jokes. For example, in his letter to Osgood dated March 7, 1881, Twain requests 

in the post script: “Please send me a lot of prepaid envelops [sic] with your address 

printed on them” (MTLPub 134). When by March 26 Twain had not received them, he 

writes to Osgood: “Now before you forget it, send me some of those damphool ‘ready 

letter-writers.’ I want some ‘Forms’ for epistles” (135). Osgood’s reply on April 2 is 

delightfully deadpan: “the envelopes you mention no one here knows anything about” 

(qtd. in Twain, MTLPub 135). Frequently, Twain experimented with specific rhetorical 

techniques for their mutual enjoyment. In a March 7, 1881 letter, for instance, Twain 

introduces Osgood to Jesse Leathers, who claimed to be a long-lost English aristocrat, 

wanting to know if Osgood was interested in publishing the man’s autobiography. In this 

letter Twain employs rhetorical paradox: 

Now here’s my American “rightful Earl of Durham,” a sort of second or 

third cousin of mine…. I think he’ll write you a gassy, extravagant, idiotic book 

that will be delicious reading, for I’ve read some of his rot; and it is just the sort 
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of windy stuff which a Kentucky tramp who had been choused out of an English 

earldom would write. By George I believe this ass will write a serious book which 

would make a cast-iron dog laugh. (MTLPub 134)136 

Twain advised Osgood take Leathers in hand and see if the man could write anything 

worth printing. Later that month, Twain revisited the topic after reading the Earl’s 

manuscript, and in addition to his continued use of rhetorical contradiction, this high-

spirited letter demonstrates that Osgood had been admitted to Twain’s inner circle. For 

instance, Twain professes:  

Howells don’t seem to have no taste. The Earl’s literary excrement 

charmed me like Fanny Hill. 137 I just wallowed in it. I do not think you ought to 

publish it yourself, but I do think you ought to use your influence with Aldrich.—

But you never will. You are as dainty and effeminate as Howells; so I know 

perfectly well that you will simply urinate on the Earl’s MS and send it back to 

him without other comment. It is what Howells used to do with poems of 

sentiment when I sent him any. (MTLPub 136) 

                                                             

136. As Everett Emerson explains, Jesse M. Leathers “sought out Clemens as a 

financial backer and had promised to split the profits if the author would provide him 

with legal expenses” necessary to support his claim as the rightful earl of Durham (184). 

This distant relative would later provide the inspiration for the character “Simon Lathers” 

whose death allows the eccentric Colonel Mulberry Sellers to become “the rightful heir to 

the Earl of Rossmore” in Mark Twain’s 1892 novel The American Claimant. For more on 

Leathers, see MTHL pp. 358-360 and H. Smith and Gibson’s explanatory note on pp. 

869-871 of that selfsame work. 

137. Fanny Hill was the popular name for John Cleland’s 1748 erotic novel titled 

Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure. Notably, only a year before writing this letter to 

Osgood, in 1880, Twain anonymously published his own risqué work titled variously 

1601 or Conversation, as it was by the Social Fireside, in the Time of the Tudors. Unlike 

Fanny Hill, Twain’s work was primarily scatological, using bawdiness as a form of 

burlesque rather than to intentionally sexually arouse the reader.  
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A few elements here bear further examination. To begin with, Twain crassly insults both 

William Dean Howells and Osgood—two respected and respectable figures in the literary 

community138—and trusts Osgood to take the abuse in the genial the manner it was 

intended. The rhetorical contradictions in his insulting of Howells, with the deliberate 

illiterate phrasing and shockingly crude claim, could easily be misconstrued by an 

audience unfamiliar with Twain’s private humor and the running jokes therein. 

Moreover, Twain tended to reserve his scatological humor for his most trusted male 

friends. His use of it here further evidences the good-natured intimacy he shared with 

Osgood.  

 In his letters to Osgood, Twain especially enjoyed playing around with his 

persona, shifting a trait here or there for humorous effect. At times, he addresses Osgood 

as “Old Man,” even though Twain was actually three months older than Osgood.139 

Another pet ploy was to pretend to be somewhat illiterate, knowing that the deliberately 

misspelled words would cause Osgood to groan. For instance, in his May 23, 1881 letter 

to Osgood, Twain writes: “What is the last item—“London, 6 vols?” I have puzzled my 

dam head of trying to recoleck it. / Yes, I prefear to have the ‘Prince’ account kep 

entirely seperit” (MTLPub 136). Perhaps the chef-d’oeuvre of his playful pretenses is the 

                                                             

138. William Dean Howells was widely acclaimed for his non-fiction essays, 

poetry, drama, short fiction, and novels, and he was a driving force in the American 

literary realism movement. Howells was also esteemed for his literary criticism, his 

remarkable tenure as editor of The Atlantic Monthly, and his faithful championing of new 

writers and emerging forms of literary experimentation. As a publisher, James R. Osgood 

was responsible for introducing to a national audience numerous writers who would 

become synonymous with nineteenth-century literature, including Walt Whitman, Bret 

Harte, and Henry James. Osgood was considered one of the most respected publishers in 

Boston, despite a series of professional disasters and bankruptcies.  

139. See, for instance Twain’s letters to Osgood dated May 30, 1881, and January 

15, 1883 (MTLPub 137,162). 
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letter dated March 4, 1882, in which Twain discusses what material should be included in 

his short story collection The Stolen White Elephant. Twain writes the letter entirely in 

dialect: 

 Dear Osgood— 

I’s gwyne to sen’ you de stuff jis’ as she stan’, now; an’ you an’ Misto 

Howls kin weed out enuff o’ dem 93,000 words fer to crowd de book down to one 

book; or you kin shove in enuff er dat ole Contrib-Club truck fer to swell her up 

en bust her in two an’ make two books outen her. 

Dey ain’t no use to buil’ no index, ner plan out no ’rangement er de stuff 

ontwel you is decided what you gwyne to do. 

I don’t want none er dat rot what is in de small onvolups to go in ’cepp’n 

jis’ what Misto Howls say shel go in. 

I don’ see how I come to git sich a goddam sight er truck on han’, nohow. 

       Yourn truly 

       S L Clemens 

P.S. I wrotened to Cholly Webster ’bout dem goddam plates en 

copyrights. (MTLPub 152-153) 

Even in purely business matters Twain indulged his impish good humor, treating Osgood 

with an affability he reserved for few. The unprecedented freedom in style, content, and 

personality in Twain’s correspondence with Osgood stands in sharp relief from his 

adversarial letters with his other publishers. 

 Despite this unusual playfulness and good humor, to say that Twain never 

expressed his anger to Osgood would be a gross misstatement. Twain was particularly 
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frustrated by the changes to punctuation printers introduced when typesetting the 

manuscript for The Prince and the Pauper: A Tale for Young People of All Ages. 

Although he freely accepted grammatical corrections, he wrote to Benjamin Ticknor, a 

junior at Osgood’s publishing firm, that his original punctuation was to be preserved: 

Let the printers follow my punctuation—it is the one thing I am inflexibly 

particular about. For corrections turning my “sprang” into “sprung” I am thankful; 

also for corrections of my grammar, for grammar is a science that was always too 

many for yours truly; but I like to have my punctuation respected. I learned it in a 

hundred printing-offices when I was a jour printer; so it’s got more real variety 

about it than any other accomplishment I possess, and I reverence it accordingly. 

(qtd. in Prince and the Pauper, 320) 

Alas, the printers could not be swayed from their persistent editing of punctuation, and 

Twain was driven to an apoplectic fit. On August 23, 1881, Twain wrote to Osgood in a 

fury: 

I am sending Chapter VI back unread. I don’t want to see any more until this 

godamded [sic] idiotic punctuating & capitalizing has been swept away & my 

own restored. I didn’t see this chapter until I had already read Chap. VII—which 

latter mess of God-forever-God-damned lunacy had turned my hair white with 

rage. (qtd. in Scharnhorst, Middle 340)140 

It is important to note that while Osgood was the recipient of Twain’s rage, Osgood was 

neither its principle instigator nor its primary target. Unlike in his previous relationship 

                                                             

140. Twain’s letter to Osgood on August 23, 1881 can be found in the Mark 

Twain Papers at the University of California’s Bancroft Library, UCCL 02013. 
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with Bliss, Twain’s wrath was directed at Osgood, but Twain was not angry with Osgood 

himself. Osgood, in turn, handled the matter to Twain’s apparent satisfaction, though nine 

of the book’s thirty-four chapters still retained the unauthorized, altered punctuation 

(Prince and the Pauper 320). 

 Altered punctuation and spelling notwithstanding, Twain was exceedingly well-

pleased with the Osgood’s superintendence of The Prince and the Pauper. Living up to 

his reputation for books which enraptured the senses, Osgood crafted a lavish volume.141 

At Twain’s instruction, Osgood arranged to use the new Kaolatype process (for which 

Twain owned the patent) for the engraving on the cover of the first American edition of 

the book published in 1881.142 What most delighted Twain, however, were the book’s 

illustrations drawn by Frank Thayer Merrill and John J. Harley. Twain found Merrill’s 

depictions of the novel’s main characters especially exquisite. On August 1, 1881, Twain 

wrote to Osgood’s partner Benjamin H. Ticknor: “As to the pictures, they clear surpass 

my highest expectations. They are as dainty and rich as etchings” (MTLPub 138). Twain 

was so pleased that he requested his publishers print up a dozen or more sets of the 

illustrations on fine India paper for him to give to friends. Furthermore, Twain urged 

                                                             

141. Twain liked to joke that this extravagance was at his wife Olivia’s behest and 

that Osgood would be aghast at her overindulgence. In November 1880, Clemens wrote 

to his sister Pamela A. Moffett that his wife was adamant that the Prince and the Pauper 

should be “elegantly gotten up, even if the elegance of it eats up the publisher’s profits 

and mine too.” He continues: “I anticipate that publisher’s melancholy surprise when he 

calls here Tuesday. However, let him suffer; it is his own fault. People who fix up 

agreements with me without first finding out what Livy’s plans are take their fate into 

their own hands” (MTPLetters 14 November 1880). 

142. Also known as “chalk-plate process,” Kaolatype used kaolin clay as a matrix 

to create engraved steel plates for printing illustrations (Michelson, Printer’s Devil 16). 

For more on Mark Twain’s involvement in developing the process, see the subsection on 

“Charles L. Webster” in this dissertation. 
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Ticknor to “glorify the illustrations” and “call attention to the historical accuracy of the 

costumes” in the publishing company’s advertisements for The Prince and the Pauper 

(139). In Twain’s mind, the quality of illustrations disproportionately affected whether or 

not people would choose to buy any given book, and he was confident that the Merrill 

illustrations would entice prospective buyers. Thus, to Twain, Osgood’s efforts to ensure 

effective illustrations and an overall lavish volume directly translated to his efforts to 

ensure the book’s success. 

Despite the volume’s aesthetic appeal and the praise lavished upon it by literary 

critics, The Prince and the Pauper was not a best-seller. Osgood released the American 

edition in December 1881, 143 but in the first two years of its publication, Osgood only 

managed to sell 20,000 copies (Rasmussen 370). In his autobiographical dictation on May 

24, 1906, Twain’s recollection of The Prince and The Pauper is bittersweet: “[Osgood] 

made a beautiful book of it, but all the profit I got out of it was seventeen thousand 

dollars144” (Auto 2: 54). Although the profits were certainly more than what most trade 

publications generated, they still fell short of Twain’s inflated expectations. 

                                                             

143 The Prince and the Pauper was initially slated for publication in November 

1881, but production was delayed due to difficulties with the Kaolatype process Clemens 

insisted should be used for the covers. Osgood and Clemens also mutually agreed to 

postpone the book’s release in an attempt to coordinate publication schedules for the 

British, Canadian, and American editions in the hopes of securing international 

copyrights. In fact, Clemens went so far as to travel to Canada and establish a temporary 

residence in Montreal to protect his Canadian copyright, to little avail. Twain’s 

fundamental misunderstanding of the complexities of domestic, Canadian, and imperial 

copyright law led to a partial loss of copyright for The Prince and the Pauper as well as 

many of his other books. See Lin Salamo’s introduction to The Prince and the Pauper, U 

of California P, 1979, pp. 12-13 as well as Gary Scharnhorst’s The Life of Mark Twain: 

The Middle Years 1871-1891, U of Missouri P, 2019, pp. 341-346. 

144. Twain’s profits from the Prince and the Pauper would be equivalent to a real 

wealth value of $500,981 in 2020, adjusted for inflation, or a relative income value of 

$3,060,667. This is no paltry sum. 
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Surprisingly, Twain was not angry with Osgood over The Prince and the 

Pauper’s poor sales. If anything, he and Osgood both were equally dumbfounded and 

confused. What could have been the problem? Twain wrote to Osgood on February 12, 

1882 expressing his befuddlement and offering a likely scapegoat: 

I didn’t know of anything to suggest, so I waited for an idea. It hasn’t arrived. Too 

brief a pre-canvass, and the subsequent performances of the Bliss gang of general 

agents, were the main troubles, I guess.—Then there is another—the modern 

canvasser (not gen’l agent but canvasser,) doesn’t canvass. He sublets to an idiot, 

on a percentage, and sits at home in aristocratic indolence. That is the case here 

[in Hartford, CT]; it is the case in Elmira, N.Y.; it is doubtless the rule. (MTLPub 

151) 

Twain channeled his frustration and anger to faulty cogs in the subscription 

publishing machinery and swore revenge. To subvert and punish these indolent 

canvassers, Twain proposed surreptitiously releasing the book to trade bookstores at a 

cheaper price than the canvassers could afford, thus undercutting their profit (MTLPub 

151). To improve sales for the next book, he instructed Osgood, “There is just one thing 

sure—we’ll have a very different gen’l agent system, hereafter, and not any Bliss’s in it” 

(152). Rather than blame Osgood for poor sales figures, Twain accused the American 

Publishing Company of subtly sabotaging his sales.145 As was the case when printers 

mucked up his punctuation in the proofs, Twain’s anger is redirected from the publisher 

himself. Osgood witnessed his anger, but he was not its target. 

                                                             

145. In a letter to Osgood on December 31, 1881, Twain asked “Have you 

evidence of the American Pub Co working against us upon which I could found a suit? 

Am going for them anyway, and might as well have 2 suits as one” (MTLPub 149). 
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In spite of The Prince and the Pauper’s tepid sales, Twain’s faith in Osgood 

seemed unshakable. By March of 1882, Twain was already sending Osgood materials for 

the next book. In a quick turnaround, Osgood published in June of that same year The 

Stolen White Elephant, Etc., a collection of Twain’s short stories that largely reprinted the 

material he published in Punch, Brothers, Punch! alongside a few new pieces. Although 

Twain was satisfied with the volume Osgood created, he anticipated making little profit 

on the book, for none of his other collections of short fiction had proved particularly 

popular or profitable. In his autobiographical dictation on May 24, 1906, Twain 

understates the book’s merits, calling The Stolen White Elephant, Etc. “a collection of 

rubbishy sketches, mainly” (Auto 2: 54). Twain claims that he made a five-dollar bet that 

Osgood couldn’t sell 10,000 copies over the course of six months. Osgood won the bet, 

Twain recalls, “but it was something of a squeeze” (54). In the end, the sales figures for 

The Stolen White Elephant seemed of little interest to him, for his attention was already 

on his next major project, which would take him back to his times as a riverboat pilot. 

Osgood had been urging Twain to return to the Mississippi River pieces he had 

written for the Atlantic and see if he could make a book out of that subject, but Twain 

demurred. He wanted to revisit the river, but finding travelling companions and making 

the necessary arrangements was a headache. Osgood took matters in his own hands. He 

handled all the planning, accompanied Twain personally, and hired Roswell Phelps, a 

trusted stenographer, to take dictation when the author found himself inspired to 

reminisce (Weber 193). Osgood also had a hand in orchestrating “chance” meetings with 

George Washington Cable, Jr. and Joel Chandler Harris (of Uncle Remus) along the way 

(194). Twain was delighted. With stops in St. Louis, New Orleans, and Hannibal, among 
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others, the trip was as easy and as stimulating as Twain had hoped, though he found the 

river much changed—and not for the better. Once the two men returned, Osgood 

immediately began preparing to publish Life on The Mississippi, arranging for 

illustrations even before Twain himself had written the manuscript (196).  

Despite Osgood’s best efforts to fast-track the project, Twain struggled to reach 

the minimum page requirement for the book and grew increasingly impatient and 

frustrated. Though he bore no ill-will against Osgood for The Prince and the Pauper’s 

only modest profitability, Twain was determined to write a book that would sell. The 

artistic impulse warred with the pragmatic and profit-minded one (Cardwell 187). In his 

desperation to quickly produce a full-length manuscript, Twain drew on his previous 

published river material, reworked or cited material from numerous outside sources, and 

even cannibalized matter from his other writings, including manuscript pages from A 

Tramp Abroad and Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Rasmussen 291). In the end, he 

overshot the mark and found himself with too much material. Exhausted from his travels, 

from his frantic writing, and from a myriad of personal and professionals demands for 

time and attention, Twain had little stomach for the extensive revisions his manuscript 

needed. As he had done with Webb nearly a decade and a half prior, Twain simply ceded 

control to someone else. He gave Osgood free reign with the scissors, relying on his 

publisher’s intuition (MTLPub 162). “Uppermost in Twain’s mind,” Guy A. Cardwell 

explains, “were questions of bulk and sales. He wanted matter enough to make a 

subscription book, but he didn’t want to print pages that were both superfluous and dull. 

It was up to Osgood to recommend deletions and condensations” (188). This was a 
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remarkable show of trust in Osgood, especially considering how suspicious Twain had 

become after previous publishers had taken advantage of him. 

While Osgood focused on trimming and shaping the manuscript for Life on the 

Mississippi,146 Twain aggressively inserted himself into the business side of things and 

implemented drastic measures to increase profits. Redirecting the frustration and 

helplessness that plagued his own revisions to manuscript, Twain began micromanaging 

the publication process. Rather than hiring a general agent for New York, Twain arranged 

for Charles L. Webster, his nephew by marriage, to do the publicity work, thus cutting 

out the middleman and further increasing his own revenue. Webster and Osgood had an 

immediate rapport. Hoping to placate the increasingly aggravated Twain and in the 

process increase both Twain’s and his own share of the profits, Osgood expounded upon 

Twain’s initial proposal. He suggested that Webster embark on a three-week tour of the 

primary distribution regions and create a subscription sales system, selecting promising 

general agents for each region and helping them set up their agencies (MTLPub 159). 

Webster could, in effect, single-handedly replace Bliss’s canvassing system. At first, 

                                                             

146. Many scholars accuse Osgood of running roughshod over Twain and 

intentionally omitting from the manuscript material in which Twain criticized the south. 

This latter claim frequently appears as fact, even in encyclopedic guides to Twain’s work, 

such as R. Kent Rasmussen’s Mark Twain: A-Z (1995). However, Cardwell argues 

convincingly that although Osgood was “inept as a businessman” and “slipshod but in 

general honorable” in his dealings with authors (165), his suggested edits to Life on the 

Mississippi were made solely with the purpose of making Life on the Mississippi as 

pleasurable to read and easy to sell as possible: “Osgood did not press for the omission of 

any passages on the written plea that their contents might give offense to Southerners and 

thus harm sales. Osgood’s extant comments, succinct as they are, do indicate a concern 

about excessive length, loose writing, dullness, and too great a dependence in clippings 

and extracts. His recommendations are always tentative” (185). Taking the revisions as a 

whole, Cardwell concludes that “A commonsensical, hasty, unassertive though not 

subservient Osgood made tentative suggestions at Twain’s request. An exhausted, 

impatient, sales-minded Mark Twain acted unsystematically on the suggestions” (187).  
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Osgood plan appeared to accomplish its primary purpose. Twain was thrilled to finally 

discover the means for circumventing the American Publishing Company’s established 

subscription system. He arranged for Webster to create a subscription publishing 

department at James R. Osgood & Company, and he took great vindictive pleasure in 

finally outfoxing Elisha Bliss, even though the man had died a few years earlier. 

Unfortunately, this was, as they say, the beginning of the end for James R. 

Osgood’s stint as Twain’s official publisher. By this point in time, Twain had actively 

begun inserting himself and Webster into Osgood’s business, “giving [Osgood] frequent, 

irritated instructions, in person, by letter, and through Charles L. Webster” and 

complaining “about production costs, distribution methods, and meager sales” (Cardwell 

168). Grandiose visions of six-figure sales drove Twain half mad. He demanded that 

Osgood accommodate Webster in every way possible: “We must give Webster all the 

thunder-and-lightning circulars and advertising enginery [sic] that us needful. We must 

sell 100,000 copies of the book in 12 months, and shan’t want him complaining that we 

are the parties in fault if the sale falls short of it” (MTLPub 161). Webster soon 

supplanted Osgood in supervising the subscription and distribution process.147 Taking 

Osgood’s earlier cue, Twain began to consider another way to cut out a middleman (this 

time James R. Osgood & Company) that was eating into profits. 

 In the end, the sales figures for Life on the Mississippi sounded the death knell for 

Osgood and Twain’s business relationship, for they fell far short of Twain’s 

unrealistically optimistic projections. In the book’s first year of publication, Osgood sold 

                                                             

147. In his letter to Osgood dated October 18, 1882, Twain formalized Osgood’s 

promotion: “I would like [Webster] to take pretty full charge of the matter of running the 

book, if this will disadvantage you in no way” (MTLPub 158). 
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a little more than 30,000 copies. As Gregg Camfield explains, “By most writers’ 

standards, such a sale would have been a smashing success. Clemens, on the contrary, 

saw it as a failure” (348). Certainly, compared to the 70,000 or so copies which Innocents 

Abroad sold in its first year, the figures for Life on the Mississippi seem dismal, not even 

reaching half of what Twain’s earlier book had sold. But the issue of “failure” versus 

“success” was not merely one of personal pride. Whereas the American Publishing 

Company paid all the bills for producing and distributing Innocents Abroad, Twain 

himself took this financial risk for Life on the Mississippi. He was in effect the publisher, 

and Osgood merely an agent. When Twain signed a contract with Osgood stipulating the 

royalties that Osgood would earn, he did so fully expecting sales to reach at least 80,000 

copies, and so he thought that he could afford to “spare no expenses” with the book’s 

physical production and Osgood’s royalty. When sales fell far short of his expectations, 

his profit margin, he claimed, was slim given his initial investment for production 

expenses (MTLPub 165). “The publisher who sells less than 50,000 copies of a book for 

me had merely injured me,” he explains to Osgood, “he has not benefitted me” (165).  

In the end, Twain reverted to his previous habit, blaming his publisher personally 

for depressed sales. Twain concluded that the book’s failure was entirely Osgood’s fault 

for refusing to follow Twain’s directions. The book “could not have failed,” he wrote 

Osgood on December 21, 1883, “if you had listened to me” (164). Although he confessed 

to Osgood that he heartily believed that Osgood “did the very best you knew how,” he 

insisted that “there were things about the publishing of my books which you did not 

understand. You understand them now, but it is I who have paid the costs of the 

apprenticeship” (164-165). Although Twain knowingly selected a publisher without first-
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hand experience in subscription publishing, he incongruously bemoaned the fact that he 

had to suffer depressed sales while Osgood learned the trade. In the end, a disillusioned 

and angry Twain used Webster as a go-between to sever all publishing ties to Osgood’s 

company. By May of 1884, all business correspondence between Twain and Osgood 

ceased.148 Greed prevailed. 

 Despite his angry and abrupt leave-taking from Osgood & Company, Twain was 

unusually carefully to separate their business dispute from their personal relationship, and 

his letters to Osgood in December of 1883 and January of 1884 demonstrate his overt 

attempts to soothe any hurt feelings and ensure a continued conviviality. Even as he 

claims that he has suffered from depressed sales at Osgood’s hand, he emphasizes that he 

bears Osgood no personal ill will, and he repeatedly expresses regret over any angry 

word in his letters which might offend Osgood: 

No, I shall not do or say anything to interrupt our friendly relations. I am 

sorry I made that remark, since it hurts you…. 

 …I did not want to run the risk of saying or writing one word which might 

mar the pleasant relations existing between you and me. I have never for a 

moment doubted that you did the very best you knew how—it is impossible to 

doubt that—but there are things about the publishing of my books which you did 

not understand… 

 Damn that remark in that letter the other day, I did not want to make any 

remark. 

                                                             

148. One exception is a receipt for $3,000 sent on February 5, 1885 (MTLPub 

168). 
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If it is necessary that we talk together, and if it seems to you best, we will 

do it; but let us not write about it—for writings do not successfully interpret the 

feeling of the writer. My remark [in an earlier letter] seemed sharp and unfriendly 

to you—consequently it lied, as to my feeling. Your reply closes sharp and bitter 

to me. It may have sounded a false note. If you will stop over here, any night, we 

will talk; and if bitter things are to be said, I will do my best to see that only you 

say them, and not I. (MTLPub 164-165; 21 December 1883) 

Unlike the obsequious apologies Twain made to Bliss early in their relationship, Twain’s 

protestations for peace with Osgood ring true. Although Twain was once again angry 

over a perceived loss of profits, he bore no personal animosity for Osgood, and he was 

desperate that Osgood recognize this distinction. He went out of his way to reassure 

Osgood that he meant no insults to him as a human being or as a friend. Even after their 

face-to-face conversation, Twain worried that his anger might have unjustly spilled over 

from Osgood’s failures publishing The Prince and the Pauper and Life on the 

Mississippi, leading him to inadvertently maltreat the man himself. “I am not well content 

with myself over yesterday’s talk,” he confessed to Osgood in a letter dated January 17, 

1884, “yet I do assure that I never meant to be unjust toward you in a single word or 

thought” (MTLPub 166). Although Osgood was officially dismissed as Twain’s 

publisher, Twain was adamant that they remain on friendly terms.  

True to his word, Twain’s letters to Osgood lost little of their previous irreverence 

and joviality, even as the men parted ways professionally. His letter on March 20, 1884, 

for instance, closes with a confession between friends: “Publicly, I’m confined to the 

house with rheumatism; but under the holy seal of secrecy I reveal to you that it is gout. I 
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suppose this comes of the high living when I was a boy—corn-dodgers and catfish” 

(MTLPub 167). In Twain’s last known business letter to Osgood, dated May 24, 1884, 

Twain informs Osgood that he has mailed his former publisher a copy of 1601, but, he 

clarifies, “if it is for a lady you are to assume the authorship of it yourself” (168). His 

closing words are an open invitation for Osgood to visit him and try out the new game of 

billiards he has invented. “It is meaner than cushion caroms,” he boasts, “a good deal 

meaner” (168). In the end, maintaining his personal friendship with Osgood, one of the 

most famous publishers in Boston, proved far more important to Twain than holding a 

grudge. 

 The real test of Twain’s temperance is his reminiscences of Osgood in his 

autobiographical dictations, for he typically gave free reign to his most caustic anger 

therein, knowing that it would not be published until long after all those who might be 

hurt by it had returned to dust. Of all Twain’s publishers, Osgood fares the best. Twain 

carefully differentiates between personal character and professional competence, calling 

Osgood “the loveliest man in the world, and the most incapable publisher” (Auto 1: 371). 

In his dictation on May 24, 1906, Twain heaps sincere compliments upon Osgood and 

criticizes only his lack of experience and facility with the complexities of subscription 

publishing: 

Osgood was one of the dearest and sweetest and loveliest human beings to 

be found on the planet anywhere, but he knew nothing about subscription 

publishing, and he made a mighty botch of it. He was a sociable creature, and we 

played much billiards, and daily and nightly had a good time. And in the 

meantime his clerks ran our business for us and I think that neither of us inquired 
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into their methods or knew what they were doing. That book [Life on the 

Mississippi] was a long time getting built; and when at last the final draft was 

made upon my purse I realized that I had paid out fifty-six thousand dollars upon 

that structure. Bliss could have built a library for that money. It took a year to get 

the fifty-six thousand back into my pocket, and not very many dollars followed it. 

So this first effort of mine to transact that kind of business on my own hook was a 

failure. (Auto 2: 54) 

Twain glosses over his own frustration and ill-conceived micromanagement and 

discusses his experiences with Osgood with good humor, even in the face of excessive 

outlay and paltry profits. In an earlier entry on February 21, 1906, Twain elaborated on 

the costs associated with Life on the Mississippi, drolly remarking that “when [Osgood] 

had finished making the plates and printing and binding the first edition, these industries 

of his had cost me fifty-six thousand dollars, and I was becoming uncomfortable through 

the monotony of signing checks” (Auto 1: 371). The incandescent anger with which 

Twain roasts alive his other publishers is nowhere to be found. Throughout his 

autobiography, the harshest word Twain offers against Osgood is the pitying remark that 

Osgood was a “dear good soul” who “botched” his publications of Twain’s works. The 

polite pronouncement of intertwined benevolence and judgement rhetorically softens 

Twain’s less than charitable remark, akin to the use of “bless his heart” in the vernacular 

of the Southern US. In the face of Osgood’s incompetence, Twains feels not rage, but 

disappointment and resigned pity. 

In Mark’s menagerie, Osgood is a pathetic, doleful creature. 
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Charles L. Webster  

When Twain first proposed to Osgood that Charles L. Webster, the husband of Twain’s 

niece Annie Webster,149 oversee Osgood’s new subscription book department, the author 

likely wanted a trusted family member with good business sense to replace the dishonest, 

lazy middlemen he believed were undermining his profit margins. As Webster was given 

more power in constructing and maintaining Osgood’s nationwide system of canvassers, 

Twain became convinced of the value of having a loyal, beholden family member 

looking out for the author’s personal interests rather than the interests of the publishing 

firm.150 Publishers, Twain determined, prioritized their own interests above those of the 

author, even an author to whom they were indebted for their success or with whom they 

were personal friends. Twain hoped that once he established Webster in his own 

publishing firm and taught him the trade, his nephew would be self-sufficient and 

doggedly protect the author’s profits, allowing Twain to finally step back from the 

obligatory micromanaging he had come to dread. Despite Webster’s generally 

acquiescent personality, he demanded recognition as a full partner and the principal 

publisher of the firm, causing heated friction between the two. 151 Twain grew to despise 

Webster for what he saw as inordinate pride in his reputation even as the company’s 

success and profits dwindled. After roughly seven years of publishing with Webster, 

                                                             

149. Annie was the daughter of Twain’s older sister, Pamela (pronounced Pə-

mee´-la) Moffett.  

150. Webster’s kowtowing is evident in his letter to Twain on April 9, 1883, in 

which he assures his uncle “your smallest wish shall be gratified no matter how much it 

discommodes me” (MTPapers UCLC 41523) 

151. In “Hatching Ruin”or Mark Twain’s Road to Bankruptcy, Charles H. Gold 

argues that the two men’s temperaments were fundamentally incompatible: Webster was 

hardworking, meticulous, cautious about taking risks, and prone to overthinking and 

overexplaining. Conversely, Twain was venturesome, impatient, mercurial, and hubristic. 
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Twain’s odium erupted into a white-hot Vesuvius of animosity, obliterating any vestige 

of familial good-will. In the publishing business, not even family was sacrosanct. 

 Frustrated and angry with past publishers who had lied to, manipulated, and 

cheated him, Twain turned to Webster who, as his uncle’s errand boy-cum-business 

manager, had already twice proven his loyalty when others had tried to cheat Twain in 

business matters. Webster was by training a civil engineer and had business experience as 

a land surveyor and real estate developer, but perhaps his greatest qualification for this 

new assignment was having helped Twain recoup his investment in the Fredonia Watch 

Company,152 which was rumored to be defrauding shareholders. Webster had originally 

encouraged Twain and other relatives to invest in the new business. However, when 

Webster suspected dishonest business practices, he ensured that neither Twain nor 

Pamela Moffett suffered any loss. Webster’s taking responsibility for the bad 

recommendation earned him his Uncle’s respect (Gold, Hatching 78-79). Webster further 

cemented his Uncle’s trust when he helped uncover the fraud plaguing his Kaolatype 

company. In his first investment as a venture capitalist, Twain had purchased a fourth-

fifths ownership of the patent for Kaolatype in 1880, hoping to rework the process to 

make brass molds with which pieces of leather, the covers of books, wallpaper and even 

fabric could be easily stamped. When Twain failed to see a return on his more than 

$50,000 investment, he enlisted his nephew to investigate whether Dan Slote and Charles 

Sneider, the men whom he paid to develop this new application, were cheating him. 

Surely, Twain thought, if Webster had protected Uncle’s interests once, he could easily 

                                                             

152. See Barbara Schmidt and Dave Thomson’s special feature, “Mark Twain and 

the Fredonia Watch Company” on TwainQuotes.com.  
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do so again. Webster agreed. His subsequent investigations were successful enough that 

Twain gave his nephew full authority to oversee the doomed Kaolatype Company. 153 

Pleased to find someone loyal that he could boss around with apparent impunity, Twain 

frequently called upon Webster in other matters, to the point that Webster was soon 

acting as Twain’s general business agent (Rasmussen 507; Gold, Hatching 84). Thus, it 

seemed a logical move for Twain to call upon Webster once again when the author 

wanted to create his own subscription publishing firm. 

From the outset, Twain intended for his company to mislead the public regarding 

who was in charge; however, his hoax was so successful that it muddled Twain and 

Webster’s own understanding of their roles, leading to considerable friction and lasting 

bitterness on Twain’s part. In the spring of 1884, Twain named his nephew manager and 

junior but titular partner in Twain’s new publishing firm, Charles L. Webster & 

Company, located in New York City.154 Twain decided that Webster would play at being 

                                                             

153. For more on Twain’s misadventures with Kaolatype, see, among others, 

Kaplan 361-365; Krass 108-115; Michelson, Printer’s Devil 16-17; and Rasmussen 268. 

154. The first informal partnership contract between Webster and Twain seems to 

have been agreed upon on March 25, 1884, two months before Twain named Webster a 

titular partner in the publishing firm. However, the details of this initial contract are not 

extant. Then, on April 10, 1884, Twain and Webster entered an official contract 

establishing the Charles L. Webster and Company. Under the terms of this contract, 

Webster was granted a salary of $2,500 a year but no share of the profits (Auto 2: 493 

note 58.34-35). Many years later, Twain balked at these terms, claiming in his May 26, 

1906 autobiographical entry that paying for Webster to learn the publishing trade was an 

entirely unfounded concept:  

I remembered that printers’ apprentices got no salary. Upon inquiry I 

found that this was the case with stone masons, brick masons, tinners, and the 

rest. I found that not even lawyers or apprenticed doctors got any salary for 

learning the trade. I remembered that on the river an apprentice pilot not only got 

nothing in the way of salary but he also had to pay some pilot a sum in cash which 

he didn’t have—a large sum. It was what I had done myself. I had paid Bixby a 

hundred dollars, and it was borrowed money. I was told by a person who said he 

was studying for the ministry that even Noah got no salary for the first six 
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figurehead for the publishing house, being the name and face of the company, while 

Twain would be the actual head, supplying the financial capital, literary reputation, and 

publishing savvy necessary for the company to succeed. In his autobiography, Twain 

explains how he saw himself as the principal in their publishing firm: “I was publishing 

my own book, under the business name of Charles L. Webster & Co., I being the 

company, and Webster being my business man, on a salary, with a one-tenth interest” 

(Auto 1: 79; ). In an entry on February 21, 1906, Twain further demonstrates that he 

considered himself to be the publisher behind Charles L. Webster & Co.: “I brought to 

New York Charles L. Webster, a young relative of mine by marriage, and with him to act 

as clerk and manager I published “Huckleberry Finn” myself….at the end of three 

months after its publication, Webster handed me the statement of results and a check for 

fifty-four thousand five hundred dollars. This persuaded me that as a publisher I was not 

altogether a failure” (Auto 1: 372). Notice how Twain downplays Webster’s role, 

relegating him to subordinate positions—salaried “businessman,” “clerk,” and 

“manager.” At the same time, Twain positions himself as the publisher through first-

person declarations emphasizing his agency: “I was publishing my own book…I being the 

company” and “I published “Huckleberry Finn” myself….as a publisher I was not 

altogether a failure” [emphasis added]. Clearly, Twain considered himself publisher and 

Webster the ersatz. Webster, however, thought he was the principal in the company, and 

he, too, emphasized his position through first person pronouns, relegating Twain to the 

                                                             

months—partly on account of the weather and partly because he was learning 

navigation.” (Auto 2: 57-58). 

Twain would go on to complain bitterly about how Webster repeatedly fleeced 

him in their business negotiations. 
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background. In a letter to his mother-in-law, for instance, Webster explained, “The next 

book [Adventures of Huckleberry Finn] will be published by me, and will bear the 

imprint Chas. L. Webster & Co. New York. The Co. is S.L.C. [Samuel L. Clemens]” 

(MTPapers UCLC30361). Each man assumed he was the publisher while the other was 

just a figurehead. Despite the fact that Twain himself devised this picaresque hoax, he 

quickly grew rancorous when the ploy proved so credible that both Webster and the 

general public believed that it was nephew and not uncle who was responsible for the 

company’s early success.155  

Not only did Twain and Webster disagree over who was the real publisher behind 

the firm, but the two men also had drastically different ideas of the hierarchy of power 

underpinning their relationship and how that translated to their responsibilities at the 

company. Webster thought of himself as an equal partner, especially as he was solely 

responsible for overseeing the grueling, day-to-day operations. Furthermore, he expected 

Twain to be actively involved in making business decisions as they cooperatively 

launched the fledgling company. Twain, however, seemed unable to move past the rigid 

family dynamics which subordinated the younger outsider who married into the family to 

the older, powerful patriarch leading it.156 Nevertheless, even as Twain demanded 

                                                             

155. See, for instance, Twain’s entry on June 1, 1906 in volume two of his 

Autobiography. 

156. Gold argues that this familial hierarchy was reified in the two men’s forms of 

addressing one another. Webster called Twain “Uncle Sam,” and Twain, in a show of 

uncharacteristic familiarity given contemporary standards, called Webster “Charley.” 

While this latter appellation might suggest a level of fondness not even shown to Twain’s 

closest friends Howells and Twitchell, Gold asserts that calling his nephew by his first 

name was a way for Twain to reinforce their power imbalance, for Webster was not even 

enough of an equal to warrant the deferential respect that using a person’s full surname 

conveyed. Gold further supports this argument by pointing out that when Webster used 
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familial deference bordering on subservience, and even as he resented Webster’s claims 

that as publisher Webster deserved the public’s respect and praise, Twain did not want to 

take an active role in the company’s administration. Twain repeatedly professed a 

disinterest in the minutia of daily goings-on, and he clearly spelled out in their contracts 

that he was not to be bothered with details (Gold, Hatching 91-92). Just a few months 

after the publishing company was founded, Twain wrote to Webster in September of 

1884, outlining his own duties: “It is not my function to help arrive at conclusions in 

business matters. The thing should not be submitted to me except in a completed and 

determined form—then my function comes in: and it is merely and solely to approve or 

disapprove” (MTLPub 179). As senior partner, Twain wanted only veto authority, leaving 

the details up to Webster.  

For his part, Webster resented the ambiguous role Twain adopted in the company. 

Although Twain insisted in their contracts that he not be bothered by the details of daily 

business, Twain frequently demanded spur of the moment accounting not only of 

Webster & Co.’s publishing ventures, but also all manner of personal investments that 

Twain wanted Webster to oversee. When Webster delivered such accounts to his uncle, 

the sheer volume of information overwhelmed Twain. Frustrated, he instructed Webster 

to submit a bulleted weekly report to keep him abreast of these matters but otherwise 

leave him out of their everyday management (291-293). When Webster wrote to Twain 

about legitimate business concerns, Twain frequently lashed out. He expected Webster to 

simply handle Twain’s business without bothering him about it. On January 19, 1885, for 

                                                             

the nickname for himself, he spelled the name “Charlie,” whereas Twain insisted on 

spelling it “Charley” in their letters, ignoring Webster’s preferences (Hatching 89). 
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instance, Twain furiously replied to Webster’s inquiry: “No, it is business—& so I don’t 

want anything to do with it. You are there to take care of my business, not to make 

business for me to take care of” (293). Webster, however, was no mind reader, and he 

struggled to predict the action his mercurial taskmaster would like him to take on any 

given matter. Rather than Webster informing him of issues needing his attention, Twain 

expected him to address the issues himself and formulate a plan of action that Twain 

could approve or reject. When Webster brought him bad news that was likely to anger 

him, Twain claimed that Webster should also provide actionable steps to productively 

vent that rage:  

When you send me pirate ads157 which are calculated to enrage me, I wish 

you would also send me a form letter to the Am. Pub. Co to fit the case. You lay 

me liable to make trouble under a sudden and frantic impulse when there is no 

occasion for it… 

If you would help me get along with the Pub Co. we could doubtless 

manage them to our advantage; but I have no diplomacy in my own nature, and 

you don’t suggest any to me. Try to remember that I fly off the handle altogether 

to easily, and that you want to think twice before you send me irritating news. 

(MTLPub 179) 

It is telling that even as early as September 1, 1884, less than half a year into their 

publishing venture, Twain expected Webster to be familiar enough with his temper that 

                                                             

157. The advertisements in question were for unauthorized editions of Twain’s 

works and appeared in Frank Leslie’s illustrated Newspaper. Bliss and the American 

Publication Company had failed to take legal action on the author’s behalf to protect the 

copyright to these works (MTLPub p. 180 n. 2). 
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he could anticipate its antecedents and that, furthermore, he expected Webster take an 

active role in moderating it. Of Webster’s many tasks, apparently managing Twain’s 

anger was a key responsibility. It seems Webster did not take to heart Twain’s warning 

about his irascibility, and he frequently tried to treat Twain as a partner rather than a 

superior whom he should consult only for final approval or even as a volatile risk to be 

managed and mitigated. As a result, Webster never satisfied Twain’s expectations.158  

Over the course of their business associations, friction over power dynamics and 

professional roles subtly but persistently wore away the conviviality between uncle and 

nephew. Initially, Twain seemed able to check his irritation so long as the company 

generated sizeable profits; after all, frustration and wounded pride were insignificant in 

the face of colossal royalty payments—and Webster & Co. had a deceptively auspicious 

first year. Webster’s February 1885 release of the American edition of Huckleberry Finn 

was a complete triumph given that Webster & Co. was a brand-new subscription 

publishing house and Webster himself had little experience in the publishing business. 

Webster sold more than 50,000 copies of Huckleberry Finn’s, and within the first few 

months, Twain received a royalty of $54,500, the equivalent of 1.5 million dollars today, 

adjusted for inflation, with a relative income value of 17.5 million dollars. In light of such 

spectacular profits, Twain voiced only satisfaction with the arduous work Webster had 

done in securing offices and contracting with printers and engravers, travelling across the 

country to recruit general agents, negotiating contracts to ensure the company was getting 

the best deals possible, and overseeing proofs and other publishing details (Gold, 

                                                             

158. Gold opines, “Clemens seemed to want it both ways: to be the boss and at 

the same time to distance himself from the operating responsibility” (Hatching 91-92). 
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Hatching 97-98). Twain deemed his company’s first publication a success,159 and in an 

attempt to preemptively mitigate tensions about responsibility and recognition, and to 

further ingratiate his nephew to him, Twain made Webster a full partner in his publishing 

firm, signing a new contract with him in March of 1885.160  

 Immediately thereafter, Webster once again proved that Twain’s confidence in 

him was not misplaced, and the monumental, two-volume Personal Memoirs of U. S. 

Grant published in 1885 won Webster and the firm international renown—and in the 

process further inflamed Twain’s jealousy and growing resentment. Although Twain had 

made the initial pitch to General Grant, 161 Twain soon departed for a lecture tour with 

                                                             

159. Initial sales figures were exceedingly promising, and Twain wrote to 

Webster on March 16, 1885, “Huck certainly is a success, and from the standpoint of my 

own requirement” (MTLPub 184). However, total sales later fell short of Twain’s inflated 

expectations. Surprisingly, he did not blame Webster’s marketing and canvassing 

strategies or any flaw in the book’s physical make; instead, Twain believed concerns 

about the book’s “moral vulgarity” were the reason Huckleberry Finn failed to become a 

number-one bestseller (Kaplan 405).  

160. On March 20, 1885, Twain drew up a second contract, this time naming 

Webster a full partner in Charles L. Webster & Company. As Hamlin Hill explained it, 

under the terms of this second contract, Webster would draw a base annual salary of 

$2,500 and on top of that receive one-third of the firm’s net profits up to $20,000 a year, 

and then one-tenth thereafter—though he was limited in the percentage of profits he 

could immediately withdraw from the company as cash (169-170). More than a decade 

later, in his Autobiography Twain denounced the terms in this contract:  

Under the preceding contracts Webster had been my paid servant; under 

the new one I was his slave, his absolute slave, and without salary. I owned nine-

tenths of the business; I furnished all the capital; I shouldered all the losses; I was 

responsible for everything—but Webster was sole master. This new condition and 

my sarcasms changed the atmosphere. I could no longer give orders, as before. I 

could not even make a suggestion with any considerable likelihood of its 

acceptance. (Auto 2: 65; 29 May 1906) 

Twain seems to have been particularly upset about a clause which placed all 

business matters solely in Webster’s hand—a clause which appeared in all their contracts. 

See Auto 2: 495 n. 65.30-38. 

161. When Twain discovered that the Century Publishing Company was offering 

Grant only a ten percent royalty—a mere pittance, Twain scoffed—for the general’s Civil 

War memoirs, he persuaded Grant that they were taking advantage of him. If Grant 
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George Washington Cable, leaving Webster in charge. Webster’s most important duty 

was negotiating the terms of the publishing contract with General Grant and his family 

and ensuring that the contract was signed as soon as possible to prevent another 

publishing firm from undercutting their bid. Webster also had the monumental task of 

organizing contracts with printers, managing subscription canvassers across the nation, 

and setting into motion the vast machinery necessary for publishing what Twain had 

wisely intuited would be an instant best-seller (409). Unlike Twain’s other publishers, 

Webster also prudently addressed international publishing issues: he sailed to Europe and 

successfully negotiated copyrights and contracts for foreign editions of Grant’s Memoirs 

(Gold, Hatching 103). By and large, Twain appeared exceedingly pleased with Webster’s 

efforts, writing to his brother Orion: “Charley has tackled the vastest book enterprise the 

world has ever seen, with a calm, cool head & capable hand, & is carrying it along in a 

serene and unhalting fashion which is fine to see” (qtd. in Gold, Hatching 102). To 

Webster’s wife Annie, Twain was even more effusive: “Charley […] has had a most 

tremendous season of hard work & watching. A tremendous season: but he has come 

through it with a superb record; & with all its array of business-inventions, ingenuities & 

triumphs, he has not made a single business misstep, that I am aware of” (qtd. in Webster 

331). In the end, Webster & Co. reaped the full benefit of Webster’s exhaustive efforts; 

Grant’s Memoirs brought in more than half a million dollars in profits for the publishing 

firm. Webster’s share was approximately $26,000 (which has an inflated worth of 

                                                             

allowed Webster & Co. to publish his memoirs, Twain would give him a twenty percent 

royalty or seventy percent of the net profits (Kaplan 409). This magnanimous offer turned 

out to be somewhat ill-advised, for of the more than $500,000 dollars in profits generated 

by the memoirs, Webster & Co. only kept $100,000 or so (413).  
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$719,661 today and a relative income value of 8.3 million dollars), and Twain’s share 

was $93,000 (2.5 million dollars today, with a relative income value of nearly thirty 

million dollars). Dumbfounded by the unprecedented profitability Webster & Co. 

achieved in its first year, Twain agreed to once more renegotiate his contract with Webb. 

On January 21, 1886, he increased Webb’s base salary to $3,000 a year and allowed his 

nephew to withdraw from the company coffers a larger percentage of his share of the 

profits, barring those generated by Grant’s Memoirs (MTLPub 170).  

When it came to acknowledging Webster’s role in publishing Grant’s Memoirs, 

Twain prioritized profits over his private emotional state; as he had demonstrated with 

Bliss, so long as he was earning a sizeable income, he could temporarily overlook a host 

of negative emotions. However, once profits dwindled, Twain’s irritation, resentment, 

and anger returned full force. Although in 1886 Twain freely credited Webster for his 

veritable coup with Grant’s Memoirs, after Webster & Co. dissolved, Twain looked back 

at Webster’s triumph with jealousy and open hostility. In his autobiographical dictation 

on June 1, 1906, Twain exaggerates how Grant’s Memoirs inflated Webster’s ego:  

Webster was in his glory. In his obscure days his hat was No. 6¼; in these latter 

days he was not able to get his head into a barrel. He loved to descant upon the 

wonders of [Grant’s Memoirs]. He liked to go into the statistics. He liked to tell 

that it took thirteen miles of gold leaf to print the gilt titles on the book backs; he 

liked to tell how many thousand tons the three hundred thousand sets weighed. Of 

course that same old natural thing happened: Webster thought it was he that sold 

the book. He thought that General Grant’s great name helped, but he regarded 

himself as the main reason of the book’s prodigious success. (Auto 2: 73)  
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So long as Webster made Twain rich, he could ignore the man’s pride.162 However, 

Webster’s failure to replicate the magnitude of his success with Huckleberry Finn and 

Grant’s Memoirs left him increasingly open to Twain’s petty resentment.  

For Twain, Webster’s initial colossal achievements set a baseline for success, and 

when Webster failed to meet the high-water mark of his early triumphs, Twain viewed 

his subsequent lackluster performance as a grievous personal affront. With each of 

Webster’s new publications, Twain expected to strike gold, but these speculations, like 

those he made while out West, never panned out. Webster & Co. had become one of the 

most well-known publishers in the English-speaking world, but renown did not 

necessarily translate into profitability. In what promised to be another coup, Webster 

travelled to Rome and secured the publishing rights to Pope Leo XIII’s authorized 

biography, eventually earning himself a papal knighthood in the process—another 

accolade for which Twain later jealously derided Webster. Despite Twain’s sanguine 

prediction that every Catholic on earth would buy the biography out of religious 

obligation, sales were tepid at best (Gold, Hatching 107). Other potential successes 

proved equally disappointing, and with each failure, Twain became increasingly bitter. 

                                                             

162. Twain himself acknowledged this contradiction when it came to how others 

stomached Webster’s pride on the promise of stupendous profits: 

Webster throned himself in the rope walk and issued a summons to the 

sixteen general agents to come from the sixteen quarters of the United States and 

sign contracts. They came. They assembled. Webster delivered the law to them as 

from Mount Sinai. They kept their temper wonderfully, marvelously. They 

furnished the bonds required. They signed the contracts, and departed. Ordinarily 

they would have resented the young man’s arrogances, but this was not an 

ordinary case. The contracts were worth to each general agent a good many 

thousands of dollars. They knew this, and the knowledge helped them to keep 

down their animosities. (Auto 2: 65; 29 May 1906) 

Despite this recognition, Twain refused to abase himself by admitting a similar 

avarice. 
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Subscription publishing was rapidly becoming an obsolete business model, but Twain 

refused to acknowledge this shifting trend. He suspected that Webster was intentionally 

doing something, though he was never quite sure exactly what, to scuttle the company 

and his uncle’s fortunes. By this time, Twain’s unrealistic expectations for business 

success had become so skewed that he judged Webster’s performance, which would have 

been considered commendable by most anyone else’s standards, so subpar as to be 

personally injurious.  

In addition to blaming Webster for failing to duplicate his colossal success with 

Grant’s Memoirs, Twain grew increasingly irascible over Webster’s financial 

management of the company. Twain was prone to second-guessing, fault-finding, and 

scape-goating, and Webster proved to be a frequent target (Gold, “What Happened” 16). 

From 1885 to 1888, Webster & Co. faced numerous obstacles, including an embezzling 

accountant,163 increasing overhead costs, and a loss of investment capital, and Twain 

directly blamed Webster for these troubles, for he could neither understand Webster’s 

financial reports nor make sense of the firm’s ever-increasing expenditures. Furthermore, 

as the company’s sole financial backer, Twain frequently confused his personal 

investments with official company finances, frequently withdrawing cash from the 

company. This further destabilized its finances, for the company then lacked sufficient 

capital necessary for costly projects such as the multivolume Library of American 

Literature.164 Gold insightfully argues that Twain’s conflation of personal and company 

                                                             

163. The bookkeeper in question was Frank Scott. See Twain’s account regarding 

Scott in Mark Twain, Businessman pp. 389-390 and Auto 2 pp. 73-75. 

164. The effect of Twain’s withdrawals on the financial stability of Webster & 

Co. has been contested. In Mark Twain, Businessman (1946), Webster’s son, Samuel 

Charles Webster, mounted an ex parte defense of his father, claiming that Twain was 
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finances directly affected his attitude towards his nephew; he increasingly treated 

Webster as a familial hanger-on to be managed rather than an equal business partner to be 

respected (Hatching 113, 154). This, of course, further exacerbated their estrangement. 

Finally, financial institutions and the stock market were still recovering from the 

depression of 1883 and the Panic of 1884 and were plagued by instability, and the 

resulting climate of financial crisis left both Twain himself as well as Webster & Co. 

increasingly vulnerable as the decade drew to a close. Twain was growing anxious about 

money, and the company’s troubles compounded his sense of personal financial peril. 165 

Although Webster’s careful superintendence ensured that the company remained solvent 

during his time as managing partner, it never again achieved the profit margins for which 

Twain lusted. 

As further evidence of Twain’s unchecked ire against Webster, he grew 

irrationally frustrated with his nephew because of the younger man’s failing health. 

Webster was already overburdened at work, and Twain constantly added to Webster’s 

long list of duties, continuing to treat him as an errand boy instead of managing partner. 

On top of Webster’s gargantuan efforts ensuring forthcoming publications were 

                                                             

directly responsible for bankrupting Webster & Co. in order to keep afloat his investment 

in James William Paige’s typesetting machine. Justin Kaplan repeats this claim in Mr. 

Clemens and Mark Twain (1966), and many Twain scholars, such as R. Kent Rasmussen 

in Mark Twain: A-Z and Gregg Camfield in The Oxford Companion to Mark Twain, have 

since taken this for fact. Hamlin Hill, however, argues for a more nuanced assessment of 

responsibility levelled across both Twain and Webster’s shoulders, pointing out that 

while Webster seemed to have been “slipshod” in matters such as “financing, 

bookkeeping, and the reliability of employees,” in the end, Webster and Twain were 

“partners” and “Webster’s decisions were always subject to veto” (MTLPub 244). In 

“Mark Twain, Business Man: The Margins of Profit,” Gribben similarly challenges the 

prevailing conception of Twain as a poor businessman. 

165. For more on Twain’s subsequent financial ruin, see Joseph Csicsila’s 

“‘These Hideous Times’: Mark Twain’s Bankruptcy and the Panic of 1893.” 
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successful, he was also required to continually monitor and deliver weekly reports on 

several of Twain’s other unrelated investments and personal projects. Webster 

overworked himself to the point of urgently needing medical care for debilitating 

headaches and trigeminal neuralgia, “an irritation of the trigeminal nerve which is 

responsible for facial sensation and most facial motor functions (MacDonnell “Who 

Killed” 16). According to Kevin MacDonnell, trigeminal neuralgia “was a medical 

catastrophe in Webster’s day, incurable, steadily increasing in intensity, and wholly 

debilitating” (16). In the face of such a devastating affliction, Twain was surprisingly 

disingenuous about his own culpability. In a March 16, 1885 letter to Webster, he 

reprimands his nephew for overworking: “Livy told me the other day that she wished to 

warn you against overwork. Your letter shows that you need such a warning. So I warn 

you myself to look out for that—overwork killed Mr. Langdon,166 & it can kill you” (qtd. 

in Webster 307). At the same time that Twain postured as the caring relative, he showed 

little patience with his nephew, and he refused to shorten Webster’s ever-growing list of 

duties. Twain resented the imposition of Webster’s ill-health both on his person and on 

the company, which he believed suffered due to Webster’s inattention. When Webster 

finally took a step back from the publishing business because of his trigeminal neuralgia 

and debilitating headaches, Webster’s stenographer-turned-assistant, Frederick J. Hall, 

began taking over his duties. Twain preferred to deal with Hall over the ailing Webster, 

and used Hall to push his ailing nephew out of the company.167 Twain’s inexplicable 

                                                             

166. Jervis Langdon, Twain’s father-in-law, died in 1870 after a protracted, 

painful battle with stomach cancer. 

167. Hall had originally joined Webster & Co. as a stenographer for Grant’s 

Memoirs. He subsequently acted as Webster’s assistant and then increasingly took over 

daily operations in Webster’s absence. By April 1886, Hall had become a partner in the 
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frustration with Webster on this account coincides with an established pattern of 

behavior: Twain frequently grew angry when the people in his employ were in ill health 

and thus unable to complete their duties. He especially resented the role reversal which 

required him to care for those whom he had employed specifically to care for him.168 

Webster was no exception.  

Throughout their relationship, Twain was an exacting, abusive, and mercurial 

partner, and by 1888, his anger reached a fever pitch.169 Outraged by what he 

characterized as Webster’s colossal hubris, dishonesty, and gross mismanagement and 

neglect of their publishing company, he actively conspired with Frederick Hall to push 

Webster out from the company. Twain finally insisted Webster take time off for the sake 

of his health, and then he refused to allow him to return when his health improved. Twain 

was cruel, petty, and unwilling to confront his nephew directly, using Hall as a go 

between, much as he had done with Webster and Osgood. In a bit of especially 

duplicitous manipulation, Twain made a personal loan of company money so that Hall 

could buy out Webster’s stake in Webster & Co. (130). Webster was forced to in 

December 1888, and by the next year, the only involvement Webster had in the company 

was in its continued use of his name. Less than two years after being forced out, 

                                                             

firm. Under the new “Articles of Copartnership,” Hall received an annual salary of 

$1,500 and a one-twentieth percentage of the firm’s net profits, excepting those from 

Grant’s Memoirs (MTLPub 171). By February 1888, Hall officially supplanted Webster 

as manager, and in December Hall bought out Webster’s share of the company for 

$12,000. 

168. See, for instance, his reaction to his personal secretary Isabel Lyon’s 

migraines discussed in Chapter Four. 

169. In his private notebooks and autobiographical dictations, Twain erupts with 

vicious ad hominem abuses, absurdly attributing to Webster not only his personal 

bankruptcy but also the death of his daughter Susy, who contracted spinal meningitis and 

died on August 18, 1896 at age 24. 
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Webster’s health troubles became insurmountable, and he died on April 26, 1891, just 

five months shy of his fortieth birthday.170 Twain refused to attend his nephew’s funeral.  

Three years after Webster’s death, on April 18, 1894, Charles L. Webster & Co. 

was broke and dissolved.171 

Although Twain’s dissatisfaction with Webster had been clear to all parties 

involved, he had never voiced his full fury directly to Webster. Any disapproving letter to 

his nephew was quickly followed up with another which praised him, offering an 

emollient for any hurt feelings. Instead, Twain complained about Webster behind his 

back to their mutual family members. Twain wrote surprisingly slanderous letters to his 

siblings Orion and Pamela (Webster’s mother-in-law), airing petty grievances, making ex 

parte accusations, and outright fabricating offenses which Webster was to have 

committed. They responded in turn, further stirring up his suspicions and fueling his 

ever-growing rage. As Gold demonstrated, Pamela in particular was responsible for 

                                                             

170. The exact cause of Webster’s death is uncertain. According to Webster’s 

wife and daughter, right before his death Webster was experiencing an unexpected respite 

from his debilitating disease and was enjoying a brief moment of good health. In his 

obituary (which has been reprinted in a special feature “A Rare Interview with Charles 

Webster” on TwainQuotes, available at http://www.twainquotes.com/interviews/ 

WebsterInterview.html), Webster’s death was attributed to an “attack of grip, which led 

to peritonitis and hemorrhage and caused death.” Webster’s cause of death was officially 

recorded as “inflammation of the bowels” (qtd. in Gold, Hatching 152). However, Kevin 

MacDonnell asserts that Webster actually committed suicide by overdosing on drugs: 

“He did it to escape an unbearable pain that was only increasing, which nobody 

understood, and for which no treatment worked” (17). For more on Webster’s purported 

suicide, see MacDonnell’s “Who Killed Charlie Webster?” 

171. Although scholars in Twain studies use the terms broke and bankrupt in a 

general sense, Csicsila reminds us that Twain actually filed an “assignment without 

preference,” the legal term for a process equivalent to today’s chapter 7 liquidation. The 

key difference is that Chapter 11 bankruptcy, implemented in 1978, offers a company the 

opportunity to restructure and continue business, whereas assignment acknowledges a 

company’s dissolution and immediately proceeds with selling off assets and paying 

creditors (“These Hideous Times” 131-132). 
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insinuating that Webster’s neuralgia was some form of insanity, fueling Twain’s belief 

that Webster’s illness prevented him from faithfully fulfilling his duties at Webster & Co. 

(Hatching 115-116). 172 The correspondence between Twain and his siblings functioned 

as an echo chamber. For every doubt they raised, every suspicion they voiced, Twain 

responded in kind, further lambasting his business partner. Because of the sheer severity 

of his criticism, Twain ordered that his diatribes against Webster were not to be shared 

with the man in question nor anyone else. He commanded his siblings to treat his vitriol 

about Webster as “secrets—not to be spoken of, and not to be referred to in letter to me 

or others” (qtd. in Gold, Hatching 117). In fact, his penchant for subterfuge coupled with 

his rage against Webster led him to later insist upon excessive machinations to prevent 

Webster from even learning about the existence of Twain’s correspondence with his 

siblings. After Twain forced Webster out of the company, Twain instructed his brother 

and sister to reroute letters to and from Pamela (who at the time was living with Webster 

and his wife Annie) through Orion so that Webster would not even see an envelope 

addressed in Twain’s hand (Gold, Hatching 132-133). 

Perhaps the closest Twain came to venting the full fury of his contempt directly to 

Webster himself were the notes Twain made in his private notebooks and journals. Here, 

Twain uses apostrophe to directly address Webster with the second-person pronoun 

“you.” These short, snarky entries illustrate Twain’s growing resentment over what he 

saw as Webster’s haphazard bookkeeping, unfair contractual remuneration, mishandled 

                                                             

172. On July 10, 1887, Pamela Moffat informed Twain that “Once or twice 

[Webster] said he had been nearly wild with [neuralgia] all day at the office so that it was 

impossible for him to do anything” (qtd. in Gold, Hatching 115).Twain, in turn, jotted in 

his notebook that with Webster solely in charge of the publishing house, he felt trapped in 

“slavery to a lunatic” (MTN&J 3: 430).  
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timetables for publication, grandiose and self-aggrandizing expenditures, and 

disproportionate willingness to accept credit for the company’s successes but not blame 

for its failures. A few representative illustrations will suffice: 

The truth is, you don’t know but by loose guesses, the condition of your 

business….You could never find time to give me a weekly report, & here is the 

hellish result—asleep over a volcano (MTN&J 3: 208) 

 

You get 1/5 of the profit—do you pay 1/5 of the expenses? (MTN&J 3: 

290) 

 

I sent a rude telegram. It brought me a brutal letter—the letter of a hog—

which you are, & were so born. (MTN&J 3: 313)173 

 

You got the [Grant] book! You told him it would sell 300,000 sets! Then 

how do you explain the estmate [sic] in your celebrated letter—when you “would 

not have made such a contract with me if” you had imagined my profits would 

exceed $60,000. You, a mere apprentice,—with the trade half learned, proposed 

to strike for a full third of the profits, did you? (MTN&J 3: 316) 

Twain’s angry apostrophes to Webster in his notebooks and journals exhibit a few 

notable rhetorical characteristics: they are sardonic and make frequent use of sneering, 

sarcastic rhetorical questions. In the notebook entries written during the first few years of 

                                                             

173. Here Twain refers to Webster borrowing $100,000 to help pay for the 

printing, binding, and other associated production costs for Grant’s Memoirs. 
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Webster & Co., Twain’s sniping is succinct. In later entries, however, Twain’s snarky 

observations are more frequently protracted, incorporating a careful, logos-based 

recitation of facts and figures so that they are persuasive rather than simply interjectional. 

In this way, his notebook entries prefigure the protracted and invective-filled storytelling 

mode Twain adopts for his autobiographical dictations.  

When Twain revisited their relationship in his autobiography more than a decade 

and a half after Webster left their publishing company, his anger had only intensified 

with age, and with a clear audience in mind, Twain employs a bevy of rhetorical 

techniques to express his anger in such a ways as to persuade the reader of his account. 

Time and again, he condemns Webster for his vanity and self-importance, using 

metaphoric language to vividly illustrate how Webster allowed the success of Grant’s 

book to go to his head. Additionally, when Twain snipes at Webster’s egotism, he often 

attributes this character flaw to Webster’s youth, emasculating Webster as little more 

than an adolescent even though the man was in his mid-thirties during the incidents 

Twain discusses:  

On the one day, young Webster was as unknown as the unborn babe. The next 

day he was a notoriety. His name was in every paper in the United States. He was 

young, he was human, he naturally mistook this transient notoriety for fame, and 

by consequence he had to get his hat enlarged. His juvenile joy in his new 

grandeur was a pretty and pleasant spectacle to see. (Auto 2: 64) 

With an asyndetic flourish, Twain compounds Webster’s youth, humanity, and hubris in 

implied contrast to Twain himself as the older and more experienced observer. As we 

will see in Part Three, mischaracterizing a person’s age and maturity is a rhetorical 
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technique (argumentum a fortiori) Twain frequently utilized in his invective to 

undermine the personal agency of his target and in the process make his own accusations 

against the person appear more persuasive. Twain also reverses his and Webster’s 

emotions to demonstrate that his own anger with Webster should be considered 

justifiable, whereas Webster’s anger with him is immoderate, petty retaliation. Twain 

claims that Webster despised him because he insulted Webster’s pride: “Webster had 

been hating me pretty venomously on account of the sarcasms which I had tried to 

entertain him with at the time that he hired his fine new quarters in Union Square. His 

detestation of me had solidified and become permanent and insoluble when the latest 

contract had made him master and me his slave” (Auto 2: 75; 2 June 1906). This 

inversion rhetorically levels the playing field, so to speak, for by implicating Webster in 

mutual detestation, Twain prevents readers from characterizing Webster as a passive 

victim. Furthermore, by emphasizing the intensity and immutability of Webster’s odium, 

Twain’s own excoriation and ultimate rejection of his nephew appear more reasonable.  

As he did with many of his other publishers, Twain rhetorically dehumanizes his 

target through absurd characterizations and metaphors. With Webster, Twain employs the 

non-standard descriptor “assful” to denigrate his nephew. In his dictation on 2 June 1906, 

he rages: “Charles L. Webster was one of the most assful persons I have ever met—

perhaps the most assful. The times when he had an opportunity to be an ass and failed to 

take advantage of it were so few that, in a monarchy, they would have entitled him to a 

decoration” (Auto 2: 74). Using the atypical adjective “assful,” which is both absurd and 

humorous in its phrasing, Twain lessens the offensive bite of his cussing for more 

sensitive readers while also denigrating and dehumanizing Webster. Later, using the 
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rhetorical device chleuasmos, Twain ironically or sarcastically turns the same curse word 

against himself for acquiescing to Webster beyond the point at which any sane person 

would have reasonably walked away: “I am the most assful person I have ever been 

acquainted with, and I granted [Webster’s] prayer” (Auto 2: 76). This stoic use of self-

deprecating humor countersignals Twain’s confidence in his position as the injured party 

as well as his assessment of Webster’s character, i.e. he is an ass. By establishing 

Webster as “one of the most assful persons” he knows and then hyperbolically 

emphasizing that he himself is “the most assful” for suffering such a fool, Twain affects 

humility from a position of established strength. 

Twain’s emotional reactions to his publishers range from friendly resignation with 

Osgood to dehumanizing vitriol with Bliss, but the fury of his personal animosity toward 

Charles Webster was without equal. He considered the man to be a blood-sucking 

parasite. In 1889 Twain proclaimed to his brother Orion: “I have never hated any creature 

with a hundred thousandth fraction of the hatred which I bear that human louse, Webster” 

(MTLPub 1).  

In Mark’s menagerie of publishers, Webster is a repulsive insect. 

 

 

Twain’s interactions with his publishers reveal much about his authorial priorities, 

especially his desperation for editorial direction in making his manuscripts as appealing 

to the public as possible, as well as his desire that, above all else, his books generate the 

maximum revenue possible. More importantly, however, they demonstrate the emotional 

complexities of his authorship: his frustration with costly publication delays, his 
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exasperation with discrepancies between the royalties outlined in verbal and written 

contracts, his paranoia about being cheated, his shame at recanting his self-assertions, his 

resentment when others claimed credit for his success, and his insatiable wrath when 

publishing firms prioritize their financial interests above his own. Although Twain 

initially attempted to weaponize his emotions in order to defend his rights, he was 

outmatched and manipulated in turn. As a result, he redirected his anger, pouring it forth 

in his notebooks and journals and in private confessions to faithful confidants. By the 

time he reached his seventies, his anger with his publishers had built to volcanic 

proportions, erupting in dazzling conflagrations of verbal violence in his autobiography. 

He ruthlessly excoriated and dehumanized his publishers in turn. The publishing world 

was a grotesque circus, and he was disgusted and enraged by its zoo of degenerates.  
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PART THREE 

Man in White-Hot Rage in the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript 

 

In 1909, Twain’s angry rhetoric reached its pinnacle in one of the most vitriolic 

texts of his career, a 433-page verbal conflagration now known as the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript.174 Despite the fact that this was one of the few final texts that Twain wrote 

by hand before his death on April 29, 1910, it received little critical attention prior to the 

twenty-first century. After the acrimonious dismissal of his private secretary Isabel Lyon 

and her husband, Twain’s business man, Ralph Ashcroft, Twain wrote the manuscript as 

a legal weapon to be used against the couple should they try to make trouble for his 

daughters after his death. Therefore, after its composition, Twain immediately placed it in 

the care of his attorney, Charles T. Lark, and the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript was privately 

held for more than half a century. It first came into the public eye in in 1970 when it was 

sold to the New York Public Library’s Henry W. and Albert A. Berg Collection. A 

dispute over the manuscript’s rightful owner nullified the sale in 1972, and the next year, 

the manuscript was donated to the Mark Twain Papers at the University of California 

Berkeley’s Bancroft Library. During the twentieth century, only one scholar devoted 

substantial critical attention to the manuscript during its brief stint in the Berg Collection. 

In Mark Twain: God’s Fool (1973),175 Hamlin Hill dismisses the manuscript as unliterary 

                                                             

174. When Isabel Van Kleek married Ralph W. Ashcroft on March 18, 1909, the 

couple adopted the hyphenated last name “Ashcroft-Lyon.” The editors at the Mark 

Twain Papers have titled Twain’s manuscript based upon this form of the couple’s 

surname. The Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript is currently held in the Mark Twain Papers at 

the Bancroft Library University of California Berkeley. 

175. In Mark Twain: God’s Fool, Hill draws heavily upon the events detailed in 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript as he paints a dire picture of Twain’s troubled final years, 

discussing in full for the first time the sordid details of the Lyon and Ashcroft affair. Hill 

argues that despite Twain’s attempts to use the manuscript to condemn Lyon and 
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and overemotional, calling this “literary curiosity” (230) little more than “a geyser of 

bias, vindictiveness, and innuendo” (231). He condemns the manuscript for its lack of 

“systematic order” (231) and claimed that “Mark Twain was unable to maintain comic 

distance from the material or intelligent involvement with it” (232). The text was 

pervaded by “A vain old man’s sense of indignity at having two ‘servants’ gain notoriety 

and publicity at his expense” and thus “It was more self-incriminating than self-revealing. 

It removed perspectives which art requires. It condemned a gullible and foolish man for 

misplacing his trust for so long in such obviously corrupt antagonists as the Ashcrofts 

whom he created in his own mind” (232). For several decades, Hill’s critical dismissal set 

the tone for scholarly assessment of the manuscript, and the text was generally assumed 

to be a delusional fantasy, a defamatory and self-aggrandizing fiction, or the work of a 

deeply depressed, perhaps senile mind. 

As the turn of the twenty-first century neared, however, some scholars began 

reconsidering Hill’s pronouncements. In “Mark Twain’s Last Work of Realism: The 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript” (1994), Laura Skandera-Trombley advocates for a 

“reappraisal” of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, claiming that scholars should not dismiss 

it because of “its obvious emotionalism and loose playing with facts” and should instead 

treat it like a “fictional piece” (47). When freed from the shackles of historicity, she 

claims, the manuscript becomes a compelling narrative work of literary realism (47). For 

some scholars, however, treating the manuscript like a work of fiction did not absolve it 

of any literary shortcomings. In “‘The Lyon of St. Mark’: A Reconsideration of Isabel 

                                                             

Ashcroft, it is actually the Clemens family that “comes off more poorly,” for the 

Clemenses, Hill claims, appear “illogical and lacking in compassion” and “needlessly 

vicious” (231).  
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Lyon’s Relationship to Mark Twain” (1996), Jennifer L. Rafferty claims that while the 

manuscript is “convincing” despite its fiction, it nevertheless reads like “cheap dramatic 

material” (52). 

Taking the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript at face value for perhaps the first time since 

the manuscript resurfaced, Karen Lystra directly counters Hill’s earlier assertions in her 

landmark work, Dangerous Intimacy: The Untold Story of Mark Twain’s Final Years 

(2004). Lystra argues that the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript—which she describes as “part 

history, part rumination, part diatribe”—functions as Twain’s “autobiographical quest for 

self-knowledge” and thus constitutes the “most sustained and important writing of his 

final years” (218, 219). Moreover, she claims that the manuscript, which is a “forceful, 

sharp-edged, and often courageous autobiography” might be “Twain’s most important 

confessional writing” (xii). According to Lystra, Lyon was a scheming opportunist who 

sought to separate Twain from his daughters and ensnare Twain in a mercenary marriage. 

Robert H. Hirst, the General Editor of the Mark Twain Papers in 1980, endorsed Lystra’s 

narrative, and in doing so threw behind it the full weight of the Mark Twain Papers, the 

preeminent archive of original documents by and about Mark Twain.176 

Lystra’s assessment of the manuscript did not remain unchallenged for long. In 

Mark Twain’s Other Woman: The Hidden Story of His Final Years (2010), Laura 

Skandera Trombley counters Lystra’s demonization of Lyon, staunchly defending the 

                                                             

176. The Mark Twain Papers are housed in the Bancroft Library at the University 

of California Berkeley, and works from the Papers are routinely published in print by the 

University of California Press and online under the imprint The Mark Twain Project 

Online, www.marktwainproject.org. The meticulously edited editions of Twain’s works 

published by the Mark Twain Papers & Project are widely recognized in the field as the 

definitive, scholarly editions of his texts. 
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“little governess” and characterizing her as a much-maligned yet invariably loyal and 

besotted secretary who was unfairly targeted by her capricious, malicious employer. 

Echoing Hill’s earlier condemnation of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Skandera 

Trombley describes the work as a “poison-pen epistle” (214) full of “sensational,” 

“fantastic accusations” (215) which “borrowed the language of yellow journalism” (216). 

“Truth,’” she claims, “was abandoned for impact” (217). More fiction than fact, the 

manuscript, Skandera Trombley argues, was constructed as a weapon in a “literary war” 

Twain anticipated waging against Ashcroft, purposely adopting “the sensationalistic 

prose employed by the press” to produce what he hoped would be “gripping and 

convincing read” for the public at large (215-217). Unlike other scholars, Skandera 

Trombley critiques the manuscript based on its autobiographical and rhetorical merits 

rather than purely aesthetic ones. 

Since its publication in Volume Three of Autobiography of Mark Twain (2015), 

the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript has continued to be dismissed by most Twain scholars. 

Although several twenty-first-century biographers briefly mention Isabel Lyon and her 

place in Twain’s life177—which is in itself a dramatic shift from the seemingly 

unbreakable moratorium that Albert Bigelow Paine, Twain’s first and authorized 

biographer, established on the topic—little critical commentary has been devoted to the 

style and substance of the manuscript itself. James Leonard very briefly addresses it in 

“Great Darknesses, Mysterious Strangers, Infernal Personae: Mark Twain’s Otherworldly 

Perspectives” (2014) when he remarks on the paradox inherent in Twain’s attempts to 

                                                             

177. For an overview of critical treatments of Lyon in Twain’s biographies, see 

Bronx Stanfield’s “Where Are We with the Controversy over Isabel V. Lyon?”  
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distance himself from something “inevitably enmeshes in [his] own real life and sense of 

self” (107). Perhaps the most developed analysis is Amanda Gagel’s “Letters as Critical 

Texts: A Consideration of Mark Twain’s ‘Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript’” (2015) 178 which 

offers unique insight into manuscript’s unorthodox epistolary style. Otherwise, critics 

generally see the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript as a waste of Twain’s time. Perhaps John 

Bird expresses this sentiment best in his entry on Mark Twain in vol. 2015 of American 

Literary Scholarship: “As for me, I would rather that Twain had instead spent this nearly 

final burst of energy on the Autobiography; his attention to ‘The Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript’ is undoubtedly the reason he made so few dictations in 1909. Who knows 

what would have been contained in another 100 pages of the Autobiography” (65).  

What many scholars have failed to recognize is the way in which composing the 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript allowed Twain to reclaim anger as a rhetorically powerful 

form of self-expression and self-assertion—something that had been subverted since 

Bliss’s gaslighting in 1869. Written at the end of his career, the text demonstrates 

Twain’s rhetorical sophistication at its most advanced as he evokes and incites anger in 

an audience-centered and purpose drive persuasive epistolary narrative that features 

numerous classical rhetorical and literary techniques. 

Isabel V. Lyon & Ralph W. Ashcroft 

To appreciate the rhetorical complexity and malice of the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript, we must first consider how Lyon’s role in the Clemens household evolved 

                                                             

178. Amanda Gagel was one of the editors at the Mark Twain Project who helped 

prepared the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript for publication in the third volume of Twain’s 

Autobiography (2015).  
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from professional assistant to personal companion. Although his rage against Lyon would 

not erupt until more than six years after she entered his employ, the crassness and cruelty 

of his vitriol is best understood within context of their evolving relationship dynamics. 

Since Twain’s experiences with Lyon and Ashcrofts have only become familiar since the 

controversial publications of Lystra’s Dangerous Intimacy (2004) and Skandera 

Trombley’s Mark Twain’s Other Woman (2010), it is worth briefly sketching their 

history in the Clemens’s household here. 

Mark Twain’s innocuous first encounters with Isabel Van Kleek Lyon offered 

little hint of the intimate relationship the two would have towards the end of his life—a 

relationship which culminated in Twain’s most sustained vitriol. Lyon’s path first crossed 

that of the Clemens family in the late 1880s when she hand-delivered a parcel to their 

household at the behest of Mrs. Harriet Whitmore, for whom she worked as a governess. 

Sometime later, Mark Twain attended a party hosted by the Whitmores where he was 

paired with the effervescent Lyon for a game of whist. He was delighted when his 

younger partner defied the Victorian stereotype of the demure, conservative governess: in 

a bold move she trumped his ace, took control of the hand, and then proceeded to win the 

remaining tricks.179 Priding himself on his own status as an iconoclast, Twain was struck 

by Lyon’s vivacious disregard for her place in the game, and Lyon no doubt became 

firmly fixed in his mind as the spunky “little governess,” as he affectionately referred to 

                                                             

179. It is worth noting that in part III of Twain’s unfinished burlesque of etiquette 

books (written in 1881 and first published in 1962 in Letters from the Earth edited by 

Bernard DeVoto), Twain’s advice on the use of visiting cards humorously devolves into 

an instruction manual using standard playing cards for coded courtship communication, 

with a card’s suit and denomination indicating one’s romantic aspirations and financial 

worth. Twain proceeds to outline several strategies for playing one’s cards, including 

how and when one should play a trump card. 
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her later that evening (qtd. in Lystra 15). It would be years, however, before the two 

would meet again and become partners of another type.  

The story of the little governess rising out of obscurity and into prominence at the 

side of her beloved employer is reminiscent of Victorian romance novels such as 

Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre. Lyon’s personal history certainly features many of the 

familiar novelistic tropes, including the tragic fall leading to reversed fortunes and 

impoverishment, social marginalization, and secret yearnings for romance with a man 

who was her social superior.  

Isabel Lyon was born on December 15, 1863, into the gentry of Tarrytown, New 

York, the oldest child of a well-respected intellectual, Charles Lyon, and his second wife, 

Georgiana Van Kleek, who was twenty-four years his junior. Isabel enjoyed relative 

luxury until both her father and uncle, William T. Lyon, died within fifteen months of 

one another, leaving Isabel’s family without a steady source of income. Shortly 

thereafter, Georgiana Van Kleek Lyon and her three children left their idyllic estate in 

Tarrytown to settle in Farmington, Connecticut, where they rented “one of the oldest and 

most prominent homes,” Oldgate (Rafferty 44). Unfortunately, the social niceties that 

they were accustomed to were no longer congruent with their financial means, and to 

make ends meet, the women took in sewing (Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 12). The 

family eventually put down roots, and Lyon’s younger sister married and built her house 

in Farmington. At the age of thirty, Lyon bought the adjacent property from her sister and 

brother-in-law and built a cottage to live in with her mother. Although she now had her 

own home, Lyon had no source of livable income. She could deny it no longer: her 

family’s loss of wealth necessitated a loss of social standing, and she must now become 
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one of the working class. She left her home and sought work as a governess amongst her 

family’s affluent friends and acquaintances, including the Claghorne, Whitmore, and 

Dana families. 

More than a decade after her first encounter with the Clemenses, Isabel V. Lyon 

reentered their lives in October 1902 as a personal secretary. With Olivia Clemens’s 

health steadily declining, she was no longer able to manage the monumental task of 

assisting with her husband’s correspondence. Olivia’s close friend Harriet Whitmore, the 

wife of Twain’s business agent in Hartford, recommended her former governess, Isabel 

Lyon, to assist with Mark Twain’s letters. The two women met, and Olivia was delighted. 

Lyon was hired. At the age of thirty-eight, Lyon left behind her life as a governess and 

became a correspondence secretary, working in the household of a man who was quickly 

becoming America’s most famous author. At Olivia’s request, Lyon did not live with the 

Clemens family but instead “boarded out,” receiving $70 a month for her wages and 

living expenses.180 In the beginning, Lyon worked not for Twain, but rather his wife, who 

dictated letters for Lyon to transcribe (Willis). A year after Lyon began working for the 

Clemens family, a change of air was recommended for Olivia’s health; the family 

travelled to Italy, and Lyon, bringing her mother along, accompanied them in a 

                                                             

180. At the beginning of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript in section II, Twain writes 

that Lyon “was to be Mrs. Clemens’s secretary, at $50 a month & board & lodge in the 

house, or $70 & board & lodge outside” (333). Given that Olivia preferred that Lyon not 

live with them, it is likely that Lyon received the $70 for the first part of her employment 

with the Clemens family. When she moved in after Olivia’s death, it seems her wage no 

longer included the cost of boarding out. Throughout the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, 

Twain reiterates that Lyon received $50 dollars a month (see pages 333, 342, 352, 353, 

363, 397, 406, 439). According to Twain’s Accounts’ Statements and Schedules of 1909, 

Lyon’s wage was $50 a month from at least the spring of 1907 to February of 1909 (see 

explanatory note 362.6-7 in Auto 3: 628). 
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professional capacity. The two women rented lodging in a villino on the same property as 

the Villa di Quarto where the Clemens family were residing. Lyon continued taking 

dictations for Twain’s letters and helped him keep up with his social correspondence. 

During the first half of 1904, Twain increasingly began to rely on Lyon not just 

for her formal duties in managing his correspondence, but also for her informal role as an 

appreciative audience upon which to “tune up” and rehearse in preparation for his 

autobiographical dictations. His recollections of happier times served as a distraction 

from his wife’s illness, and telling stories to an attentive, sympathetic audience served, in 

a practical sense, as an ongoing, palliative treatment for his deepening depression 

(Zaccara 108). As Rafferty asserts, “Talk was important to Mark Twain … as a method 

of self-construction and self-renewal” (47), and Lyon proved to be a sympathetic listener. 

Twain even went so far as to declare her to be “an inspiration” because of her enthusiastic 

interest in his dictations (MTHL 778). His correspondence secretary had become an 

essential part of the “therapeutic exercise of Mark Twain’s imagination” (Rafferty 46).  

On June 5, 1904, tragedy struck the Clemens family: Olivia finally succumbed to 

her illness and quietly passed away. Immediately, Lyon’s position in the Clemens 

household shifted. Aggrieved over her mother’s death, Twain’s older daughter Clara 

became hysterical, despondent, and catatonic in turns, and the household staff took shifts 

watching over her; Katy Leary, the Clemens’s housekeeper, stayed with Clara during the 

day, and Lyon at night, sleeping in her room. After the Clemens family returned to the 

United States and Olivia’s body was interred, Lyon was charged with taking care of 

Twain’s daughters in Tyringham, Massachusetts, while Twain went to New York. Soon 

Lyon was asked to live with the family on a regular basis so that Twain could have ready 
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access to his secretary at any time of day or night. Given their increasing proximity and 

developing emotional intimacy, Lyon grew protective of her employer as well as more 

personally affectionate and reverential. As the family fractured after Olvia’s loss, with the 

members falling into various illnesses or plagued by accidents, depression, and nervous 

breakdowns, Lyon’s duties extended beyond acting as Twain’s amanuensis. Frequent 

card games with Twain and Jean, Twain’s younger daughter, long hours at the 

orchestrelle, as well as numerous cheerful diversions offered Lyon a foothold in the 

family circle. Increasingly, Lyon flirted with the roles of wife, mother, nurse, companion, 

and friend. Twain, however, proved to be frustratingly ambivalent to her overtures. After 

all, Lyon was nearer his daughters’ ages than his own. Even their familial conviviality 

could not be taken for granted, as it shifted capriciously with Twain’s moods. As Michael 

Sheldon succinctly observes, “Sometimes her boss treated her like a member of the 

family, and sometimes like an ordinary servant” (34).  

Nevertheless, as 1905 melted into 1906, Lyon’s active presence in Twain’s life 

increased. In addition to maintaining his correspondence, Lyon was now charged with 

supervising his finances, entertaining his guests, overseeing his social calendar, and 

serving as Twain’s companion both at home and on various travels. Twain had also 

appointed Lyon and Clara to collect and edit his letters to be published, and Lyon was to 

officially have a share in the royalties along with Twain’s daughters. The Boston Sunday 

Post even went to so far as to describe Lyon as “the literary guardian of the aged 

humorist” in a May 20, 1906 interview with Twain (qtd. in Twain, Complete Interviews 

550). Just a year later, on May 7, 1907, Twain gave Lyon power of attorney over his 

affairs; she was now authorized to sign checks on his behalf.  
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As evidence of his increasing reliance on Lyon, when Twain decided to build a 

house in Redding, Connecticut, he gave Lyon the monumental responsibility of 

overseeing the construction and furnishing of his new home.181 This was a particularly 

intimate task since the home was firmly the domain of the nineteenth century wife of 

leisure. Thus, Lyon likely read more into this charge than just Twain’s desire to foist off 

the headache onto someone else. Just as Olivia Clemens had poured her soul into creating 

an atmosphere of domestic bliss decades before in their mansion in Hartford, so, too, did 

Lyon take her task to heart, overseeing every minute detail with an eye to creating a place 

of refuge and peace for her Twain in Redding. As Rafferty asserts, “Isabel made as strong 

an emotional investment in the house as Mark Twain did financially” (48). Twain himself 

observed that “She & Stormfield were one” (A-LMS 336). Even after their falling out 

years later, Twain lauded Lyon’s enviable skills as “a house-decorator, & deviser of 

charming & eloquent & effective harmonies in color,” confessing that Lyon’s 

“achievements in that line are real achievements—soft, delicate, dainty, unobtrusive, 

caressing, inviting, enchanting” (A-LMS 431). “There isn’t a decorator in New York,” 

Twain wrote in a letter to Clara dated March 11, 1909, “who can compare with her for 

                                                             

181. The house went through a series of names. Lyon called it “Autobiography 

House” since it was to be paid for with the profits from Twain’s autobiographical 

dictations published in the North American Review. Lyon also hoped that Twain would 

find his new home an escape to soothe his troubled spirit, as rejuvenating and therapeutic 

as he found his early autobiographical dictations. Twain, however, wanted the house 

called “Innocence at Home,” both a play off the title of his first major success Innocents 

Abroad and an homage to the surrogate granddaughters of his Angelfish Club who 

frequently visited him. Clara, however, had the final word. Wanting to separate the house 

from the influence of either Lyon or her father’s cadre of young girls, Clara insisted that 

the house be called “Stormfield,” in acknowledgement of both its location on a ridge 

during a memorable storm as well as the portion of its building costs that was paid for by 

Twain’s short story “Captain Stormfield’s Visit to Heaven.” 
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taste & talent” (397). Lyon, it seems, excelled in many housekeeper and homemaker’s 

tasks. To reward her for faithful service, ensure her financial security, and keep her close 

at hand, Twain even parceled out twenty acres of land and a small, somewhat dilapidated 

saltbox farmhouse on Stormfield’s property and deeded them to Lyon, who lovingly 

called her new house the “Lobster Pot.”182 Twain had intended for Lyon to move out of 

Stormfield and into the farmhouse once she finished renovating it, but Lyon had already 

commandeered a spare bedroom in Stormfield and was prepared to entrench her 

geospatial position within the Clemens household, leaving the farmhouse to be occupied 

solely by her mother. 

In a rhetorical move calculated to reify her place within the family circle, Lyon 

employed nicknames for the members of the Clemens family as a concrete signifier of 

their intimate familiarity. Given that Lyon acted as a chaperone, confidante, and guardian 

for Twain’s adult daughters, it would have seemed only natural that the women would 

use pet names for one another. Lyon became “Nana” or “Lioness,” and Clara, “Santa 

Clara,” “Santa,” or “Santissima” in Lyon’s journals. While on the surface these sobriquets 

appear convivial, Skandera Trombley reminds us that Lyon’s pet names for Clara also 

had a sardonic edge. It was only after Clara had a hysterical and violent confrontation 

with her father during their stay in Italy that Lyon dubbed her employer’s oldest 

surviving daughter “Santissima,” or “the most holy” in Italian, a term often associated 

with Saints or the Virgin Mary. “With this latest display of her fearsome temper,” 

                                                             

182. The nickname likely refers to the farmhouse’s tall, square shape, similar to 

the oversized stock pots in which Maine Lobsters were boiled. However, some speculate 

that the name was also in keeping with Twain’s Angelfish Club and “Aquarium” of 

young girls. 
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Skandera Trombley explains, “Clara bore little resemblance to any saint, and Isabel’s 

seeming endearment may actually have functioned as a pointed parody of Clara’s 

troubled disposition” (Other Woman 37). Lyon had long provided Twain with a steady 

source of near-hero worship and girlish pandering to his male ego, and her nickname for 

him only reinforced their power dynamic. Lyon dubbed Twain “the King” in her journal 

and occasionally to his face and in her letters to him. Lyon’s affectionate cognomen for 

Twain was no secret, and while the two were on a trip to Bermuda with Henry Rogers in 

1908, for instance, others also adopted the appellation. Their new friend Elizabeth 

“Betsy” Wallace picked up the nickname, and for the remainder of the trip, Twain was 

“the King” and Rogers “the Rajah” (Sheldon 206).183 Lyon used these nicknames—even 

those appearing only in her private journals—to rhetorically assert her various positions 

within the Clemens’s family sphere of social intimates. 

During her time with the Clemenses, Lyon fully ingratiated herself into Twain’s 

life, and she had become, as Clemens later admitted, “to all intents & purposes a member 

of the family” (A-LMS 340). In the daytime, Lyon stationed herself in the drawing room, 

and in light of Clara and Jean’s intermittent absences, delighted in assuming the role of 

hostess for visitors (A-LMS 340). In the evenings, Lyon participated in a treasured family 

ritual, acting as an appreciative audience as Twain read aloud his latest writings. By 

1907, her intimate role in the Clemens’s household had earned her mention alongside 

                                                             

183. In her diary entry discussing the 1908 trip to Bermuda, Wallace describes 

Lyon as “a black eyed black haired Italian looking little woman who hovers about 

[Twain] with the tender care of a mother and daughter combined.” The two women 

became fast friends, and Wallace adopted her own pet name for Lyon, writing, “This is 

the Little Secretary of the King and my heart’s doors were open for her to come in and 

she came in and will remain forever as Caranana” (qtd. in Hill, God’s Fool 203). 
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Twain’s family by Twain’s closest friend, William Dean Howells; in the valediction of 

his letter to Twain on October 3, for instance, Howells wrote, “I hope your girls are well. 

Remember an old friend to them, and to Miss Lyon” (MTHL 2: 826). Even Howells 

acknowledged Lyon’s significance in the Clemens’s family circle. 

As secretary became de facto keeper of the home, Lyon set her sights (or so 

Twain later claimed) on being supreme mistress of the Clemens household. After all, she 

had become, as Skandera Trombley points out, “Twain’s ersatz Olivia, her unofficial 

replacement” who acted as both “wife and mother” (“Mark Twain’s Last Work of 

Realism” 41). All around her, in literature and in life, Lyon encountered stories of the 

secretary or governess being embraced as wife by the widowed master of the home. Was 

it too far a stretch to imagine such a fate for herself?184 

                                                             

184. Lyon had long entertained dreams of a marriage which would restore her to 

her former social status, and she often set her sights on what might be deemed 

unavailable men, or, at the very least, those outside her social reach. In Mark Twain’s 

Other Woman, Skandera Trombley documents two such relationships: The first took 

place shortly after Lyon began working for the Clemens family. Through Twain, Lyon 

was introduced to another famous humorist, John Kendrick Bangs, whose social circle 

overlapped with Twain’s as well as Lyon’s former social circle in New York. When 

Bangs’s wife died, he came “a highly eligible widower with three young sons” and Lyon 

recognized the opportunity to ingratiate herself (27). To Lyon’s disappointment, 

however, her sympathy and romantic overtures “didn’t find footing,” as she wrote in her 

journal (qtd. in Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 27). Bangs instead married his own 

former secretary. The second potential match occurred during Lyon’s trip to Florence, 

Italy with the Clemens family in late 1903 through the summer of 1904. Lyon formed an 

attachment to a local priest, Don Raffaello Stiattisi. Although their relationship began 

under the guise of student and teacher (Lyon was taking Italian lessons from him), it 

blossomed into a companionship filled with long walks, frequent outings, and late nights 

in one another’s company. Skandera Trombley asserts that the two enjoyed friendship 

and, for Lyon’s part, “genuine” attraction, and that there was “a bit of the character of 

forbidden fruit to it in view of his priestly vocation” (38). Over the course of their 

relationship, Lyon grew to deeply love Don Raffaello, writing in her journal, “He grows 

more beautiful Each day as priest and man” (qtd. in Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 

40). Even after her return to the States, Lyon and Don Raffaello continued to exchange 

letters and tokens of affection with one another, and Lyon reveled in the romance of her 
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Lyon stood between Twain and the world, arranging his social calendar and 

tending to his domestic and professional needs alike. She also stood between Twain and 

his daughters, especially Jean. As Jean’s epilepsy appeared to worsen, Lyon grew 

concerned that Jean would turn violent, so she intervened to keep father and daughter 

apart, intercepting letters between the two and exaggerating the seriousness of Jean’s 

condition, ensuring that Jean would be kept away for the sake of her health (A-LMS 341). 

Animosity began to take root. Lyon, on Twain’s dime, lived somewhat luxuriously 

considering her own social station while Twain’s daughters, especially Clara, felt they 

had to live rather frugally on the measured allowance Lyon permitted Twain to send 

them. Lyon had effectively supplanted Twain’s oldest surviving daughter, Clara, as 

mistress of the Clemens household, and Clara resented her usurpation of power. Clara 

was further outraged when Lyon had the audacity to point out the dubious morality of 

Clara’s intimate relationship with her married piano accompanist, Charles Edwin “Will” 

Wark.185 Fearing that Lyon aspired to become the next Mrs. Clemens—and thus 

permanently establish her sovereignty in the Clemens household—Clara took her 

suspicions to Ralph W. Ashcroft, her father’s companion and occasional business 

advisor. Ashcroft enjoyed unprecedented influence over Twain, and Clara hoped he could 

                                                             

“stretching straining heart that reaches to Florence,” as she wrote (and later crossed out) 

in her journal on July 28, 1904 (qtd. in Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 43). To 

Lyon’s great disappointment, her priest soon “lost money” and became ill, and he failed 

to make good on his pledge to come to America to see her (43). 

185. For more on Clara’s affair with Wark, including the scandal it created in the 

papers, Mrs. Wark’s lawsuit against Clara, and Twain’s role in immediately marrying 

Clara off to Ossip Gabrilowitsch in an attempt to end the reports of Clara as an 

adulteress, see Skandera Trombley’s “Mark Twain’s Annus Horribilis of 1908-1909,” 

American Literary Realism, vol. 40, no. 2, Winter 2008, pp. 114-136.  
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help uproot the sycophant. Unbeknownst to her, however, Ashcroft had already thrown in 

his lot with Lyon.  

Twain first met Ralph Ashcroft in 1903 when Twain threated to sue the American 

Plasmon Company in which the author had heavily invested (Rasmussen 17, 359). 

During his travels abroad in the late 1890s, Twain had heard about plasmon, a food 

supplement derived from milk, and he invested several thousand pounds in the British 

start-up (359). The investment proved sound, and he received dividends each quarter.186 

When he returned to the States, Twain hoped to compound his profits by investing in the 

Plasmon company’s American counterpart. Unfortunately, due to “bad management,” as 

Twain claimed in an article published in the New York Times, Twain lost an estimated 

$32,000 (“Mark Twain Concern” 6). Ashcroft was working for the American Plasmon 

Company as secretary-treasurer and general manager at the time, and he tried to aid 

Twain in his unsuccessful attempts to recoup the author’s investments in the failed 

business. The two men enjoyed each other’s company and fell into an easy friendship. 

Twain invited Ashcroft to travel with him to England in June of 1907 to accept 

his honorary degree from Oxford. Twain had been left without a travelling companion 

because Clara did not want Lyon to accompany him and fuel to the rumors of their 

growing intimacy, and Clara herself did not wish to abandon her singing career to 

accompany her father. The innocuous, well-mannered Liverpudlian Ralph Ashcroft, then, 

seemed like a perfect choice to keep Twain company. Clara and Lyon were pleased that 

                                                             

186. In an article in the New York Times published December 21, 1907, Twain 

claimed “the English-Plasmon Company…is paying 5 or 6 per cent., which is pretty good 

for an English company. I hold about $80,000 worth of the stock of that company.” R. 

Kent Rasmussen explains that for his initial investment of £5,000, Twain received a 

quarterly dividend of £350 (359). 
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Twain had someone to ensure he was well-behaved while overseas, and Twain was 

pleased to have someone to wait on him hand and foot without stealing his spotlight 

(Sheldon 102-103). Ashcroft eventually became Twain’s “self-appointed business-man & 

protector” and did “errands & small matters” for the author (A-LMS 332). It was upon 

Ashcroft’s advice that Twain trademarked the name “Mark Twain” and registered the 

Mark Twain Company to further protect his copyrights and regulate the commercial use 

of his penname. Ashcroft became secretary and manager of the company, and in 

December of 1908, Twain appointed Ashcroft and Lyon to its board of directors. 

Ashcroft had even been given power of attorney over Twain’s business affairs, though 

Twain later claimed to have no memory of signing the document. Ashcroft became a 

steady presence at Twain’s side, and he, alongside Lyon, acted as a friend, companion, 

and advisor. Both Lyon and Ashcroft each planned to permanently involve themselves in 

Twain’s future, and the two became somewhat unlikely partners in hopes of securing 

such an end. 

Recognizing the tenuousness of his and Lyon’s positions, especially in light of 

Clara’s dissatisfaction, Ashcroft sought to formalize their relationship. On March 13, 

1909, Ashcroft presented to Twain several contracts, memoranda, and financial notes, 

most of which enumerated Lyon and Ashcroft’s duties and responsibilities in his personal 

and business affairs. It was a calculated risk. Twain despised being reminded that his 

companions were really his paid employees, but Ashcroft needed to shore up his place in 

Twain’s life. Twain would look back on March 13 as the great “Clean-Up Day,” or more 

sardonically, “the Diarrhea of Contracts” Day (A-LMS 396), writing in the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript that Ashcroft had “come loaded—loaded for a complete & comprehensive 
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clean-up, a clean-up which would wash the slate & leave nothing indefinite between us, 

nothing to argue over, or dispute about, or re-arrange” (A-LMS 351). With no witnesses 

present other than Ashcroft, and no duplicate copies of the documents to which Twain 

could later refer, Twain signed the contracts in a show of faith (350-351). Despite the fact 

that the terms in the contracts clearly favored Ashcroft and Lyon at Twain’s expense, 

Twain was relieved to sign them, he later claimed, for one of the stipulations “made 

getting rid of Miss Lyon easy & unembarrassing,” and by now he was seriously 

contemplating her dismissal in order to quiet Clara’s increasing objections (349). Despite 

this bravado, the Great Clean-Up Day left Twain despondent. He confessed to Clara in a 

letter the next day that it had destroyed the illusion of conviviality that he had so 

cherished:  

Nothing is as it was. Everything is changed. Sentiment has been wholly 

eliminated. All things in this house are now upon a strictly business basis. All 

duties are strictly defined, under several written contracts, signed before a notary. 

[…] 

All services rendered me are paid for, henceforth. 

But there is no vestige of ugly feeling, no hostility on either side. The 

comradeship remains, but it is paid for; also the friendship. Stormfield was a 

home; it is a tavern, now, & I am the landlord. (A-LMS 399) 

From this point forward, neither Ashcroft nor Lyon would be able to regain their former 

comradery with the writer, for the Great Clean-Up Day proved to be a death knell for his 

affection. 
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In a misguided attempt to placate Twain and assuage Clara’s mounting concerns, 

Ashcroft and Lyon wed on March 18, 1909, definitively ending rumors that Lyon had 

plotted to ensnare Clemens in a mercenary marriage. This extreme measure proved little 

more than a stopgap. The newlyweds tried to carry on much as they had when they were 

single people, but Twain was adamant that he would not have a married couple living in 

his home. The truth was, Twain had begun to grow weary of Lyon’s controlling presence. 

As Lyon grew older, her health deteriorated; more and more she longed for Stormfield to 

become a quiet retreat away from the social whirlwind in which Twain loved to immerse 

himself. Twain, however, was a social being, and he refused to play the cossetted 

homebody alongside her, for he had little sympathy for her physical ailments and had 

begun to spurn her constant fussing over him. He claimed, “Miss Lyon had grown so 

aggressive, & high-handed, & masterly, & fractious, & hysterical & insolent of late that if 

I didn’t presently turn her out of the house she would turn me out” (A-LMS 345). As 

friction between Lyon and Twain eroded their former geniality, Clara continued to loudly 

voice her concerns about Lyon’s character. Knowing that charges of financial fraud 

would immediately ignite her father’s wrath, Clara accused Lyon and Ashcroft of 

mismanaging her father’s funds and exploiting his trust for their personal gain (Hill, 

God’s Fool 219). Investigations were launched, and Twain grew predictably incensed. 

Twain had preferred to think of Ashcroft and Lyon as jovial friends or honorary members 

of the family, but if there was one thing Twain would not stand for, it was being cheated 

out of his hard-earned money. His sense of betrayal ran deep as he became aware of how 

free Lyon had been with his money and how lax she had become in her duties to write 

timely checks to his creditors on his behalf. His “family,” it seemed, had taken advantage 
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of him. As Ashcroft and Lyon mounted various defenses—just a fortnight after Lyon’s 

dismissal from Twain’s employ—Twain began composing an untitled manuscript 

documenting his side of the story and ruthlessly disparaging his former employees. 

The Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript 

Beginning in May of 1909, Twain spent four months writing and assembling the 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, a unique, polyvocal pastiche of first-person narrative, eye-

witness testimonies from his daughters and employees, letters he received, household 

bills and financial statements, legal contracts, and newspaper clippings—all incorporated 

in a loose epistolary form. Although he attacks both Lyon and Ashcroft in the text, it is 

primarily upon Lyon that he turns the full force of his fury, blasting both her actions and 

her ethics: She failed to perform her secretarial duties in a timely and satisfactorily 

manner. She wheedled her way out of her work, getting other staff members to do it for 

her. She was too free with Twain’s money, making unauthorized purchases for herself 

while simultaneously encouraging him to scrimp on his daughters. She was a thief. She 

pilfered his “house money,” the cash kept on hand for minor housekeeping expenditures. 

She pocketed Olivia’s beads from the attic when she left the Clemens home for the last 

time. Twain also attacks her personally: She was immature. She was lazy. She was a 

compulsive liar. She was a drunk. She put on airs and had delusions of grandeur. She was 

a social climber. What he claimed was most offensive, however, was her treatment of his 

youngest daughter: 

Miss Lyon, as I am now aware, was guilty of many meannesses, & many 

small frauds, & of a vast deal of wanton & malicious lying, & she was also guilty 

of one great crime, one cruel & unforgivable crime. Do I mean the crime of 
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spreading a report here a year ago (while she was pretending to be Clara’s most 

loving & devoted friend), that Clara was insane? No, that was bad enough, but the 

crime I refer to was worse. It was the crime of keeping Jean exiled in damnable 

dreary & depressing health-institutions a whole year & more after she was well 

enough to live at home without damage to her well-being. (A-LMS 341) 

Using the literary scheme auxetic crescendo, Twain builds to an emotional climax, with 

the list of Lyon’s offenses culminating in her intentional separation of father and 

daughter. Throughout the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, this one transgression appears most 

heinous, and it is the one Twain relies on most heavily for pathos, prompting the reader’s 

sympathy and indignation in turn. After all, Twain was at a time in life when the loss of 

his cherished family members seemed crushing. By 1909 his son Langdon, his daughter 

Susy, and his wife Olivia had all died. Due to her depression over her mother’s death, her 

increasing dislike and distrust of Lyon, and her attempts to establish a life for herself 

outside her father’s shadow, Clara avoided living in her father’s home for any extended 

period. Jean had been summarily banished from his presence by Lyon. Twain had 

allowed himself to become so distracted by his own interests and social engagements that 

he failed to recognize that Lyon regularly intercepted and censored communications from 

Jean and her doctors and misrepresented the extent and dangers of her illness. Jean’s 

ostracization was as much the result of his paternal neglect as of Lyon’s machinations. 

Now, upon discovering the betrayal of his personal secretary and his business manager, 

he lost two more integral figures in his life. He was all alone. Who was to blame? 

As a rhetorical text, the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript had multiple purposes: 

expressing Twain’s anger for himself and his varied audiences, preemptively defending 
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himself against hypothetical accusations from the Ashcroft-Lyons or the general public, 

and reconciling him to his estranged daughters. In the most visceral sense, writing the 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript allowed Twain to vent his vitriol and enact private revenge 

upon the most prominent woman in his life at that time. As we saw in the Prologue, as an 

emotion anger is action-oriented, and the rhetorical expression of anger, according to 

Aristotle, can be an active form of vengeance. Lyon’s personal and professional betrayals 

of his trust aggrieved and infuriated him, and he had to rebalance the scales, so to speak. 

Some scholars also read more into his motives. Arguing that Twain felt possessive of 

Lyon’s presence in his life, Laura Skandera Trombley claims that one of Twain’s 

purposes in writing the manuscript was to “vent his fury and feelings of loss after Lyon 

married another man” (“Mark Twain’s Last Work of Realism” 45). Whether or not one 

agrees with that interpretation, at the very least Twain makes every attempt to 

delegitimize Lyon and Ashcroft’s marriage throughout the manuscript. A more likely 

explanation for this, however, is that Twain resented the loss of a person who, at one 

time, was an irreplaceable comfort in his life—one whom he had wholly taken for 

granted. 

 Beyond the act of composition giving expression to his personal anger, Twain 

constructed the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript as a weapon to be deployed should Lyon or 

Ashcroft cause further trouble after his death. As Michael Sheldon explains, in the final 

years of his life Twain held serious reservations about his daughters’ ability to financially 

support themselves after his passing. Jean’s epilepsy barred her from many of the 

vocations available to women of the leisure class, so she would depend entirely upon 

whatever royalties the Mark Twain estate and copyrights generated. Clara’s situation was 
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little better. Whereas Clara had a career as singer, her performances were generally met 

with a cool reception, and her tours lost money rather than made it. Sheldon asserts that 

“Clara’s immature ways and uncertain prospects” left Twain skeptical about her financial 

independence (30). Both his daughters, it seemed to him, would depend upon the 

royalties from his already published works and the potential income to be made by the 

posthumous publication of his letters and other manuscripts Twain would intentionally 

leave behind for publication after his passing (30). The newspapers were already hunting 

for a scandal when it became public that he had dismissed Lyon and Ashcroft and had 

attempted to repossess the “Lobster Pot” house on his property in Redding. Twain wanted 

to protect his daughters and his estate from any further attacks, whether social or legal, by 

his troublesome, disgruntled ex-employees. 

 Twain’s concerns proved well-founded, and the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript was 

used as a deterrent less than six months after Twain’s death. In a letter to Mrs. Whitmore 

sent on August 5, 1910, Clara alleges that the Ashcrofts sent her a “blackmailing letter” 

after they had attempted to sell a manuscript stolen from Twain. She writes: 

But father left me one weapon to use in case they troubled me any more & I used 

it—He wrote out a full description of their entire story of dishonesty which I was 

to publish if there was no other way to keep them quiet.—So we sent the lawyer 

out to Chicago (where they are now), who threatened them with the publication of 

the M.S. if they did not give back to me all the [stuff] of father’s that they had in 

their possession & desist from annoying me in any way. It was successful. (qtd. in 

Skandera Trombley, “Mark Twain’s Last Work of Realism” 46) 
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The Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript served this purpose well, protecting Clara’s financial 

security after his death. Lyon and Ashcroft immediately backed down. 

Although Twain intended for the manuscript to act as an insurance policy for his 

daughters after his death, it also had a third purpose: he had also hoped that it would more 

immediately help reconcile his estranged daughters to their neglectful father. At this point 

in life, Twain could not deny the correlation between Lyon’s increasing presence in his 

daily life and his daughters’ increasing absence from it. With the successive losses of his 

social secretary, his business advisor, and his surrogate granddaughters (dubbed his 

Angelfish Club) which Clara had thoroughly disapproved of, Twain needed to shore up 

his circle of intimates, and the first step was making amends with his daughters. While on 

the one hand Twain repeatedly admits in the manuscript that his own inability to 

accurately judge a person’s character enabled Ashcroft and Lyon to con him, on the other 

hand he refuses to acknowledge his own culpability in his daughters’ ostracization, and 

he doubles-down on using Lyon as a “scapegoat for his negligent parenting” (Rafferty 

52). Twain needed to appease both the daughter whose concerns he had long ignored as 

well as the daughter whom he had allowed to be banished from his life, and he needed 

someone onto whom he could easily shift the blame. Lyon was a convenient patsy. 

Skandera Trombley argues that in writing the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Twain was 

desperate to “reconcile with his daughters by any means necessary,” and Twain willingly 

sacrificed Lyon in order to assuage his “overwhelming sense of guilt about his 

estrangement from the remaining members of his family” (“Mark Twain’s Last Work of 

Realism” 41). As Skandera Trombley astutely observes, the Isabel Lyon depicted in the 

manuscript bears little resemblance to the real-life Lyon, for Twain transformed her into a 
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familiar fictional trope: the “family-wrecking, gold-digging, hysterical, ruthless, sexually 

dangerous scarlet woman” (“Mark Twain’s Last Work of Realism” 45). 

 As a rhetorical text, the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript is remarkably complex. It was 

designed to accomplish multiple purposes: venting Twain anger’s, enacting revenge, and 

restoring justice; protecting Twain’s literary estate against the Ashcroft-Lyons couple; 

and reconciling Twain’s estranged daughters to himself. To achieve these purposes, 

Twain had to balance the needs of multiple audiences, including the author himself, the 

American public, and his daughters. To accomplish this, Twain address the manuscript to 

a fourth audience, William Dean Howells, Twain’s fellow writer, confidante, and close 

personal friend. Using the literary conceit of a personal letter, the manuscript bears many 

of the characteristics one would expect of the genre: The manuscript proper begins with 

the salutation “Dear Howells” (330); the narrative voice adopts an easy, conversational 

tone with the reader as someone intimately known to the writer; Twain makes frequent 

references to Howell’s experiences, knowledge, or personal tastes; and the text regularly 

directly addresses Howells in a form of apostrophe, especially at emotional climaxes in 

the narrative. Most importantly, imagining Howells as the primary audience for his text 

allowed Twain to chronicle his relationship with Lyon with a frankness that would have 

been otherwise problematic.  

 A consummate performer, Twain was keenly aware of the way in which an 

audience could actively shape an unfolding narrative, especially a conversational one. For 

years he had been experimenting with dictating his autobiography, finding the stream-of-

consciousness method of talking to an audience of one or two a thrilling new form of 
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composition.187 In the spontaneous, free association of ideas and topics, he could 

combine the diary and autobiography genres, which he claimed would enable “the vivid 

things of the present to make a contrast with memories of like things in the past” (Auto 1: 

220). 188 By 1909, though, he had largely dropped the practice. Dictating to a 

stenographer had not granted him the freedom of topic and language that he had hoped it 

would; he wanted dictation to replicate the act of talking to himself out loud, but he found 

himself irrevocably constrained by the presence of the stenographer, even a sympathetic 

one.189 Twain needed to talk to a listener, but he needed one not bound by social or moral 

conventions. 

                                                             

187. In a letter to Howells dated January 16, 1904, Twain joyfully pronounced the 

pleasures of dictating his autobiography aloud:  

And you will be astonished (& charmed), to see how like talk it is, & how 

real it sounds, & how well & compactly & sequentially it constructs itself, & what 

a dewy & breezy & woodsy freshness it has, & what a darling & worshipful 

absence of the signs of starch, & flatiron, & labor & fuss & the other 

artificialities! Mrs. Clemens is an exacting critic, but I have not talked a sentence 

yet that she has wanted altered. There are little slips here & there, little 

inexactnesses & many desertions of a thought before the end of it has been 

reached, but these are not blemishes, they are merits, their removal would take 

away the naturalness of the flow & banish the very thing—the nameless 

something—which differentiates real narrative from artificial narrative & makes 

the one so vastly better than the other—the subtle something which makes good 

talk so much better than the best imitation of it that can be done with a pen. 

(MTHL 778) 

188. Twain professed to believe “that the mind works automatically, & plans & 

perfects many a project without its owner suspecting what it is about; the mind being 

merely a machine, & not in even the slightest degree under the control of its owner or 

subject to his influence” (A-LMS 325). For more on Twain’s understanding of stream of 

consciousness and free will, see his essay “What is Man.” 

189. In a letter to Howells dated April 17, 1909, Twain listed several 

“irremovable drawbacks” to dictating: (1) a stenographer is a single-member audience 

who often fails to inspire; (2) when one dictates to a stenographer, one is speaking to an 

audience, not just thinking aloud; (3) if the stenographer is female, one must heavily 

censor what might be deemed indecent; (4) if the stenographer is religious, one must 

abstain from profanity and radical theology; and, (5) one cannot talk about intimate and 

private concerns in front of a stenographer (MTHL 2: 844-45). 
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 His solution, as he explained it in a letter to Howells, came to him at three in the 

morning on April 17, 1909, just shortly before he began composing the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript: he would “write letters to friends & not send them” (MTHL 2: 844). Drafting 

letters but not mailing them was not a new concept for Twain; Olivia had long before 

introduced this activity to him as a means of venting his anger yet forestalling words or 

deeds that he would later regret.190 Furthermore, the idea of writing unsent “letters” was 

not new; he had already experimented with literary letters that blurred the bounds of 

public and private, real and fictitious, and he had been contemplating returning to this 

malleable method of composition after his experiments with dictation (Zaccara 117; 

Gagel 8, 10, 13).191 Nevertheless, the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, as the editors of 

                                                             

190. In an interview with the New York Herald on June 13, 1897, Twain 

explained the practice: 

I used to have a rage and let it expand in the letter box.  

If anyone had done something to me that annoyed me or put me out, I 

would sit down and write a letter to him, and I would pour out all my thoughts 

and all the bitterness and anger and contempt and indignation and invective in my 

heart, and when I had cleaned myself out thoroughly I would put that letter in the 

box and my wife would see that it did not go.  

She used to say when she saw me sitting down: “What are you going to 

do?”  

“I am going to answer this letter. I would—” 

“But you know you won’t send it.”  

“I know that, but, by George, I am going to write it.”  

I have been very sorry many a time that those letters were not kept, 

because when a man is in a thoroughgoing temper, he finds things to say worth 

preserving. (Interviews 123) 

In My Father Mark Twain, Clara Clemens later clarified that it was her mother’s 

“idea that, when he was in a towering rage over some misdemeanor…he should express 

all his condemning thoughts in a letter—but not mail the letter” (68). 

191. For an example of this type of letter, see the letter sent to Howells in late 

November 1874, in which he pretends to write to his wife in the year 1935. Amanda 

Gagel offers an analysis of this text as it falls within the “letter” genre in her article 

“Letters as Critical Texts: A Consideration of Mark Twain’s ‘Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript,’” pp. 11-12. 
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Volume Three of his Autobiography assert, is the only known surviving “letter” to follow 

this scheme as he laid it out in his letter to Howells in 1909 (325). 

 As a rhetorician, Twain appreciated how having a specific audience with 

predictable values and constraints enabled him to move beyond the vague and generic. To 

paraphrase Kurt Vonnegut; he did not have to open the window and attempt to make love 

to the world. A specific audience enabled him to tune his rhetoric appropriately. Of 

course the major shift here is that because the letter was merely a conceit, he was able to 

shift between addressees to intentionally target the audience that would best appreciate 

any given rhetorical approach. Twain boasted to Howells that it was a “cunning and 

handy…splendid…all-comforting, all-satisfying, all-competent scheme” which “blows 

all these obstructing and irritating difficulties [of dictation] to the winds!” (MTHL 2: 

845). “I will fire the profanities at Rogers,” he crows, “the indecencies at Howells, the 

theologies at Twichell. Oh, to think—I am a free man at last!” (MTHL 2: 845). Having a 

specific audience in mind for the unsent letters was key to the scheme’s effectiveness, he 

explains: 

Talking to the same, same, same old one-character stenographer all the time, is 

talking to the vague—there’s no definite target; but the scheme furnishes a 

definite target for each letter, & you can choose the target that’s going to be the 

most sympathetic for what you are hungering & thirsting to say at that particular 

moment. And you can talk with a quite unallowable frankness & freedom, 

because you are not going to send the letter. When you are on fire with theology, 

you’ll not write it to Rogers, who wouldn’t be an inspiration, you’ll write it to 

Twichell, because it would make him writhe & squirm & break the furniture. 
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When you are on fire with a good thing that’s indecent, you won’t waste it on 

Twichell, you’ll save it for Howells, who will love it. As he will never see it, you 

can make it really indecenter than he could stand; & so no harm is done, yet a vast 

advantage is gained. (MTHL 2: 845) 

For Twain, the conceptual audience could be an active participant in a textual 

performance, and when it came to unsent letters as a mode of composition, apostrophic 

audience and text could be adapted to one another, for a letter could be “a performance 

for an interlocutor” (Gagel 14).  

 When Twain composed the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, he strategically selected 

Howells as the most likeminded audience for his anger, and this choice shaped the 

manuscript’s tone, style, and voice. In the manuscript’s short and separately paginated 

preface, titled “To the Unborn Reader,” Twain explicitly states that he constructed the 

text under the guise of a letter to his “old & sympathetic friend, a friend of thirty-five 

years’ standing” (A-LMS 329). 192 This conceit allowed him to have, in his words, 

“freedom, utter freedom, limitless freedom, liberty to talk right out of my heart, without 

reserve. I could not talk like that to the public” (329). Writing to a trusted and 

sympathetic reader already intimately familiar with Twain, the particulars of his daily 

life, and his personal habits—especially his private performances of anger—meant that 

Twain did not have to be circumspect in his accusations and accounts. A private, 

                                                             

192. Benjamin Griffin and Harriet Elinor Smith, the primary editors for volume 

three of Twain’s Autobiography, posit that this letter to the “unborn reader” was one of 

the last additions to the manuscript, given that Twain worked on the text from May to 

September 1909 and the prefacing letter is dated “Autumn 1909.” His comments in the 

letter, therefore, look backwards on what he had already written rather than forwards to 

what he intended to say.  
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sympathetic reader allowed Twain to be his authentic self. Without such an audience, he 

explains, “I could not talk like that to the general public, I could not strip myself naked 

before company” (329).  

 Addressing the manuscript as a letter to Howells also served another purpose: it 

gave him the chance to respond directly and at length to Ashcroft’s accusations and the 

various interviews the Ashcroft-Lyon couple gave in the newspapers without spreading 

his pearls before swine, so to speak. The body of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript begins 

with a letter quoted in full that Ashcroft sent Twain on April 29, 1909. Twain had been so 

incensed by Ashcroft’s attitude in the missive that on the letter’s envelope Twain wrote 

“Letter from a sniveling hypocrite—who is also a skunk, & a professional liar. It is 

precious, it has no mate in polecat literature——don’t let it get lost. SLC” (Auto 3: 

editorial note 330.34, p. 613).193 Twain could not ignore Ashcroft’s posturing, but he 

wisely anticipated that any response from him would merely escalate the situation and 

open him up to further attacks from Ashcroft and Lyon, both privately and in the press. 

Instead of addressing his rebuttal to Ashcroft, he turned to (a fictive) Howells. At the 

beginning of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Twain expounds upon his specific choice of 

audience: 

Howells…my principal reason for addressing my answer to you is, that 

your trained & alert literary instincts & appreciations are the best & most 

inspiring I know of to display it before: an audience that will beguile me into 

dwelling leisurely & lovingly upon it, & enjoying the taste of it in my mouth. It is 

                                                             

193. A “polecat” is a European weasel-like mammal that emits an unpleasant 

musk when marking its territory or when frightened. Americans adopted the term 

“polecat” to colloquially identify skunks. 
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a darling tale, & I can’t consent to spoil it by writing it to Ashcroft. It would 

degrade my dignity beyond re-elevation to lower it to the level of that cad. (A-

LMS 331) 

By invoking Howell’s literary prowess, Twain seeks to reinforce his own authorial 

artistry, claiming that his manuscript required a cultured, talented reader to fully 

appreciate it. More than mere egomania, this rhetorical move explicitly tunes the 

audience’s expectations regarding both the content of the text and his own narrative 

stance within it. Rather than letting readers perceive his manuscript as polemical, Twain 

emphasizes the pleasures of his literary expression of anger and implicates the reader in 

his exhibitionism.194 

 Although he addresses his “letter” primarily to Howells, Twain clarifies that he 

also imagines other audiences in instances in which he finds that Howells—even as an 

imaginary reader—would prove too conscientious to stomach the rage and profanity he 

wished to unleash upon the page. In the preface to the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, he 

rationalizes changing audiences as needed: “Howells is all refinement, by nature & 

training. Now & then, when I have been obliged to be robust & indelicate in my speech, 

                                                             

194. Whereas many clinical scientists define rage as negative, uncomfortable 

emotion, some theorists claim that experiencing and expressing rage is immensely 

pleasurable. Robert W. Zaslow and Marilyn Menta define rage as “the highest, most 

intense form of arousal for full materialization of resources that can be used destructively 

or constructively…It is the peak experience of anger, as well as the peak experience of 

joy” (255). Stephen A. Diamond claims that “to feel rage fully, to be totally filled with it, 

even temporarily overcome or possessed by it, is to know a type of ecstasy—a 

momentary loss of voluntary control, social inhibition, and self-discipline; a surrender to 

animal instinct, as occurs during sexual orgasm; a direct—and sometimes purposefully 

sought after—participation mystique in the daimonic powers of nature… To feel rage is 

to feel real life pared down to its purist, simplest state: the rousing, rapturous flush of 

unfettered vitality, pristine purpose, and unshakable will. It is at such moments that we 

are most alive” (15). 
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Howells was an embarrassment to me; I found I could not say things to him which I 

could not say to a lady” (A-LMS 329). If the purpose of addressing Howells was simply 

to help Twain envisage a familiar, sympathetic, and trustworthy audience to whom he 

could confess, then the problem of Howells’s refinement could be solved by simply 

addressing a different friendly audience when he wanted to vent in baser or more profane 

terms. “In these cases,” he writes, “I have gotten over the difficulty by imagining I was 

talking to Colonel George Harvey. He is as robust as I am myself” (329).195  

 Of course, composing the manuscript as a “letter to Howells” was merely a 

conceit. As far as we know, Twain never shared the manuscript with Howells. 

Nevertheless, despite the fact that Twain addresses the manuscript to an audience who 

would never read it, he did intend for it to be read. Amanda Gagel explains that the 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript has “a three-layered addressee” (15). The first and most 

private addressee is the stated recipient of the letter, Howells. The next layer includes 

Twain’s daughters, who contributed their own accounts to the manuscript, and his 

lawyer, Charles T. Lark, to whom he entrusted the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript for 

safekeeping. 196 In a sense, Lark was the arbiter of the manuscript’s public life. Should 

                                                             

195. As president of Harper and Brothers Publishers, George Harvey had 

arranged an exclusive contract with Twain, making Twain the highest paid American 

writer at the time.  

196. The editors for volume three of Twain’s Autobiography have documented 

the history of the manuscript and explain that Twain did not include the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript with the rest of the Mark Twain Papers to be overseen by Clara Clemens and 

biographer Albert Bigelow Paine, who served as his literary executors. Although both 

Paine and Clara likely read the manuscript, Twain did not entrust its physical custody to 

them. Instead, Twain gave it to his lawyer, Charles T. Lark, for safe keeping (A-LMS 

323-324). The editors of Twain’s Autobiography assert, “Sixty years elapsed between 

Mark Twain’s death and the first time modern scholars saw or read this manuscript” 

(323). Due to its severe and potentially libelous accusations, the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript remained unpublished for more than one hundred years until its inclusion in 
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the Ashcroft-Lyons cause no further trouble, the text would remain private for half a 

century or more. Twain writes in the preface, “This original Manuscript will be locked up 

& put away, & no copy of it made” (A-LMS 329). Of course, Twain did intend for the 

manuscript to be public in the far future. The final addressee is the “unborn reader” 

apostrophized in the manuscript’s preface. Although Twain did not include the Ashcroft-

Lyon Manuscript with the rest of his writings, autobiographical dictations, and other 

papers, he foresaw that it would be published long after his death, or “a hundred years 

hence.” The “unborn reader” functions rhetorically as an invented future witness, an 

anonymous judge assessing Twain’s case. Whereas this audience is removed from the 

immediate situations and people mentioned in the text, Twain nevertheless approaches 

this audience with a startlingly personal tone, professing to the unborn reader, “Your eye, 

after mine, will be the first to see it.” Indeed, Twain promises to lay bare before the 

reader “an intimate inside view of our domestic life of to-day not to be found in naked & 

comprehensive detail outside its pages” (329). It is before this future reader that Twain is 

most comfortable stripping himself bare. 

Classical Rhetorical Modes 

Given that Twain heavy-handedly exaggerated and fictionalized the incidents in 

the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, it comes as little surprise that the manuscript’s dominant 

rhetorical mode is auxesis, αὔξησις, a Greek word meaning “growth,” “amplification,” or 

“increase.” Narrowly defined, auxesis is a figure of speech in which words, phrases, or 

clauses are arranged sequentially in an ascending order of importance. In a broader sense, 

                                                             

the third volume of the Autobiography of Mark Twain published by the University of 

California Press in 2015. 
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auxesis is a rhetorical form of increasing, expanding, elaborating, and inflating ideas or 

arguments. Verne R. Kennedy explains that auxesis is audience-centered and “signifies 

an increase or intensifying of opinions concerning esteem, value, worth, size, goodness, 

etc. It is the amplifying of the hearers’ value conceptions” (63). To wit, auxetic 

amplification intensifies the audience’s perception of the importance of the facts and 

arguments being presented. Within the umbrella of auxetic techniques are various forms 

of describing something using disproportionately inflated terms, including amplification, 

bathetic melodrama, and antonomasic hyperbole. As we’ll see, each of these techniques 

plays a prominent role in Twain’s construction of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript and its 

modes of persuasion. 

The Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript as a whole is an example of rhetorical 

amplification writ large. As a rhetorical technique, amplification is most easily 

recognized on the sentence level, compounding explanations, descriptions, or 

embellishments to create increasing dramatic weight. However, classical rhetoricians 

believed amplification functioned on the level of the discourse as a whole. Bernard 

Duriez reminds us that, according to classical rhetoricians, discursive amplification 

implied the art of finding the best arguments and of exploiting them in accordance 

with a logical and persuasive plan preferably based on their mounting intensity. 

Such a process of reasoning demanded description, comparison, examples, a 

discussion of motives, pathetic elements, reminiscences, quotations elicited from 

prominent citizens or from poets, explanation, and justification. (Dupriez 33) 

Certainly, Twain’s use of auxetic amplification in the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript 

conforms to this description: the text features nearly all the categories of evidence 
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classical rhetoricians would expect in a well-reasoned, auxetic discourse. In brief, Twain 

describes incidents, conversations, and patterns of behavior. He draws numerous 

comparisons, for instance, likening his situation with the Ashcroft-Lyons to the sordid 

events in a bad Romance novel. He provides examples of Lyon’s depravity, and he 

documents specific instances in which she defrauded his creditors or misappropriated his 

funds. He probes into underlying motivations, speculating about how greed, jealousy, 

insecurity, and pride might have motivated Ashcroft and Lyon to enthusiastically violate 

his trust. He even sounds his own motives in writing the manuscript. He makes full use of 

pathetic elements, primarily evoking the reader’s pity over how poor Jean was cruelly 

exiled, Clara summarily ignored, and he himself left bereft as a “stripped & forlorn King 

Lear” (347). He briefly reminisces about his deceased wife and the few contented years 

he enjoyed with Ashcroft and Lyon before being made aware of their duplicity. He 

provides testimony from prominent citizens and those personally familiar with Lyon and 

Ashcroft, including George Harvey, Frederick Duneka, David Munro, Henry Rogers, and 

Albert Bigelow Paine, among others. He explains how he uncovered Lyon’s thefts and 

Ashcroft’s betrayal and meticulously documents the evidence against them. He justifies 

his invective and, at the manuscript’s close, seeks to justify his naiveté in allowing Lyon 

and Ashcroft to con him so entirely. Twain utilizes the many persuasive modes classical 

rhetoricians considered fundamental to auxetic amplification.  

The manuscript’s roughly chronological recounting of events provides a guiding 

logical structure for Twain’s auxetic amplification. As his narration advances, moving 

from incidents nearly a decade in the past to those within a year or two of the 

manuscript’s composition, Twain progressively escalates the narrative’s polyvocality, 
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increasingly incorporating outside sources (which function rhetorically like a Greek 

chorus) to amplify his credibility. In section X, which begins just a little over one-sixth of 

the way into the text of the manuscript (as it is published in volume three of his 

Autobiography), Twain starts to regularly introduce into the narrative letters from his 

employees, friends, and family members to corroborate his accusations. Then, in section 

XVII—just a little less than halfway through the published manuscript—he begins to 

insert bills, receipts, memoranda, and legal documents. Finally, in section XXI, the last 

and largest portion of the manuscript, taking up more than half of the text as a whole, 

Twain includes articles and photos he has clipped from the newspaper as well as lengthy 

narratives written by Jean and Clara.197 As we can see, Twain creates a sense of mounting 

intensity by increasingly drawing on different forms of ethical appeals voiced by outside, 

credible speakers.  

Amplification is evident not only in the manuscript’s escalating polyvocality but 

also in its use of bathetic melodrama, which over exaggerates sentimentality and 

sensationalism for comedic effect. Longinus, the first-century AD rhetorician and author 

                                                             

197. Although XXI is the last major section of the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, it 

does not conclude the text. At the end, Twain appends a seemingly incongruous 

“Memorandum” in which he quite briefly reflects on competing claims between Dr. Cook 

and Commander Peary as to who discovered the North Pole. Twain asserts, “I believe 

both are speaking the truth” (A-LMS 439). However, he criticizes Dr. Cook for sitting 

“down among the icebergs to waste a year—in writing about the discovery?” (440). If a 

man does not assert his claim immediately, Twain opines, it is his own fault that he is 

relegated to second place. On the surface, this memorandum has nothing to do with 

Twain’s account of Ashcroft and Lyon’s abuses. However, if one digs deeper, one might 

read it as his own subtle acknowledgment of the truth in both his and Lyon’s competing 

claims regarding her last years in Twain’s employ. Furthermore, one might interpret is as 

Twain’s own wry self-awareness regarding the persuasiveness of his accusations against 

Lyon and Ashcroft given the potential timetables for which he anticipated the manuscript 

to be made public. 
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of the seminal work of literary criticism On the Sublime, argues that bathos is the 

opposite of the sublime. Andrew Lang explains Longinian bathos this way: If the sublime 

is best captured by the breathless awe and wonder of ascending a craggy summit, then 

bathos is forgetting to stop one’s ascent at the top of the peak and instead tumbling back 

down the mountain’s backside (xxv). Whereas Longinus primarily viewed bathos as 

evidence of artistic failure, rhetoricians and literary critics today laud its humorous bite 

and ability to radically shift prevailing tone and mood. Twain himself seemed enamored 

of the clever use of bathos and experimented with the technique in nearly all his major 

published works. It is unsurprising, then, that Twain relied so heavily upon bathetic 

juxtaposition of drama and melodrama in the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript as a means of 

venting his anger and thusly (as Aristotle might claim) taking vengeance upon Lyon and 

Ashcroft alike. By employing familiar dramatic tropes, Twain rhetorically intensifies the 

reader’s perception of his narrative’s significance and adds dramatic weight to his story. 

Then, by abruptly undercutting the climactic sensationalism—bursting the melodramatic 

bubble of his own making, so to speak—he rhetorically disempowers Ashcroft and Lyon 

as the conniving villains of his tale. He reveals them to be nothing but clichéd and paltry 

shams, another Duke and Dauphin peddling a hackneyed confidence game. To Ashcroft 

and Lyon (Twain insinuates), their manipulation of the aged writer might seem to be the 

work of a scintillating drama: 

[Ashcroft]…believed I couldn’t conduct my house without his wife; that he could 

billet her on me for good & all; that he & she owned me body & soul & I couldn’t 

help myself; that all in good time they would be indisputably supreme here, & I 

another stripped & forlorn King Lear. (A-LMS 347) 
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However, Twain immediately undermines the dramatic weight of this literary allusion by 

juxtaposing it with the stagey, over-the-top sensationalism characteristic of melodrama: 

All this to be brought about by a deep & dark & spectacular scheme which I was 

to accidentally stumble upon the track of by & by, three months later; a scheme so 

darkly & shudderingly & mysteriously showy & romantic that they must surely 

have lifted it out of an old-time novel, no modern mind could have invented it. (A-

LMS 347). 

Twice following the Aristotelian rule of threes, Twain piles up the adjectival modifiers, 

using polysyndeton, or repetition with multiple conjunctions to achieve a burgeoning 

effect and syntactically reinforce how overdramatic, histrionic, and trite Ashcroft and 

Lyon’s scheme was. Behind the words on the page, Twain’s boiling anger provides an 

impetus for Twain’s acerbic bathos. 

Bathetic subversion proves to be a key rhetorical mode to which Twain returns 

time and again in his text. From the very beginning of the 433-page Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript, Twain goes to great lengths to compare the events chronicled in the 

manuscript with the typical conventions of the wildly popular, sensational Romances that 

had populated American bookshelves, newspaper columns, and theatre stages in the mid-

nineteenth century (A-LMS 333). Employing a well-established convention of 

playwriting, Twain includes in the manuscript a sort of dramatis personae in which he 

casts Lyon, Ashcroft, and himself as the stock characters of a sensational fiction:  

There are three conspicuous characters in this true tale of mine, this queer 

& shabby & pitiful tale—to-wit, a pair of degraded & sufficiently clumsy 

sharpers, & I the born ass, their easy victim. These three characters have figured 
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as clever inventions in many romances, but in this Manuscript we are not 

inventions, we are flesh & blood realities, & the silly & sordid things we have 

done & said are facts, not fancies. (A-LMS 329) 

Not only does Twain identify the actors using the tropes stereotypical of melodrama —

the villainous swindler and the lovable, but-not-so-clever hero-victim—but he also 

employs the language of the sensational, with words such as “shabby” and “pitiful” 

reinforcing the driving pathos of sensational drama. Twain complicates his melodramatic 

amplification by liberally pairing it with bathos, undercutting the pathetic element for 

comedic effect. If we return to Twain’s dramatis personae at the beginning of the 

Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, we see bathos in the pairing of lurid nouns and acerbic 

adjectives: The “sharpers” are “clumsy,” their “victim” an “ass.” Bathetic juxtaposition 

between the high and low, the “silly” and the “sordid,” was one of Twain’s favorite forms 

of humor, and he uses the technique to great success in nearly all his major works, from 

Innocents Abroad and Adventures of Huckleberry Finn to Personal Recollections of Joan 

of Arc.  

 In the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, bathetic melodrama also functions as rhetorical 

sleight of hand. In addition to venting Twain’s anger and amplifying the reader’s sense of 

significance through comparison of the “fact” to the sensational “fiction,” bathetic 

melodrama also allows Twain to paradoxically heighten his tale’s appearance of 

authenticity by repeatedly pointing out how inauthentic it seems. Twain explicitly claims 

at the beginning of the manuscript that the similarity between fact and fiction in the text 

will be its primary value to readers a century after the fact, and he is adamant that the 
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incidents he recounts in the manuscript should not be dismissed as fictitious simply 

because they are so frequently featured in fiction: 

[The] episodes [in this manuscript] have occurred in all lands & in all ages, but 

they have never been linked together in progressive order & sequence & set down 

as plain narrative of fact before; heretofore certain of them have been used in 

romances, but not otherwise. That employment of them has weakened them, not 

strengthened them, because, so used, they fail of the priceless quality of 

authenticity. (A-LMS 329) 

Interestingly, Twain adapts the proven formula of Romance fiction to persuade readers of 

his tale’s veracity. To wit, he anticipates the reader’s suspicion that he embellished or 

outright fabricated the drama in his account, and by acknowledging the absurdity himself, 

he mitigates the reader’s incredulity. Throughout the text, he uses metatextual 

apostrophes to emphasize how contrived and trope-filled the ordeal appears when he 

writes about it, admitting that he himself can hardly believe its veracity: 

Doesn’t it sound like print? Isn’t it exactly the way it would happen in a 

book? Howells, the whole great long Lyon-Ashcroft episode is just as booky as it 

can be; so booky that sometimes its facts & realities seem mere cheap 

commonplace shopworn artificialities to me, & as if they hadn’t ever happened, 

but had straggled into my half-asleep consciousness out of some paltry & fussy & 

pretentious old-time novel of that hallowed ancient day when. . . . when. . . . well, 

you see, yourself, how dam [sic] stagey the whole thing is! (A-LMS 343) 

 

Come—isn’t it just like an old-time machine-made novel? (A-LMS 346) 
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And isn’t it just like the cheap villain in a seventh-rate play? (A-LMS 368) 

 

Isn’t it romantic! Isn’t it stagy [sic] & charming! (A-LMS 368) 

Observe the escalating tone of delighted derision. Twain employs anacoenosis, a 

rhetorical device in which a declarative statement is couched as a rhetorical question in 

order to force the audience to agree with the statement, and he profusely punctuates them 

with emphatic exclamation points. In a parallel series of amplifications, as Lyon’s and 

Ashcroft’s offences escalate in the manuscript, so, too, does Twain’s languorous attention 

to sardonically reading and analyzing them. By the manuscript’s final pages, Twain has 

practically glutted himself on bathetic melodrama and seems to delightedly and self-

indulgently lick his chops over his artistic and auxetic prowess.  

 Whereas Twain’s anger manifests as tongue-in-cheek derision in his wry 

observations about how “stagey” and “booky” the Ashcroft-Lyon affair appears on the 

page, Twain unleashes the full force of his fury when he uses auxetic periphrasis. As the 

manuscript progresses, Twain increasingly uses the rhetorical trope periphrasis, and more 

specifically antonomasia, to replace Ashcroft and Lyon’s names with a number of 

epithets or insulting appellations, heaping invective upon the heads of his targets, 

insulting them in both base and colorful terms. For instance, Ashcroft is a “louse” (332) 

and a “dull & blind ass” (431); Lyon is a “little old superannuated virgin” (433) and a 

“misgotten gutter-rat” (435). The two together are “rotten eggs” (331), a “pair of vermin” 

(335), “carbuncles” (344), “shams” (348), and “the Ashcroft firm of professional liars” 

(427). In many cases, these epithets are quick jabs that, while not always particularly 
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witty, amplify defining attributes and reduce the repetition of proper names in the 

manuscript. Occasionally, however, Twain utilizes particularly clever, imaginative 

appellations which breathe life into his invective.  

One such especially effective use of antonomasia is Twain’s replacing the name 

“Ashcroft” with “Croton reservoir of oratorical veracity” (374). Here Twain is 

referencing the Croton Reservoir (also known as the Murray Hill Reservoir) that was 

located at Forty-Second Street and Fifth Street in the Manhattan borough of New York 

City. Fed by the Croton River via the Old and New Croton Aqueducts, this four-acre, 

man-made lake held roughly 20 million gallons (“Croton Water Supply System”). On the 

surface, the verbal irony and grandiosity make this epithet particularly fresh, for Twain 

humorously and sarcastically asserts that Ashcroft was (not) a 20 million-gallon source of 

truth. If one digs deeper into the allusion, however, a second, more derisive insinuation 

appears. According to historian Mike Wallace, the site chosen for the Croton Reservoir 

was originally one of New York City’s potters’ fields, a cemetery for paupers, unclaimed 

bodies, criminals, or victims of epidemics. Wallace explains that when the city decided to 

construct the reservoir at the site of the potter’s field in the 1840s, the remains of 100,000 

people had to be exhumed and relocated. Given this history, not only is Ashcroft a 

metaphorical well of lies, but he also had at one time buried in his core the rotten remains 

of those most disparaged by society. 198  

In the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Twain attempts to utterly decimate Lyon’s 

credibility and reputation, and his excoriating anger manifests in calumny and 

                                                             

198. In the spring of 1899 the Croton Reservoir was closed. The New York Public 

Library, opened in 1911, now occupies that location. 
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argumentum ad feminam. Some rhetoricians might classify Twain’s ad feminam 

attacks—particularly his targeting of Lyon’s social ambition, hypocritical sexual 

propriety, and heavy dependence on alcohol (a particularly hypocritical attack due to his 

own drinking)—as an informal fallacy of irrelevance. He focuses his ire on attacking 

personal character flaws tangential to the primary issue of whether or not she stole money 

from him and abused her position of trust in his household. In this context his character 

attacks seem to be “pure rhetoric,” as Dupriez would define it (17). However, Twain’s ad 

feminam arguments speak in a broader sense to her lax morals and general 

untrustworthiness. Given that the offenses of which Lyon stands accused relate directly to 

moral weakness, Twain’s ad feminam attacks could be considered a fortiori, in which (as 

Dupriez explains) one argument is laid forth with the intention to make a second, weaker 

argument appear stronger (17). To wit, if Twain convinces his audience that Lyon 

regularly violated social standards of propriety, then it becomes easier for him to 

convince his audience of the more egregious accusation that she was an inveterate liar, 

thief, and con artist. 

Twain’s ad feminam accusations stem in part from the fundamentally different 

worldviews he and Lyon developed given the nearly thirty-year generational gap between 

them. Their concepts of class and gender norms were not the same, for radical societal 

changes such as the Civil War and the fin-de-siècle crisis differently shaped the life 

experiences of employer and employee. As a result, Lyon and Twain had fundamentally 

different concepts of Lyon’s social position and the boundaries of her role in Twain’s 

life. To Twain, Lyon remained the “little governess,” and while he benevolently endured 

her obsessive concern for his comfort and happiness, he rather narcissistically supposed 
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that she was simply fulfilling her obligations to her employer who was the master of the 

house in which she was indulgently permitted to live. Allowing her to bask in his mere 

presence, he grandiosely believed, was sufficient recompense for her private attentions.  

Lyon, however, never fully divested herself of the social identity she had formed 

before her family lost their wealth and status. Working as a governess and secretary were 

only temporary stopgaps until she was able to marry back into wealth and prominence. 

All around her, the increasingly upward social mobility of the Gilded Age (of which 

Twain was ostensibly a part) was evidence that class lines could be blurred under the 

right circumstances. Once a governess, not necessarily always a governess.  

Lyon found herself caught, as Raffertty explains, “between the ideals of ‘true 

womanhood’ and the emergence of the ‘New Woman’” (44). Victorian values such as 

piety and domesticity—key virtues in what Barbara Welter dubbed the Cult of True 

Womanhood—seemed to consign women to the “private sphere” and obligate them 

motherhood and the role of moral arbiter. Twain himself seems to reify some of these 

ideals of True Womanhood in his laudatory recollections of his wife, Olivia. Of course, 

Olivia’s progressive upbringing, liberal views, and surprisingly egalitarian partnership 

with her husband undermine many of the limiting descriptors of the Cult of True 

Womanhood, especially its emphasis on submissiveness. Nevertheless, even though 

Twain at times delighted in the ways in which Olivia was particularly progressive, 

perhaps feeling self-satisfied that he had, like a naughty little boy, corrupted her with his 
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iconoclasm, he seemed utterly uninterested in considering the less-constricted, younger 

generation’s “New Woman” to have the same potential as wife and mother.199  

Unfortunately for Lyon, the nearly thirty-year age gap between Twain and herself 

meant that the ideals of her generation did not necessarily mesh with the previous 

generation’s concept of true womanhood. Lyon was instead, as Laura Skandera Trombley 

explains, a “representative of a new working class remembered today as the ‘new 

woman’ (10). She was a well-educated, intelligent, and independent single woman. She 

owned property and worked outside her home. Before her time with the Clemens family, 

she took in sewing, served as a nanny and governess for a few well-to-do families, and on 

the side sewed and sold pin cushions at the Ladies Exchange, a part-time job she 

continued during her first three years with the Clemenses. She also enjoyed the fin de 

siècle easing of gender restrictions, for she heavily drank and smoked—two taboo 

behaviors for women in society up until that time. When she attempted to cultivate 

                                                             

199. While scholars now more fully understand the limitations of Barbara 

Welter’s influential study titled “The Cult of True Womanhood”—namely its insistence 

on separate public and private spheres which were strictly masculine and feminine, 

respectively, as well as its gross exclusion of women of color, working women, and 

women outside the leisure classes—Welter’s 1966 analysis of nineteenth-century 

American women’s journals and popular literary fiction demonstrates at the very least 

idealized characteristics that captured the imagination of many middle-class Americans. 

Femininity, Welter argued, was exemplified by the virtues of piety, purity, domesticity, 

and submissiveness. Frances B. Cogan’s concept of “Real Womanhood,” as outlined in 

All-American Girl: The Ideal of Real Womanhood in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America, 

perhaps offers a more nuanced understanding of the complex social norms proscribing 

feminine behavior, particularly in its emphasis on intellectualism. In any case, Twain’s 

own conception of the ideals associated with womanhood, especially as it appears in his 

attacks against Lyon, does not fully align with either model proposed by Welter or 

Cogan. His affectionate and rose-colored recollections of Olivia provide the most explicit 

model against which he compared Lyon as a woman. 
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several different outside romantic relationships which could potentially restore her to her 

former social station, however, her marrital aspirations failed.  

After years of playing hostess for Twain and circulating amongst his social set, 

Lyon began to subconsciously adopt Twain’s more affluent social status as her own, 

conflating her professional role in his life with a personal one. Although Twain implies 

that Lyon was presumptuous in adopting his friends as her own and generally 

assimilating into his social circle, for Lyon, it must have seemed only natural. Certainly, 

Lyon’s involvement in the Clemens household blurred the lines between her domestic 

and public spheres. Not only was her place of work a home, but she began to see it as her 

home. In addition to living under the same roof as Twain, Lyon was entrusted to oversee 

the construction, furnishing, and day-to-day managing of Stormfield. She had labored 

over every knick-knack and drapery, and every room bore evidence of her unwavering 

attention to Twain’s comfort and ensuring his efficacy as a writer. Lyon was Twain’s 

companion and the authoritative female in his home, acting in the stead of the deceased 

Mrs. Clemens; her domestic duties included tasks such as interior decorating, supervising 

the household servants, planning meals, acting as hostess for Twain’s guest, playing 

cards with the family members, and accommodating and entertaining the master of the 

house in numerous ways, both small and large.200 As Rafferty notes, “from the beginning 

                                                             

200. The use of the term “master” is deliberate. In her early journal entries 

cataloging her time with the Clemens family, Lyon, using plantation rhetoric, referred to 

her employer as “Marse Clemens,” “Marse C,” or simply “Marse” (Skandera Trombley, 

Other Woman 21). Rafferty claims that this nickname is “a provoking reference to 

[Twain’s] southern roots, to his authoritarian power, and to [Lyon’s] position as ‘slave’” 

(46). Skandera Trombley offers another explanation, claiming that “the name was likely a 

pun on Thomas Nelson Page’s Marse Chan, the main character in a short story by the 

same name from his collection entitled In Ole Virginia (1887). Page was a significant 

southern author,” Skandera Trombley explains, “and there would have been an edge to 
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of her tenure with the Clemens family [Lyon] recognized that she needed to play some of 

Olivia’s role as nurse for Jean, confidante for Clara, and audience for Mark Twain” (45). 

The public sphere of her work gradually merged with the personal sphere of her domestic 

life, and she developed what would have been seen in the nineteenth century as 

“womanly obligations” felt towards a man she cosseted and adored. As she felt that the 

intimacy between employer and employee deepened, Lyon began to posture as a lady of 

society. Drawing on his personal finances—whether by her own volition, as Twain 

claimed, or at Clara’s suggestion, as Lyon later defended—Lyon updated her wardrobe to 

suit the fashionable society into which Twain’s fame had thrust her, outwardly signally 

her attempts at assimilation. Despite her best efforts, however, Lyon occupied a 

precarious position, more than a working-class hired secretary yet less than a leisure-class 

wife.  

Several of Twain’s angry, ad feminam attacks against Lyon reflect a distaste for a 

secretary who, as he describes it, put on airs, affected unwarranted status and power, and 

played the fawning ingénue in attempts to seduce her way to a better station in life. “I 

greatly liked to have Miss Lyon around,” Twain writes rather contradictorily, “yet I had 

never much liked her; she was artificial, insincere, vain, gushy, & full of foolish 

affectations—& I had an aversion for these things” (437). To further discredit what he 

depicts as delusions of importance and authority, Twain exaggerates Lyon’s girlishness, 

even though she was in her mid-forties at the time Twain was composing the Ashcroft-

Lyon Manuscript. For instance, Twain describes the “heroine” of the manuscript’s 

                                                             

Isabel’s pun, as Marse Chan was a slaveholder in the antebellum south” (Other Woman 

21). As she became more personally familiar with Twain, Lyon nicknamed Twain “the 

King” instead. 
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“sordid little romance” as she was when she began working for him in 1902: “She was 

slender, petite, comely, 38 years old by the almanac, & 18 17 in ways & carriage & 

dress” (A-LMS 333). Twain’s description emphasizes Lyon’s girlish stature, manners, and 

demeanor in juxtaposition with what he characterizes as her overripe age according to the 

almanac. Note also how Twain’s cancellation strikes out “18,” the age typically 

associated with maturity and adulthood, and replaces it with “17,” an age at which a 

person is still considered an adolescent rather than an adult. Twain’s revision further 

emphasizes the incongruity between Lyon’s physical age and her 

emotional/psychological age in order to highlight her immaturity. This is an important 

rhetorical move, for Twain uses Lyon’s immaturity to undermine her authority within his 

household as well as her status within his social circle. Rather than being a woman 

responsibly in charge of the household, Lyon appears a pretentious girl indulging in 

“sweet-sixteen dramatics” and grabbing at authority in a show of self-importance (A-LMS 

402).  

In the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Twain viciously disparages Lyon for this social 

ambition. During Lyon’s time in the Clemens household, Twain claims, “the lust of 

power & the sense of sovereignty grew apace,” for Lyon “had a passion for power, & she 

wanted all of it—no division” (336). According to Twain, Lyon eventually became 

“Supreme High Chief” in the Clemens household, and she wanted everyone to know it 

(370). Her pride in her supremacy was blasphemous, Twain argued, for she “prized it 

above her soul’s salvation” (340). Twain claims that Lyon’s delusions of grandeur 

resulted from her association with Twain’s own celebrity: 
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Yes, her head got turned, you see. She had acquired “position;” she could 

freely enter front doors, now, whose back ones she & Ashcroft couldn’t enter a 

few years earlier; she had never had anything, now there seemed to be no valuable 

thing that she hadn’t; she had always lived down cellar, so to speak, now she was 

living on the roof, along with the lightning-rod; she had always been an obscurity, 

now she was in correspondence with people all over the globe; between the 

Human Race & the Great Humorist she stood, erect, impressive, & all alone, like 

Liberty Enlightening New Jersey, & no unit of that Race could get a chance to lay 

a prayer at his feet without her permission. You see, she had always been just a 

chicken-coop, now she was an aeroplane. (A-LMS 340) 

Twain employs several class-based metaphoric expressions to hyperbolize Lyon’s earlier 

social status (before her time as Twain’s social secretary) as a rather socially undesirable 

one. He describes her using situations and imagery stereotypically associated with poor 

whites, immigrants, and people of color—people who had been relegated to using the 

servants’ entrance in the back of wealthy households as a means of reifying racial and 

socio-economic class distinctions. Twain also uses the common New England phrasing 

“she had always lived down cellar” to further emphasize this class-distinction. As quite 

literally the spatially lowest portion of the home, a cellar, if not properly ventilated with 

cool rather than warm air, was prone to becoming damp and moldy, and rotting 

vegetables stored in this environment provided breeding grounds for various food and 

airborne illnesses. Besides being particularly unpleasant if not well-maintained, cellars 

were frequently rented out as low-cost, high-occupancy housing for immigrants and the 

poor in major metropolitan areas in the north and midwest, and in this context living 
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“down cellar” or in a basement was associated with poverty and squalor. The final 

metaphor, the chicken coop, extends this malodourous implication, for even the most 

carefully maintained coop could at any given time be infested with bugs and littered with 

feces, discarded feathers, and soiled nesting material. The chicken coop was also an 

omnipresent installation on many American homesteads in rural and, less frequently, 

suburban areas in the late nineteenth century, and its utter ubiquity further reinforces 

Twain’s assertion that Lyon on her own was neither unique nor noteworthy. These three 

metaphoric expressions—entering through back doors, living down cellar, and being a 

chicken coop—depict her as an unimportant, disadvantaged, and socially second-class 

citizen.201  

 Against these metaphors Twain juxtaposes a bumptious Lyon robed as Lady 

Liberty. Serving not as a welcoming beacon of hope for those looking for freedom and a 

brighter future in America, as we may think of the Statue of Liberty today, but as a 

guardian and gatekeeper, she stands between “the Human Race” (capitalized) and “the 

Great Humorist” (A-LMS 340). Twain was so taken with this simile that he used it 

multiple times in the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript. Combining the literary device 

polysyndeton with the rhetorical tropes epizeuxis (or the immediate, successive repetition 

of the same word) and auxetic crescendo, Twain writes: “I know that that little thing 

                                                             

201. It is important to remember that Twain’s attempts to discredit Lyon’s social 

standing are purely rhetorical moves, for even before she became Twain’s secretary she 

enjoyed a comfortable, upper middle class social standing. When she delivered a book to 

Olivia in the late 1880s, Lyon was quite literally welcomed in through the front door of 

the Hartford house (Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 10). In fact, even as late as March 

1909 Twain openly acknowledged that the ease with which Lyon moved in Twain’s 

social circle made her invaluable. He told Clara that Lyon “could not have been replaced 

at any price, for she was qualified to meet our friends socially & be acceptable to them” 

(A-LMS 397). Here Twain crosses the line between constructed truth and outright fiction. 
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swelled, & swelled, & swelled until she felt as big & tall & imperial as our Goddess of 

Liberty Enlightening the World with her extinguished torch down yonder in New York 

harbor. Wasn’t it the proudest day of her life? Oh, sure” (A-LMS 402). Beyond the 

humorous absurdity of a chicken-coop secretary ballooning in stature from an inflated 

sense of self-importance, Twain’s comparison between Lyon and Lady Liberty also plays 

on his earlier satire of Lady Liberty’s insolence in basking in America’s praise for her 

“magnanimous” service to the country. In a tongue-in-cheek letter he wrote in 1883 to be 

auctioned in support of the fund to build the plinth for the Statue of Liberty, Twain 

opined that the Statue of Liberty erroneously depicts Liberty as puffed up and proud for 

what she had done for the country instead of humble and grateful for what the country 

had done for her.202 Twain castigates Lady Liberty and Lyon alike for taking for granted 

                                                             

202. The Bartholdi Pedestal Fund Art Loan Exhibition was organized to raise 

money for a plinth for the Statue of Liberty, and in the fall of 1883, Twain was asked to 

contribute an autographed letter to be raffled at the Exhibition for the cause. Twain took 

the opportunity to continue his earlier satirical campaign for a monument to be built to 

commemorate Adam as “the Father of the Human Race,” and he wrote a farcical letter 

arguing that America needs a statue of Adam, not of Liberty. In the letter (which was 

subsequently published on page two of the December 4, 1883 edition of The New York 

Times under the heading “Mark Twain Aggrieved”) Twain wrote:  

What do we care for a statue of liberty when we’ve got the thing itself in 

its wildest sublimity? ...  

Another thing: What has liberty done for us? Nothing in particular that I 

know of. What have we done for her? Everything. We’ve given her a home, and a 

good home too. And if she knows anything, she knows it’s the first time she ever 

struck that novelty. She knows that when we took her in she had been a mere 

tramp for 6,000 years, biblical measure. Yes, and we not only ended her troubles 

and made things soft for her permanently, but we made her respectable—and that 

she hadn’t ever been before. And now, after we’ve poured out these Atlantics of 

benefits upon this aged outcast, lo! and behold you, we are asked to come forward 

and set up a monument to her! Go to. Let her set up a monument to us if she 

wants to do the clean thing. 

But suppose your statue represented her old, bent, clothed in rags, 

downcast, shame-faced, with the insults and humiliation of 6,000 years, imploring 

a crust and all hour’s rest for God’s sake at our back door?—come, now you’re 
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what was generously bestowed upon them, and worse still, turning it around as though 

they themselves were the gracious benefactor rather than the indigent beneficiary. 

 Along with targeting her social ambition, Twain also launched ad feminam 

attacks against Lyon for her moral turpitude. Throughout the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, 

Twain argues that Lyon was hypocritical in her adherence to standards governing sexual 

propriety. She had, for instance, assumed a false appearance of virtue by enacting 

ridiculous household rules regarding the mixing of the sexes while herself violating more 

fundamental standards of propriety. Lyon instructed the maids not to answer Twain’s 

ring, ordering none but the butler to serve the master of the house. Lyon had claimed, 

according to Twain, that the maid attending to his needs “could make talk; was making 

talk, all over the countryside—was, indeed, making a scandal; that she (Miss Lyon) was 

doing everything she could to protect my character, & to save Stormfield from obloquy 

[sic]” (337). Lyon, Twain believed, was usurping power in his household under the guise 

of maintaining moral standards. “The damned impudence of it!” he raged (337). Even as 

she enforced such ridiculous rules of decorum, he accuses, she frequently entertained 

Ashcroft in her bedroom morning and night—and with the door shut, no less! Twain 

sarcastically observes, “she & Ashcroft could be depended upon to furnish scandal 

enough for one countryside without help from me; & in honor of their efforts I offered to 

change the house’s name to Scandal Hall” (337). The fundamental falsehood enraged 

                                                             

shouting! That's the aspect of her which we need to be reminded of, lest we forget 

it—not this proposed one, where she’s hearty and well-fed, and holds up her head 

and flourishes her hospitable schooner of flame, and appears to be inviting all the 

rest of the tramps to come over. O, go to—this is the very insolence of prosperity. 

For more on Twain’s tongue-in-cheek campaign for a statue to Adam, see the 

entry “Monument to Adam, A” in The Mark Twain Encyclopedia, edited by J. R. 

LeMaster and James D. Wilson, Garland Publishing, 1993, pp. 522-523. 
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Twain. He revisits this theme throughout the manuscript, claiming variously that Lyon 

“hadn’t a sincere fibre in her anywhere” (339-340), was a “designing hypocrite” (341), 

and was “a rank & rotten hypocrite” (364). As Sheila M. Rothman explains, in Victorian 

America, white women were often idealized as a civilizing force, “curbing their 

[husbands’] ‘animal’ instincts” and “taming” society (22-23). A woman who not only 

failed to civilize, but who was herself morally unrestrained, was thus doubly subject to 

public censure, and Twain castigates Lyon for her moral hypocrisy. 

Waxing hyperbolic about Lyon’s moral failings, Twain further accuses her of 

lacking feminine compassion. Lyon’s moral hypocrisy coupled with an absolute 

indolence seemed to Twain to have corroded her sense of empathy. “She is rotten to the 

very heart,” he fumes, “If she has a heart. Which is doubtful” (A-LMS 350). Twain 

discusses in detail how Lyon, rather than dispatching checks to pay bills the day they 

were due, would let them pile up for weeks, sometimes months, at a time, and then would 

convince another staff member such as Miss Hobby (Twain’s stenographer), Albert 

Bigelow Pain (Twain’s biographer), or even Ashcroft to spend hours sorting the bills and 

writing checks for her. Lyon had so continually shirked her duties to tend to Twain’s bills 

that in one instance, Twain explains, she withheld payment for roughly five months, 

leaving the workmen Twain had contracted with no alternative but to quit their jobs to 

seek employment elsewhere because their families were going hungry. Twain knew this 

condition well given the situations of his childhood. Lyon was utterly heartless, Twain 

concludes, “the muscle in her chest that does duty for a heart, is nothing but a potatoe. 

She has no feeling. She cares for no one but herself” (385).  
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When Twain portrays the narcissistic airs Lyon put on while foisting her duties 

onto others, he exploits nineteenth-century orientalism to further malign Lyon’s 

character. Lyon is depicted as a sort of odalisque: 

she would get herself up in sensuous oriental silken flimseys of dainty dyes, & 

stretch herself out on her bepillowed lounge in her bedroom, in studied enticing 

attitudes, with an arm under her head & a cigarette between her lips, & imagine 

herself the Star of the Harem waiting for the eunuchs to fetch the sultan; & there 

she would lie by the hour enjoying the imaginary probabilities. (A-LMS 338)  

While Lyon manipulated others into doing her work, Twain continues sardonically, she 

herself “did the Star of the Harem act on the sofa & puffed her cigarette and & longed for 

the Sultan. Or even the eunuch” (339).  Here Twain’s accusation of professional 

misconduct culminates in an attack on her character, portraying her as a sultry, exotic 

other, indiscriminate in her libido as she hungers for the unattainable Sultan (Twain) and 

the asexual eunuch (Ashcroft) alike.  

Suggestive posturing notwithstanding, Twain remained adamant that Lyon was 

not sexually desirable. To defend himself against claims that he was attracted to Lyon or 

ever entertained the prospect of marrying her, Twain exaggerated Lyon’s lack of sexual 

vitality. When Clara objected to Lyon taking up residence under her father’s roof, Twain 

glibly dismissed her suspicions: “No, I want her here. She’s like an old pair of slippers to 

me” (qtd. in Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 43). Despite her supposed improprieties 

with Ashcroft, Twain claims that Lyon lacked even in the most primal sexual appeal. He 

writes, “In all my (nearly) seventy-four years I have seen only the one person whom I 

would marry, & I have lost her. Miss Lyon compares with her as a buzzard compares 
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with a dove. (I say this with apologies to the buzzard)” (A-LMS 433). Compared to his 

beloved Olivia, Lyon was merely a “little old superannuated virgin” (433). In even more 

explicit terms, Twain writes of Lyon, “she was an old, old virgin, & juiceless, whereas 

my passion was for the other kind” (437). As far as wanting to enter carnal relations with 

her, he writes: 

Miss Lyon is good company, agreeable company, delightful company, drunk or 

sober, but there is nothing about her that invites to intimate personal contact; her 

caressing touch—& she was always finding excuses to apply it—arch girly-girly 

pats on the back of my hand & playful little spats on my cheek with her fan—& 

these affectionate attentions always made me shrivel uncomfortably—much as 

happens when a frog jumps down my bosom. Howells, I could not go to bed with 

Miss Lyon, I would rather have a waxwork. (A-LMS 433) 

The hyperbole in Twain’s depiction of Lyon as a posturing ingénue lavishing unwanted, 

shudder-inducing caresses belies his continued enjoyment of their flirtations over the 

years. By his own admission Twain had been flattered by her attentions and gratified by 

her flirtations enough to allow them to continue, despite knowing her singular desire to 

wed him: “Was I unaware that before the middle of 1906 she had made up her mind to 

marry me? No—I was aware of it. I am uncommonly lacking in insight, uncommonly 

unobservant,” he writes, “but I was able to see that. … But I didn’t bite” (433). His only 

defense is a lack of escalation or response on his part. 

In another ad feminam attack, Twain accuses Lyon of alcoholism masked as the 

nervous condition “hysteria.” As Harvey Green explains, hysteria and neurasthenia were 

the popular diseases among women in the nineteenth century (141). Recognized as both a 
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mental and social disease, hysteria was most often diagnosed among white middle and 

upper-class women, and its main symptoms included a sort of manic depression. “A 

hysterical woman is a pitiful and unfortunate object,” Dr. Charles P. Uhle explains in an 

1870 article, “full of aches and pains, and imaginary ills, capricious in character, 

whimsical in conduct, excitable, impatient, obstinate, and frivolous—a regular Gordian 

knot” (qtd. in Green 141). Given that hysteria was often associated with over-indulgence 

in intellectual work and overstimulation in general, it is unsurprising that Twain’s 

obsequious secretary, who was often awhirl in her efforts to accommodate Twain both 

professionally and personally, had her migraines and mood swings attributed to a sudden 

onset of hysteria. By her own account in her journals and notebooks, Lyon was plagued 

by migraine headaches and took to regularly drinking bromides as well as alcohol for 

their ameliorating effects.  

To Twain, however, hysteria proved an all too convenient diagnosis which 

excused Lyon’s torpor and violent outbursts. Furthermore, the diagnosis implicated 

Twain, as her employer, for taking advantage and overworking a woman of delicate mind 

and body.203 Ashcroft even said as much after one of Lyon’s episodes, as Twain angrily 

recalls Ashcroft’s plea:  

You must overlook [her outburst]; she didn’t mean any harm, but she is not 

herself. She’s got one of those frightful three-day headaches, she is hysterical, she 

is all worn out in your service, & you must be gentle & considerate with her. She 

                                                             

203. In Dimity Convictions: The American Woman in the Nineteenth Century, 

Barbara Welter asserts that “the ‘migraine syndrome’ and possibly the ‘migraine 

personality’ seemed to be the occupational disease of the intellectual woman in the 

nineteenth century” (154). 
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is all gone to pieces, she is a mere wreck, her life is in danger, the doctor says she 

is right on the verge of nervous prostration. (A-LMS 338) 

Despite Ashcroft’s impassioned supplication, Twain refused to acknowledge his own 

culpability or excuse Lyon’s hysterical outburst. “The trouble with her,” he clapped back, 

“is that she’s a God damned fool!” (338). In the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, Twain 

remains adamant that Lyon’s “hysterics” were the result of and a cover for a more 

damning trait: alcoholism. Utilizing both anadiplosis and auxesis, he writes: “She had 

hysterics; not just occasionally, but frequently; not merely frequently, but very 

frequently. Hysterics—that was Ashcroft’s name for it. But the truth is, she was drunk. 

Drunk daily” (A-LMS 337-338).204 Citing the testimony of Claude, the Clemens’s young 

butler, Twain claims that, in addition to the alcohol she consumed downstairs, Lyon 

drank two or three quarts each of “Scotch whiskey” and “bottles of cocktails” every week 

in her bedroom, even going so far as to raid the guest rooms and Twain’s own bedroom 

when her stash ran low (420). With his characteristic hyperbole, Twain observes that 

Lyon “laid in wine, whiskey & cocktails enough to start a saloon with!” (A-LMS 420).  

Not only does Twain accuse Lyon of being an alcoholic, but he also blames her 

for introducing whiskey into his household. Before she came to live with them, he claims, 

“We never had any real use for that deadly drink, nor any desire for it; & since Miss 

Lyon went away, four months ago, we have never seen a cocktail nor asked for one” (A-

LMS 420). “Miss Lyon’s departure,” he wryly observes, “has been a valuable moral 

                                                             

204. Rafferty reminds us that this accusation first originated from Albert Bigelow 

Paine, who was upset at Lyon for informing Twain that Paine had gone behind his back 

to secure Twain’s correspondence with Howells for Paine’s upcoming biography of 

Twain. Rafferty asserts, “Paine accused Lyon of alcoholism and drug abuse and he 

suggested to Twain that she was incapable of further managing his affairs” (50). 
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investment for us” (421). Twain, of course, was familiar with the “cocktail” (originally a 

mix of Scotch whiskey, sugar, and lemon juice in a wine glass) long before he met Lyon. 

In fact, while Twain was travelling abroad in 1874, the surgeon onboard the steamship 

City of Chester prescribed Twain cocktails three times a day—before breakfast, dinner 

and bed—to treat Twain’s digestion problems. Twain had been so pleased with the results 

of this treatment, that he wrote to Olivia insisting that she order the necessary ingredients 

so that he could continue the regimen when he returned home (Letters 2 January 1874). 

Throughout his life Twain frequently turned to liquor as a ready treatment for any of his 

physical ailments, and in his final years, Twain drank to the point of inebriation semi-

regularly (Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 48). While Lyon might have been a 

convenient and experienced drinking partner, she did not introduce him to alcohol. 

If Lyon was a lush, as he claims, that begs the question as to why Twain 

continued to employ her for seven years. Given that he intended for the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript to lay bare the sordid circumstances that led to Lyon and Ashcroft’s dismissal 

and disgrace, defending his own actions while systematically attacking Lyon and 

Ashcroft’s, Twain had to confront a glaring illogicality. If Lyon were guilty of the 

outrageous behavior he accused her of, why did he not immediately fire her? Some 

careful rhetorical maneuvering, then, was required. Even as he attacks Lyon, Twain 

paints himself as the oblivious fool who time and again allowed himself to be deceived 

by Lyon and Ashcroft. Anticipating the reasonable suspicion a future reader might have 

of his obliviousness, Twain preemptively launches a rebuttal, painting himself the chump 

for trusting her implicitly. He writes: 
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I must be miraculously dull, & miraculously unsuspicious, never to have noticed 

these things—at the time. Evidently when she was drunk to everybody else, I took 

it for hysterics—which was Ashcroft’s name for it. If I had known how heavy our 

liquor bills were, I should have been obliged to suspect Ashcroft or Miss Lyon, 

one or the other, but I never looked at bills of any kind. Consequently I knew 

nothing of these liquor-freshets until the expert’s investigation of Miss Lyon’s 

checks revealed them. (A-LMS 422) 

To build credibility, he concedes his own nescience while pointing out that others 

frequently saw through Lyon’s artifices when he did not. Fueled by kind-hearted 

affection and coupled with a woeful reliance on his paltry business sense (which, he 

reminds the reader, had already failed him numerous times resulting in his being 

swindled by Bliss, Paige, and Webster), his naïve faith, he claims, was innocently 

misplaced (A-LMS 334). Where the doting humorist was deceived, however, others were 

not. As in the case of her alcoholism, he claims, those around him were not as oblivious 

as he: 

Everybody on the place knew it but me. The guests knew it, & discussed it among 

themselves. One witness saw her take three cocktails, one after the other—

without visible effect. Two other entirely trustworthy witnesses said that that was 

homeopathy for her; & added that they had seen her take more than half a tumbler 

of whisky straight—not a drop of water in it—and march away as upright as a 

derrick. (338) 

Twain uses the testimony of these unnamed “trustworthy witnesses” not only for 

evidence of specific instances of overindulgence, but also to speak to her history of heavy 
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drinking as well. Of course, readers ought to be cautious in accepting this testimony 

without question. Twain’s editorializing hand is evident, especially in his characteristic 

application of emphasis (rendered here in italics) and metaphoric language (the derrick 

being a familiar lifting apparatus on ships and docks). 

Although Twain’s anger at Lyon roils beneath the surface of the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript and manifests in many of the rhetorical techniques he employs, it is his deep 

and abiding anger at himself that appears most pervasive. At every turn he must answer 

for his complicity. If Lyon and Ashcroft really committed the many offenses of which he 

accuses them, then he is guilty of a narcissism and naiveté so insidious that he allowed 

two persons to have near-total control over his personal and professional life simply 

because he enjoyed their sycophancy. Whereas writing the manuscript allowed Twain to 

actively vent his anger against the Ashcroft-Lyons, it did little to assuage his festering 

frustration with himself. Although Twain frequently uses the rhetorical device 

chleuasmos to humorously mock himself for being so stupidly gullible, he does so with 

the expectation that his audience will disagree, even if such disagreement is only a token 

response. He acknowledges his egotism only insofar as it makes him more sympathetic to 

the reader:  

[Lyon] & Ashcroft were keeping tender & solicitous watch over me all the time, 

like a pair of anxious & adoring nurses, & I couldn’t even go to Bermuda, & not 

even to New York (an hour & a half distant), without one or both of them along to 

see that I didn’t catch cold or get run over by a baby wagon. And I liked that 

nursing & petting, & was vain of being a person who could call out such homage, 
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such devotion. The pair were laughing at me all the time, but I never suspected. 

(A-LMS 343)  

In the end, Twain’s anger at himself proves impotent, for in the final pages of the 

manuscript when he has the opportunity to ultimately take responsibility for his willful 

deception, he turns instead to what seems now to be an utterly absurd excuse for why he 

was so woefully deceived: hypnotism.  

 Following one of the major rhetorical strategies employed in the manuscript, 

Twain draws upon outside evidence to support his claim. In fact, in this case he credits 

his daughter Clara for first making this argument, and she in turn had received it from the 

“psychist” Mary Lawton, who claimed Lyon had hypnotized Twain (A-LMS 434). 

Despite this somewhat dubious provenance, Twain seems to give the claim due 

consideration. “I had never thought of that,” Twain muses, “The suggestion looked 

reasonable—particularly since no other plausible way had been discovered of accounting 

for the enslaved condition I had been in for the past two or three years” (438). As further 

evidence that hypnotism must indeed be the explanation, Twain cites a “coincidence” in 

which after discussing this idea with Clara he goes up to bed and the first thing his eye 

falls upon is a random paragraph in The World’s Work containing a discussion of the 

power of hypnotism, especially over older men. The excerpt reads: 

Old people, though in all appearance still independent and responsible, are often 

entirely under the suggestive influence of some masterful or interested person. I 

have seen cases of rich old men, apparently normal, who acted entirely against 

their original character, against their true inclinations, against their own interests, 

under the influence of some nurse or attendant who had succeeded in mastering 
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the master’s mind. In such cases the intriguer knew how to apply his suggestions 

so as to rule at last the whole household, cheating the legitimate heirs out of their 

rights or bringing about a marriage contract. (A-LMS 438) 

Twain responds jubilantly: “It describes my case minutely,” he crows, “exactly, vividly, 

& with the most humiliating truthfulness” (438). If Lyon and Ashcroft could be the 

scapegoat for his narcissism, poor business sense, financial mismanagement, and familial 

neglect, then hypnotism could be the scapegoat for his utter faith in Lyon and Ashcroft. If 

he had been anybody else, he writes in the final sentences of the Ashcroft-Lyon 

Manuscript, he would have been able to see through their deception: “But moi? I was 

hypnotised, & it never occurred to me” (439).205 

 Four months of ferocious composition and carefully constructed rhetoric did little 

to abate Twain’s wrath, and even after he completed the Ashcroft-Lyon Manuscript, 

Twain continued to bitterly resented his former secretary and business manager for 

abusing his trust. As Ashcroft waged a campaign against Twain through newspapers and 

legal briefs, hoping no doubt for a settlement from the writer, Twain was surprisingly 

silent in his public defense. One of the only public interviews Twain gave concerning 

Lyon was with the Italian journalist Felice Ferrero who visited Stormfield in June of 1909 

and published his account that fall in Corriere della Sera, one of Italy’s most widely-read 

papers. During their interview, Twain raged about Lyon and Ashcroft’s betrayal, and he 

                                                             

205. Lystra offers the modern diagnosis of “learned helplessness syndrome” to 

explain Twain’s dependency upon Lyon and Ashcroft. She argues that both Olivia’s 

attentive care to his every need as well as his own resolution to abscond from mundane 

duties in his old age made him particularly susceptible to Lyon and Ashcroft’s 

manipulation (230-231). 
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was so infuriated that he almost caused Ferrero to miss his train due to his lengthy rant. In 

Maria Zuppello’s English-language translation of the article, Ferrero recalls: 

Unfortunately, a trusted secretary who served him for many years has 

recently swindled him out of a good deal of property; and a male associate has 

stolen a number of bank shares, selling them for his own profit. However, his 

daughters are now old enough to save their father from more serious harm, and 

perhaps from financial catastrophe, by banishing every outsider from the vicinity 

of the family strongbox. In addition to the bank shares, the male associate stole a 

jacket from him. For this Mark Twain wants to take revenge: he wants to 

denounce the rogue before a judge when he is called to give testimony. The idea 

entices him, and he was still talking to me about it with great vehemence on the 

front terrace while I was climbing into the coach that would take me to the station.  

“I am the king of buffoons; I am a dangerous person . . .,” he said. 

“But father”—interrupted the daughter beside him—“you will make the 

gentleman miss his train.” 

“Yes, I will drag him into court over the red jacket.” (82) 

Surprisingly, Twain chose to limit his public response to Lyon and Ashcroft’s perfidy to 

a single, foreign-language newspaper interview, one which despite the paper’s popularity 

in Italy would do little to affect the American reading public’s perception of Lyon.  

Out of the public eye, Twain continued to seethe. Within the circle of his trusted 

friends, Twain felt no compunction in releasing the full force of his vindictiveness against 

his former secretary. On January 14, 1910, Twain sent Paine a doggerel about Lyon: 

     WHO? 
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Who loves to steal a while away 

From Sinful joys & foolish play 

And fold her holy hands & pray? 

The Bitch. 

 

Who loves to watch while others pray, 

A hog their assets, night & day, 

Wherewith to fat her Ashcroft—say? 

The Bitch.  (qtd. in Skandera Trombley, Other Woman 237) 

Even after Ashcroft and Lyon virtually disappeared from his life, Twain could not help 

but nurse a grudge. A little more than a month and a half before his death, Twain wrote to 

Clara on March 6, 1910, confessing that his daughter’s earliest suspicions about Lyon 

proved true: his former secretary “was a liar, a forger, a thief, a hypocrite, a drunkard, a 

sneak, a humbug, a traitor, a conspirator, a filthy-minded & salacious slut pining for 

seduction & always getting disappointed” (qtd. in Fears 4: 1967). To the very end, the 

seventy-four-year-old Man in White continued to spew auxetic invective against the 

“little governess.” Any precious memories of his once-beloved secretary and honorary 

family member were obliterated by his white-hot rage. 
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CONCLUSION 

Twain’s angry writings were profoundly important to his literary and 

psychological development and deserve closer scholarly attention. Despite being 

overlooked or dismissed, they demonstrate more clearly than nearly any of his other 

works his awareness of audience and purpose and his complex negotiation of social and 

cultural constraints to create a rhetorically effective persuasive text. Twain’s angry 

writings are rhetorically sophisticated and were crucial to the development of literary 

techniques that define his most celebrated works. They also tell us much about how 

Twain saw himself and his anger, as well as the operational rules which guided his 

experience and expression of the emotion. By studying his angry writings, we are able to 

better answer longstanding questions about Twain’s seeming lack of self-awareness, 

unabashed vitriol, and ostensibly “uncharacteristic” mean streak. They also give us 

insight into the challenges Twain navigated in his participation in contemporary literary 

culture and his hierarchy of needs as a writer and literary artist. Finally, they help to open 

up the mind of one of the most influential and “American” writers and allow us to better 

identify and grapple with the dominant attitudes and social norms of nineteenth-century 

America. In this way, they tell us as much about Mark Twain as they do our twenty-first 

century priorities and biases in nineteenth-century American literary studies. Thus, there 

is much to be gained from further analysis of Twain’s angry texts. 

 Two areas that seem especially promising for further investigation are Twain’s 

use of anger in his writings on politics and social justice issues, as well his depiction of 

anger and its effects in his novels. How did Twain invoke anger and attempt to incite the 

emotion as a means of stirring his audience to action? What were the pleasures and 
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dangers of anger in his fictional worlds? Under what conditions does he explicitly praise 

and condemn anger? Questions such as these might help us continue to better cognize the 

ontologies, aesthetic values, and psychosocial complexities of the quintessential 

American author. 
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APPENDIX A 

Practical jokes played upon Clemens and their sources 

 

A bucket of water rigged to fall on him when he opened the door 

 Dan De Quille, “Salad Days” in TIHOT p. 28 

 

The shade stolen from his lamp at the Enterprise office  

 Arthur McEwan, “In the Heroic Days” in TIHOT p. 23 

 Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain, A Biography, vol. 1, p. 214 

 

Elaborate presentation of fake meerchaum pipe 

 Dan De Quille, “Reporting with Mark Twain” p. 174 

 Charles Goodwin, As I Remember Them p. 225  

 Alf Doten, “Early Journalism in Nevada” in Sagebrush pp. 273-274 

 

Staged robbery of Twain’s money and belongings, including a prized watch 

 Alf Doten, “Early Journalism in Nevada” in Sagebrush pp. 272-273  

 Dan De Quille, “Reporting with Mark Twain” in Sagebrush p. 174  

 Mark Twain, Roughing It, Chapter 79 

 

Mocked for disfigured nose, in person and by De Quille in print 

 Dan De Quille, “Salad Days” in TIHOT p. 29-31 

 William Gillis, Gold Rush Days p. 99 
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Note on present from female admirer swapped in order to end their relationship  

 Tom Fitch, “Western Carpetbagger” in TIHOT pp. 44-45 

 

A dummy with a Japanese sword set up in his room to frighten him at night 

 Dan De Quille, “Salad Days” in TIHOT p. 28 

 

Noise in the middle of the night to keep him from sleeping 

 Albert Bigelow Paine, Mark Twain, A Biography, vol. 1, pp. 254-255 

 

Drunken serenade outside his window 

 William Gillis, Gold Rush Days pp. 68-70 

 

Satirical diagnosis for commitment to a mental hospital, insults to literary aspirations and 

pride as former riverboat pilot 

 William Gillis, Gold Rush Days pp. 70-75 

 

Rumor that he and Dan De Quille hanged their neighbor’s cat (thus cutting off the flow of 

free food their neighbor gave them), subsequent sensational story about incident in rival 

paper 

 Dan De Quille, “Salad Days” in TIHOT p. 27 

 

Being convinced he’s drunk because Ward speaks plausible-sounding gibberish 
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 Dan De Quille “Artemus Ward” in Sagebrush, pp. 246-250 

 Mark Twain, “A Reminiscence of Artemus Ward” in Sagebrush, pp. 242-245  

 

Told to sleep in a bed which unbeknownst to him was regularly occupied by a dog and 

pet pig, then late at night trampled by animals fighting to get into the bed 

 Wells Drury, An Editor on the Comstock Lode, pp. 230-231 

 

A bell set up to ring in the middle of the night 

 Dan De Quille, “Salad Days” in TIHOT p. 28 
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